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Chairman

Message
It gives me immense pleasure and a feeling of pride to announce Vivekananda School of 

Information Technology’s Ist “International Conference on Information Security Risk – Techno 
Legal Management” (TelMISR) from 21st-22nd May, 2018.

India’s approach towards ‘Digital India’ along with popularity of social media especially 
facebook has contributed to a massive spurt in internet users thus sharing of huge vital personal, 
professional and financial data over the web. Recent instance of data leak of ‘Aadhar’ information 
has put confidential details of millions of Indians at risk. Such ‘Data Breach’ may cause in huge 
losses to the person as well as to the nation. Keeping the importance of ‘Information Security’ in 
mind, TelMISR, 2018 intends to provide an invigorating environment  to academicians, scholars 
and industry experts to discuss on how important is to maintain balance among confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of data.

Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies (VIPS) has carved a niche for itself in the academic 
world by producing university gold medalists.  We believe in creating a workforce equipped with 
the latest trends in the challenging world of Information Technology so as they emerge as industry 
ready professionals. This approach has only resulted in VIPS’s students emerging as highly 
successful professionals across the globe.  

VIPS has provided stimulating academic environment and has always focused on holistic 
development of its students thus providing numerous resources for learning and growth. To 
accentuate learning further, the upcoming conference aims to provide platform to students, 
research scholars, young scientists and industry experts to share their knowledge base and receive 
guidance from eminent academicians of international repute. 

I wish good luck to the conference team for great success in this academic endeavor.

Dr. S. C. Vats 
Chairman 

Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, Delhi
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Principal Director 

Message
We are delighted about upcoming International Conference on “Information Security Risks – 

Techno Legal Management (TelMISR - 2018)”. 

In this highly paced world where technology rules every aspect of life, Information Security has 
become a major concern amongst the IT specialists. Data loss in any kind i.e. personal, professional 
or financial can cause destruction thus secrecy of data is an utmost challenge. Keeping this in 
mind, conference aims to discuss challenging aspects of the Information Security in the presence 
of highly learned and distinguished academicians/industry experts and will equip all with the 
advances in the field and satiate their queries.  This two day event would serve as an ideal platform 
for immense learning and knowledge sharing for all present there. 

I wish the conference team good luck for the grand success of the event.

Prof. (Dr). Rattan Sharma 
Principal Director 

Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies, Delhi
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Prof. Vijay Vardharajan

Message
I feel privileged to be part of this International Conference on “Information Security Risks – 

Techno Legal Management (TelMISR - 2018)”. 

In this challenging era of Information and Technology where the secrecy of data is of utmost 
importance, it is extremely vital to remain abreast with the latest in the field like Communication 
Technology, Cloud Computing, Advances in Communication, Network & Social Network Analysis 
etc. I am confident that the conference provides an ideal platform to discuss the intricacies of 
various aspects of Information security and will add to the knowledge base of the participants. It 
will also offer a unique opportunity for networking, and for exploring new or challenging ideas 
and questions. I really look forward to be part of this invigorating academic endeavor.

I wish luck and best wishes to the conference team.  

Prof Vijay Varadharajan  
Global Innovation Chair in Cyber Security 

Director of Advanced Cyber Security Engineering Research Centre (ACSRC) 
University of Newcastle, 

Australia 
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Dean, VSIT

Message
Welcome to TeLMISR 2018!

It has been a real honor and privilege to welcome you to this 1st International Conference on 
"Information Security Risk – Techno Legal Management" (TelMISR) which takes place in beautiful 
campus of Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies (VIPS), Delhi on 21st-22nd May, 2018. Since 
its inception in national format in the year 2014, TelMISR has provided a cross-disciplinary venue 
for researchers and practitioners to address the rich space of communications and networking 
research and technology. The program includes Keynote presentations and provides ample 
opportunities for discussions, debate, and exchange of ideas and information among conference 
participants.

After a period of thorough discussions and in depth preparations for this special issue of 
Vivekananda Journal of Research (VJR) we are happy and proud to present you the first special  
issue. We are aware of the ever-expanding number of scientific journals and web-based sources 
of information in our field, but we are convinced that there is a need for this compilation: a high-
quality publication of relevant scientific information in the field of Information security and its 
management. 

The conference team has done a tremendous job in mobilizing this mammoth number of 
research papers. Hope participants, authors, researchers and audience will be benefited by this 
conference. Special thanks to SERB, DRDO and CSI for sponsoring the conference.

Dr. Vinay Kumar, Dean 
Vivekananda School of Information Technology 

Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies (VIPS)
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Editorial
We are happy to release first special issue of Vivekananda Journal of Research (VJR) on the occasion of first 
International Conference on ‘Information Security Risks - Techno Legal Management (TelMISR- 2018) of 
Vivekananda School of Information Technology. 
Conference connects scientists around the world and increases the spirit of academic research coupled 
with a space of openness and atmosphere of free thought. Our Conference provides forum for young 
scientists to use their critical and intuitive powers to discuss and debate just like at Solvay conferences 
of 1927 and 1930 where the debate between Bohr and Einstein went on day and night, with neither man 
conceding defeat. 
Our conference lays foundation for scholars to express the novelty of their approach. As seen, sometimes 
observations may contradict predictions and baffle scientists.This is the place one can discuss positive as 
well as negative results as Michelson and Morley’s most celebrated negative result: negation that led to a 
positive advance. 
In the conference   eminent scientists, leaders and achievers present the train of thought and cite the facts 
that may lead authors, young scientists and teaching fraternity onto their path and will prove of great use 
in their research.
Profound works of talented researchers of across the world and path breaking papers, presented in our 
conference are published in this special issue of the UGC journal. This issue is an amalgamation of articles 
of the latest topics of computer field like Deep learning, IoT, Big Data Analytics, Semantic Web, Cloud 
Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Security, and Social Media. The warm response to the conference has 
compelled us to send few papers in Scopus Indexed Journals also.
I express our gratitude and feel highly indebted to the management for granting permission to organize 
this International conference and release of special issue.
I wish to express my sincere thanks to the International and National Advisory Committee Members for 
their consistent support and motivation. 
I also thank our panel of review committee experts in steering the considered articles through multiple 
cycles of review and bringing out the best from research authors of our conference.
I owe immense feeling of gratitude to the entire Conference committee members for due diligence and 
promptness in completing the allocated task with utmost perfection.
I thank our student Mr. Prince Mondol for putting his immense dedication with utmost punctuality 
coupled with strong technical expertise to design our dynamic conference website. We owe to Mr. Harshit 
Sharma and Mr. Tushar Ahuja for designing brochure and cover page of this issue.
I feel proud of our association with esteemed government bodies i.e. Science Engineering Research Board 
(SERB), Defence Research Development Organization (DRDO) and Computer Society of India. We are 
extremely thankful to them for their financial grant.
I hope that this special issue would provide great insight into the challenging field of computer science to 
its readers. It will contribute to the knowledge base by providing the latest in the form of research papers 
compiled in the issue. We look forward to come up with many more such special issues in future also.

Prof. (Dr.)  M. Balasubramanian  
Conference Convener- TelMISR - 2018  

Vivekananda School of Information Technology 
Vivekananda Institute of Professional Studies
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A Study on Deep Learning Based Automatic 
Speech Recognition

B Kannan 
Infosys Technologies, 

Canary Wharf 
London E14 5NP

Abstract— In the modern era, Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) is objected to improve human to human communica-
tion by enabling machine processed text or voice. Though speech recognition has been around us for decades, the deep 
learning finally made speech recognition accurate and let the ASR invade our life. ASR with deep learning has now started 
to automate our lifestyle in the form of small devices, for an instance Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and Apple Siri in 
Smartphones etc., with few challenges on Noise Mixed Speeches, latencies between Speakers and Machine, multi modals and 
multilingual. This paper describes the evolution, fundamentals of ASR, current approach in ASR with deep learning and the 
surrounding challenges.

Keywords— Machine learning; deep learning; automated speech recognition; communication.

I.  Introduction 
The future of analytics in this innovative world is ruled by Deep learning, Machine learning and Artificial 

intelligence [1]. The term Machine learning is a subset of Artificial Intelligence and it makes computers and other 
machines to learn and work independently without being explicitly programmed. Our nature is described as a self-
made machine, and it is 100% perfectly automated than any other automated machine. Machine automation is the 
upcoming technology which will be the ruler of technological kingdom. Now let us look onto various emerging 
technologies that uses the machine learning. Machine learning makes use of certain prediction algorithms and 
strategies in predicting the patterns in test data, and it designs and uses a model which helps in recognizing 
those predicted patterns in order to make future analysis on new data. As far as concern, supervised learning and 
unsupervised learning are the two categories algorithm techniques in Machine learning.

“Speech”, [2] is the primary mode of communication between people. We always like to minimise our effort to 
get things done. Since the spoken communication has domination in human interactions, we always like to minimize 
our (human) effort to get things done, we started to expect the machine to understand the conversation just like a 
person and ended up in building Automatic Speech recognition system (ASR) [3], the translating of spoken words 
into text thus letting system behave for us. Though ASR is being discussed from past few decades, its’ technological 
hurdles are not letting the researchers build the flexible solutions to please the end user. In this paper, we discuss the 
evolution of ASR, deep learning of ASR, and a closer look of model CNN.

A. Fundamental Units of ASR

With any way to deal with speech recognition, the initial step is, for the client to talk a word or expression into 
an amplifier [4]. The electrical signal from the microphone is digitized by an “analog-to-digital (A/D) converter”, 
and is put away in memory. To decide the “signifying” of this voice input, the PC endeavors to coordinate the 
contribution with a digitized voice test or layout that has a known significance. Hence the ASR systems are designed 
to convert the human speech, an analog signal to a digitized single dimensional vector, transcript (a series of words) 
with the following phases.
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1. Capturing the speech via microphone
2. Pre-processing, encompasses a set of parameters to represent the enhanced speech signals to a specific form, 

differentiate the voice and unvoiced signal (noise et.) and create a vector for next phase.
3. Feature extraction, derives the characteristic feature vector with a lower dimension to classify the sounds further 

with Energy and Pitch features. 
4. Decoding, each unit in the signals are classified and treated as some classes to identify the sound involved in the 

frame with the recurring error/training model.
5. Post-processing, compare the identified spoken utterance from the decoder to a natural language vocabulary 

and reduces the error.
6. Writing transcript.

Fig.1: Phases of ASR

B. Stages of ASR
Stage 1: Training, the system records speech, pre-process and feed the data for “Feature Extraction”.
Stage 2: Recognition, the system creates model, adaptation, storing the identified words and its related corpus in 
dictionaries for next cycle and the pronounced word is displayed to user.

C. Types of Speech Recognition

Speaker Dependent: Learning the unique characteristics of a single person’s voice. Each user must first “train” 
the system by speaking to it, before they start to use it, so the computer can analyse how the person speaks. It has 
more accuracy and downside as user needs to train the system.

Speaker independent: Learning to recognize anyone’s voice, so no training is involved. The downside is that it 
is generally less accurate than speaker–dependent one since the vocabulary is less and more audiences with varied 
dimensions in lingual.  

D. Evolution of ASR

The invention of the phonograph in 1877 by Thomas Edison was of crucial importance since it was the first 
device to record and reproduce the sound. This invention set a theory that Speech was no longer a fleeting event 
but repeatedly heard and analysed. Followed by Edison, Alexander Graham Bell was inspired, his line of research 
eventually led to his invention of the telephone. Here in this paper for better understanding and classification we say 
the ASR has roughly four generations. *inherited from S.Furui, “History and development of Speech Recognition.”

B Kannan
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 Generation 1: (1950s to 1960s)

Investigations in light of acoustic phonetics, the investigation of an acoustic qualities of discourse, incorporates 
an examination and depiction of discourse as far as its physical properties, for example, recurrence, force, and term. 
As indicated by this approach, the discourse with messages are to be separated with the assurance of applicable 
paired acoustic properties, for example, nasality, frication, voiced-unvoiced arrangement and consistent highlights, 
for example, formant areas, proportion of high and low frequencies. Meaning the system in this era has a set of 
pronunciation dictionaries. The most popular approach is phonetic based one.

Downside: For commercial applications, this approach hasn’t provided a viable platform.

 Generation 2: (1960 to 1970s)

At the point when an articulation lexicon isn’t accessible and there are just a couple of tests for every word, 
Template matching(TM) is by all accounts the most appropriate approach. A template is an accumulation of vectors 
of highlights rehashing an elocution and can likewise be the progression of edges. TM stores at least one reference 
layouts for each word amid preparing. Amid testing stage, each new edge is contrasted and all the reference outlines 
and recognizes the new expression just like the word related with the layout with the littlest separation to the new 
succession. Few popular approaches

• Linear predictive Cepstral Coefficients(LPCC)
• Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients(MFCC)
• Dynamic program or Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
• Isolated or connected word recognition based on LPC and DTW

Downside: TM’s generalization capabilities are weak and its performances are not as competitive as gen 1 system 
and a seed for 3rd generations.

 Generation 3: (1970s to 2000s)

ASR approaches the most powerful, complicated and rigorous statistical modelling. The researchers started 
to use probability and mathematical functions to determine the most likely outcome and deal with uncertain or 
incomplete information, such as confusable sounds, speaker variability, etc. The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is 
the most common, in this model, each phoneme is like a link in a chain, and the completed chain is a word. During 
this process, the program assigns a probability score to each phoneme, based on its built-in dictionary and user 
training. Though there is a significant jump in efficiency and accuracy, this process is even more complicated for 
phrases and sentences, must figure out where each word stops and starts. Below are few popular approaches.

• n-gram language model 
• smoothing language model

Downside: These statistical systems need lots of exemplary training data to reach their optimal performance 
and on the order of thousands of hours of human-transcribed speech and hundreds-hundreds of megabytes of text 
even to build a small-scale unit.

 Generation 4: (After 2000)

Both acoustic phonetic and format construct approach fizzled with respect to their own to investigate extensive 
understanding into human discourse preparing. Accordingly, blunder examination and learning based framework 
upgrade couldn’t get quality.

Specialists and researchers centers around to motorize the discourse acknowledgment process as per the way 
a man applies insight in picturing, investigating, and describing discourse in view of an arrangement of estimated 
acoustic highlights. The neural systems and its envisioning abilities brought the ASR to copy the framework as a 
human audience. All the popular 4th gen models are broadly classified into two.

A Study on Deep Learning Based Automatic Speech Recognition
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• Deep Language modelling
• Deep Acoustic modelling

II.   Deep Learning Approaches
Deep Neural Network (DNN) alludes to a feed forward neural system with in excess of one concealed layer. 

Each shrouded layer has numerous units (or neurons), every one of which takes all yields of the lower layer as 
information, increases them by a weight vector, wholes the outcome and goes it through a non-straight enactment 
capacities. The first (base) layer of the DNN is the info layer and the highest layer is the yield layer.

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) are another variant of neural networks or deep learnings. RBM is a 
stochastic network, meaning that its neurons are not activated by their thresholds, but by probabilities. They can be 
used to classify input data after they have been trained by a training algorithm. Basically, a RBM learns the probability 
distribution of a data set in the training phase, and can then classify unknown data by using this distribution.

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), applies a connection between two adjacent layers and forms a cyclical 
connection. These connections consequently endow the RNNs with the capability of accessing previously processed 
inputs. Meaning, the hidden state HS at the time step T is obtained by the previous hidden state HS-1 at the time 
step T−1 and the input XT at the time step T. However, the standard RNNs cannot access long-range context since 
the back propagated error when training blows up or decays overtime. This can be overcome by LSTM, Long Short-
Term Memory to store information in the memory for long time. Each memory blocks contains 3 multiplicative 
units: inputs, outputs and forget gates.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [5] are biologically inspired variants of Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) 
originally developed for visual perception tasks. Typically, it consists of one, or more, convolutional layers (the layer 
which defines the filters and convolve the filters with each input frame windows) with a pooling layer, followed by 
one, or more, fully connected layers to form the neural network. One of the advantages of CNNs is that they enable 
the extraction of efficient features by automatic learning. For speech processing, 1D filters instead of 2D filters are 
particularly considered when directly addressing the raw signals.

III.   CNNs in ASR – A Close Look
A. Architecture

The building piece of the CNN contains a couple of concealed employs: a convolution utilize and a pooling 
handle [6]. The information contains a few restricted highlights composed the same number of as highlight maps. 
The size (determination) of highlight maps gets littler at upper layers as more convolution and pooling cycles are 
connected. Generally at least one completely associated concealed layers are included best of the last CNN layer to 
consolidate the highlights over all recurrence groups before bolstering to the yield layer [7].

Fig.2: Architecture of CNN

B Kannan
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B. Process

Input Layer

Preparation to fit the speech signal to input to convolution layer.Since the concept is borrowed from image 
processing, we need a 2D feature map wherein the sound/Speech is a single dimensional vector array/list. So, the 
first step is to organize the speech vector feature map that CNN can understand. We should plot the captured sound 
wave as an image by locality between Frequency and time to form a spectrogram and split the windows into multiple 
chunk, each chunk carries lot of contexts feature map. Below is the sample input feature organized to CNN.

Fig.3: Process

Convolution Layer

Let’s say “F is the filter size, which determines the number of frequency bands in each input feature map that 
each unit in the convolution tier receives as input”. Since each feature map is connected to as many feature maps 
in the reformed input set which are all having same weight F. By moving the frame map in the given input, the 
algorithm in this layer produces lower dimensional data and refines it for next phase.

 Rectified Linear Unit (RLU) Layer

This layer ensures to pass the active frame map to the pooling layer. The nodes in the filter map are filtered 
further to have a concrete data. 

For an instance, to get active nodes between all unsigned nodes group, the algorithm here to get active nodes 
probably be, if the node has negative values replace the node with 0s and the node retains the same value if it is non-
negative value. Symbolic representations, F(x) => x<=0 ? 0 : x

 Pooling Layer

This layer shrinks the size of the frame map but hold the same number of frame map. The algorithm takes 
adjacent nodes values and does max/min based on the definitions and form a new dimension for the frame map 
which reduces the resolution of images. The key here is to select the suitable pooling size to get frame map reduced 
without losing the sound signal in that frame.

 Fully connected Layer

This is the last layer where the classification or predictions happening for the given speech. Here all the reformed 
individual frame maps from the recurred convolution layers and pooling layers are connected each other to form a 
single weighted vector back for predictions.

Downside: CNN is stronger if we feed more data else it is so week and it suffers from over fitting as well.

A Study on Deep Learning Based Automatic Speech Recognition
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Fig.4: Process of CNN

IV.   Conclusion
As technologies are shaping up, so scientists and engineers are trying to build more accurate ASR system 

along with the known open challenges such as multilingual accents, sociolinguistics, speaking rate, spontaneous, 
or freestyle speech, gender and environmental noises by inheriting the best of all historical models. With all the 
open challenges Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa, Google assistants and Microsoft Crotona have created their space in the 
market because of their novelty approaches and habituated to target single language “English”.

Terminologies in this paper

Utterances: any stream of speech between two periods of silences
Grammar: defines the context/domain within which the Recognition engine is working
Accuracy: how well the system is recognizing the given word/ phrases 
Corpus: the database which consists of speech data collected from several speakers 
Phonemes: the smallest unit of speech that distinguishes a meaning
Deep learning: part of a machine learning methods based on learning data representations, as opposed to task 
specific algorithms. Learning can be supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised. It is also known as Deep Neural 
Learning or Deep Neural Network.
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Abstract — A botnet consists of a network of a private machine infected with malicious software and controlled by an attack-
er (botmaster) without the owners‘ knowledge. An infected machine may be a computer, Smartphone and IoT (Internet of 
Thing) devices such as smart television, CCTV camera or various storage devices that are connected to the internet. Botnet 
attacks are distributed denial-of-services (DDoS), personal information theft, sending spam mails, identity theft, and phish-
ing. In the recent years, Botnet has become a serious security threat to internet infrastructure.According  to  Check  Point‘s  
analysis  report,  the  new  bot IoTroop and Reaper has already infected more than 1 million organizations across the world 
and it is more sophisticated than Mirai IoTbot that was used to launch a massive denial-of-service attack. Many other bot-
nets such as Downloader.pony, IoT malware, Loki, Heodo, stegobot, Reaper IoT have been also detected in the recent years. 
This paper presents a survey on recently detected Botnets. We also presents current botnet detection and prevention tech-
niques for secure internet infrastructure.

Keywords—Botnets; Malware; Botnet detection & prevention; Information and cyber security

I.   Introduction
An internet _Bot‘ also known as web robot or simple bot is a self-propagating malware used to control a client 

and connect back to a server that work as a command and control (C&C) centre for an entire network of infected 
devices, or “botnet” [1]. Some common types of command and control models are centralized C&C, P2P based C&C 
and Unstructured C&C model [2]. Bots often provide information or services that would otherwise be conducted by 
a human being. Bots are used to collect information, or interact automatically with instant messaging (IM), internet 
relay chat (IRC), network or HTTP protocol [3].

Bots can act as a good or malicious intention. Some good bots are copyright bots, spider bots, data bots, search 
engine bots, feed fetcher, Trader bots, googlebot, monitor bots like word press, site 24×7 tools and keynote while a 
malicious botnet attacks are categorized as denial of service, distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, scrappers, 
impersonators, email spam botnet, zombie computers, and IoT botnet. As per the Internet security threat report 
by Symantec‘s Message Labs - 2016 [4], the email malware rates are increased significantly during 2016. In 2015, 1 
in 220 emails sent containing malware while in 2016, this is increased 1 in 131 emails. This increment was driven 
primarily by botnet, which are used to deliver massive spam campaigns related to threats such as Locky (Ransom.
Locky), Dridex (W32.Cridex), and TeslaCrypt (Ransom.TeslaCrypt). Research on Botnet detection and prevention 
is a major challenge for researchers and organizations. In the literature, many review articles such as Paxton et al., 
2007 [5], Bailey et al., 2009 [6], Feily et al. 2009 [7], Jing e al. 2009 [8], Li et al. 2009 [9], Shin and Im, 2009 [10], 
Zeidanloo and Manaf, 2009 [11], Lashkari A. H. 2011 [12], Plohmann et al. 2011 [13], Marupally and Paruchuri, 
2011 [14], Ullah I, 2013 [15], Silva et al. 2013 [16], Rodriguez-Gomez et al., 2013 [17], Karim A. et. al, 2014 [18], 
Khan W. Z, 2015 [19], Amini, P. 2015 [20], Kolias C., 2017 [21] are available, which are primarily focused on botnet 
and its detection techniques.

Bailey et al. (2009) presented two core problems for botnet attackers. One is how to get bots onto victim computers 
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and second is how to communicate each bot instance. They also classified various botnet detection techniques with 
different approaches such as detection based on behavior of corporate, signatures, and attack behaviors. Jing et 
al. (2009) explained the basic architecture of IRC based botnet attacks where malicious activities are detected by 
directly monitoring IRC communication patterns. Li et al. (2009) presented the botnet and its related research based 
on C&C models, infection mechanism, communication protocols malicious behaviour, and defensive mechanisms. 
Moreover, various botnet detection techniques such as DNS data, network data, packet tap data, address allocation 
data and honey pot data are presented. Paxton et al. (2007), Zeidanloo and Manaf (2009), Plohmann et al. (2011), 
and Marupally & Paruchuri (2011) also presented different types of botnet attacks and detection methods based 
on C & C architectures (P2P, centralized and Botnet: Survey of the current methods hybrid). Ullah I et al. (2013) 
analyzed the protocols that is controlled by the Supervisor-bots. How they evolved with the passage of time. How 
cyber defenders proposed and work for the detection of a cyber-attack from known and unknown botnet and suggest 
ideas and techniques for its prevention and mitigation. Botnet phenomenon including botnet architecture, life cycle, 
creation, detection and mitigation approaches are presented by Silva et al. (2013). Karim A. et al. (2014) presented 
a comprehensive review of the latest botnet detection techniques and discussed recent trends towards botnet that 
are emerging with new technologies. Khan W. Z. (2015) presented survey on email spam botnet detection methods. 
Botnet classification and defence mechanisms are presented by Amini P. (2015). In the recent year, Kolias C. (2017) 
presented the details of Mirai botnet which is DDoS attack on Internet of things (IoT).

Apart from the above review articles, Spamhaus botnet reports 2017 [22] analyzed the various botnet controllers 
listing in recent years and warned that the IoT based Botnet will be a serious threat in 2018. In the future, social media 
or IoT connected devices will be a major target by the botnet. Some recent examples Facebook‘s  fake ad controversy 
and the  Twitter bot fiasco are influencing the political views of the citizen by sending fake news. Recently published  
studies are  concluded that social media bots and self-control social media  accounts will be a major challenge for the 
politics and  advertisement world. This may influence the people by  spreading the fake news.

Moreover, the botnet can be used to mine the crypto currencies like bit-coin, ethereum and ripple by the cyber 
criminals. The mining of crypto currencies through botnet is known as crypto-jacking [23].

In this paper, we present a survey on recently detected Botnets. We also present various botnet detection 
methods and prevention techniques. This paper is structured as follows - Section II provides a detailed overview 
of recently detected Botnets, Section III reviews various techniques of botnet detection. Section IV explains the 
prevention techniques of the botnet. Finally, this paper is summarized in Section V.

II.   Recent Botnets
Karim A. et al. [18] has presented the current botnet attacks such as StealRat botnet, Citadel botnet, Andromeda 

botnet, and android master key vulnerability. StealRat botnet is capable to bypass organization‘s advanced anti-spam 
defenses system. StealRat uses specialized method to hide the malware used in the spam. This malware generally 
uses an infected machine as mediators between infected sites and spam server. Citadel botnet uses malicious codes 
to not only harm personal computers but also evade from the malware recognition process of various anti-viruses/ 
anti-malware software. This malware is used to steal the banking information such as password and emptying the 
bank account. Andromeda botnet identified in late 2011, it is a highly modular program which incorporates various 
modules includes form grabbers, SOCKS4 proxy module, key loggers, and root-kits. Moreover, as a backdoor, it can 
download and execute other files as well as update and remove itself if needed. Android master key vulnerability threat is 
multiplied when considering applications designed by the device vendors (e.g. Samsung, HTC, Vivo, Oppo) that grant special 
privileges within Android, specifically granting access to a system‘s UID.

Spamhaus project [24] has detected a number of botnet malware such as download.pony, locky, IoT, Cryptowall, 
VMZeuS, Gozi, Dridex, Citadel, Vawtrak, Zeus, Gootkit, Teslacrypt, Neurevt, ISRStealer, Nitol, TorrentLocker, 
LuminosityLink, Smokeloader, Glupteba, and Neutrino in 2016. These botnet malware are commonly related to 
the e-banking Trojans, ransomware and backdoor. Further, spamhaus project [22] has detected some new botnet 
malware in 2017. They are IoT malware, Chthonic, Jbifrost, Cerber, Redosdru, Heodo, Adwind, Glupteba, Trickbot, 
Dridex, Neutrino, Worm.ramnit, Hancitor, AZORult, Pandazeus.
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In spite of conventional botnet method, which are made up for computers, a researcher at Proofpoint [25] (a 
California-based enterprise security company) identified that most of the spam mail logged through a server had 
originated from a botnet devices such as computers, smart phone and IoT devices -- including a refrigerator,  smart 
TVs, and other household appliances. Therefore, the botnet which controls IoT based device known as IoT botnet. 
Recently, a number of IoT botnet such as LizardStresser [26], Lizkebab [27], Bashlite [28], Torlus [29], Gafgyt [30], 
Mirai [31], Reaper [32], Satori [33] and Star War Twitter [34] are detected.

LizardStresser [26] is a botnet developed by an infamous lizard squad DDoS group in 2015. This is written in 
C language and designed to run on Linux platform. A computer infected by Lizardstresser connects to the server 
and receive commands through IRC chat protocol. It has focused on targeting Internet of Things (IoT) devices using 
default passwords that are shared among DDoS devices. Lizkebab [27], Bashlite [28], Torlus [29], and Gafgyt [30] are 
malware that prime target is linux based IoT devices especially security cameras (surveillance system) and turn them 
into a DDoS botnet. This malware are traced by Level 3 threat research labs in 2016. Mirai [31] is a worm-like family 
of malware that infected embedded and IoT devices.  Mirai botnet consists of  100,000 infected devices to  launch a 
DDoS attack against  OVH, Dyn, and Krebs on security peak attack.

Recently, a star wars twitter botnet [34] has detected in 2017. Many twitter accounts are treated as a bot and 
being control by a star wars malware. The bots were exposed because they tweeted uniformly from their location 
within two rectangle-shaped geographic zones covering Europe and the USA, including sea and desert areas in 
their zones. Hajime malware botnet is an IoT worm that blocks rival botnets. Hajime IoT malware [35] fights the  
Mirai botnet for control of easy-to-hack IoT products. Hajime blocks several networks, including those of Hewlett-
Packard, General Electric, United States Department of defense, the US Postal Service, and a number of private 
networks. WireX [36] android botnet has detected in August, 2017 and within a week it is extended more than 
10000 computers. WireX botnet’s infection software was hidden in seemingly innocuous apps like media players 
and ringtones  which  was  being  hosted  by Google’s  Play Store. Chinese security firm Qihoo 360 [37] and Israeli 
firm Check Point [38] detected a new botnet on October 20, 2017. This botnet is based on the Mirai botnet code. 
The only difference is  that  the  new  botnet  relies  on  exploits  instead  of  brute forcing passwords as its infection 
method. This new botnet is named as Reaper [39]. The reaper botnet is capable to affect IoT devices like home 
router made by D-Link and Linksys, digital network video recorder made by NUUO, VACRON, NETGEAR, and   
AVTECH.   Satori   IoT   malware   was discovered in December 2017. The word  _satori|| means _understand|| or 
enlightenment  in  Japanese.  It  has  many variants like Satori variant 2, satori variant 3 (aka Okiru) and satori variant 
4. All three variants are based on a different architecture such as SH4, x86_64 and ARC respectively. All variants  are  
subset  of  mirai  botnet  DDoS  attack.  Radware research has recently detected a new botnet named DarkSky [40]. 
DarkSky  botnet is capable to run under windows XP/7/8/10 and has anti-virtual machine capabilities. This botnet is 
described to have a quick and silent installation with no changes on the infected machine. This botnet can perform 
DNS amplification attack, UDP flood, HTTP flood and TCP (SYN) flood. The latest version of this botnet has  been 
released in December 2017.The details of the recently detected botnet are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Recently detected botnet

Years Recent IoT 
Botnet

Architecture/ 
Protocol First Seen Reference

2015 Lizard Stresser IRC Chat 2015 Angrishi, K. (2017) [26,28]

2016 Bashlite family 
of malware

Command and 
Control (C&C) 

server
2016 https://securityintelligence.com/news/bashlite 

malware-uses- iot-for-ddos-attacks/ [41]

2016 Mirai botnet
Command and 
Control (C&C 

server

August

2016
Antonakakis, M. et al., 2017 [31]
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2016
Hajime 

Malware 
Botnet

Command & 
Control (C&C) 

server

October

2016
Edwards, S., & Profetis, I. (2016) [35]

2017 Star Wars 
twitter botnet

IRC,P2P & 
HTTP

Created in 2013 
then detected 

2017
Echeverria, J., & Zhou, S. (2017, July) [34]

2017 WireX android 
botnet‘ HTTP request August, 2017 https://blog.cloudflare.com/the-wirex-botnet/ [36]

2017
Reaper IoT

botnet‘
C&C server October 2017 Urquhart, L., & McAuley, D. (2018) [39]

2017 Satori IoT 
botnet‘

ARM, MIPS, 
PPC, x86, 

x86_64, SuperH, 
SPC, ARC

Satori varient2 
– 21/08/17 

Satori variant 
4 – 14/01/18

https://www.arbornetworks.com/blog/asert/the-
arc-of-satori/ [35]

2017 Darksky botnet Socks/HTTP December 
2017

https://blog.radware.com/security/2018/02/darksky-
botnet/ [40]

III.   Review of botnet detection methods
This section presents the current botnet detection techniques in term of various categories. Botnet detection 

techniques are mainly categorized as

1. Honeynet-based detection [42,43] 
2. Intrusion detection system (IDSs) [44] 

 a) Structure-based detection [45] 
  i) Signature-based detection 
  ii) DNS-based detection
 b) Anomaly-based detection [46] 
  i) Host-based detection
  ii) Network-based detection
   1. Active monitoring
   2. Passive monitoring

A. Honeynet

The purpose of the Honeynet project is to recognition of a Botnet characteristic [47]. Honeynet is a group of computers that 
detect the behaviour of the attacker or the intrusion information to observe and record the details and create a log of malicious 
entries. These entries are further examines so that evidence can be obtained and actions can be taken. Honeynet may consist of 
one or more honeypot. Honeypot can be classified based on the interaction of the system and intruder. The classification may 
be low interaction honeypot, high interaction honeypot and medium interaction honeypot. A low interaction honeypot has a 
basic functionality while a medium interaction honeypot provide greater interaction capability to the system and intruder. A 
high interaction honeypot uses honeyspot technology (Wi-Fi) that provides a lot of information about the attackers. Recently, 
the number of modern Honeynet techniques are developed which is based on the sensor. These techniques are Kippo, Dionaea 
and Glastopf [48].

B. Intrusion detection systems (IDSs)

Intrusion detection systems are based on the monitoring traffic flow and further detecting the malicious activity of the 
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network. If malicious activity found during the monitoring the traffic flow of the network, it directly inform to the administrator 
of the system. IDSs can also block the traffic coming from the virus infected system. Intrusion detection system mainly 
categorized two ways.

1. Structure-based detection system
2. Anomalies-based detection system
Structure-based intrusion detection system

Structure based intrusion detection [49] is based on monitoring network traffic for a series of malicious byte or 
packet sequence. In this method, structures are developed based on behavior of the malicious activities and further 
these structures are used to detect the malicious byte or packet sequence of the network. Structure based intrusion 
can be further categorized in two ways.

1. Signature-based detection 
2. DNS-based detection 

Signature based detection technique [50] is based on the knowledge of known and previously studies botnet. 
Based on the existing botnet, researchers try to analysis the behavior of the botnet and produce signature. This 
signature is used to detect the malicious activities in the network. Some examples of signature based detection are 
AutoRE [51], Snort [52].

DNS based detection is based on the property of botnet DNS query. DNS queries are performed by bot to reach 
C&C server, which is hosted by DNS provider. Therefore, the anomalies of DNS traffic can be detected by monitoring 
the DNS traffic.

Anomalies-based detection system

Anomalies based detection system [53] an anomaly-based botnet detection approach for identifying stealthy 
botnet. In Computer Applications and Industrial Electronics (ICCAIE), 2011 IEEE does not require a priori 
knowledge of bot signatures, C&C server address and botnet C&C protocols. In this system, the botnet is detected 
by monitoring the network in real time. Anomaly based detection can be further categorized two ways.

1. Host-based detection system [43] 
2. Network-based detection system [53] 

In a host-based detection system, the individual system (host) is monitored to find out suspicious behavior such 
as access to suspicious files and processing overhead while the network-based detection system, network must have 
a monitoring tool to find out the suspicious behaviors. In the network, monitoring can be done either actively or 
passively. An example of active monitoring is BotProbe [54].

IV.   Prevention methods
Botnet Prevention is the best strategy to secure internet infrastructure. In the literature, there are three botnet 

prevention approaches. They are endpoint security, vulnerability management, and intrusion prevention system 
(IPS). Endpoint security can be achieved by applying security policies on the various networks, while the vulnerability 
is related to weakness of the systems (software, hardware or process). This can be improved to test the network and 
find out the weakness. For intrusion prevention system, different types of the firewall may help to protect the system 
against botnet threads.

V.   Conclusion
As the rising of the IoT networks, Botnet is the major challenge not only for the conventional system but also for 

the IoT network. In the recent years, a number of IoT botnet attacks are alarming for the future threads. Therefore, it 
is important to face the challenge of the future botnet thread. This paper presents the survey of the recently detected 
botnets. Most of the recently detected botnet like Mirai, Reaper, IoTbot are attacked to the IoT networks. This paper 
also presents the basic techniques of botnet detection and prevention. In the future work, we can study the behaviour 
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of IoT networks and can develop various techniques for the detection and prevention of the botnet.
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Abstract— The research paper is written with an idea to discuss various ways to electronically make the payment using 
cards. We have been using the plastic money since long like a credit card, debit card, and smart card.   The smart card is 
similar to another pocket-sized card like credit/debit cards except an extra feature of an embedded computer chip; either a 
microchip or memory or microprocessor type that stores and transacts data. A smart card as the name suggests comes with 
a memory and can provide the feature like identification, authentication, data storage and application processing. Data is 
stored and processed within the card’s chip and it is either value, information, or both. Smart Card is a globally recognized 
concept for making payment for an e-commerce transaction. It was first used in France in the year 1983 for charging tele-
phone card. There are several applications which are enhanced with smart cards like healthcare, banking, entertainment, 
and transportation. These days’ both credit card and debit cards are coming with memory/ microprocessor chip which 
makes the credit/debit card also fall into the category of smart card.

This research paper will shed light on various cards available, how smart cards are beneficial, how electronic payment is 
done, where the transaction can be compromised and finally a framework has been proposed to secure the card in a better 
way. The paper will depict how the blink technology works and using biometric security can be enhanced.

Keywords—Credit Card; Debit Card; (EPS) Electronic Payment System; Plastic Money; Smart Card

I.   Introduction 
In ancient times, the barter system was used to exchange goods and services. Barter system has been used for 

centuries; before the use of money. Later gold and silver coins were used for purchasing. Money was later introduced 
and is the most popular way of making payment. Money is in the form of currency notes and coins. Later banks 
introduced the concept of the cheque, Credit card, Debit Card, etc. in lieu of hard cash. After demonetization in 
India, the government is encouraging the citizens to use digital payment instead of hard cash which has given a great 
platform to third parties like PayTM, Mobikwik etc. Now, some of the countries have allowed the use of digitized 
currency known as “bitcoins”; they are accepting and using as a substitute for money.

With the advancement of technology; banks have diversified from conventional/traditional banking to 
electronic banking. Conventional banking is based on brick and mortar model, which needs a branch and staff 
to interact face-to-face with the branch customers. Where in, the electronic banking doesn’t require any physical 
space and deals virtually with its customers all over the world. E-commerce as the name suggests deals with doing 
commerce electronically which need to pay and receive money electronically. Payment is the most important aspect 
of the trade. E-Money is an electronic medium for making payment and is the current trend of today. 

Electronic Payments are the financial transactions made without the use of paper documents like cash or 
cheque. In short, it is a paperless transaction. Like one can pay bills electronically, book a movie ticket, shop online 
and pay electronically etc.
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II.   Types of Electronic Payment System
Electronically the payments can be made for purchasing goods and services physically or digitally. [1] Purchase 

of any products and services online payment can be made via e-cheque, e-cash, e-wallet, credit card, debit card, 
smart card, etc. For purchasing digital goods and services like software, video, audio, subscription, electronic games, 
electronic greetings, etc. one can pay via SET, Netbill, First Virtual Holdings and Cyber Cash.  As the research paper 
focused on Smart Cards, will be focusing only on the different cards used in EPS. Today’s generation is willing to use 
cards instead of cash for making the transaction:-

Credit Card: is a thin plastic card that contains identification information such as a signature, expiry date, 
customers’ name. The first credit card was launched in 1920 in the USA, the first universal credit card was introduced 
by Diner’s Club in 1950. Later in the year 1958; American Express also designed the credit card. A card Bank 
Americard was also launched in the year 1958 and was later named as VISA, 1976. In 1967, everything card was 
introduced and in 1969 Master Charge was launched which was renamed as Master card in the year 1979.

The credit card is also known as “Pay Later” method of payment. It is based on the concept of lending money 
to the customer for a certain limit, which customer will be billed periodically. The customer gets the provision to 
purchase goods on credit only if the customer and the merchant both are registered with a bank. Credit card number 
specifies the system, bank, account number and cheque digit and it varies from bank to bank. The credit card initially 
had a magnetic strip on the backside, which has three layers to store the information. Usually, bank use first 2 layers 
to store account number, country code, expiry date etc. Each track is about one-tenth of an inch wide. The ISO/IEC 
standard 7811, which is used by banks. [2]

• Track one is 210 bits per inch (bpi) and holds 79 6-bit plus parity bit read-only characters.
• Track two is 75 bpi and holds 40 4-bit plus parity bit characters. [2]
• Track three is 210 bpi and holds 107 4-bit plus parity bit characters.

Debit Card: is also considered as plastic money and is a look-alike of the credit card. A debit card is directly 
mapped to the customer’s bank account, so customers don’t have to pay interest as they are using their own money. So 
instead of carrying physical cash the customer can purchase and pay via debit card, the money will be automatically 
deducted from the customer’s bank account.  In case of the insufficient funds in the bank account, the customer will 
not be able to buy that product. 

Smart Card:  also known as a chip card, or integrated circuit card (ICC) appears almost same as credit/debit 
card except for the embedded integrated circuits. It comes with a memory or microprocessor chip. The chips in 
these cards are capable of many kinds of transactions. For instance, one can purchase and pay via credit account, 
debit account or from a stored account value that’s reloadable (metro card or phone card). The improved memory 
and processing capability of the smart card can accommodate several different applications on a single card. Like a 
customer can put his debit card, credit card, office id, house key, metro card, etc. on a single chip.

A. Types of Smart Cards

Contact Smart Cards- Approximately 1 square centimeter (0.16 sq in) area usually is allocated as a contact 
area, including several gold-plated contact pads and no battery. These pads when inserted into a reader supply the 
power, so that smart card can communicate to the host (POS, computer, phone) by providing electrical connectivity.

Contactless Smart Cards- The card communicates and is powered by the reader through Radio Frequency 
induction technology. The contactless cards need closeness to the antenna to communicate. Contactless smart card 
works on Blink technology. Blink technology permits the users to pay by just holding the card near a special reader 
instead of swiping it or handing it to a clerk. Like these days VISA is promoting the blink technology, JPMorgan 
Chase & Co. announced this first to USA customers.

Hybrid Smart Card- Is a blend of both contact and contactless smart card. It implements contactless and 
contact interfaces on a single card with dedicated modules/storage and processing.

Smart Card Security FrameworkSmart Card Security Framework
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These days credit and debit cards are also coming with memory or microprocessor which makes them behave 
like a smart card.

III.   How Card is Processed Online 
For the card payment transaction process the players involved are - a customer, customer’s bank, merchant, 

merchant’s bank, and the payment gateway or PCI data security standards (Payment Card industry).  

To obey the payment process merchant signs an agreement with the acquiring bank, the acquiring bank agrees 
to comply with the regulations of bank and other card brands (Master, Visa, American Express etc.), customer holds 
a card and by signing an agreement with the bank; the customer ensure to follow the banks regulations and the 
cardholder issuing bank agrees with the bank and other card brands to confirm the rules.  As depicted in figure 1, 
following is the summary of how the process works:

• The customer shops online and enters the card credentials in the online store.
• Payment Gateway via a secure channel (encrypted data) sends to Internet Merchant Account.
• Internet Merchant Account connects to the Merchant Account for card processing.
• After the transaction is reviewed for authorization.
• The approval/decline result is passed back to the Gateway and gateway conveys it to the merchant.
• The Customers bank finally settles the payment to the merchant bank

Fig. 1: Payment Process

B. Two basic steps are involved in the card Processing:-
A. Authorization- is the process of confirming the customer about the payment approval or declination. Cus-

tomer submits the credit card/debit card credentials and once it reaches the Payment Gateway; it encrypts the 
information and sends it to the processor (card brands, bank etc.) and finally the customer is acknowledged 
with any of the following messages. 

• An approval means that the amount specified will be settled within the cardholder’s available limit.
• Decline: A decline means that the customer’s card cannot be used to complete the purchase.
• Referral: A referral is a request for additional information (either from the merchant or the cardholder) before 

authorizing.
B. Settlement- refers to the process of transferring funds from the buyer to the merchant bank. The settlement 

process managed by the Merchant Account usually takes several business days. The merchant submits trans-
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action information to Acquiring bank. For instance, a merchant use point-of-sale device to trigger, or “batch”, 
a settlement. Acquiring bank forward customer settlement request to payment brands (Visa, MasterCard or 
the appropriate payment brand) for confirmation with the cardholder’s issuing bank.

IV.   Security Breach in the Past and Current EPS
Hackers and eavesdropper are breaching the security by not just getting the card details but the email details 

and phone details. They are spoofing the user posing them to be a banker and taking all the credentials. The intruders 
have been finding ways like phishing, salami attack, Trojans, and other malware attacks, to hack user. Earlier days 
credit cards used to come with magnetic stripe only which need to be signed. Magnetic stripe has all the required 
information to be read by the card reader for the processing of the transaction. For online transaction, the only thing 
required was the credit card number, name, expiry date and CVV (Card Verification value). Various Fraudulent 
activities had taken place both online and offline in the past. 

Offline the attackers or hackers try to steal credit card and misuse it later. It was observed that big crimes were 
reported in the history like few hackers had designed a card writer and given the card writer to a hotel manager who 
used to swipe the card in his POS (Point of sale) and in the card writer designed by the attackers; they used to take 
the writer back and make new cards with all the details stored in the writer then they used to order products online 
and get it delivered by random names at hotel address only. Since they were ordering online the anonymity was 
maintained. If they were purchasing offline they might be remembered by few staff members of the outlet.

To ensure better security PIN (Personal Identification Number) was assigned to each holder. The customer can 
withdraw money from the bank, or shop online etc. Hackers again placed hidden cameras to get the PIN and placed 
a card writer on the ATM machine to retrieve the data. For online stealing, hackers made key logger software and 
attach it maliciously with the file as a Trojan. The key logger software used to tap all the keys in a database and sent 
it back to the hacker. All important credentials used to be compromised. Banks have come up with virtual key logger 
so that the pin or other credentials should not be compromised even if the customers’ system is hacked. Banks placed 
cameras in every ATM for better security.

V.   Card Security Improvements
Initially; when the credit card was introduced in 1920.It was essential for the cardholder to put the signature on 

the card and also when transacting using a credit card they need to sign. It was easy to conduct a crime because if 
someone has stolen the card can copy the signature and could go shopping very conveniently.  

In the year 1966 Magnetic Strips were announced for which card reader was launched to fulfill the transaction. 
The hackers designed card writers and they hacked the magnetic strips on which all the credentials were mentioned 
and once they have the details they designed their own cards and misuse the money. 

In the year 1967 Pin (Personal Identification Number) was introduced this makes the transaction little secure 
as besides the card one need to know the pin for conducting a crime. But later this was also compromised easily 
as people used to either right the pin in the desktop (computer) or they used to make the pin with the date of 
birth, anniversary etc. which is easy for even a stranger to crack the pin. It was simple to make payment offline and 
online but eavesdropper designed key logger software which took the entire user credentials and commits fraud. To 
secure the pin and credentials banking sites come up the virtual keyboard, as it is difficult to follow and capture the 
mouse movements in comparison to the keyboard.  To reduce the fraud CVV (card verification value), CVC (card 
verification Code), CSC (card Security code), CVD (card verification Data) was instituted. Master Card started 
issuing 3 digits CVC2 from 1997; American express use 4 digits CSC since 1999 and since 2001, VISA is using 
CVV2, 3 digits for securing the payment. 

Later Chip was designed  in the year 2003 to further secure the transaction it was used along with Pin. To 
enhance the safety of the transactions; banks started offering two-factor authentications, some banks have initiated 
Grid matrix along with user credentials, CVV number, and pin. A person who possesses the card will only have the 
grid available and can input the value. The grid was vulnerable to brute force attack or someone who is replaying the 
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actions can guess it. 3D Pin was also proposed but has the same issue as the PIN; the hacker can trace it as it constant. 
OTP (One Time Password) was announced and is successful as it is used for one session and next time the user will 
get an altogether different OTP. Unlike Pin it is difficult to guess the OTP, OTP is sent to the users’ registered mobile 
number or email id. OTP can be hacked by cloning the SIM (if it is GSM), if an attacker can attack SMS-C’s Server 
(server for sending Text) can fetch all data, IMSI catchers (imitate mobile phone towers to intercept calls and text 
messages. Many tools are available to copy the OTP like “NextPlus free SMS App” or “text-free” to access anybody 
text messages.

Till 2005 the credit cards were supposed to be swiped in a card reader to process the transaction. JPMorgan 
Chase & Co. in the year 2005 announced its first credit card using “blink” technology in which the customer has to 
just wave the card instead of swiping it into the machine at “Point of Sale”.

VI.   Measures Taken by Banks
Electronic Payment system should be secure, reliable and easy to use. Payment system should accept orders 

through the website, shopping cart, phone, Point of sale and even face to face. Earlier the customer used to get just 
the card (ownership of the card) once the card is stolen or lost, the entire money can be misused. Later for better 
security Pin was given to the customer (knowledge of the card), hackers and eavesdroppers have developed various 
software’s and hidden cameras to retrieve the PINS and once the pin is compromised it can lead to a disaster. 

Banks have come with new security features for the customers to verify while transacting online like OTP, 
3D Secure Pin, Grid matrix etc. Grid Matrix is embossed on the back of the card; it consists of the alphabet along 
with its numeric value which the user needs to enter while making a secure transaction. Similarly, the 3D secure 
pin is generated once and can be used by the user several times, it used to come via email and if the email is hacked 
the data is compromised. OTP is one time password a randomly generated number for one transaction available 
for 10 minutes. It was considered exceptionally secure; as the time to breach/crack, the key was just a session (10 
minutes). The hackers have crossed the limits they are procuring duplicate SIM so that they can retrieve OTP and 
can successfully transact. 

Numerous banks have initiated with hardware tokens to its hi-end customers for safe transaction. As it cost 
a little high for the bank to give it to all its clients; the banks are focusing on satisfying the security needs of the 
privileged customers. The customers have to carry the hardware token whenever they need to transact securely. The 
better alternative could be using biometric as it has shown a great hope; some personal factors like (fingerprint, voice 
or Unique Facial Features) can be used for secure transactions. Biometric has been taken from two Greek words Bio 
(Life) Metric (Measure). Biometric is considered as a powerful way to authenticate the identity of a human based on 
unique physiological or behavioral characteristics.

VII.   Biometric as a Security Solution 
Many organizations are providing a biometric-enabled smart card to authenticate their employees. The 

employee’s unique data such as fingerprint, thumb impression, iris scan etc. is captured and taken from the employee 
and stored on the server. To verify the identity of individuals a “live” biometric image is captured at the point of 
interaction and is compared with the stored image from the server after which the entry to authentic users is allowed. 

Few Indian banks like Union Bank have initiated the work on the biometric smart card for Farmers [4]. Chennai 
has also commenced the work on biometric smart card system for pensioners, where the pensioners have to just scan 
the finger and the cashier will give money to the pensioner at his doorstep [3]. But this work is at a very nascent stage. 

Many foreign banks have started securing the online banking applications using biometric via fingerprint. 
Few banks have opened biometric-enabled ATM’s for few high-end customers. [5] The Zwipe MasterCard has 
launched the first contactless biometric card in October 2014. The Zwipe master card is a smart card with biometric 
sensors. For making an offline transaction (at POS) one can put a thumb and swipe the card using both contact 
and contactless technology. This technology seems to be quite beneficial especially when it comes to security and 
speedier transaction in case of blink technology (contactless). This seems to be an interesting option for securing 
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the transaction both online and offline. But unfortunately, this too could be breached as along with the credentials 
the biometric value read by the sensor is sent to the database through an unsecured channel which makes it prone to 
hacking. Once the hacker has the biometric image the data is prone to danger.

VIII.   Proposed Model for Ensuring Security 
When a customer wishes to open an account the executive should scan the biometric features like fingerprint, 

voice or iris. Before the card is sent to the customer the card should have an embedded memory which stores the 
biometric features, and once an authentic user scans the finger on the biometric sensor the power should be on. 
Which signifies the card is ready to be processed for the offline and online transaction. If an unauthorized person 
accesses the card, the card won’t initiate. The entire process is explained below:-

• First Step- The user biometric details like a fingerprint, thumb impression, iris etc. could be scanned while 
filling up the form for opening an account. The pin is given to the user.

• Second Step- The card should have the encrypted biometric details/feature stored on the card chip processed 
with the pin. The fingerprint is scanned using the biometric sensor available on the card.

• Third Step- The biometric controller will search for the matching values that have already been acquired by the 
customer and stored in the memory.

• Fourth Step- After the user verifies by using biometric feature along with the key. It will start a search and if 
data matches the smart card data signifying the user authenticity. The card power is ignited and the server is 
notified of the currently available hash data. This depicts that the card is ready for processing the transaction 
both online and offline.
*  Fifth Step- For the transaction, the card will be waved at POS the credentials would be sent via payment 

system to the Merchant for approval or declination (Authorization/ settlement).
*  Sixth Step- Once the payment is accomplished and acknowledgment is given the card power will be 

switched off.

IX.   Conclusion
This is the era of paying digitally, users are transacting online, paying utility bills, purchasing books, booking 

hotels, tickets online through the website, shopping cart, bank, phone, Point of sale and even face to face.  So to 
ensure its security offline and online a framework is proposed.

This is probably a great way to transact securely. As it will be initiated only when it is scanned by an authentic 
user as all biometric details are stored in the memory of the card. The biometric details won’t travel via unsecured 
channel when a customer enters the card details and submit it for the processing. The card credentials if hacked by 
someone will be of no use until the card is on for the transaction. In case the card is stolen or lost and goes into wrong 
hands and someone tried to read/clone the card using skimmers/card reader the original/authentic biometric details 
won’t be available. As while storing the biometric features, the cryptographic algorithm is implemented on the image 
which converts it into a hash digest. This will make the banking transaction system very secure and speedier as the 
entire process will take place at the client end.
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Abstract—“Technology is always a double-edged sword and can be used for both the purposes – good or bad”. Indian busi-
nesses were hit by “Wannacry” and “Petya” ransomware attacks in 2017. Indian organizations have been spending 10% of 
their I T budget on securitizing their businesses from these types of attacks. Recently, there has been an increasing 13.5% 
of Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) spend annually for these concerns. With the wave of digitization usage of mature 
softwares and ability to recognize a possible data breach beyond just providing for solutions are absolutely essential es-
pecially on government led biometric systems such as Aadhaar. As many as 27,482 cyber security threats were reported in 
India till June 2017; 50,362 in 2016; 49,455 in 2015; and 44,679 till 2014. TRAI has also noticed the threat posed by mobile 
applications that collect sensitive user data. The types of threat India has faced includes Maiai botnet malware, Wannacry 
ransomware, Petya and data breaches in past one year. Steganography, Trojan Horse, Scavenging (and even DoS or DDoS) 
are all technologies and per se not crimes, but falling into the wrong hands with a criminal intent who are out to capitalize 
them or misuse them, they come into the gamut of cyber crime and become punishable offences. 

Information Technology Act, 2000(as amended in 2008) provides solutions in the form of recognizing the categories of 
cyber offences. The Act provides for the procedure adopted by the administrative authorities. It also covers adjudication 
by the appellant tribunal. Even then, Cyber Security, is one of the main issue of the state’s overall national security and eco-
nomic security strategies. The question which is often asked is “are citizens, organization and public institutions ready to 
face challenges of cyber security?”

In this paper an attempt has been made to see the nature of cyber attacks which are affecting our security measures in dif-
ferent fields. Also an attempt has been made to analyze the National Security Policy and laws meant for protecting India’s 
National Security.

Keywords— National Security; IoT; cyber attacks; national critical infrastructure; hacking

I.   Introduction 
A successful cyber war depends upon two things: means and vulnerability. The ‘means’ are the people, tools, and 

cyber weapons available to the attacker. The vulnerability is the extent to which the enemy economy and military use 
the internet and networks in general.[1] This general use of the internet is causing the probable misuse to its means. 
The rapid development of internet has been permeated in all aspects of modern human life, such as education, 
healthcare, business, storing of sensitive information about individuals, companies, data transactions etc. 

Nowadays we see a vast diffusion of electronic appliance by hardware components, called devices, such as 
mobile phones, sensors, actuators, RFID (radio frequency identification) tags,[2] which allow the entities to connect 
to the world digitally. These connected devices are extremely vulnerable to cyber attacks. Some of the reasons for 
these attacks are-

• Most of the devices are unattended by human, they operate through automated connected devices, thereby 
making it easy for an intruder or hackers to physically gain access,

• Wireless networks have wider network range, which can be infringed by intruders or hackers and confidential 
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information can be steal,
• Many of these devices does not maintain complex security scheme, thus making them available for damaging 

or disabling system operation.

In the current state of technology, electronic devices are widely employed in power, transportation, retail, 
public service management, health, water, oil and other industries to monitor and control the user, machinery and 
production processes in the global industry.[3] These devices are commonly also known as ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT). 

Fig. 1: Number of devices in IoT

It has been observed that in five years (2014-2019) there is a tremendous expected rise at CAGR of 35% in IoT, 
connected cars, wearables, connected smart TV, tablets, smartphones and personal computers. According to the 
Graph 1, it is expected that by 2020, 5 billion people would connect with the internet through number of devices 
as large as 50 billion. According to one of the survey, more than two thirds of the consumers plan to buy connected 
technologies by 2019.[4] Thus, the knotty question which arise is, ‘are we really safe in this highly techno-driven 
environment? Have we tendered ourselves to the millions of cyber attacks?

II.   Internet of Things and the Cyber Threats
The significant feature about IoT is that it doesn’t rely on human intervention for its function. The sensors collect 

the information, communicate and analyze and then act upon it thereby creating entirely new business environment 
for generating revenue. By delivering more efficient services IoT provides new experiences for its consumers.[5] 
The threat here is that the broad range of devices which connect door locks, home thermostats, home alarms, TVs, 
garage door openers or smart home hubs, etc which creates a web of open connection, which makes it possible for 
the hackers to gain entry and access into the consumers information or even pierce into the secrets of manufacturers 
systems. 

Out of many types of attacks, there are five common cyber attacks in the IoT

A. Botnets:- Botnet is a network of robots used to commit cyber crimes.[6] It incorporates independently 
connected devices, for eg. Computers, laptops, tablets, smart devices etc. The main characteristic of botnet is 
that it enables automatic data transfer through networks. Recently, the Bugat botnet, active in US and UK was 
disabled because of alleged data theft of $10 million from 2011 to 2015. Before Bugat, there was Zeus Botnet 
which created ruckus till 2014.[7]

B. Man-in-The-Middle concept (MITM Attack):- Hackers are highly active in this attack. They perpetrate into the 
conversation between the user and an application, for the purpose of stealing personal information, such as 
plastic cards details, or to impersonate one of the parties, i.e. identity theft in order to transfer funds illicitly.

India’s National Security and Cyber Attacks under the Information Technology Act, 2008
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C. Fraud and Identity Theft:- There are nearly 1.1 million cases of Fraud, 371,000 matters of identity theft and 1.2 
million other related matters of data theft according to a recent report.[8] There has been a alarming increase 
in the number of fraud and identity theft cases from 2001 with 325,519 reports to 2,675,611 till 2017.
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The more increasing use of smart watches, smart meters, fitness trackers, smart fridges is undoubtedly making 
the living standard easy and sophisticated but is working as a slow venom which is soon going to make living under 
suffocation. Today, we are leaving our important data, howsoever, small or big, on these unsafe connected devices, 
which is one the basic reason for the enormous growth of hackers and rise in cases of fraud and identity theft.

D. Social Engineering:- Social engineering involves malicious activities which attack mainly on user’s trust. It 
involves few stages, i.e. investigation about the user, deceiving the user to gain access, obtaining information for 
over a period of time and closing interaction without arousing suspicion. There are few techniques which are 
used for causing attack on social engineering[9]-

• Baiting- it disperses malware by making false promises to the users.
• Scareware- raising false alarms of ‘your’ computer getting affected by harmful spyware programs
• Pretexting- is an attack where the attacker impersonates himself as workers of some bank, tax office, in order to 

gather personal addresses and phone numbers, bank records and then gathers sensitive information.
• Phishing- comes though malicious emails, which may require a user to change his password or renew within 

24 hours. When the user clicks on to the malicious link, the scrupulous malware gets installed into the system 
and steals information.

E. Denial of service attacks (DoS):- The services of the network get affected because of malicious overloading of the 
system. It is often done through a botnet, where many services are programmed together. DoS attacks can be 
affected in two ways, by flooding services or crashing services, and by exploiting vulnerabilities that causes the 
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target system or service to crash.[10]
 F. IoT application in India:- India has already transformed its system by adoption of IoT devices. As per a report, 

1.9 billion IoT devices have been installed by 60 million devices with a market size of $9 billion.[11]  There is a 
considerable rise in the volume of CAGR by various industries.
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The above figure depicts the enhanced investment in IoT by various industries. This is only one side of the 
coin, as against this backdrop there would to be many irreparable losses. For instance, as per one of the survey the 
enhanced application of IoT devices are going to ruin the country by causing loss of 120,000 jobs by 2021.[12] There 
is another major loss which has been caused constant use of IoT devices, i.e. danger to national security.

III.   National Security
National security is not only measured in economic and military terms, but also a nation’s social progression 

and reliance upon efficient, robust and secure information system, electrical power, transportation and other such 
critical infrastructures. The very concept of national security has undergone a change in the last two decades. Today 
national security does not mean just the security of our land boarders, skies and territorial waters. National security 
today encompasses military security, political security, economic security, environmental security, security of energy 
and natural resources and cyber security.[13] 

Nationwide Cyber Security attacks-  Data released by MHA

By the extended use of connected IoT devices, all these security issues become open to cyber threats. It is the 
critical information in all these sectors which is subjected to vicious cyber attacks, and thereby affecting a nation’s 
security. 

A. National Critical Information Infrastructure:- A Nation becomes great because of its many tangible and 
intangible assets. There are number of ways in which in which the national power can be determined. The 
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Chinese concept of comprehensive national power (CNP) is amongst the most preferred model for determining 
the national power of a state.[14] CNP refers to the overall power of a nation state and is an accumulation of 
a wide range of national assets, capabilities and potential. There are eight factors that contribute towards CNP 
index framework[13]-
* Natural resources
* Economic activities capability
* Foreign economic activities capability
* Scientific and technological capability
* Social development level
* Military capability
* g. Government regulation and control   capability
* Foreign affairs capability. 

B. Critical Infrastructure:- Infrastructure is the prerequisite for the development of any economy. Transport, 
telecommunications, energy, water, health, housing and educational facilities have become an integral part 
of human existence.[13] Therefore, adequate infrastructure facilities are necessary for the growth of overall 
economy. The term infrastructure here includes physical as well as logical infrastructure. The logical infrastructure 
is purely information based. This information becomes critical because it includes data, records, financial 
transactions, business relations, overall goodwill of the sectors, consumer relations, quality and quantity of 
services, etc into the form of computer data base.  With the use of connected devices they become dependent 
on computers. They command and control the infrastructure by remotely situated electronic devices.   Critical 
information infrastructure (CII) on the other hand is interconnected, critical infrastructure and information 
infrastructure. Obliteration of any of these would lead to a serious brunt on the life of human being, which 
indeed would have serious repercussions on the National Security.

IV.   Cyber Attack on National Security
Since, national security includes natural resources, economy, social development, agriculture etc. apart from 

military and defence. Let’s take example of some of the areas which have been subjected to cyber attacks.

A. Cyber Attacks on Power Sector, Specifically Smart Grid or Smart Meters:- Power or electricity has become strategic 
commodity, and any uncertainty about its supply can threaten the functioning of the economy. Smart Grid is a 
digital analogue which provides two way communication between the utility and its customers.[16] When they 
are exposed to cyber threat it leads to power outrages. In 2016, the workstation of Ukrainian utility company 
was infected by the hackers malware which blackout the power supply for hours and thereby affected 80,000 
people in the western part of the country.[17]

 Even in India 14 smart grid pilot projects were introduced by 2013 in small cities like Panipat and Mysore. 
Later the project covered 100 cities including four metros.[18] In India also there are concerns over smart grid 
security. Indian Ministry of Power stated 27,000 incidents of cyber security threats in 2017. The prominent 
cyber threat against smart grid can be stealing information or capturing and monitoring network traffic by using 
smart sniffer programmes, denial of service (DoS), malicious data injection, spoofing or high-level application 
attacks. Thus, National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre (NCIIPC) and Indian Computer 
Emergency Response Team (CERT-In) are working on providing viable solutions to the underlying problem.
[19] 

B. Cyber Attacks on Agriculture Industry:- There has been a spate of integrated farm technologies in India. These 
digital technologies include remote sensing, geographical information, condition of crop and soil, livestock and 
farm. The IoT devices reduces the risk of crop failure and increased yields.[20] But at the same time hackers 
seeks to steal farm-level data in bulk. They target the equipments that collect and analyze data about the soil 
content, past crop yields, including planting recommendations. The hackers visualize the tools used by the 
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farmers on the basis of the climate and crop data. Big data in agriculture is more susceptible to ransomware 
attack and data destruction.

 Recently, more than 5,000 Indian farmers in Maharashtra and Gujarat have stated using M&M Tractors.[15] 
Every tractor produces data worth 5 MB per day. These tractors are are fitted with Bosch’s IoT device. There 
sensors can track the condition of the tractors and can prevent them by fixing the problem beforehand. 

 We have still not made any attempt to protect our farmers from uprising bustles of IoT devices. Our farmers are 
using systems that are interoperable with networked devices that have poor cyber security protections.

C. Cyber Attacks On Pharmaceuticals Industries:- India’s domestic drug market has crossed $20 billion by 2018, 
which was $11 billion in 2014.[21] IoT devices have provided optimal treatment during illness. For eg. An App 
can monitor blood pressure, body temperature, blood sugar etc. in a user friendly way through smart devices. 
But many of these devices are not designed with security capabilities. These devices generate sensitive and 
private information of the patients and thereby expose them to possible attacks by cyber criminals. 

 In 2017 the Government of India Ministry of electronics and Information technology reported 27,000 cyber 
security threats. Most of these attacks were into the form of DoS, ransomware attacks, website intrusion, 
phishing attacks, thereby damaging databases.

D. Cyber Attacks on Business Industry:- Business industries have been severely affected by cyber attacks all across 
the globe. 

 In India in 2017[22] only, 6,000 of government and private organizations and there internet service providers 
found secret access to their servers and dumped crucial databases. The hackers had priced the information at 
15 Bitcoins and took down the network of affected organizations for an unspecified amount. Along with the 
access, the hackers also sold the credentials and various business documents and claimed to have access to a 
large database of Asia-Pacific Network Information Centre. 

 These attacks hold massive impact on the computers which remains active for months or years. Nyetya and 
Cclener are two such attacks on 2017, which infected users by attacking trusted softwares.[22]

E. Hacking of Indian Websites:- The annual report of CERT-In of April 2017-January 2018 has provided the 
information of 22,207 hacked websites.[23] Out of these 114 were governmental websites. As many as 493 
websites were affected by botnet malware propagation. Several organizations uses servers which are not 
configured properly and having susceptible softwares are more prone to hacking and multiple cyber attacks. In 
the last four years there has been a rise in the cyber attacks in India.[24] 

As many as 27,482 cyber security threats were reported in India till June 2017 from 2014. TRAI has also noticed 
the threat posed by mobile applications that collect sensitive user data. Recently, linking of Aadhaar database to 
services such as telecom, tax payments and other monetary transaction has been taken as infringement of personal 
rights.[25] 

The types of threat India has faced includes Maiai botnet malware which has affected 2.5 million IoT devices. 
Wannacry ransomware has hit banks and businesses in Tamil Nadu and Gujurat. Petya ransomware attack could 
hit 20 organisations as per Symantec’s Analysis. And data breaches which has stolen details of 7.7 million users in 
past one year. Steganography, Trojan Horse, Scavenging (and even DoS or DDoS) are all technologies and per se not 
crimes, but falling into the wrong hands with a criminal intent who are out to capitalize them or misuse them, they 
come into the gamut of cyber crime and become punishable offences.[26] 
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F. Data Breaches:- There has been many instances of data breaches in India. In 2016, as many as 203.7 million data 
record has been lost in 18 data breaches cases.[26.1] Globally there are two major strokes of data breaches. In 
2016, Uber data breach lead to the loss of 57 million of personal data of the customers and drivers. In 2017, 
there was massive data breach 17 million records of food delivery app Zomato

 After coming across the state of cyber attacks affecting our country, it’s essential to see the functioning of legal 
system to combat these cyber crimes and attacks.

V.   National Cyber Security Laws
A. Information technology (Amendment) Act, 2008:- Information technology (Amendment) Act, 2008 stands to 

deal with digitized India. It affords legal recognition to e-governance, e-commerce and e-transactions.  Further, 
protection of Critical Information Infrastructure has been pivotal to national security, economy, public health 
and safety. 

 Section 43A – provides for handling of sensitive personal data or information by a person who gains wrongful 
access to the computer system and thereby causes wrongful loss. Such person or group of person is liable to pay 
damages.

 Section 65-  Anyone who tampers with the computer source for the purpose of concealing, destroying or 
altering network codes shall be punished with 3 years imprisonment and fine of INR 200,000. 

 Section 69- Government can intercept, monitor or decrypt any information of personal nature in any computer 
resource, if it is necessary for National Security.  

 Section 72A- without consent and in breach of lawful contract if a party discloses crucial information to any 
person outside the contract, then he can be made punishable with imprisonment for a term extending to three 
years and fine extending to INR 5,00,000 (Approx. US$ 10750).

 B. Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In):- CERT-In was created under section 70B of I T 
(Amendment) Act, 2008 to serve as a national agency for incident responses. Its main function is collection and 
dissemination of information on cyber incidents, issuing guidelines, advisories and reporting cyber incidents. 
Any service provider, or data centers or any person who fails to provide the information to CERT-In shall be 
punished with one year imprisonment or with fine of one lakh rupees. 

C. National Cyber Security Policy 2013:- With the aim to monitor and protect national critical infrastructure 
from emanating cyber attacks, the National Cyber Security Policy, 2013 was released by the Government of 
India.[27] It set up National Critical Information Infrastructure protection Centre (NCIIPC) for obtaining 
strategic information against cyber threats. It created a workforce of 500,000 professional trained in cyber 
security issues.

D. Other initiatives:- The other existing counter cyber security initiatives includes-
*  National Informatics Centre (NIC)- the organization provides information network to the central, state 

governments, union territories, districts and government bodies. 
*  Indo-US Cyber Security Forum (IUSCSF)- the delegates of two countries set up India Information Sharing 

and Analysis Centre (ISAC) as an anti-hacking measure. Further they expanded cooperation between 
India’s Standardization Testing and Quality Certification (STQC) and US National Institute of Standards 
and technology (NIST)[28]

*  National Cyber Safety and Security Standards – is a recent development to combat the emergent cyber 
attacks.[29]

VI.   Conclusion
As many as 5.62 lakh Indians have been found affected in mega data scandal case of Facebook.[30] globally 

the figure crossed 562,455 facebook users. Similarly over 102 systems of Andhra Pradesh polices found affected 
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by ransomware attack. In another case 70 percent of ATMs were found most vulnerable target for ransomeware 
attack. And the number of such incidents keeps growing. The increasing numbers of reported incidents of cyber 
attack on our critical infrastructure, and that too after various national security measures taken by the government 
demonstrate the lack of effectiveness of these measures. Though, lack of awareness also contributes towards inviting 
cyber attacks, yet our security encryptions are not meeting the standards with which cyber attacks are increasing. 

India has undoubtedly become a biggest hub of internet and mobile users. With new transactions the risk of 
cyber attacks would also increase. Therefore, it becomes the prime responsibility of not only the government but also 
the internet users to join hands against cyber attackers to achieve the goal of securitizing India against all potential 
threats and attacks of cyber world
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 Abstract – We all know that from the very beginning of the World Wide Web, the potential of extracting useful and valuable in-
formation from the internet has been quite apparent. Web mining is the technique of extracting valuable knowledge from the web. 
Web mining is the application of various data mining techniques and has been the focus of different research papers and projects. 
There is an immense growth in the information related to web-based sources and services, and also the web pages on the WWW 
are increasing rapidly. According to the statistics, the number of web pages is almost doubling every other year. On the one hand, 
this growth of web is quite enjoyable, but on the contrary, it is leading to the problems of increasing difficulty in extracting valuable 
knowledge from the internet. Many of the existing web mining techniques are not efficient enough to possess fascinating time and 
space complexities. Thus, the paper mainly focuses on the ranking of the different web pages on the search engines using the Domain 
dictionary approach. The information retrieved will take less time and space.

Keywords — Data mining, Web mining, Domain dictionary approach, Web Structure mining, Web Usage mining, Web Content 
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I.   Introduction
The World Wide Web commonly known as the WWW is a rich source where a vast amount of information is 

available [1]. All the information available on WWW is in the form of unstructured data. As the usage of the web 
has grown enormously over the years, it has become essential to understand the structure of the web. As the web 
is a warehouse of unstructured data, it becomes quite a challenging task for the user to find, fetch, filter or extract 
relevant information from it. Every time the user needs to search something relevant, the user wants those relevant 
pages to be at hand. Hence, various techniques are being formed to make such data available in the structured format 
so that it becomes convenient for the user. Therefore, web mining is the technique or is a process of discovering, 
analyzing and extracting useful knowledge from the WWW [5].

II.   Literature Review
Deepanshu Gupta et al. [1] have proposed the design of a tool named ‘E-commerce Page Ranking Tool (EPRT)’ 
which is used for the ranking of web pages. The EPRT tool uses various factors such as query mining, feedback 
mining, time spent mining to improve the web page rank. This tool extracts the information from the web to rank 
the different web page.

Zakaria Suliman Zubi [2] discussed the importance of web page ranking. In this, the author discussed two algorithms 
which are PageRank and Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) to rank the web pages.

Ms. Gaikwad Surekha Naganath et al. [3] discussed the basic concept of data mining, the process of web mining and 
its various types. The authors discussed the various advantages and limitation of web mining process and also the 
tools available for web mining.
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Kuber Mohan et al. [4] proposed an enhanced page ranking algorithm in the view of normalization technique. The 
rank of all the web pages is normalized by utilizing a mean value factor that diminishes the time complexity of the 
page rank algorithm.

D Saravanam et al. [5] discussed the problem of selecting interesting association rules throughout the huge volumes of 
discovered rules. The authors propose to integrate user knowledge in association mining by using two types of formalism, i.e., 
ontologies and rule schema. Based on their new approaches, the results will be displayed on the ranks basis.

III.   Web Mining Process
Data Mining is the process of extracting interesting information from the web. Web mining is also known as 

web data mining as an application of data mining. Web Mining uses various data mining techniques for extracting 
the information from the web. The process of web mining is shown as:

Figure 1: Web Mining Process

IV.   Categories of Web Mining
Web mining is mainly categorized into three types which are Web Content Mining, Web Usage Mining, and 

Web Structure Mining [3].

Fig. 2: Categories of Web Mining

A. Web Content Mining

The Web content mining is the technique of extracting useful data from the web pages into more structured 
form. The information on the web pages may consist of images, audios, videos, texts, and links. Web content mining 
involves different types of data mining techniques. Thus, it requires creative applications of data mining and text 
mining techniques [4]. Web content mining is related to the text mining as much amount of data includes text. 
However, it is quite different from the text mining because text mining mainly focuses on the unstructured texts 
while web content mining mainly aims at the semi-structured nature of the web. Web content mining consists of 
two different approaches that are Database approach and Agent-based approach [6]. Database approach aims at 
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modeling the data into more structured form so that the standard database querying mechanism and different data 
mining techniques can be applied to it while agent-based approach aims at improving the process of finding and 
filtering the information [2].       

Web Usage Mining

Web usage mining is the process of discovering and identifying user access patterns from the web data usage. 
It is also known as weblog mining. This technique mainly focuses on predicting the user behavior while surfing the 
web. It helps in extracting the user’s interests, user’s behavior and the comparison between the user’s expectation and 
the availability [3]. All such data can be extracted from the logs. These logs may be browser logs, proxy logs or server 
logs. The log also contains some important functions such as the time of user that the user spends on a particular site 
or the user identification etc. [1]. Web usage mining collects the information from the weblog records to discover 
user access patterns of web pages. Hence, web usage mining mainly aims at analyzing the web pages visited by the 
user in a particular session, analyzing the number of clicks on it, analyzing the time spent, etc.

Web Structure Mining

Web structure mining is a technique of applying graph theory for analyzing the node and the link structure of a website. It is a 
process that helps in discovering the model of the connection/link structure of the web pages. Web structure mining helps in discovering 
the similarities between the different websites for a particular topic. The aim of this type of mining is to generate the structural 
summary on the web page and the site. However, web structure mining mainly focuses on modeling the link structure of the web. 

V.   Structured, Unstructured and Semi-structured 
Data Mining

1. Structured Data Mining – Structured data mining refers to the process of extracting the data from the web 
in a structured format. The data will be in the form of tables, graphs, lists, trees, etc. Structured data mining 
can easily be used in extracting structured data with the help of wrapper generation. It is always beneficial and 
easy to extract the structured data from the web pages.

2. Unstructured Data Mining – All the data available on WWW is in the unstructured form. Thus, the 
technique applied for this type of mining is Text Data mining or Text mining. To obtain the effective results, 
the unstructured data can be extracted using following pre-processing steps such as information extraction, text 
categorization.

3. Semi-structured Data Mining – Semi-structured data can be extracted by applying wrapper generation, 
NLP techniques [4]. It is an inherent structure that appears implicitly on page and changes from one page to 
another.

VI.   Web Mining Tasks
Web mining is divided into various subtasks which are:

Fig. 3: Web Mining Tasks
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• Resource Finding – It refers to the extraction of the relevant knowledge from the web. Different data mining 
techniques can be applied such as clustering, parsing, etc.

• Pre-processing – It refers to the web page representation. 

• Cleaning – The process of cleaning must be applied to remove the redundancy in the web mining.

• Generalization – It refers to the process of pattern evaluation. Different general patterns can be generated 
using data mining processes or machine learning.

• Analysis – Here, the accuracy of the retrieved pattern is analyzed with the help of accuracy measures. 

VII.   Tools in Web Content Mining
There are various web content mining tools which are listed as below:

• Screen-Scraper – This tool allows the content mining from the web to achieve the content mining requirements. Various 
programming languages such as Visual Basic, Java, PHP, etc. can be used to access Screen-Scraper [3].  

• Web Info Extractor – This is one of the most powerful tools used to extract the data from the web. It extracts and 
presents the data in a way which is convenient for the user.

• Web Content Extractor – This data extraction tool is easy to use for scraping, data mining, etc.

• Automation Anywhere – This tool is used for retrieving web data, web mining, or screen scrape from pages.

VIII.   Web Content Mining
As already discussed above, web content mining extracts the information from the WWW. The World Wide 

Web searches the relevant information from the web pages/documents. However, the information retrieved from 
the web has to be summarized into some structured form. Usually, when we surf the internet, or we search for any 
content on the internet, we do it with the help of search engines such as Google, Yahoo, etc. [2]. We see that some of 
the search engines still use the traditional approaches while some of the search engines use the concept of the page 
ranking. Thus, there is an interesting pattern of finding the content on the internet. Therefore, in this section, we 
begin with the main approaches of web content mining.

Proposed Algorithm

 Step 1: Accept search/query string from the user.
 Step 2: Split the query string into various words.
 Step 3: Apply the cleaning process.
   a) Remove all the stem words from the query string such as a, an, the and so on.
   b) Also, if there are any redundant words present in the query string, it should also be removed.
  Step 4: Calculate the length of each word obtained from the above steps and store it in CHARACTER [I] from 

I=0 to N. 
 Step 5: Determine the maximum and the minimum length from the query string.
   Repeat for I=0 to N
   a) minimumßMIN(STRLEN(CHARACTER [I]))

   b) maximumßMAX(STRLEN(CHARACTER [I])

 Step 6: Domain Dictionary: Construct a dictionary from the web pages that will contain only those words 
satisfying the following condition:

MIN >= (STRLEN (CHARACTER [I])) <= MAX
 Step 7: Search each CHARACTER [I] in dictionary obtained in the previous step by incrementing an appropriate 

variable.

If CHARACTER [I] is in the dictionary, Then
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MATCH = MATCH + 1

Else

NOMATCH = NOMATCH +1

Step 8: Apply feedback mining process.

Get the feedback string from the user.

Remove stem words from the string.

Compare the words obtained ( ) 

If words in favor

Counter ( )

FEEDBACK = FEEDBACK + 1 

Else

Return zero 

 Step 9: Arrange the relevant web pages according to the number of MATCH and FEEDBACK ratings. 

 Step 10: Ranked relevant web pages are displayed.

Fig. 4: Interface of Relevant Page Ranking Tool (RPRT) 

IX.   Experiment and Graphical Analysis
      To evaluate the overall efficiency of our proposed algorithm and Relevant Page Ranking Tool (RPRT), we employed 

25 volunteers of various age groups from 20 years to 50 years, out of which 15 were males, and 10 were females, and all the 
volunteers surf the web on a regular basis. All the volunteers were asked to install our system on their personal laptops or 
personal computers followed by the signing up process. The volunteers were asked to repeat the following steps for at least 4-5 
trials on each of Relevant Page Ranking Tool (RPRT) and E-Commerce Page Ranking Tool (EPRT) [1].

• Initially, the volunteers were asked to search for a particular query say best smartphones purchase.
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• Secondly, the search query entered will be split into various words.
• Now, the cleaning process will be applied on the tool that will itself remove various stem words like a, an, the, 

etc. (if any) and at the same time will also remove redundant words from the search string (if any). 
• In this step, a domain dictionary is constructed which will contain only those words satisfying the condition 

given in the algorithm. 
• Now, the volunteers were asked to provide the feedback to the displayed web pages.
• Finally, a ranking of web pages is produced on the order of their relevancy according to the number of matches, 

no-matches and feedback ratings.

The relevancy of a web page for a given particular search/query string depends upon its ranking among the 
various search results. In the following graph, we carried out a precision comparison between our proposed Relevant 
Page Ranking Tool (RPRT) with the E-commerce Page Ranking Tool (EPRT) in which we have considered precision 
at X metric, denoted by P(X). P(X) denotes the fraction of results as relevant which are reported in top X results. 
Also, a webpage ranked higher is more relevant. The plotted graph shown below compares the number of trial runs 
on the horizontal axis and precision on the vertical axis. Hence, the graphical demonstration in figure 4 indicates 
that the results produced by our proposed Relevant page Ranking Tool are much better than the E-commerce Page 
Ranking Tool [1].
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Fig. 5: Precision Comparison between RPRT and EPRT

X.   Conclusion
     In this paper, we have introduced a system of ranking of web pages known as Relevant Page Ranking Tool. 

The proposed tool produces the results based on different factors such as feedback mining, query mining, etc. As we 
all know that the process of web mining is an expanding research area in the mining community. It is so because the 
usage of internet is increasing day by day. Retrieving relevant and good content from the web at the same time is an 
important task. However, the results produced by various search engines do not necessarily produce results which 
are satisfying the needs of the user. Also, the various meta-search engines like Google, Yahoo adopt these kinds of 
mechanisms for ranking the web pages. Therefore, these kinds of mechanisms are widely used for ranking the web 
pages as in the case of EPRT [1]. In our paper, we provided various views to understand Web content mining. Web 
content mining is somewhat related to the data mining and text data mining, but at the same time, it is different from 
the same. Web content mining uses the innovative applications of various data mining techniques. Also, we proposed 
an algorithm that displays the relevant web pages according to their ranking. We also discussed the popular tools 
of Web Content Mining. However, it is quite obvious that each one has itsown limitation in terms of time and space 
complexity. Further, the algorithm can be enhanced by taking some more parameters so that the content displayed 
should be more relevant and ranked accordingly. 

An Innovative Approach to Web Page Ranking using Domain Dictionary Approach
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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to study an impact of code smells on different versions of three projects namely, ant, oryx, 
and mct. We have used a data set that includes the projects and their different versions. The tool used to detect code smells 
is Robusta. With the help of this tool, the values of the different types of code smell present in all the versions of the projects 
were noted down. Jhawk tool is used to get the values of different design metrics. In the end, comparing the values of code 
smells observed and metrics we have found the relative criticality of code smells on each version of the projects.
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I.   Introduction
Nowadays, as the demand of software development is increasing, the main challenge to deal with, is to deliver a 

quality software [12], [11]. Thus, to improve and deliver a quality software, different useful solutions like code review, 
refactoring and testing are practiced by the people in the industry [15].

During this phase, the software may encounter some design flaws, that are referred to as “code smells” or can 
also be termed as “bad smells” [15].Although these code smells are not considered as a fault, they may introduce 
some kind of an error in the system, which does cause declining of the software quality [2].

But these bad smells can be handled using a suitable software refactoring approach [13], [19].

But another difficulty is faced, that is the tool support which is critical for software refactoring [18],[3]. The 
existing smell detection and refactoring tools that are available are human- driven. They do not take effect until the 
developers realize, that they should refactor. But the developers can fail to invoke, the tools as frequently as they 
should [4].

Thus, the result is that human-driven refactoring and smell detection tools, fail to drive the developer to first 
detect and then resolve code smells [10].

In the research performed, a code smell tool Robusta is used, to detect code smells in three versions of three 
projects that are ant [7], oryx [9] and mct [8] respectively. Then a tool jhawk is used to determine the metrics of those 
three versions of the projects. With help of these tools and project versions, the relative weights of every metrics for 
a given code smell is calculated. Thus, in the end it is shown that the relative criticality of the code smell is same for 
all the software versions released. Thus, through this research, it is shown that in every version of the projects, the 
changes were done to improve the design flaws in the project that affect its maintenance very minimal. Weights are 
thus assigned to all the code smells and their respective metrics, for every version of a project and then by making 
a pairwise comparison, the impact of code smells on every project version is determined [3]. The code smells are 
produced due to the presence of design flaws, therefore mapping the code smells to the design metrics help the 
software developer to measure the impact of code smells on the software in a better way [15]. 
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II.   Code Smell
Code smell is a design flaw which causes the software system to lose its quality traits. Code smells were discovered 

and introduced by Fowler and Beck [13].

The occurrence of a code smell thus makes it difficult to make change in the software system. Therefore, proper 
refactoring techniques are used to resolve the flaws produced by code smells. But if the refactoring techniques are 
not appropriate they may also introduce some more faults into the system [15].

Also, some of the studies have established a relationship between code smells and design metrics [15] [18].

In our study we focus on mainly three code smells which are the following: -

A. Empty Catch Block: 

Empty catch blocks are referred to as a type of a code smell in most languages. The mainidea here is that one 
uses exceptions for exceptional situations and not to use them for any type of logical control. All exceptions must be 
handled somewhere [17]. 

For example:
try {
 someObject.something();
}
catch(Exception e) {
 // should never happen
}

Thus, the case should be, that if the code can handle the exception, then the catch clause should not be empty, 
or the case should that, if the code cannot handle the exception, then there should be no catch block at all [20].

B. Unprotected Main Program:

Checked exceptions need to be declared in a method or constructor’s throws clause if,they can be thrownby 
the execution of the method or constructor and they propagateoutside the method or constructor boundary.

For example:
publicstaticvoid main(String[] args) throws Exception {
// this should be avoided

C. Nested try statement:

Now, this practice that is followed by most of the software developers does, reduces the code-readability and 
thus, should be avoided. A developer must find an easier and cleaner way to deal with this kinda code smell by 
adding a finally construct. 

For example: 
Try{
…code}
Catch(FirstException e){
….. do something}
Catch(SecodException e){
…..do something else}

Supreet Kaur
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A programmer should always look for a chance for combining nested try statements [16].

III.   Related Work
Bad or code smells are basically, indications that something is wrong in the code. Eduardo Fernandes and 

Gustabu Vale did present the review of bad smell detection tools in their paper. They did find around 84 code 
smell detecting tools. In their paper they targeted different programming languages like, java, C++ and C#. In their 
research work a comparative study is presented, for, four smell detection tools with respect to two bad smells that are 
large class and long method. Based on the acquired data they discussed relevant usability issues and then, proposed 
guidelines for developers of detection tools [5].

Francesca Arcelli Fontana, PietroBraione, Marco Zanoni reviewed the current panorama of the tools for 
automatic code smell detection. They defined research questions about the consistency of their responses. They found 
their answers by analyzing the output of four representative code smell detectors that are applied to six versions of 
Gantt Project i.e. an open source system written in java. The results of their experiments cast light on what current 
code smell detection tools are able to do and what the relevant areas for further improvements are [6].

NaouelMoha, Yann-Gael Gueheneuc, Alban Tiberghian through their introduced an approach to automate the 
generation of detection algorithms from specifications written using domain specific language;This language defined 
from a thorough domain analysis. By using high level domain related abstractions, it allows the specifications of 
smells. They specified ten smells, that generate automatically their detection algorithms using templates. They also 
compared the detection results with those of the previous approaches using iPlasma [14].

AikoJamashita, Leon Moonen reports on an empirical study that investigates the extent to which the code smells 
reflects factors effecting maintainability that have been identified as important by programmers. They considered 
two sources of their analysis. First one is,expert-based maintainability assessments of four java systems beforethey 
entered a maintenance project. Second one is, observations and interviews with professional developers [1].

IV.   Methodology
The goal of a software maintenance team is that it designs a good and effective refactoring strategy, which will 

reduce the flaws that are caused because of the presence of code smells in a software system. The strategy chosen in 
this paper will achieve this with no change in the source code and will also maintain the consistency of the code [16].

As discussed, code smells that are present in the system are flaws or errors in the source code that may affect the 
development of a software and can also make the system more complex and very inflexible. Now the question that 
arises, is, that how to select an appropriate refactoring strategy to remove code smells from our software. This can be 
done by calculating the presence of code smells and the damage that they may cause to the software.

The main aim of this study is to do obtain the weight of code smells by calculating their presence with the help 
of Robusta tool for three versions released for all three chosen projects that are, ant, oryx and mct.

The approach that is used to express the opinion is pairwise comparison [3]. In the research performed different 
code smells namely, empty catch block, unprotected main program and nested try statement are used as criteria.

Since code smells arise because of the occurrence of design flaws, therefore there do exists a co-relationship 
between code smells and design metrics. Thus, when the hierarchy is seen, it gives a better insight into the system.

Methodology adopted for the research is as follows:-

 STEP 1- Code smells that are considered, for this study are empty catch block, unprotected main program and 
nested try statement. These code smells are considered as a criterion and they will help in determining the level 
of refactoring i.e. required in each software. Code smells and metrics considered are shown in table 1.

Impact of Code Smells on Different Versions of a Project
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TABLE I. CODE SMELLS AND METRICS USED

S. 
No.

Code Smell and 
Criteria Name

Metrics 
Name

Metrics 
Description

1 Empty Catch 
Block M1

Total No. of 
COMMENT 

LINES

2 Unprotected Main 
Program M2 Total No. of 

JAVA 

3 Nested Try 
Statement M3 Total Lines of 

CODE
 STEP 2- In this step, a hierarchy is shown which represents the code smells and their relationship with their 

chosen metrics. The result is shown in Figure 1. This hierarchy will give the decision maker an opportunity to 
focus on better criteria and their dependence on sub-criteria [15].

Fig.1. Hierarchicalstructure of code smells and metrics

 STEP 3- The weights of each code smell are measured using comparison done between the code smell values 
that are measured by ROBUSTA and three versions that are released of Ant project. The normalized value is 
then obtained by taking each value and dividing it by the summation of its own column values. The weights 
are computed by taking the summation of row value and then dividing each value by its, total no. of criteria 
considered. [15]

 The normalized value and the weights of code smells are calculated and shown in table 2.

TABLE II. PAIRWISE COMPARISON AND NORMALIZEDVALUE OF CODE SMELL FOR ANT

Inputs Normalized Value
C1 C2 C3

P1 2 4 8 0.33 0.17 0.42 0.307
P2 2 4 6 0.33 0.17 0.31 0.27
P3 2 16 5 0.33 0.17 0.26 0.25

6 24 19

 STEP 4- As shown in figure 1, each code smell is dependent of 3 design metrics. The weight of each metrics is 
calculated by considering the pair wise comparison metrics as done in step 3. The Input values of this matrix is 
calculated by JHAWK tool. Table 3 shows the weights calculated.

TABLE III. PAIRWISE COMPARISON AND NORMALIZED WEIGHT OF METRICS FOR ANT.

Inputs Normalized Values
M1 M2 M3

P1 502 390 278 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
P2 502 390 278 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
P3 502 390 278 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

1506 1170 834

Supreet Kaur
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 STEP 5- In this final step, relative weights of each metrics of a code smell is calculated by,

Rwi = Cwi * Mwi

where, Rwi= Relative Weight of Each Metrics of a Code Smell, Cwi= Weight of Code Smell, Mwi= Weight 
of Metrics (the weights calculated are shown in table 4). The weights calculated are global weights that reflect the 
relative criticality of a code smell on the ant software system.

TABLE IV. RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF METRICS AND RELATIVE IMPACT OF CODE SMELL FOR ANT

Code 
Smell

Weight 
(Cwi)

Metrics Weight 
(Mwi)

Relative 
Weight 
(Rwi)

C1 0.307
M1 0.33 0.10131
M2 0.33 0.10131
M3 0.33 0.10131

C2 0.27
M1 0.33 0.0891
M2 0.33 0.0891
M3 0.33 0.0891

C3 0.25
M1 0.33 0.0825
M2 0.33 0.0825
M3 0.33 0.0825

The same steps, from step 1 to step 5 are performed for two more projects namely, oryx and mct to validate the 
results. The code smell and metrics criteria chosen for all three projects are same. After performing the steps for oryx 
and mct project the following results are obtained:

The normalized values and weights of code smell calculated for oryx project are shown in table 5.

TABLE V.     PAIRWISE COMPARISON AND NORMALIZED VALUE OF CODE SMELL FOR ORYX

Input Normalized Value Weights
C1 C2 C3

P1 20 21 16 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.32
P2 20 22 15 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.32
P3 20 22 18 0.33 0.32 0.36 0.34

SUM 60 65 49
Table VI shows the normalized value and weights calculated of metrics for oryx:

A. TABLE VI.     PAIRWISE COMPARISON AND NORMALIZED WEIGHT OF METRICS FOR ORYX

Input Normalized Value Weights
M1 M2 M3

P1 158 169 196 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.33

P2 158 168 195 0.33 0.34 0.34 0.33

P3 155 162 188 0.33 0.34 0.32 0.99

SUM 471 499 834

The weights calculated are shown in table 7. The weights calculated are global weights that reflect the relative 
criticality of a code smell on the oryx software system.

Impact of Code Smells on Different Versions of a Project
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TABLE VII. RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF METRICS AND RELATIVE IMPACT OF CODE SMELL FOR ORYX

Code 
Smell

Metrics Weight 
(Mwi)

Relative 
weight (Rwi)

C1 0.32
M1 0.33 0.1056
M2 0.33 0.1056
M3 0.99 0.3168

C2 0.32
M1 0.33 0.1056
M2 0.33 0.1056
M3 0.99 0.3168

C3 0.34
M1 0.33 0.112
M2 0.33 0.112
M3 0.99 0.3366

The normalized value and weights of code smells calculated for mct project are shown in table 8.

TABLE VIII. PAIRWISE COMPARISON AND NORMALIZES VALUE OF CODE SMELL FOR MCT

Inputs Normalized Value Weights
C1 C2 C3

P1 93 25 27 0.24 0.32 0.28 0.28
P2 143 25 34 0.34 0.33 0.36 0.35
P3 147 26 33 0.38 0.33 0.35 0.35

SUM 383 77 94

Table 9 shows the normalized value and weights calculated of metrics for mct:

TABLE IX. PAIRWISE COMPARISON AND NORMALIZED WEIGHT OF METRICS FOR MCT 

Inputs Normalized Value Weights
M1 M2 M3

P1 151 279 364 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
P2 151 279 364 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
P3 151 279 364 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33

SUM 453 837 1092

The weights calculated are shown in table 10. The weights calculated are global weights that reflect the relative 
criticality of a code smell on the mct software system.

TABLE X.     RELATIVE WEIGHTS OF METRICS AND RELATIVE IMPACT OF CODE SMELL FOR MCT

Code 
Smell

Weight 
(Cwi)

Metrics Weight 
(Mwi)

Relative Weight 
(Rwi)

C1 0.28
M1 0.33 0.0924
M2 0.33 0.0924
M3 0.33 0.0924

C2 0.35
M1 0.33 0.1155
M2 0.33 0.1155
M3 0.33 0.1155

C3 0.35
M1 0.33 0.1155
M2 0.33 0.1155
M3 0.33 0.1155
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V.   Result
Three medium sized software is considered for the study and to understand the impact of code smells on each 

version of the project. Its observed that three versions of the three software are released, and for all the three versions 
the relative critically of the code smell is same. Thus, in every release, there was no improvement at the design 
level which, thus makes the project more complex, decreases its maintainability and the development of software is 
affected.

Results proving that relative weights of all three medium sized software’s is approximately same, that is, no 
improvement was made at design level for all these software versions is shown below:

Code 
Smell

Weight 
(Cwi)

Metrics Weight 
(Mwi)

Relative 
Weight 
(Rwi)

C1 0.307
M1 0.33 0.10131
M2 0.33 0.10131
M3 0.33 0.10131

C2 0.27
M1 0.33 0.0891
M2 0.33 0.0891
M3 0.33 0.0891

C3 0.25
M1 0.33 0.0825
M2 0.33 0.0825
M3 0.33 0.0825

Fig.2. Relative weights of metrics and relative impact of code smell for ant

Code 
Smell

Weight 
(Cwi) Metrics Weight (Mwi) Relative weight 

(Rwi)

C1 0.32
M1 0.33 0.1056
M2 0.33 0.1056
M3 0.99 0.3168

C2 0.32
M1 0.33 0.1056
M2 0.33 0.1056
M3 0.99 0.3168

C3 0.34
M1 0.33 0.112
M2 0.33 0.112
M3 0.99 0.3366

Fig.3. Relative weights of  metrics and  relative impact of code smell for oryx.

Code Weight 
(Cwi)

Metrics Weight 
(Mwi)

Relative Weight 
(Rwi)

C1 0.28
M1 0.33 0.0924
M2 0.33 0.0924
M3 0.33 0.0924

C2 0.35
M1 0.33 0.1155
M2 0.33 0.1155
M3 0.33 0.1155

C3 0.35
M1 0.33 0.1155
M2 0.33 0.1155
M3 0.33 0.1155

Fig.4. Relative weights of metrics and relative impact of code smell for MCT

Impact of Code Smells on Different Versions of a Project
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VI.   Conclusion and Future Scope
Thus, as observed for every version of the software, the relative impact of code smell is same. Thus, the 

development team for a software system, should focus on design flows of the system to increase its shelf life. Less the 
number of code smells, less will be their impact on the system. Resulting in a more maintainable system.

Further, more software system can be analyzed. Thus, the development team should make sure to also focus 
on the design of the system. Every release proposed for a software system should also be improved at design level.

In future a software can be developed to calculate the relative weights of all the versions of a software. This way 
itwould be more easy to detect if a new released version of a software is improved at design level.
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Abstract-This study is focused on the analysis of the cyber security awareness among the college students of Delhi. As the  us-
ers on internet are increasing drastically, the problem of cybercrime is also increasing with the same pace.  There are  many 
challenges in this areas which includes national security, public safety and personal privacy etc. To prevent from a victim of 
cybercrime everyone must be aware about their own security and safety measures to protect by themselves. A well-struc-
tured questionnaire survey method is applied to analyse the problem.
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I.   Introduction
The Globalisation creates unlimited  chance  for commercial, social and other human  activities but  it is 

increasingly under attack by cybercriminals; as the number, cost, and sophistication of attacks are increasing at an 
alarming rate not only in . Cyber Security and Crime are the major threats and challenges all over the globe and 
digital India will not be any exception.  This study done to find the extent of cyber security awareness among the 
college students of Delhi.

In India, there is a High level of digital illiteracy because, it is a country of towns and villages. Cities and metro 
cities have adopted digitalization but limited to certain extent, full-fledged digitalization- cashless transaction on 
daily basis, use of internet services to get government certificates requires a lot of administration changes, Taxation 
changes and change in public mentality.  In India, it is a mammoth task to have connectivity with each and every 
village, town and city because every state has different laws different internet protocols due to its diversification. 
Diversification not only in the sense of  religion but also in language so software compatibility is a crucial issue Cyber 
security is a process of ensuring the safety of cyberspace from known and unknown threats.

II.   Review of Literature
The following sections provide a review of current literature relating to Cyber Security awareness and within the 

scope of this study. The International Telecommunication Union states that cyber security is the collective application 
of strategies, security measures, plans, threats administration tactics, engagements, training, paramount practices, 
and assurance and expertize that can be used to guard the information system, organization and related assets 
(International Telecommunication Union, 2004). Cyber-attack involves the malicious application of information 
and communication technology (ICT) either as a target or as a device by several malicious actors. It also refers as the 
security of internet, computer networks, electronic systems and other devices (Olayemi, 2014) [1] from the cyber-
attacks. Cyber security has had enormous effects on businesses. The current information-age has increased the 
level of organizations dependency on cyberspace (Strassmann, 2009). Hacking of data and information negatively 
affect organizations competitiveness due to leakage on confidential data and information (Tarimo, 2006)[2].  A 
successful attack of an ICT system and the information hampers the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of 
an organization (Bulgurcu et al., 2010) [3]. Cyber theft (cyber espionage) can result in exposure of economic, 
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proprietary, or confidential information from which the intruder can gain from while the legitimate organization 
losses revenue or patent information.

Rezgui, Y., & Marks, A. (2008) explores factors that affect information security awareness of staff, including 
information systems decision makers, in higher education within the context of a developing country, namely the 
UAE.An interpretive case-study approach is employed using multiple data gathering methods. The research reveals 
that factors such as conscientiousness, cultural assumptions and beliefs, and social conditions affect university staff 
behaviour and attitude towards work, in general, and information security awareness, in particular. A number 
of recommendations are provided to initiate and promote IS security awareness in the studied environment [4]. 
Increasing cyber-security presents anong on going challenge to security professionals. It also examines what kind 
of data people tend to share online and how culture affects these choices. This work supports the idea of developing 
personality based UI design to increase users’ cyber-security [5].

Table 1

CRIME DEFINED BY VARIOUS AUTHORS

Author Definition

Krone T[6] Refer the term “Cybercrime” to offences ranging from criminal activity against data to content and 
copyright infringement.

Zeviar-Geese[8] According to author the definition is very broad including activities such as fraud, unauthorized access, 
child pornography, and cyberstalking, cyber bully etc.

The United Nations 
Manual[9] The UNM cyber crime includes fraud, forgery, and unauthorized access of data and information.

Gordon S., Ford, 
R(2004)[7]

In many ways, Cybercrime is similar to the previous argument but included one more word 
“cyberterrorism” [8] . In the case of cyberterrorism it is our belief that the term itself is misleading in that 

it tends to create a vertical representation of a problem that is inherently horizontal in nature

Parker[10] Defines Cybercrime as: “any crime that is facilitated or committed using a computer, network, hardware 
device or a digital device”.

III.   Objectives of the Study
• To discover the levels of mindfulness among internet users with respect to cyber crime. 
• To find out the gaps and suggest the remedial measures.

IV.   Methodology
A survey was conducted on 60 students who are also internet users on the awareness of cyber crimes in the 

“Delhi”, region The age of the respondents falls between 17 to 35 years. Convenience sampling method was adopted 
to select the respondents for the survey. The opinions regarding level agreement are gathered on Likert scale and 
analysed using percentages.    According to results of word frequency query the top three words used in literature are 
Information, data and Security which indicate the literature reviewed in right direction.

V.   Results and Discussions
In order to investigate uses of term cyber and awareness total 32 research papers were studied and analysed 

with the help of open source software “R” looking for the most frequently used words and their synonyms. The result 
is presented in the Figures 1to 5. The highest occurrence of two words: Security and Information helped us to form 
the basis of our research; both words were very much related to the cyber crime awareness. Also the correlation was 
exhibited with other words ,which helped us to gain insight and form questainnaire.The Youth which is the victim 
of cyber crime is needed to be educated for the same. The respondents of this research were very well aware about 
the sharing of information and but least aware about the security required for the same. The detailed analysis after 
getting response of questionnaire is summarised in Table 2.
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Fig. 1: Words Frequency table in literature Review

Fig 2: Word Cloud of most frequently used words

government 0.78

alerts 0.77

rapidly 0.77

graphs 0.76

signed 0.76

proves 0.73

underlying 0.73

nations 0.72

political 0.72

innovations 0.7

institutions 0.7

national 0.7

Fig 3: Correlation of the Cyber Word with the other words in the literature

teaching 0.88
preference 0.85
antiphishing 0.84
newsletters 0.82
game 0.8
Recreation 0.8
video 0.8
phishing 0.76
legitimate 0.75
voluntary 0.75
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endusers 0.74
exploit 0.74
classroom 0.73
delivery 0.73
fraudulent 0.73
materials 0.73
reached 0.73
deliver 0.71
displayed 0.71
screensavers 0.71
websites 0.7

Fig 4: Correlation of the Awareness Word with the other words in the literature

Fig. 5: Word Frequency Plot with frequency

Table 2 : SUMMARY

Detailed Analysis of survey

S.No Question Analysis % Graph

1 Gender
There was 60 responses out 

of which 65% were male and 
35% were female.
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2

How aware 
are you about 
cyber crime

This question was all about 
to check the awareness of 
the respondent about the 
cyber crime. In response 

of this question 40% of the 
respondent were very well 

aware, 50% were aware 
about it, 6.7% were not well 
aware and only 3.3% of the 
respondents were not at all 

aware.

3

Do you have 
an antivirus 

software 
installed 
on your 

PC / Mac / 
Mobile?

When the respondent were 
ask about that whether they 
have an antivirus installed 
in their devices then 91.5% 

respondent answered “YES” 
and only 8.5 % answered 

“NO”. This means the young 
genration is very well know 

about the threat of cyber 
crime.

4

How safe 
do you feel 
about your 

information, 
when you are 

online?

The respondent were 
answered this question as 
8.3% think that the online 

information is very safe, 50% 
were think that is just safe, 

31.7% were agree on not safe 
and 10% were not know about 

the same.

5

Do you feel 
it is essential 
to be safe Do 
you feel it is 

essential to be 
safe online?

65% of respondents were 
Stronglty Agree for the need 
of safe online information, 
25% were just agree, 8.3% 

were neutral about this 1.7% 
were disagree.

A Survey on Cyber Security Awareness among College going Students in Delhi
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6

Do you think 
password 
protection 
in concern 

with the 
information 
security is 

important?

When the respondents were 
asked about the password 
protection of information 

security 63.5% were strongly 
agree, 33.3% were agree, 3.3% 

were neutral bout this.

7

Have you ever 
lost money 

due to Cyber 
Crime?

Out of 60 responses 10% 
respondent responses for 

Can’t say, 8.3% got deducted 
money from bank, 5% 
were victim of fraud by 

merchandiser, 3.3% were 
overcharged and 73.3% 
highest percentage were 
respond for never which 
shows the people who do 

online transactions are aware 
about these frauds but we 

need try to do more practice 
for 100% awareness about 

this type of crime among the 
young generation

8

Have you 
stopped 

shopping 
online due to 
this issue?

When the researcher 
asked this question from 
the respondent then 10% 
population said that they 

don’t shop online, 18.3% said 
that they do very frequently, 

51.7% said that they do online 
shopping only on very trusted 

website, 6.7% respondetns 
stopped it completely because 
of some bad experiences and 
13.3% answered as “to some 

extent.
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9

How many 
times have 
you been a 
victim of a 

cybercrime?

73.3% respondents said that 
they never be a victim of a 
cybercrime, 15% were for 

1-time, 10% were for 2-5 times 
and 1.7% were be victim for 

more than 5 times

10

Do you think 
that the laws 

in effect 
are able to 

control cyber 
criminals?

According to the respondent 
only 8.3% are Stronglty Agree 
for the effective cyber lawto 
control cirmes, maximum 

population of research were 
neutral (36.7%) while 8.3% 
of total respondents were 

strongly disagree.

11

Are there 
any risks 

associated 
with using 

public Wi-Fi?

51.7% of the total popultaion 
were agree with the thought 

that there is a strong risk 
assiciated with the use 

of public wi-fi, 20% were 
Stronglty Agree and very 
less % were disagree while 

the 25% were neutral for the 
same.

12

Hackers 
can access 

your 
computer’s 
webcam? 

More than 65% of the 
respondents were agree with the 

accessibility of the webcam by the 
hackers and less than 10% was 

disagree for the same while 25% 
were netural.

A Survey on Cyber Security Awareness among College going Students in Delhi
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13

Is it 
ok to give 

permission for 
accessing your 
device while 
downloading 
any file/app 
on your pc/

mobile?

When this question was 
analyzed, the researcher find that 

more than 80% of respondents was 
eith neutral or disagree with it and 
aprrox. 12% of respondents were 

agree for the same.

14

Is it 
important to 

read all terms 
and conditions 

while 
downloading 

any file/
software/

app on your 
device?

This is very importanct factor 
for the online accessing of the data, 
file or information  so 80% of the 

respondent were agree on it because 
when we download something from 
the internet we should read all the 
terms and conditions before giving 
permission for the access of your 

data.

15. Awareness on Cybercrime & Security :- there were different age group respondent like 15-20, 21-25, 26-30, 
31-35, 36-40 out of all categories maximum percentage of the respondent was in age group 18-24 (almost all 
college going students)  so population is according to the research.

Fig. 6: Age Group Analysis

VI.   Conclusion
The take a look at proves that net customers in Delhi aren’t thoroughly privy to cybercrimes and cyber safety that 

are triumphing and there is a growing dependency for internet is seen in metro towns like Delhi. The ultra-modern 
technology of the clever phones and internet has greater scope for cybercrimes. the majority of internet users recall 
the cybercrime as hello-fi politically encouraged attacks on big organization however they may be now not able to 
keep in mind that there is gap between them and the know-how about the cyber protection or cybercrime and might 
have an effect on any internet consumer. other than hacking, a majority of customers are not aware about crimes like 
cyber stalking, cellular hacking, TOR and Deep internet crimes, copyright violation, cyber bullying, phishing, toddler 
soliciting and abuse, sharing disturbing content of pornography, discover robbery and so forth. The easy internet 
customers are not even conscious whom to contact or record for any grievances concerning cybercrimes. The lack of 
knowledge is also located considerably in case of safety towards their private computers and laptops additionally, as 
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a number of the respondents are nonetheless the sufferers of cyber crime like virus, data stealing etc and  no longer 
been updating their passwords occasionally, and feature the tendency of sharing their personal statistics with others. 
concerning the unlawful downloads, even though the net users are aware about effects, nevertheless they take this 
pastime for granted and been downloading movies, games and music without difficulty from numerous torrents. 
ignorance on this problem can grow further if the government fails to take critical attempts in implementing the 

policies and guidelines in this regard.

VII.   Suggestions
Based on the above finding and the analysis of the inputs, there are few guidelines which can help the entire net 

user to safeguard them from cybercrimes.

1. There must be a few unique instructions for the scholars studying in any course like:- 

* use and misuses of net.
* Importance of net protection or cyber security 
* Consciousness about cyber regulation and regulations  
* Effect of technology on crime
* Hardware and software program requirements to defend the records from exploitation  and pilfering.
* Knowledge on internet guidelines on the companies.
* Right to defend the private facts from sharing with others 

2. Workshops from experts and ethical hackers can be conducted in schools and schools for both children , 
millennial and parents for better expertise of net safety troubles as now a days customers are younger kids even.  

3. There has to sound measures to practice  24 X 7 vigilance on internet site traffic and test for any irregularities 
by means of the concern.

4. There must be a few initiatives by means of the government on this regard.
5. Younger customers should be made aware about various cybercrime traping and measures to pop out of it 

through there favoured social media channels as they’re very a whole lot energetic and get influenced there 
effortlessly.

6. Grievance hearing manner have to additionally attain them.
7. For the answer of these cybercrime troubles, the government can collaborate with ethical hackers to convey out 

some realistic answers.  
8. Regulations and guidelines that address cybercrimes need to be carried out strictly to ensure that nobody is 

taking the safety troubles with no consideration. Strict governance is required so that nobody is inculcating the 
habit of indulging in unlawful download and records theft.  

9. There should be greater variety of cyber cells spreded over the whole India even in small cities. Each company 
have to be made aware about the process to reach these cyber cells, their roles and obligations.   

10. There must be a clean and clean process for the justice to the victims of cybercrimes inside in precise period 
with assurance and similarly steerage on how to tackle such problems.

11. There must be some strict punishments and consequences to the offenders and strictly implemented.
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Abstract— Artificial Intelligence is a branch which aims to develop tools and techniques for solving complex problems that 
people at good at. The future of analytics in this innovative world is ruled by Deep learning, Machine learning and Artificial 
intelligence. The term Machine learning is a subset of Artificial Intelligence and it makes the computer and other machines 
to learn and work independently without being explicitly programmed. Our nature is described as a self made machine, 
and it is 100% perfectly automated than any other automated machine. Machine automation is the upcoming technology 
which will be the ruler of technological kingdom. Now let us look onto various emerging technologies in the field of machine 
learning.

Keywords— artificial intelligence; machine learning; deep learning; machine automation.

I.   Introduction 
One of the most reputable buzzword in the field of technology and innovations is Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

which can be also said as Machine Intelligence (MI). It’s this Artificial Intelligence that laid strong platform for the 
development of other technologies such as Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL). Machine Intelligence is 
recognised as a study that deals with various agents entirely based on intelligence and in general Machine Intelligence 
can be considered as intelligence exhibited by machines. Artificial Intelligence finds its birth in 1956; initially 
Artificial Intelligence was made as an academic discipline that had both optimistic and pessimistic responses. Few 
decades ago, when man used machines were exploited for human activities created a curiosity in human like “Can 
machine think and act like humans?” and this lead to the birth of AI. Machine Intelligence extends its contribution 
to both science and technological field. But the major thrust of Machine Intelligence focuses at human intelligence 
which includes reasoning, learning and solving both mathematical and logical problems.

     Machine learning makes use of certain prediction algorithms and strategies in predicting the patterns in 
test data, and it designs and uses a model which helps in recognizing those predicted patterns in order to make 
future analysis on new data. As far as concern, supervised learning and unsupervised learning are the two categories 
algorithm techniques in Machine learning. In simple to describe about these algorithms are given in the figure 1. 

 An automated and continuous version of data mining is termed as Machine learning. In data mining, the 
patterns that could not predicted by normal humans are detected from the given data sets. But Machine learning 
uses algorithms in predicting and generalizing information from larger data sets that changes dynamically. Machine 
learning uses the detected information in order to apply that information to get new solutions and actions. Many 
people thinks that Machine learning and artificial intelligence are same, but it is not so. Though these two technologies 
aren’t the same, machine learning and artificial intelligence are interconnected with each other. AI has the goal of 
minimizing the human behaviour in making the machines to work and Machine learning accomplishes the goal of AI 
by giving mathematical tools and algorithms in deriving solutions. Machine learning almost forms the background 
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of every task that we do regarding technology and it behaves similar to humans to taste the recipe of success.

II.   Related Work
The development [1] of science and technology is abruptly spreading in all the sectors nevertheless the defence 

force failed to use the new innovations around the globe. The backbone of a nation is determined by its defence 
strength, but the personal losses to the military people are inevitable. In order to meet these losses every military 
force decided to use the autonomous robots which perform all the actions and duty that a trained military man does, 
but the percentage of demerit is more when compared to the merits of using autonomous robots.

Fig.1: Machine Learning Algorithms

The rise of demerit is due to the lack of “intelligence” that the robot (“machine”) has. The incorporation of such 
useful intelligence into the robot paves way for it to perform more efficiently and some times more than a military 
man. With the help of machine intelligence it decides whether to fight or flight at times of risky operations.

     Machine learning [2] depends intensely on information. It’s the most significant viewpoint that makes 
calculation preparing conceivable and furthermore clarifies fame of the machine learning as of late. Be that as it 
may, paying little mind to our genuine terabytes of data and information science aptitude, on the off chance that we 
can’t understand information records, a machine will be almost futile or maybe even unsafe. Machine inclining is a 
field of research that formally centers around the hypothesis, execution, and properties of learning frameworks and 
calculations. It is an exceedingly interdisciplinary field expanding upon thoughts from various sorts of fields, for 
example, counterfeit consciousness, enhancement hypothesis, data hypothesis, measurements, intellectual science, 
ideal control, and numerous different orders of science, building, and arithmetic [3– 6]. As a result of its usage 
in an extensive variety of uses, machine learning has secured relatively every logical area, which has expedited 
incredible effect the science and society [7]. It has been utilized on an assortment of issues, including proposal 
motors, acknowledgment frameworks, informatics and information mining, and self-ruling control frameworks [8]. 

     The principle idea in profound inclining calculations is computerizing the extraction of portrayals (reflections) 
from the information [9-11]. Profound learning calculations utilize an immense measure of unsupervised information 
to naturally separate complex portrayal. These calculations are to a great extent roused by the field of computerized 
reasoning, which has the general objective of imitating the human mind’s capacity to watch, examine, learn, and 
decide, particularly for amazingly complex issues. Work relating to these mind boggling challenges has been a key 
inspiration driving Deep Learning calculations which endeavor to copy the progressive learning methodology of the 
human cerebrum. Models in view of shallow learning designs, for example, choice trees, bolster vector machines, 
and case-based thinking may miss the mark when endeavoring to extricate valuable data from complex structures 
and connections in the information corpus. Interestingly, Deep Learning designs have the ability to sum up in non-
nearby and worldwide ways, creating learning examples and connections past quick neighbors in the information 
[12].

.
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III.   Machine Learning Trends
Being the core of many innovative technologies, Machine learning strive its best in improving our daily lives. 

For the past few years, Machine learning has been implemented quietly in the fields of search engines and mobile 
application development. But recently Machine learning is at its peak and it is the widely used buzzword all over 
the world due to the advancement in technologies in few aspects of Machine learning. Machine learning has also 
brought an impressive up come in data and computing capabilities and this made tremendous growth in technology. 
This tremendous growth in Machine learning has the power in defining the technological trend of 2017. The effect 
of this trend must have the potential in solving various problems in real world and add benefits to our society. Now 
lets us discuss five major trends of 2017 on which the future of Machine learning lies on, 

A. Machine Learning In Finance

Machine learning has been used in finance industry for the implementation of consumer services. The consumer 
services includes credit checking and fraud investigation that are quite complex for humans to handle with. Recently 
many finance industries have introduced Machine learning strategy to resolve these problems. Finance industry 
makes use of Machine learning in few applications ranging from loan and to handle asset management.

Fig.2: Trends in Machine Learning

Sentiment analysis is a recent advancement in technology that helps in managing various impacts of social 
media. In order to replicate human response in terms of current affairs, Machine learning is used as an tool for making 
decisions in hedge fund trading,       The “OpenCog Foundation” recently gave away a statement that “cognitive energy” 
is lacking in current AI and Machine learning and this cognitive energy makes an interconnection of physiological 
and biochemical processes by integrating them together. This amalgam of interconnection is highly responsible 
for rising human intelligence and this foundation had made certain initiatives for bringing this component in AI 
and Machine learning. The hedge fund completely eliminates the need of human interaction and they perform 
independently by using probabilistic logistics for analysing and interpreting the day to day market data and this 
makes the best is funding technology. This technology adds feathers in the crown of marketing sectors and it makes 
many predictions which are beyond human capacity.

Machine Learning Based Technological Development in Current Scenario
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B. Autonomous Driving

      Currently the automobile death rate is recorded as 1.2 million people per annum. 90% of this automobile 
death is due to human error and the implementation of autonomous vehicles has its own merits. To illustrate this and 
to predict the distance, speed and terrain variety of sensors are used. The vehicles are well equipped and they have 
all options for handling emergency cases in some aspects. Normally humans are highly responsible in breaking the 
road safety and chances of intersection and collision is highly due to human errors. By setting up fleets of AVs on the 
roadways the chances of collisions caused by human error can be reduced considerably. These technologies are well 
equipped to act dynamically to various changes in the area under consideration.

C. Space Exploration

The concept of autonomous driving is quite common in the fields of space exploration. The Mars rover has been 
driven by AutoNav since 2004. Once upon a time, reliability and radiation issues made the space computing and 
networking more complex and made it to lag when compared to other innovations. The introduction of Machine 
learning uplifted space computing from being back footed. Improved results were obtained during the investigation 
of Mars rover based on its reliability and this was brought into possibility by making Machine learning algorithms 
as its core. It made rover to think alike human by using two strategies namely, “vision based terrain classifier” and 
“risk aware path planner”. These strategies made rover to think alike human beings for handling risky situations and 
in deciding safer side for travelling. This helps in exploring unique and extreme environments since it is made to 
navigate remotely and independently.

D. Healthcare and Medicine

     A challenging outcome to the traditional based broad spectrum approach is precision medicine. Precision 
medicine makes use of some constant factors such as wearable’s that streams the biometric data, precision algorithms 
and standardised molecular tools and it is a new form of healthcare approach. This development has brought some 
changes in the field of medicine. By interpreting and connecting various data from Ebook Week, it offers platform 
and allows identifications of symptoms that are not subjective. This system can achieve its success rate only by having 
its core as Machine learning, Based on various data collected data about an individual, consistent machine learning 
tools and development of precise must be used in deciding the best treatment for that individual. This technology 
helps in overcoming the cultural and language barriers and provides each individual with accurate diagnoses and 
treatment protocols.

E. Humanitarian Aid

     Locating and viewing the geographic features of dangerous locations are quite uneasy. A logical solution 
for locating remote and dangerous locations where human beings cannot penetrate is given by drones. This also 
helps in locating extremely great distances from the centre of control.  Qualcomm is a drone platform that works 
tremendously by using flight control and Machine learning strategies and these are unveiled. As far as concern, in 
terms of drone technology, machine learning is not a new concept, but what makes this unique is that, without having 
any prior knowledge about an environment, the drone actively learns about that environment in which it is made to 
survive. The most valuable means of humanitarian aid service is achieved by using humanitarian aid services.

IV.   Future Analysis
Machine learning is one among the technology that has been in existence for decades, but till date we cannot say 

that it has been completely implemented. Machine learning can be considered as an enormous field were researchers 
have just started to scratch the ground. Machine learning has offered many offers to both business and end users. 
Machine learning is not considered as an esoteric technology anymore. Many business people are trying their 
best to put Machine learning for their benefits in their own sectors. Further Machine learning paved way for the 
introduction of Deep learning which is based on neural networks. Machine learning keeps has its own scope and 
future till humans have their needs in bringing innovations to the society.
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V.   Conclusion
It is impossible in predicting the future of a technology with 100 percent accuracy. But it is sure that Machine 

learning has already reached half of its goals in this developing world. As said before Machine learning acts as 
an emerging technology that is at the core of innovations ruling the technological kingdom. By the end of 2020, 
Machine learning will almost have positive vibes and positive consequences for bringing changes in the society of 
innovations.
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Abstract— This Everyday 2.5 exabytes (2.5 * 1018) of data is generated which will grow to 163 zettabytes by 2025. Conven-
tional techniques cannot handle the large amount of data that is now required by industries. It is impossible for traditional 
tools to handle such voluminous data which is high in complexity and velocity. Big Data Analytics is a process of scrutinizing 
large and diversified data sets to find different patterns, unknown relationships, customer Choices, latest trends of Market 
and other meaningful information that can help organization make more successful business decisions. This paper is based 
on comparison of various Big Data Analytical Methods and Techniques that can be implied on Big Data and how it can prove 
helpful in various fields and also provides an overview of lifecycle of Big Data and various data anatomization methods.
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 I.   Introduction 
This A collection of data can become so large that traditional ways of addressing it are not useful, for example; 

SQL Table JOIN Timeout. The solution then are creative ways to process the mountain so that you can get the 
business value you need. The term Big Data is associated with techniques that people use to access the mountains. 
Big Data is a blanket for the non-traditional technologies needed to gather, organize, process large datasets.We can 
work with Big Data in the same manner as we work with dataset of any size. The issue in working with huge data that 
keeps on exceeding is not new, the prevalence, the scale, and the value of this type of computing has greatly increased 
in previous years. There are various definitions given for “Big Data” because projects, researchers, practitioners, and 
business professionals use it quite differently, generally, big data is [5] large datasets - a dataset too large to process 
or store with on a single computer.

Dylan Maltby defines Big Data as “big data does not just refer to the problem of information overload but also 
refers to the analytical tools used to manage the flood of data and turn the flood into a source of productive and 
useable information” [1].Kubick in 2012 said “The term “Big Data” has recently been applied to datasets that grow so 
large that they become awkward to work with using traditional database management systems” [2].Wardand stated 
as “Big data is a term describing the storage and analysis of large and/or complex data sets using a series of techniques 
including, but not limited to: NoSQL,MapReduce, and machine learning” [3].SAS defines Big Data as “Big data is 
a term that describes the large volume of data – both structured and unstructured – that inundates a business on a 
day-to-day basis”. Big data can further be categorised as “big data skeleton” and “big data science”. Big data skeleton 
is “software libraries along with their associated algorithms that enable distributed processing and analysis of big 
data problems across clusters of computer units” while big data science is “the study of techniques covering the 
acquisition, conditioning and evaluation of bigdata”. All the definitions highlight the acreage, its miscellany and the 
alacrity. The 5V’s of Big Data are volume, velocity, variety, veracity and value [5] which are defined as:

• VOLUME- The absolute scale of the information helps define big data systems. These datasets can be of immense 
importance and are bigger than conventional datasets, which calls for more anticipation at each phase of the 
managing and storage life cycle.

• VELOCITY - Velocity refers to two related concepts: the rapidly increasing speed at which new data is created, 
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and the necessity for that data to be absorbed and scrutinized in real-time. Data is consistently added, processed 
and analysed in order to keep up with the inundation of new information.

• VARIETY - With rapidly increasing volume and velocity there is an increase in variety. Today Data looks 
very different than data from the past. We do not just have organized data (like name, phone number, address, 
financials, etc) that fits nice into a data table. Now data is unorganized, in fact, 80% of all the world’s data fits into 
this category which includes photos, videos, social media updates, etc. New and ingenious big data technology 
is allowing structured and unstructured data to be elicited, hoarded, and used concurrently.

• VERACITY - Veracity is the calibre or reliability of the data. It shows how accurate the data is. For example, if 
we think about all the Twitter posts with hash tags “#”, elision, typos, etc., and the trustworthiness and exactness 
of that content. One more example of this is the use of GPS data, GPS will “drift” off course when we travel 
through an urban area. Satellite signals bounces off tall buildings or other structures and are lost.  When this 
happens, location data must be blended with another data like road data, or data from an accelerometer to 
provide faultless data.

• VALUE - When we talk about value, we’re referring to the utility of the data being extricated. Having innumerable 
amount of data is one thing, but unless it can’t be turned into a value it is futile.

Fig. 1: 5 Vs of Big Data

The acreages of the Big Data are constantly expanding because of which capturing, hoarding, searching, sharing, 
inspecting and envisioning of data becomes tough. Advanced logical methods are applied on such data sets. Further 
sections will consider the methodical structure for Big Data system and the techniques associated with the Big data.

II.   Life Cycle of Big Data
It is constituted of 5 phases which are, Data Spawning, Acquisition and Storage, Computing and Processing of 

Data, Querying the Data and Anatomization of data. Different Big Data Analytic techniques are used for various big 
data layers. This section discusses technologies used in various stages of life cycle of Big Data.

A. Data Spawning

Data Spawning phase mainly considers “How Data is generated”. The vast, outrageously diversified and 
compound datasets are generated from various sources. The datasets are associated to assorted “domain specific 
values”. Because of technological ballooning the pace of data generation is enlarging. Data is originated from diverse 
sources like social media and networking sites, blogs, online groups, forums, ecommerce businesses, web search 
engines etc, mobile devices like smart phones, tablets etc, Internet of things, scientific data etc.

Big Data Analytics : A Review
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 B. Acquisition and Storage

Big data deals with huge unstructured and divergent data. The conventional techniques are unsuccessful to 
gather, mingle and hoard data.“Data acquisition is a process to aggregate information in a well-organized digital 
form for further storage and analysis” XChen [6] define data acquisition as data collection, communication and 
pre-processing as shown in Fig 1.

Various data elicitation techniques consist of several sensor-based data collection methods such as inventory 
management, video surveillance etc, web log etc and Web Crawler such as SNS analysis, search etc. Sensor based 
data collection methods are used to collect and transfer information in many data studies and applications[7][8]. The 
application of sensor-based data gathering is impeded by the high initial installation and maintenance drawbacks. 
To deal with these limitations, some researchers and firms advised “crowd focused data gathering as an alternative to 
sensor-based data gathering” [9].

Data is deteriorated to two stages, IPbackbone transmission and data centre transmission. After data 
transmission the next step which comes into account is data pre-processing which includes consolidation, cleansing 
and eliminating redundant data. Table I gives the advantages and disadvantages of  various data acquisition tools.

The focus area of Big data storage is to manage huge datasets. The challenges for conventional database system 
are the increasing number of data sources and blooming features of Big Data. To deal with such data, several 
technologies have been used for Big Data, which provide platform scalability and high query performance to non-
relational databases. One of the well-known Big Data technology is Apache Hadoop, it stores and analyses Big 
Data. The key component of Hadoop is Hadoop Distributed File System(HDFS) which manages the data spread 
across different servers. The main advantage of HDFS is its portability across various hardware and software 
platforms and it helps to reduce network congestion. It also ensures data replication. It is based on master-slave 
architecture. The master manages the file system operation and many slaves manage data storage on individual 
computer nodes [10]. Another non-relational database used to store data is HBase as it provides many features like 
linear and modular scalability, natural language search, real time queries etc. Non- Relational Database is used 
to store data of any structure. Main aim of NoSQL database is to provide data model flexibility, massive scaling 
and simplified application development and operation. There are three main types of NoSQL databases namely 
document-based databases, column-oriented databases and key-value databases [11]. Table II compare various 
popular NoSQL storage systems like Mongo, Cassandra, Dynamo, Voldemort etc

.Fig 
2. Data Acquisition Phases
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C. Data Processing

It is a framework for writing applications that process copious amounts of both structured and unstructured 
data which is stored under HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System). Petabytes of data can be processed using 
MapReduce. Simplicity of usage, scalability, high speed and good recovery options are some of the major features of 
it. Another framework is Pregel, which is Google’s scalable and fault-tolerant platform with an API that is sufficiently 
flexible to express arbitrary graph algorithms. YARN is more general framework for data processing which works 
on Hadoop. Improved scalability and resource management along with better parallelism are provided by Yarnis 
Google’s scalable and fault-tolerant platform with an API that is sufficiently flexible to express arbitrary graph 
algorithms. YARN is more general framework for data processing which works on Hadoop. Improved scalability 
and resource management along with better parallelism are provided by Yarn.

D. Data Querying 

After data processing, different analytics tools are used for querying data. We don’t have to reconvert the 
processed data set for different tools, this is one of the most eminent feature of Hadoop. All queries can use same data 
set. There are different methods of data querying: Apache Hive has specified HiveQL, most appropriate for structured 
data, through which users can manoeuvre and access data that is stored in HBase and HDFC. Pig Latin,developed by 
Yahoo and generated by open source framework Apache Pig is another high-level scripting language.

E. Data Anatomization

Data Anatomization means to obtain knowledge from large data to attain better prophecy of future and helps 
in taking good decisions. The enormous and diverse data leads to real challenges that obstructs the applications of 
data mining and information discovery. There searchers suggested various approaches to manage these challenges. 
Blackett in 2013 defined data analytics as descriptive analytics, predictive analytics and prescriptive analytics [13]. 
Various tools which are used for implementation of machine learning application and algorithms over huge data sets 
namely Apache, Mahout and R.
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III.   Data Anatomization Methods
Let us talk about some common approaches that are used for the data analysis. These methods are used in 

accordance with the purpose and application domains of the problem.

A. Machine Learning

Machine Learning is the study of designing systems that can learn, adjust, and improve based on the data fed 
to them. The motive of machine learning is to uncover information and make brilliant solution. It is being used for 
different applications like recognition system, differentiate between spam and non- spam e-mail, recommender 
system etc. Machine learning is categorised as: supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement 
learning [15].

B. Data Mining

Data mining is the process of refining data so that it becomes more understandable and adhesive information. 
Data mining is being defined as “combining methods from statistics and machine learning with database 
management” [15]. Data Mining techniques are categorised as Predictive and  Descriptive, where under predictive 
we have methods namely Classification analysis, Prediction Analysis and Time-Series Analysis and descriptive 
methods are Association rule learning, Clustering and Summarization.

Social Network Analysis

Big Data Analytics : A Review
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Social network analysis (SNA) is a process of investigating social structures via use of graph theory and networks. Social 
media is playing a key role in the world of social networking. It focuses on relationship between the social media and people. 
SNA measures and maps the flow of relationships and relationship changes between knowledge-possessing entities.

Text Analysis

Text Analytics also known as text mining or text data mining is a process of extracting high-quality information 
from various text. This high-quality information is obtained by forming patterns and trends by statistical pattern 
learning. By this researcher can gather information regarding how other human beings make sense of the world. To 
understand the meaning of the information contained by a document or set of documents, Text analytics is used.

Sentimental Analysis

Also known as Opinion Mining uses Natural Language Processing (NLP), Text Analysis, Computational 
Linguistics and Biometrics to extract and quantify the information. Sentimental Analysis is mostly applied with 
voice of customer such as surveys, online and social media, reviews. It determines the attitude of a speaker, writer 
with respect to some topic. It helps researchers to examine emotions from subjective text patterns. It also discovers 
the connections between words to identify the sentiments accurately models. Big data deals with voluminous and 
diversified data with high velocity and hence conventional techniques fails to process such data. Hence, advanced 
analytical technologies are required to tackle the complexity of Big data.

Fig 3. Types of learning

Fig 4. Data Mining
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IV.   Conclusion
Today in every sector Big data has placed its footprints. This paper emphasizes on Big data concept and 

accentuates the life cycle of Big data system. There are five stages namely Data Spawning, Acquisition and Storage, 
Computing and Processing of Data, Querying the Data and Anatomization of data. Then we highlighted different 
data analysis methods.  We have also talked about pros and cons of various acquisition tools, NoSQL storage 
systems and programming models. Big data deals with voluminous and diversified data with high velocity and 
hence conventional techniques fails to process such data. Hence, advanced analytical technologies are required to 
tackle the complexity of Big data. Analytical tools and technologies help in extracting useful information that can 
be used for better prediction of future events and decision making.
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Abstract—We know that so much exponential growing information is available on the web, so it becomes difficult for us to 
retrieve relevant information from such a huge collection of data repository. Whenever we enter a keyword to search, the 
search engines return us more than thousand results per query. From these result, if we observe from user point of view 
many of the results are irrelevant and only few of them is relevant to the searched criteria. This problem occurs as the key-
words requested are very short and incomplete to provide proper information to the search engines. This paper helps us 
to improve user results by incorporating his interests into the search process to get better results. Technique used here is 
personalized search process. We are using location and personal ontology for performing context aware web search of user 
relevant information.

Keywords—search; personalized; mining; information; ontology

I.   Introduction
In reality, in terms of searching, we can observe that while searching, we get lots of irrelevant documents. The 

main problem is that there is too much data available, and that limited length keywords are not a proper way of 
locating the information in which a user is interested in. Information retrieval will be more effective if individual 
users’ interests and behavior of search (from past history) are taken into account. Only by this way, an effective and 
better personalization system could decide autonomously whether or not a user is interested in a specific webpage 
and, in the other case, prevent it from being displayed. Or, the system could decide its own by seeing past search data 
through the Web and notify the user if it found a page or site of desired interest or not. Web search is frequently done 
activity on the internet, but still a problem for mobile users. When user is mobile and querying from his hand held 
device he needs to have an effective way of getting the required information from the service provider where he/she 
is registered.  For example: if the query with the text is “oracle” i.e oracle software it results in oracle software or oracle 
company i.e there is a problem of query semantics [4]. But Google definitely results in list of search pages containing 
oracle companies and models on the top priority list. The main objective of our work is to:-

• Propose a context aware model based on personalized user’s preferences. (based on the data mining and 
knowledge discovery techniques used) 

• To offer the user a better interactive experience from his limited screen size ( i.e user’s phone). 
• Focus on implementing efficient Personalized Web search techniques implicit with geographical information in 

the presence of mobile environment.
• We argue that the concepts extracted from the user’s search results can show the user’s interests in long run.

The concepts extracted from the user’s search pages can represent a possible concept space arising from a user’s 
queries, which can be maintained along with the click-through data for future preference adaptation. We need to 
find the user’s intentions behind the query; we propose a two-step strategy to improve retrieval effectiveness. 
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• In the first step, the system automatically deduces, for each user, a small set of categories for each query and list 
of categories submitted by the user, based on his/her search history. 

• In the second step, the system uses the set of categories and also the location information to augment the query 
to conduct the web search.

Specifically, we provide a strategy in order to:-

• Deduce appropriate categories for each user query based on the user’s profile [6] and 
• Improve web search effectiveness by using these categories as a context for each query. 
• Calculate time spent by the user on a web page to show his interestingness.
• Show the clickthrough [8] data in a hierarchical manner.
• To calculate precision and recall for the results. 

II.   Literature Survey
Year-wise contribution by various authors in our study, is given below in the form of a table:-

III.   Methodology
We used the given softwares for implementing our techniques:-

* Software used : Android operating system (on SDK)
* IDE: Eclipse 
*  SQLite as backend database
* For the layout design of display on emulator; XML file format is used.

Categories used by use for embedding context awareness in our system are:-

A. User context [5]

* information related to the service requestor. 
* health, preferences, schedule, group-activity, social relationship, people nearby etc.

Ontology Based Personalization for Mobile Web-Search
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B. Computing context[10] 

* information related to the computational aspects of the system. 
* Emails-received, websites-visited, network-traffic, status of resources and the bandwidth, etc.

C. Physical context [3]

* information related to physical aspects of the system. 
* Time, location, weather, altitude, light

Our approach includes both personalized search and location awareness:-

• Our approach uses location, user context (physical or computing context).
• Example:- 
• If a user now types the query[1] word “APPLE”, he will get search results as fruits URLS list.(if he is interested 

in FRUITS), otherwise he is going to get the list of APPLE’S PHONES …..(if interested in that). 
• This information [2] concatenated with location data is given to the user.
• (a more personalized information)

The following figure shows the earlier system of search in mobile phones:-

Fig. 1: Traditional search system

Our approach is shown in the following diagram. It shows personalized search. In this system user query is 
taken and after seeing or understanding user’s interest (by seeing his pageranked [5] data from the database), the 
browser can recommend him/her his data of interests. This is shown as below :-

Fig. 2: Personalized or context aware search system
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In the proposed system architecture shown in picture below the user asks for the required service by typing 
a query. With the help of various data mining [12] techniques the user’s context is extracted from the captured 
data. The ontology kept helps to filter the user’s profile and prioritize the searched results. The output is displayed 
according to user’s preferences concatenated with location [11] of the user. The search results according to location 
and user’s context are displayed hierarchically in the list box. The model for architecture of this personalized search 
system is given as below:-

Fig. 3: Architecture model- Personalized search model

The approaches developed in our paper are:-

* User’s Profile and Clickthrough [9] data collection approach
* Personalized search approach(Content based filtering approach)
* Sequence pattern mining approach
* Geographical information extraction

IV.   Implementation
A. ALGORITHM:- PERSONALIZED SEARCH

• D  : user profile and preferences database [14];
• R  : personalized search Results;
• Add contexts to list;
• Search for current location;
• Enter the query Q;
• If query is new then

* Add respective links, query, user context, location;
* Display results with location;

Ontology Based Personalization for Mobile Web-Search
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* Update database with clicked results R;
• If query (Q)already in database

* Find context in which Q is asked;
* Search  database D;

• Display results R.

B. ALGORITHM:-  LOCALIZED SEARCH [13]

• Call  MAINACTIVITY( )
• Create Location Manager Service

* Request for CITY name
* Get Current location. getlongitude( )
* Get Current location. getlatitude( )

• Request for city updates from Network Provider
* Find time between updates
* Find minimum distance change for updates

• Return current location

V.   Results
Whenever we will click on a particular page, after entering the keyword the; user is interested in, the following 

TABLE 1, data is collected and anlaysed.

Table 1: Statistics of our Clickthrough data set

Department Computer Electronic Electrical Embe
dded

No. of queries 20 20 20 20

No. of clicks 3 5 6 9

Avg. clicks per
query

6.66 4.0 3.33 2.2.2

The following pictures (4-9) show the output, when we enter the data in our android mobile phone. The user 
enters the keyword “college” in the search preference and he gets output related to his location and desired context 
as follows:-

Deepika Bhatia & Yogita Thareja
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Fig.4: Enter the keyword to search Fig. 5: The personlaized results for keyword

Fig. 6: click on the URL Fig. 7: click on the URL

Ontology Based Personalization for Mobile Web-Search
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Fig. 8: parameters tabs for analysis

Table 2: Evaluation parameter valuesEvaluation parameters

Query Time Taken(ms) Precision Recall F-measure

Computer 836 0.92 0.10 0.18

Shop 1540 0.74 0.53 0.62

House 1202 0.78 0.72 0.75

Loans 1267 0.50 0.64 0.56

Olympic 976 0.69 0.83 0.75

Government 974 0.59 0.92 0.72

Fig 9: Performance graph; Recall on x-axis and  Precision on y-axis
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VI.   Conclusion
With a classification of the web content and an estimation of the user’s preferences it would be possible to deliver 

improved search results. The work presents one of our proposed approaches for context aware personalized search 
in the mobile environment. GPS location extractor with user preferences [15] and click through data collection 
is implemented in the given approach. Our approach is for a personalized search engine as a tool for finding web 
documents for specific interest of users, on the web as accurately as possible using efficient methods of data mining 
and knowledge discovery techniques. The geographical data helps the user to get localized [16] information. In future 
interests of the user’s can be predicted as an enhancement of above model. Stemming could be done to improve the 
retrieval effectiveness. To predict regular user patterns or behaviors for enhancing our future search. Precision and 
recall shows the accuracy measurement of results of the personalized queries for different users.
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Abstract— In the second highest populated nation i.e. India, each individual holds a unique identification identity in the 
form of the Aadhaar Card. UIDAI is a long awaited program being undertaken and in process by the government. As per the 
government agendas, UIDAI acts as a statutory authority that is able to make government aware of the different redundant 
data occurring in the database of various schemes and leading to various scandals. Government has been able to identify 
various issues and is in the process of taking various steps to solve them. In this paper, we conducted a survey of urban area 
of students and their faculties describing different opinion for the Aadhaar Card.

Keywords— UIDAI; Aadhaar Card; Biometric Patterns

I.   Introduction
Aadhaar is issued by the Unique Identification Authority of India to all the resident of India. It is a 12-digit 

unique number, available for verification purpose [9]. The Unique Identification Authority of India is a statutory 
authority established under the provision of Aadhaar Act, 2016 by the Government of India, under Ministry of 
Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY), which was earlier functioning as part of the Planning Commission 
of India [3]. The agency issues cards with the help of several registrar agencies composed of state-owned entities and 
departments as well as public sector banks and entities such as the Life Insurance Corporation of India. UIDAI 
works in consultation with the Registrar General of India. 
A. Basic Functions of UIDAI:
• The operation of design, develops, and deploys the 

Aadhaar application is conducted with the help of 
external service providers. 

• Authentication takes place here which also checks the 
set of standards for enrollment followed or not and then 
issue Aadhaar. 

• Responsible for recruiting Registrars, approving 
enrolment agencies and providing a list of introducers 
among others along with the creation of services that 
depend on the Aadhaar authentication.

 

Fig. 1: UIDAI Architecture
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Fig. 2: Potential of UID

The benefit of Aadhaar is that it gives the citizen a universal identity. The Aadhaar card will increase the trust 
between private and public agencies and reduce the denial of services to the people who have no identification by 
getting rid of fraudulent [4].

Fig. 3: Linking with Government and Non-Government Organizations

II.   UIDAI Architecture Model
It has a Regulatory Authority which partners with Central, State and Private Sector Agencies. The Authority 

manages the CIDR (Central ID Repository) to issue Aadhaar, updates resident information and authenticates 
the identity of a resident. The partner agencies have the Registrars for the UIDAI. Registrars are the public and 
private organizations, which provide UIDAI services to the residents [5]. They use the authentication interfaces 
to confirm the details for residents who may have already enrolled in UIDAI system. When the client enrolls or 
file an application, Registrars processes it, connect to the CIDR, the authentication takes place in CIDR, and the 
information gets stored in the repository, if found authenticated. At last the information get de-duplicate and the 
client receives the Aadhaar Card [7].

UID System Requirements of the Biometric Components

Fig 4: Biometric Components
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The Biometric Solution Provider (BSP) is responsible to design, supply, install, configure, commission, 
maintain and support biometric components of the UIDAI System. In CIDR, there can be up to three BSPs operating 
simultaneously. There are two biometric components which are utilized in the UIDAI System [10]. Verhoeff 
algorithm is used for check-sum; it only detects data-entry error and it does not correct the error for security reasons. 
The unique number of Aadhaar Card is stored in a centralized database and linked to the basic demographic and 
biometric information of resident. It stores photograph, ten fingerprints and iris of each individual.

A. Multi Modal Biometric De-duplication in the Enrollment Server

*  Multi-modal de-duplication: Multiple modalities such as– fingerprint and iris image will be used for de-
duplication. Face photograph is provided if the vendor desires to use it for de-duplication. Each multi-
modal de-duplication request will contain an indexing number (Reference ID) in addition to the multi-
modal biometric and demographic data. In the event of one or more duplicate enrolments are found, the 
ABIS will pass back the Reference ID of the duplicates and the scaled comparison scores upon which the 
duplicate finding was based [8]. 

*  Multi-vendor: The Aadhaar Application will determine routing of a particular de-duplication request. It 
may determine to route a particular de-duplication request to more than one biometric solution.

B. Verification Subsystem of Authentication Server

 For the purpose of distributed authentication by UIDAI at a later stage, the biometric verification module may 
be constructed using SDK. The templates will be maintained in memory resident database. If the incoming 
requests contain a biometric image, the authentication server will use SDK to extract the feature [14].

Fig. 5: Verification Subsystem

Central Identities Data Repository (CIDR) is a government agency in India that stores and manages data for 
the country’s Aadhaar project. CIDR is responsible for verifying the authenticity of documents submitted by an 
individual and that an applicant is actually the person he or she claims to be.

Fig. 6: Working of CIDR
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Registrars are public and private organizations, provides UIDAI services to the residents Registrars are also 
authenticators. They use the authentication interfaces to confirm the details for residents who may have already 
enrolled in UIDAI system.

III.   Challenges
This Identity project is criticized because of various reasons. One of the reason is Privacy, as in India, it’s an 

individual right to protect individual’s privacy from any lawful interference. India has no data protection laws which 
increase the fear of data theft and selling of the vital information to the third party by corrupt officer. It is very 
important to have a strict law to prevent Denial of Service [4], [15]. 

Other problems and challenges faced by biometric based UIDAI System are:

• Worries of failure of ID system as UK ID Cards non-duplication were entirely scrapped. 
• Lack of legal framework.
• Lack of dedicated privacy rights and laws in India. 
• Lack of cyber security infrastructure. 

The above issues have to be taken care of for the implementation of Aadhaar project so that people can have 
universal identity and right beneficiaries can avail the welfare programs started by government [14].

IV.   Methodology
• Sample Method: Random Sampling 
• Sample Size: 70 respondents 
• Sampling design: Probability sampling 
• Data source: Primary data 
• Research instrument: Questionnaire is used as research instrument. 
• Research territory: Madhya Pradesh
• Research Approach: Survey Approach

We have conducted a survey of urban population and their answers are acting as a base for us to list a few issues 
of concern regarding Aadhaar Card. We have used IBM SPSS 19 to process the data and the frequencies for each 
question are shown as below. We have provided the frequencies of each of the challenge and we have described the 
most important challenges as per the people with the help of a pie chart to show the content more emphatically.

• Do you find Aadhaar Card useful?
• Do you feel Aadhaar Card can help in making government system more transparent?
• Have you made your Aadhaar Card?
• Have you received your Aadhaar Card with correct credentials?
• Do you want government to make Aadhaar Card as the only ID proof?
• Do you feel Aadhaar Card linking with Gas Subsidy is useful?
• Do you feel Aadhaar Card seeding with PAN No. will be useful in making nation corrupt free?
• Do you feel biometric attributes such as fingerprint and eye pattern can be compromised?
• Do you feel security of Aadhaar Card is completely secure?
• Do you feel that Aadhaar Card should be made more secure before making it compulsory to seed with PAN 

Card?
• Do you want Aadhaar Card to act like social Security ID in US to replace various identity proofs?

Perspectives and Challenges of the Scheme of Aadhaar Card by Urban Area Population
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• Do you feel that Aadhaar Card will be able to curb the terrorists creating fake identities?
• Do you feel that Aadhaar Card helps to curb corruption?
• Is Aadhaar Card one of the initiatives of government to make digital India a success?
• Do you feel that Aadhaar Card helps to disburse the services none effectively?
• Do you feel that Aadhaar Card will be helpful in tracking illegal activities such as human trafficking?
• Do you feel that Aadhaar Card can help police and other agencies to easily track antisocial elements?
• Do you feel that Aadhaar Card will help in legal licensing of the business?
• Do you find Aadhaar Card to be reliable initiative of government?

Table .1.1:Frequency Table

Question No Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Pie Charts of the Questions being 
considered as challenges for the 

implementation of the Aadhaar Card
1 57 98.3 98.3
2 56 96.6 96.6
3 56 96.6 96.6
4 57 98.3 98.3

5 28 48.3 48.3

6 53 91.4 91.4

7 47 81.0 81.0

8 48 82.8 82.8

9 45 77.6 77.6

10 53 91.4 91.4
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11 45 77.6 77.6

12 46 79.3 79.3

13 42 72.4 72.4

14 49 84.5 84.5

15 41 70.7 70.7

16 52 89.7 89.7
17 52 89.7 89.7
18 56 96.6 96.6
19 56 96.6 96.6

In this Paper, we have considered,

H0: Respondents have confidence in the Aadhaar Card scheme

H1: Respondents do not have confidence in the Aadhaar Card scheme

n=70    x=59p=0.70

q=1-p=1-0.70=0.30

hat of p= x/n=59/70=0.843

Z= (hat of p- p)/√ (p.q)/n

=0.843-0.70/√ (0.7.0.3)/70

=0.143/0.05

=2.86

Zcal=2.86

Significant level for two tail is 0.05, so alpha=0.05/2=0.25

So 0.5-0.025=0.475, so table value is Z0.05=1.98

Here Zcal= 2.86 is greater than Z0.05.

 Hence Null Hypothesis, H0 rejected and we can say that the respondents do not have confidence in the 
Aadhaar Scheme.
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Based on the survey, we can list the following challenges that exist for the government to handle and Citizen of 
India are unable to have confidence due to the following parameters:

• Aadhaar Card acting as the only ID proof.
• Aadhaar card seeding with PAN Number 
• Biometric attributes used in Aadhaar card is completely secure
• Security parameters of Aadhaar Card
• Curbing terrorist’s activities with the help of Aadhaar Card
• Fighting corruption with the help of Aadhaar Card
• The disbursing of the services is effective by the use of Aadhaar Card

V.   Conclusion
Effective operation of government and the public sector is critical for the development of any country. The advent of 

the Internet has changed the ways governments and citizens interact. Thus it can be safely presumed that E-government is 
one of the important elements. However, it becomes important to assess the directions e-government may select that can help 
potentials and realities being realized [1]. 

E-government will be successful only when effective and appropriate policy decisions are made. In future, we would 
like to conduct a survey on the core techniques being used in the different layers of UIDAI by the experts and find challenges 
involved with each layer so that the technologies can be customized to suit the needs of the E-Governance.
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Abstract—Social learning is a diverse field with professional knowledge on lock, stock, and bassel but generally found un-
structured and uncontrolled. This paper presents an educational online learning ontology for higher education. The frame-
work proposes a combination of social media opinion and traditional learning information. The idea is demonstrated using 
a case study on Multimedia subject for BCA. The Model will further improve the arena by suggesting the recommendations 
for the users to minimize their searching period. This system can be useful for the advanced education group with respect 
to internet learning adjustment and effectiveness by utilizing Semantic Web procedures and Social media data.
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I.   Introduction
The substance of knowledge can be achieved when meta data combined with information realizes the benefits 

of learning [1]. The learning occurs when the learners can have the description across the domains. In the era of 
advanced technology, to aid the learners with the structured social knowledge, online-learning emerges with the 
minimum line of demarcation[2]. The domain knowledge on a particular field helps the neophyte to have lessons on 
the concepts and deeper learning experience. Social media frenziness, has become an indispensable part of people’s 
lives[3]. Trainer, trainee, novice or the organization caters the social media as a platform to share information, 
opinions, views, programs and courses[4]. The mutual interesting information is an ideal platform appease the covet 
of a learner. [5].

Nowadays, the new opportunities for online-learning created by the advent of Ontologies are ruling. Diverse 
analysis has observed that ontology designed for the benefits of online-learning can provide collaborative results 
to semantic web as well the social learning [6].This Research work deals with the sentimental analysis of the social 
media data with the help of Vader tool to create online learning ontology. This model can be used as an aid to the 
learners with the benefits to have domain understanding on a particular field. Online automatic recommendations 
for active learners with their explicit feedback, will be the key for enhancing the productivity of online-learning 
sites [7]. The paper is organized as follows: Section II explains background knowledge and the related work. Online 
learning Framework is proposed in Section III, further Section IV illustrates the case study on multimedia subject 
and section V concludes the paper along with future work.

II.   Background and Related Work
A. Semantic Web: The Semantic Web [8] is a platform generated by the W3C, resulted from  collaborative effort 

by a number of scientists worldwide. The key target of the semantic web is to provide machine-readable web 
intelligence resulting from hyperlinked dictionaries, which will facilitate the web authors to explicitly define 
their words and concepts. This facilitates to develop smart and efficient web which can replace existing 
traditional linguistic analysis. The online learning domain can be greatly benefitted from the possibilities offered 
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by semantics[9]
B. Semantic Web Layered Structure: Generally, a layered structure is represented by Semantic Web, as shown in 

Figure 1; where by different degree of expressiveness is associated with each layer. The attributes of each layer 
are as follows: 

• The very next layer from bottom is the RDF layer which critically represents data in the World Wide Web. 
• The next upper layer is the ontology vocabulary, which enables the implementation of semantics to RDF by 

explicitly specifying the concepts and the attached constraints.
• The logic layer establishes the rules attributed to the explicit inference. 
• Trust is the top most layer which give components to build up confidence in a given verification [10].

Fig. 1: Semantic web structure having ontology layer

C. Ontology: Ontology layer is pivotal layer of semantic web, which chiefly lays down the knowledge base 
associated to a certain domain by means of providing relevant concepts [11] and attached relations. It also 
specifies other critical parameters required for modeling a domain. A well-organized structure is the basis of  
core ontology[12]. Following is the mathematical representation of ontology [12]

This representation consists of two disjoint sets C and R whose elements are called concept identifiers and 
relation identifiers.

The initial step to learn ontology is to establish the subtasks, on which lays the foundation of the complex task 
of further development of ontology. Developing ontology practically includes:

• Defining and hierarchical arrangement of classes.
• Defining slots and describing permitted values for these slots.
• Assigning instantaneous values for slots.
 OWL API provides high-level programmatic interface for accessing and manipulating the OWL ontologies. 

It allows developers to access data structures and functions that implement the concepts and components 
needed to build the semantic web. Major works with the help of ontologies like KAON, Karlsruhe Ontology, 
and Semantic Web Framework, providing ontology and metadata management and interfaces need to create 
and access Web-based semantics-driven E-Services [13] and the fuzzycan naturally develop idea maps in light 
of the messages presented on online discourse discussions [14]. Some researchers have focused on the issues 
of bringing ontologies to real-world enterprise applications, managing multiple ontologies, and managing 
evolving ontologies [15].

D. Social Media Data: Social media content can be utilized to semantically construct a dynamic ontology with 
properties of mutual sharing, reusability and improved trust value for gaining information regarding educational 
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concepts.
 As the usage of social media is increasing in daily basis, we can use these as an essential data to get the grip of 

the emotional aspect of the user [16][17] and after the deployment of the needs of a learner, we can have better 
results in the direction of heterogeneous, domain specific and expertise data [18].  The analysis of the social 
media data can help in retrieving the information from the user using the service of e-books with the help of 
tags. This can be directly referred to ontological concepts and produce potential results [19].

III.   Proposed Framework for Online 
Learning Ontology

The framework (Fig 2) is based on three separate modules. 

A. Module 1: Collection and Analysis of Social Media Data 
 The primary work of this module is to collect relevant data from selected online social media platform. 

Preprocessing is performed to clean and categorize the data into information and reviews. The reviews obtained 
from social media undergoes process of sentiment analysis resulting in a sentiment score which can be called 
as an opinion.

B. Module 2: Building an Ontology Model 
 The second module is to build the seed ontology model. It involves the process of identifying the entity, 

individual and object property.

C. Module 3: Updating the Ontology
 This framework proposes multi agent environment based real time ontology updation. In the third module 

integration of the previous two modules is done. The categorical data, collected from social media will be 
updated in the learning ontology.

Fig. 2: Framework for the development of online learning ontology

IV.   Case Study: Multimedia Ontology
The proposed framework is applied for creating online learning ontology for GGSIPU Course programme, 

BCA 308: “Multimedia And its Applications”, This course programme includes unit regarding multimedia elements. 
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These elements are Text, Images, Audio, Video and Animation. During the teaching process I realized that there is 
less and scattered availability of content related to these media elements. The students were totally dependent on one 
book thus resulting in great need to setup up the collaborative environment to support a parallel process.

A. Module 1:

 Data collection and Pre-processing
 The first module focus on the data collection from social media and classify into various attributes. Multimedia 

subject was selected to perform the study. Facebook was taken as the social media platform. It provides a good 
indicator of public opinion and provide accurate sentiments. Facebook has lot of security layers on the data thus 
public groups were taken into account to fetch data. 

 Facepager tool[20], which is an open source API was used to collect data from the public Facebook groups 
shown in Figure 3.

 The next essential step was to clean the unstructured data, which was accomplished using MS Excel software. 

 Sentimental analysis
 The sentimental analysis determines whether a piece of text is positive, negative or neutral. It approaches 

A. e polarity-based and valence-based forms and each word is rated to whether it is positive, negative or neu-
tral. The process was done by Vader software. Sentiment score is further exported to the MS Excel software.

Fig. 3: Data collection from facebook using  facepager tool

B. Module 2:

 Developing Seed Ontology

 In parallel to the data collection process, a skeleton of ontology is created having classes and its properties. 
Protégé - OWL Ontology software[21] is used to create the ontology. 

 To ensure that the instances have been properly categorized, the classes of the ontology are arranged in a 
hierarchical manner. Subclasses are to be declared in a disjoint order, which is a way that they use certain 
necessary and sufficient conditions, and the task to categorize instances which belongs to them is up to the 
reasoners.

 The eBook class has a sub class Multimedia, which is further categorized in Multimedia 1, Multimedia 2 etc. 
Multimedia 1 has subclass Author name, Price, Opinion, information links.

 The ontology is graphically represented using OntoViz tool in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Seed online learning ontology

C. Module 3:

 Ontology Learning
 After collecting the data and developing the ontology, the next phase is to update the ontology with the real 

time data. In the proposed framework ontology learning is achieved under multi agent environment. However, 
in this case study multi agent environment is not used. 

 The collected and refined data was imported into the ontology using a Protégé plugin called celfie. The celfie 
plugin works on rules (Figure 5) and used for mapping spreadsheets to OWL ontologies.

Individual: @A* 
Types: BooksInfo 
Facts: as Author @C*, 
hasPrice @D*, 
hasSentimentper @E* 
Annotations: rdfs:label @A*(mm:prepend(“Book:”))

Fig. 5: Rule written in celfie plugin to map spreadsheet to OWL ontology

After setting the rules in celfie plugin, it generated axioms. Now, the data was automatically placed into the 
ontology from excel sheet. The data was fetched into asAuthor, hasPrice, hasSentimentper individuals. It further 
created individuals which contain author details, price and sentiment score fetched from excel using celfie plugin.

After the successful mapping of data, learning ontology was updated with the useful social media information 
(Figure 6).

V.   Conclusion and Future Work
In this Research, Online learning ontology model have been proposed. The information learning is done by 

analyzing social media content under multi- agent environment. The methodology was explained using a case study 
on the subject multimedia. A seed ontology was created using Protégé owl software. 
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Fig. 6: Result of first refinement of Learning Ontology

The ontology had basic information about books such as name of book, author name and price. In parallel to 
creation of ontology, the data was collected from Facebook public page. After processing of data, information and 
sentiment score was updated in the ontology. A partially automatic process was developed to share content on social 
media in form of ontology. The modules worked efficiently, however considerable manual efforts were required for 
the identification of relations between objects and associated properties. Also, the manual execution was involved for 
data entry in Protégé software, to build an ontology model and data cleaning modules.

Future work will consist of implementing fully automatic and effective e-learning process. The goal is to 
construct a commercial social media-based e-learning platform in which each concept will have complete study 
material in form of text, audio and video links along with reviews in form of sentiments.
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Abstract–Affordable healthcare to common masses or a large section of the population is one of the biggest challenges.The 
Internet of Things (IoT) has series of applications for providing and managing good health care system using smart devices.
UsingIoT healthcare applications various critical physiological parameters like- Pulse rate, blood pressure,body tempera-
ture, Electro Cardio Graph (ECG) can be sensed, recorded and easily transmitted from the human body to doctors.In this 
project, a Raspberry pi based device is developed to sense, collect and transmit real-time bio medical data from the patient 
to doctor using IoT technology.  The Pi model collects signal from bio-sensor and sends these data to the web server using 
REST Application Programming Interface(API) for analysis that allows stats to be maintained by specialized expert doctors.

Keywords–IoT; SH; remote health monitoring; bio-sensors; raspberry pi 3;  API;  web server

I.   Introduction
Internet of Things is an emerging technology which is capable of connecting smart identifiable objects through 

the internet.IoT healthcare technology is set to revolutionize the healthcare industry to the next decade, as it has great 
potential and multiple potential applications, from remote monitoring to medical integration.IoT based healthcare 
system plays an important role in the development of healthcare information systems.The dependency of healthcare 
on IoT is increasing day by day to enhance the access to care, strengthen the quality of care and finally reduce the cost 
of care,A better healthcare system should deal with real-time health monitoring, early detection of critical health 
condition and should provide home-based care instead of costly clinical care [8].

Fig.1: Smart Medical Devices with IOT application
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In this paper, a Raspberry pi model B hardware system is used as an interface between bio-sensors nodes 
and web server. This application sends real-time health data of patients to the cloud server, from cloud server care 
managers can get access to the patients real-time health data, These real-time health data helps care mangers to 
implement better care management program that helps patient in critical conditions and also helps patients to access 
their health data, Through this way patient can be sure about progress in health and impact of care management 
on his health.The utilization of IoT has also given a positive impulsion to healthcare analytics; healthcare specialists 
can get access to a huge amount of health data; this helps in analyzing healthcare trends and also in a measurethe 
consequences of the particular drugs.

Here are the benefits of IoT for hospital & Healthcare-

• Better patient engagement
• Real-time data for care managers
• The increased interest level of patients
• Reduced healthcare cost
• Healthcare analytics
• Meaningful and timely health alerts
• Helping differently able people
• Better chronic care management

This research paper structuredas follows:Section-II about literature survey which discussesresearch work 
related to applications of IoT in managing healthcare system .Specifications of exiting system are discussed, and 
shortcomings are discussed in Section-III,the Proposed model is explained in Section-IV, Architecture of proposed 
system is explained in Section-V. Hardware specificationsare discussed in Section-VI which is using to implement 
proposed system and outcome of the project is included in Section-VII,Conclusion of research analysis is Section-

VIII.

II.   Related Work
The number of researchers has presented their research works in the field IoT healthcare. IoT healthcare-related 

research works are presented in table 1

Table 1 Review of IOT healthcare studies

S.No Name of Author Title and Journal Name Year & Place Outcome of research
1. Sara 

Amendola,RossellLodato, 
Sabina Manzari [1]

IoT-Based Personal Healthcare using 
RFID Technology in Smart Spaces, 

IEEE IoT Journal 

April 2014 In this paper presented a survey on 
the RFID for application to body-
centric systems and for gathering 
information about the user’s living 
environment. Much previous research 
work described and some RFID 
system that is able to process and 
collect human behavior data. Open 
challenges and possible research 
scopes also discussed [1].

2. S. fayaz khan [7] A health care monitoring 
system in IOT by 

usingRFID,ICITMinternational 
conference 

Cambridge, UK, 
March 2017

This paper proposes anessential health 
monitoring system and complete 
monitoring cycle designed using 
IoT and RFID tags and Shows some 
experimental results against various 
medical emergencies. Integration 
of microcontroller with sensors is 
presented tomeasuring the health 
status of the patient and to increase 
the power of IoT[7].
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3. ChetanSharma, Dr. 
Sunanda [12]

Smart Healthcare: An Application of 
IoT,NCETST-2017

New DelhiIndia, May 
2017 

This paper discusses making of health 
management more efficient through 
smart healthcare applications that 
have changed traditional healthcare 
system and also discuss current 
security challenges in IoThealthcare 
[12].

4. Tarouco, Liane& Granville, 
Lisandro&Arbiza, Lucas 

[5]

Interoperatibility and security issues 
inIoT healthcare,IEEE International 

Conference

Ottawa, Canada, June 
2012

REMOA is a project which provides 
homecare and telemonitoring of a 
patient with chronic illness.Also, 
discuss benefits and difficulties while 
integrating smart IoT devices in 
healthcare system [5].

5. P. Kumar Dhir, 
DeepikaAgrawal,P.Gupta, 

,J.Chhabra[6]

IoT based Smart HealthCare Kit, 
ICCTICT conference

New DelhiIndia, 
March 2016

This project proposed is to give 
efficient medical services to patients 
which will help to reduce headache of 
the patient to visit doctor. An INTEL 
GALILEO development board is 
using for collection and integration of 
health data [6].

6. Ravi Kishore Kodali, 
GovindaSwamy [8]

An Implementation of Internet of 
things for Healthcare,IEEE Raics 

conference

Trivandrum, 
India,Dec 2015

This research work explains healthcare 
system implementation which helps 
to monitor psychological parameter 
periodically of the In-hospital patients 
using ZigBee mesh protocol [8].

7. Niewolny, David [10] How the IoTRevolutionizing 
Healthcare

November, 2014 This paper explores the role of the 
Internet of Things in healthcare in 
greater depth and take a detailed look 
at the technological aspects of IoT 
healthcare systems and challenges the 
IoT to represent for healthcare today 
[10]

8. SapnaTyagi,AmitAgarwal, 
PiyushMaheshwari [3] 

A conceptual framework for IOT-
based healthcare system using 

cloud computing,Cloud System, 6th 
International Conference 2016

Noida, India, Jan. 
2016

This paper explored the role of 
IoT in healthcare delivery and its 
technological characteristicsthat 
make it a reality. Proposed a cloud-
based conceptual framework which 
will help to the healthcare industry for 
implementing IoT healthcare system 
[3].

9. MD. Humaun,S. M. 
Riazul, D.Kwak,S.Kwak, , 

M.Hossain [14] 

The IoT for Health Care: A 
Comprehensive Survey, IEEE 

Access

Korea, ,2015 This paper reviews network 
architecture, industry trends, 
applications in IoT based healthcare 
systems. This paper survey security, 
privacy features, threats model in 
IoT from the healthcare prospective. 
Further, this paper proposes 
intelligent security model to mitigate 
security risk and provide some path 
for future research on IoT based 
healthcare system [14].

 III.   Gaps in Study
After performing intensive literature surveypresentedin Table 1,the following shortcomings have been 

highlighted in the IOT mechanism.

• The Internet of Things architecture is highly complex which needs a hybrid cloud environment to run. These 
tools are imperative in making sure the monitoring of network compliance.

• Due to the rapid development of IoT, millions of objects connected to the internet. These smart objects collect 
a huge amount of data that need to be processed, analyzed and stored data for future examination. Hence 
scalability of IoT network is a major concern.

• At present, the cost of most of the IoT healthcare system designed and developed isvery high, so everyone 
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cannot afford these expensive IoT health care devices.
• As discussed in [21], “Everything which is connected, new security and privacy problems arise, e.g., integrity, 

confidentiality, and authenticity of data collected and exchanged by things or objects”.

IV.   Proposed Model
This Section describes proposed system in order to achieve desirable goals.  This healthcare IOT system can 

likewise help persistent engagement and fulfillment by enabling patients to spend more time communicating 
with their specialist’s doctors. This paper proposed a better real-time health monitoring system that is intelligent 
to monitor patient health status automatically using smart bio-sensors that collects patient health data.The sensor 
attached to the patient is a Heartbeat sensor and DS18B20 temperature sensor. This would help thedoctor to monitor 
his patient from anywhere and also to thepatient to send his health status directly without visiting thehospital.

The brain of this model is Raspberry pi model B motherboard which works as a mediator between sensors 
nodes and cloud server. Raspberry pi collect bio-sensors data and send these data to cloud server using REST API for 
analyzing.This IoT healthcaresystem can also be used by normal people to monitor health status through bio-sensors 
by collecting data, and after analyzed these collected data on the cloud, the next step is to visualization of real-time 
patient health data to doctor. This model can be deployed at various hospitals and medical institutes. The system 
uses bio-sensors that generate raw data information and send it to a database server where the data can be further 
analyzed and stats maintained to be used by the expert doctors, and there is even track of previous medical record of 
the patient providing a better and improved examining.

Fig. 2: Proposed system flow diagram

V.   System Architecture
This section describes system architecture of physiological data acquisition system. As shown in figure 3, Raspberry 

pi is selected as the main controller of the system.In this, hardware sensors are used that are, heart beat sensor, a 
temperature sensor used to sense various physiological parameters of the human body. This system contains a pulse rate 
sensor and body temperature sensor (DS18B20). The signal of pulse sensor are available in analog form, so to convert 
the analog signal into digital signal,there isan Analog to Digital converter (ADC) (ADS1015 OR MCP3008 ADC) is 
connected with pulse rate sensor.This System isable to detect abnormal conditions in the human body at the real time as 
shown in figure 3,Bio-sensors are connected with Raspberry pi 3 and further sensors are connected with human bodies, 
and Raspberry pi3 is connected with the web server through internet.A Touch display is connected with Raspberry 
pi 3 for visualization of health data of the patient. This health care system also contains historical health data of every 
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patient by which doctors can perform deep analysis on those medical data in the critical health condition of the patient. 

Fig. 3: System Architecture

VI.   Hardware Modules
In this module Bio sensors connected with the Raspberry Picontroller and programmed hardware device to 

sense sensors data.

A. Specifications of Raspberry pi 3:
 Raspberry Pi 3 is a pocket-sized single board computer which is created by Raspberry pi foundation. Raspberry 

pi 3 supports allDebianbased operating system.Raspberry pi 3 contains on-board wifi/Bluetooth and a 64 bit 1.2 
GHz processor with 1 GB RAM. It contains 40 GPIO pins, CSI port for connecting the Raspberry pi camera,4 
USB ports, micro sd port for loading operating system, DSI port for connecting Raspberry pi touch display, 4 
pole Stereo.

Fig. 4: Raspberry pi 3
Image source:  https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-3-model-b/

B. Pulse rate sensor
 Pulse rate sensor is an electronic device that is used to measure heart rate (speed of heart beat). Pulse rate sensor 

cannot be read out pulse rate digitally. Thus we need aspecific ADC. Such an ADC makes it possible to read out 
analog signals on the Raspberry Pi becauseRaspberry Pi has no integrated analog I/O pins like the Arduino.

Fig. 5: Pulse rate sensor
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C. Body Temperature Sensor

The DS18B20 digital thermometer provides 9 to 12-bit Celsius temperature. The DS18B20 communicates over 
a 1-Wire bus that by definition requires only one data line (and ground). In addition, the DS18B20 can derive power 
directly from the data line (“parasite power”).

Fig. 6: Body temperature sensor (ds18b20)

VII.   Results
This section shows bio-sensors connected with Raspberry Pi which is capable of collecting physiological data of 

a patient through the sensors attached. The collected data is transferred to web server through RESTAPI. The Real-
timehealth information is provided through web application.

A. Sensors Working to sense data and sends to 
the Web server

Fig. 7: Sensors attached to the device

 B. Visualization of health data on the Patient 
device

Fig. 8: Patient device screenshot

  C. Web server page for the doctor to access patient data

To access real-time health data of patient as well as historical health data of the patient, the doctor has to enter 
a secret patient id.
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Fig. 9: Permission UI to access health data

D. Data is uploading on a web server in real-time

Fig. 10:  Screenshot of real-time data on the web sever 

 E. Patient historical health data

Fig .11: Historical health data screenshot
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VI.   Conclusion
The outcome of the project has shown that it works on real-time monitoring. The collected data is transferred 

to cloud through REST application programming interface. The Real-time information provided through web 
application improves the health of the patient in case of emergency as well as for normal checkup.Final goals of the 
project are reducing the assistance and hospitalization costs and increasing patient’s quality of life. 
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Abstract— This research study was done to explore the possibilities of various cellular automata patterns that can be used 
in encryption technology for the purpose of developing a hard to break encryption method. With the exponential growth 
of data being transmitted on the internet the issues related to the security of information being transmitted has increased. 
While a lot of mathematical and statistical studies have been made in regards to cellular automata and its applications a lot 
more work needs to be done on developing suitable algorithms for encryption and decryption purposes. In this research, 
an algorithm which can be used to encrypt/decrypt text is proposed which is based on the rules of cellular automata and a 
comparative study of how it can be implemented using different types of cellular automatons is studied. 

Keywords—cellular automata; rule 110 encryption; rule 110 decryption; symmetric encryption; asymmetric encryption

I.   Introduction
There is a huge growth in the data that is being transmitted on the internet among various users, with that arises 

the issue of protection of data from threats such as data theft or eavesdropping. One way to avoid an eavesdropper 
from gaining access to your messages is through disarranging the message in a logical order also known as encryption. 
Encryption involves converting a given message into ciphertext which cannot be read / understood unless it is 
decrypted. The opposite of encryption is decryption, it is the process of converting the ciphertext back to the original 
message. The problem with encryption, however, is creating a way to encrypt the message in such a way that it would 
be really hard to decrypt by an eavesdropper. Various types of encryption techniques such as RSA encryption, AES 
encryption, and Quantum encryption provide a very solid defense against data security threats. That brings us to the 
introduction of the idea and the primary topic of this research, cellular automata(CA). CA is a discrete mathematical 
model that is capable of performing complex operations based on simple rules that govern its growth. There are a 
lot of CA’s that have been made. To name a few, Conway’s game of life, Rule 110, Langton’s Ant and Rule 30 out of 
those Game of life, Rule 110 and Langton’s Ant have been proven to be Turing complete. A very Interesting feature of 
these mentioned CA’s is that once it moves from one state to another or to say from one generation to next, it is very 
difficult to compute its previous state because of how complex and unpredictable behavior they have. The Study of 
this research is mainly focused on proposing an encryption/decryption algorithm that uses the functionality of the 
CA to convert a given character string to cipher text. The cellular automaton that has been studied in this research is 
Rule 110 as it belongs to class 4 CA, which are known to have complex and chaotic behavior. 

Rule 110 is a 1D CA in which the binary state of 0’s and 1’s evolves according to the following rules: 
Initial State:   111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000  
Next State:       0     1     1     0     1     1     1     0

The value of a point in the next state depends on the current value of the point and the value of its adjacent 
neighbours.
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II.   Literature Review
The fact that some cellular automatons have the capability of universal computation is what makes studying the behaviour 

of various CA’s both important and interesting.

[1] In the book Theory of self-reproducing automata Von Neumann’s solution to his question, “What kind of logical 
organization is sufficient for an automaton to be able to reproduce itself?” introduced the idea of universality in cellular 
automata developed to study the implement-ability of self-reproducing machines and to extend the concept of universal 
computation, introduced by Alan Turing.

[2] In his book A new kind of Science Wolfram states that CAs like Rule 110 exhibits “Class 4 behaviour”, which is neither 
completely stable nor completely chaotic.

[3] In his book the nature of code Shiffman writes “Class 4 CAs can be thought of as a mix between class 2 and class 3. One 
can find repetitive, oscillating patterns inside the CA, but where and when these patterns appear is unpredictable and 
seemingly random”. 

[4] In the paper published by S. Wolfram on Statistical mechanics of cellular automata, explains, “The local rules for a 
one-dimensional neighbourhood-three cellular automaton are described by an eight-digit binary number Since any eight-
digit binary number specifies a cellular automaton, there are 28 = 256 possible distinct cellular automaton rules in one 
dimension with a three-site neighbourhood.”

[5] In the paper published on Algebraic properties of cellular automata by Martin, Odlyzko and Wolfram explained how 
Every configuration in a cellular automaton has a unique successor in time. A configuration may, however, have several 
distinct predecessors, the presence of multiple predecessors implies that the time evolution mapping is not invertible but 
is instead “contractive”. The cellular automaton thus exhibits irreversible behaviour in which information on initial states 
is lost through time evolution.

[6] Oded Goldreich in his book Foundations of cryptography, says, in public-key encryption schemes, the encryption key is 
published for anyone to use and encrypt messages. However, only the receiving party has access to the decryption key 
that enables messages to be read. 

[7] In his research on data compression and encryption using cellular automata transforms O. Lafe writes “The odds against 
code breakage increase tremendously as the number of states, cellular space, neighbourhood, and dimensionality increase.”

[8] In their paper on Local rule distributions, language complexity and non-uniform cellular automata Dennunzio, Formenti, 
Provillard write about the surjective and injective properties of 1D CA.

 An extensive overview of currently known or emerging cryptography techniques used in both types of systems can be 
found in [9] by B. Schneier.

 CAs were proposed for public-key Encryption by Guan [10] and Kari [11]. In such systems two keys are required: one 
key is used for encryption and the other for decryption.

[12] In the paper published on Chaotic Encryption Method Based on Life-Like Cellular Automata by Marina Jeaneth Machicao, 
Anderson G. Marco, Odemir M. Bruno, A chaotic encryption method based on Cellular Automata is proposed to design 
a symmetric key cryptography system.

[13] Marcin SEREDYNSKI and Pascal BOUVRY proposed an algorithm belonging to the class of symmetric key 
systems based on block cipher which breaks up the message into fixed length blocks and then encrypts one 
block at a time.

III.   Research Problem
     The need for encryption arises naturally when there is data that needs to be protected. Without encryption, 

it would be quite easy for an intruder to gain access to your data. The requirement of new encryption techniques 
is essential because although something may be hard to crack it does not mean it’s impossible to crack. There are 
notorious minds out there who try to use the flaws in encryption for their own selfish needs. A well-encrypted 
ciphertext is usually the one which is very hard to decipher. Privacy and protection of intellectual property rights are 
also reasons why there is a need for a secure encryption system.

IV.   Research Methodology
   This research addresses the problem of making an encryption system that would make it intractable for a 
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message to be unscrambled without the access to necessary information. This is done using cellular automata. The 
encryption algorithm works by taking a character string, converting it to its ASCII binary value and then encrypting 
each character by applying CA rules on the binary value for a selected number of generation of the CA. The decryption 
part is a little tricky since CA encryption is pretty much one way as there is no way to determine the previous state 
of the cell. For example, in Rule 110; 111,100,000 each of those states can map a value of 0 to the new state of the 
cell; hence there is no way find out the previous state without hit and trial unless a certain information is known. 
The number of generations which was selected for the CA can be used to make a decryption algorithm which simply 
takes all ASCII characters binary value, runs them through the CA generations and compares the converted value to 
the encrypted value till a match is found. It should be kept in mind that this would not have been possible without 
the knowledge of the number of generations that a CA ran for, the public key of this encryption technique.

V.   Encryption Example Using Rule 110
Consider a simple message ‘hi’. The binary of value of ASCII characters ‘h’ and ‘i’ is 01101000 and 01101001 

respectively now let’s say that we decide to run our algorithm for each character encryption individually and decide 
to run the CA for 5 generations for ‘h’ and 15 generation for ‘i’. The encryption algorithm is designed to return an 
encrypted binary value of both of them. These values are generated using the algorithm that is proposed in the paper 
later on which works by those previously mentioned rules of CA Rule 110.

Fig. 1. Conversion of ‘h’ for 5 generations

In the above figure Rule 110 is applied to the binary value of ‘h’ resulting in a converted value of 11010111 after 
running for five generations.

Fig. 2. Conversion of ‘i’ for 15 generations

When the rule is applied to 15 generation it can be seen that the length of the converted binary value is very 
large compared to the original value. This value keeps on increasing as the number of generations is increased.

VI.   Rule Function Algorithm
Input: initial value, value to the right, value to the left 
Method: Rules of CA Rule 110 
Output: Next state

A Comparative Study on Encryption Techniques using Cellular Automata
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Nomenclature 
 
s – next state of cell 

 

i – initial state of cell 

 

l – value to the right 

 

r – value to the left 

Step 1: set s to 0.
Step 2: If l = 1 and i = 1 and r = 1 
   s = 0
        else 
        If l = 1 and i = 1 and r = 0 
   s = 1
        else 
        If l = 1 and i = 0 and r = 1 
   s = 1
        else 
        If l = 1 and i = 0 and r = 0 
   s = 0
        else 
        If l = 0 and i = 1 and r = 1 
   s = 1
        else 
        If l = 0 and i = 1 and r = 0 
   s = 1
        else 
        If l = 0 and i = 0 and r = 1 
   s = 1
        else 
        If l = 0 and i = 0 and r = 0 
   s = 0

Step 3: return s

VII.   Encryption Function Algorithm
Input: ASCII binary value of a character, number of   generations that the CA needs to run for

Method: Rule 110 Encryption  

Output: Encrypted binary value

Step 1: Accept a character and convert it to its ASCII binary value

Step 2: Insert the binary text into newgen and cell, starting from index 58. Set j to 58

for i = 0 to 7 do
 cell[j] = bin[i] 
 newgen[j] = cell[j]
reset j to 1
Step 3: Encrypt the binary value stored in newgen by running the CA to publickey and in each run map new 
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value to newgen using the rule function, also copy newgen values to cell for 
overwriting the previous state

while j < publickey 

 for x = 0 to 69 do

  newgen[x] = rule(cell[x-1], cell[x], cell[x+1])

 for x = 0 to 69 do

  cell[x] = newgen[x]

  reset i to 0

Step 4: Map the final values in newgen (only the encrypted part) to enbin and 
set privatekey to the length of enbin

for j = 1 to 69 do

 if newgen[j] = 1

  while j < 66

   enbin[i] = newgen[j]

   i++

  goto step 5

Step 5: Set privatekey to the length of enbin

  privatekey = i 

VIII.   Decryption Function Algorithm
Input: Encrypted binary value, publickey, private key 

Method: Rule 110 Decryption

Output: ASCII character

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nomenclature  
Charcode – character code associated to 

ASCII characters, assumed to have value 

in range of 1-26 for English alphabets a-z. 

 

enbin – encrypted binary value  

  

tbin – temporary binary array to store the 

binary value of an alphabet 

 

tenbin – temporary array to store binary 

value of encrypted alphabet   

 

tprk – temporary private key 

Step 1: Accept Encrypted binary value, it’s associated publickey and the privatekey

Step 2: Set charcode to 1. Run a loop till charcode is less than or equal to 26. In each iteration set tbin to the associated 
ASCII binary value associated to the charcode. Encrypt the character. Check if tprk is equal to the privatekey, if equal compare 
tenbin with enbin, if both are equal exit loop

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nomenclature 
 
publickey – number of 

generations  

 

privatekey – length of encrypted 

binary sequence 

 

rule – function for mapping new 

cell state 

 

newgen – 1D array to store next 

generation values, assumed size 

here is 70 

 

cell – 1D array to store copies 

of next generation, same size as 

newgen 
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while charcode <= 26

 encrypt (tbin, tenbin, publickey, tprk)

 if tprk = privatekey

  if tenbin = enbin

   goto step 3

 charcode++

Step 3: Check the value of charcode and return the character associated with that value(a-z)

IX.   Flowchart of Encryption Function
 

Start 

I, j = 58, x, cells[70], newgen [70] 

I = 0 

I < 8  

Cells[j] = bin[i] 

newgen[j] = cells[i] 

J++ 

i++ 

J=1 

A 

YES 

NO 
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x = 0 

A 

J < pu_key 

B 

x < 70 

Newgen[x] = rule(cells[x-1], cells[x], cells[x+1]) 

x ++ 

x = 0 

x < 70 

Cells[x] = newgen[x] 

x ++ 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 
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I = 0 

B 

C 

j < 70 

en_bin[i] = newgen[j] 

i ++ 

J=1 

newgen[j]==1 

J < 66 

J ++ 

J ++ 

C 

C 

Pr_key = i 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

X.   Experimental Analysis
As shown in the observation table below the encrypted value for each generation is unique. Two different 

characters encrypted on the same number of generations generate completely different encrypted values. It is also 
apparent from the table below that as the number of generations is increased for encrypting characters the length of 
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the converted values also increases significantly.

Table 1: Sample outputs of some characters encrypted on random generation Table Styles

Character Number of 
Generations

ASCII Binary 
value

Encrypted Binary 
value

Length of 
Converted value

A 3 01100001 110100111 9
X 3 01111000 111011 6
B 5 01100010 1100000111 10
Y 5 01111001 11111010011 11

C 11 01100011 1101011100 
1110011 17

Z 11 01111010 1110000110 
100011 16

D 20 01100100
1111100110 
0010011010 

0011
24

XI.   Conclusion and Future Work
To provide security to the users there is a need for encryption. since no one method is the best method in 

computer science each of which can be applied to the different scenario the need to search for different techniques 
arises. In this research, an encryption technique is proposed which uses the concept of cellular automata. Most 
encryption techniques are asymmetric, meaning the public key can only be used for encryption and the private 
key can only be used for decryption. The technique that is proposed however is a symmetric encryption technique, 
meaning both encryption and decryption can be done using the public key. In the proposed algorithm the private key 
which is generated only stores the length of the encrypted binary sequence and is not exactly needed for decryption 
purposes. This technique in itself is a very strong encryption technique since without the knowledge of the public 
key it is nearly impossible to decrypt the message, however this technique can be improved upon so as to make it 
asymmetric which would make it even more complicated to crack; with 2 sets of keys each for a different purpose.
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Abstract— This paper reviewed 11 top quality research papers on “Internet protocol Version 6 and its network security 
issues and challenges”. The primary purpose was to discuss the security and network issues which were tangled in IPv6 
in multiple functional domains and to understand its current impact. This paper explores the following areas: Internet 
protocol Version 6, Internet protocol Version 4, Network Security for IPv6 and IPv4. There are many more areas, which can 
be explored in detail, where it can be used to generate better theoretical concepts and applications. This document will 
examine how the security breach is being done in IPv6 and which are presently reoccurring over the Internet and discusses 
some of the issues with the IPV6 security features. This article presents some common elements for effective measures and 
outcomes.

Keywords— IPv6; IPv4; IPsec;  MITM; DoS

I.   What is IPV6
According to Cisco ” Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), which is the latest version of the Internet Protocol (IP) 

that uses packets to exchange data, voice, and video traffic over digital networks, increases the number of network 
address bits from 32 bits in IPv4 to 128 bits” [1]. IPv6 is a standard developed by an organization that develops and 
deploys Internet technologies called the Internet Engineering Task Force. The IETF, predicted that there will be need 
for more and more IP addresses in future, therefore lead to creation of IPv6 to satisfy the growing number of users 
and devices which are and will be accessing the Internet globally.

II.   IPV6 VS IPV4

Fig. 1: IPv6 header occupies more space than IPv4 header and is a bit easier than IPv4.

IPv6 permits more and more users, devices to connect on the Internet by using bigger and larger numbers to 
create IP addresses since it uses hexadecimal to allocate the IP addresses. The length of IPv6 address in binary is 128 
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bits, which allows approximately three hundred and forty trillion, trillion unique IP addresses. An example of the 
IPv6 address is as follows: 7009:db8: ffaf: 1:201:02av:va07:0340.

IPv4 required NAT because it had shorter address space. This problem is eliminated in IPv6 since it has 
expanded address space and re numbering of the address can be done. IPv6 address can be divided into three parts 
i.e. any cast address, unicast address and multi cast address. IPv6 contains IP header, which of 40 bytes and has fixed 
length. Also, there are no IP header options.

In IPv4, each and every IP address is of 32 bits long, therefore allowing around 4.3 billion unique address across 
the internet. An example IPv4 address is as follows: 178.16.250.1. IPv4 addresses are categorized into three basic 
types: unicast address, multicast address, and broadcast address. IP header in IPv4 is of variable length of 20-60 
bytes, depending on IP options present [9].

Fig. 2:  It’s bit complex than IPv6 header and occupies less space than it.

III.   Network Security with IPv6
If IPv6 is wrapped with the IP security which is also referred to as IPsec. Earlier, in IPv4 IPsec was not embedded, 

it was optional.

IPsec protocol can flawlessly provide IP with security character set, such as access control, identification on data 
source, data integrity verification, confidentiality guarantee as well as Replay attack resistance etc.

Along all the important services, IPsec also provides the major two services i.e. Authentication Header (A H) 
which protects the consistency of the data while the Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP) header works same as AH 
but confidentiality of data is also added in it along with consistency.

Fig. 3: This is a basic diagram showing the multiple security benefits, the user get 

Network Security issues in IPv6
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when working with the Internet Protocol Version 6.

• End-to-end security guarantee: - Among many of the benefits of IPv6, one of them is that now there is no need 
of Application Layer Gateway (ALG). Global adoption of IPv6 will make more tedious job for hackers to do 
attacks such as man in the middle attack etc. All the virtual private networks have the integrity checking and 
encryption which is a fixed element in IPv6 providing security to all the systems, devices and connections 
across the globe.

• Avoid unauthorized access: - IPv6 provides the function of user authentication and also assist in improvement 
of the data integrity and data confidentially (the work which is done by the Encapsulation Security Payload 
header) which enhances the probability of unauthorized access. Hence, we can interpret that it is more reliable 
for the sensitive data and for applications and software’s which requires high information security.

• Traceability: - IPv6 was started in 2011 but still many of the countries/companies have not opted it. With the 
slow and gradual deployment and acceptance of IPv6, the humongous address space of IPv6 allows each user 
to gain a unique IPv6 network address. Since each user has a unique IPv6 network address, the individual 
information can be bound with the address therefore making the user traceable [8].

IV.   Risk in Network 
Security Architecture of IPv6

All the challenges and the issues which were earlier present in IPv4, have been analyzed and was a major 
concern in the designing stage of the IPv6. One fact is also correct that, each and everything such upcoming security 
threats etc. cannot be taken into consideration at that designing stage.

A. New pending issues of Public Key Infrastructure management in IPv6

The major difference in IPv6 and IPv4 is of the execution of IPsec as mandatory requirement. Hence on the 
network layer it will ensure the integrity and the confidentially of the data. Although. The public key infrastructure 
on which the whole deployment is dependent, does not occur in the IPv6 network.

B. IPv6 network is short of management approaches

Since IPv6 was launched in the year 2011, many countries and companies are trying to upgrade from IPv4 to 
IPv6. Majorly the security challenges are caused by the bad governance or the poor management. The IPv6 network 
deployment still needs to be take place on a global scale but due to the lack of the network management devices and 
management software for IPv6, it still has a long way to go.

C. IPv6 network requires network security devices as well

IPsec can provide shield against multiple attacks, but unfortunately it is unable to provide shield against the 
Dos attacks, defense sniffer, application layer attack and flood attack. Since IPsec is embedded in the network layer, 
therefore it provides network security to the next layer only but unable provide security to upper layers. Many of the 
security issues are analyzed and monitored when the work takes place on the IPv6 network. Hence, IPv6 network 
also requires firewall [3], virtual private network, intrusion detection system, filtration of network etc.

While comparing to IPv6 to Ipv4, IPv6 has some improvement have been there in relation to the data integrity 
and the data confidentially. But IPv6 is incompetent to fully the security challenges and issues which they face. There 
are several network security risks which are unavoidable; therefore they can be improved during the practice [8, 10].

V.   Specific Vulnerabilities for IPv6
The security challenges, issues and vulnerabilities still apply to IPv6 from IPv4. They are categorized into three 

parts i.e.
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A. IPv6 Basic Protocol Vulnerabilities:-

The upgradation from IPv4 to IPv6 header probably caused few security issues. Some of them features that 
caused major security flaws are as follows

• Extension Headers : Extension headers in IPv6 can be chained (just like link list in data structures), meaning 
one extension header will be pointing to another header, therefore it will be forming a series of extension header 
which provides a link between the transport header and IPv6 header. The above long chain of extension headers 
can be because of the multiple reasons. Among millions of reason, one of them is ambiguity. Currently, there 
are only known 6 extension headers. If an attacker wants to attack, it can easily attack the chain of extension 
headers which is quite long and get through the header of the transport layer for Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). 
The situation will get worse if the hostile code use packet fragmentation, thus driving all the security devices 
to reassemble the packets before security signature analysis, anomaly analysis and deep packet inspection are 
executed [5].

 In order to avoid the attacks, following mitigation measures should be applied: (a) unusual headers order, (b) 
unusual header repetition, (c) fragmented packets, (d) small packet sizes (especially smaller than 1280 bytes), 
(e) IPv6 in IPv6 encapsulation, (f) excessively large number of options in a hop-by-hop option header, (g) 
invalid options, and (h) monitoring non zero-filled padding bytes.

B. Packet Reassembly by Security Devices

The fragmented packets should be resembled by the security devices and it should be able to parse the extension 
header, in order to execute deep packet inspection (DPI). To apply the port numbering filter rule and transport layer 
protocol, therefore a firewall should be able to traverse the transport layer header. Unfortunately, the functions listed 
above are not compatible with the specification of IPv6. The condition states that the packet re-assembly should not 
be done by the intermediate node and the extension headers should not be processed by the intermediate nodes 
except the hop-hop extension header. Furthermore, if the security devices reassemble the fragmented packets, then 
the probability is high that the similar types of security attacks can happen which were taking place in IPv4.

C. Auto Configuration

One of the most differentiating feature of IPv6 is that stateless address auto configuration (SLAAC). Stateless 
address auto configuration also has many security consideration. One of the concern is that it is trust model linking 
to the trusting of the node within the network. Any node can acquire the local address of the link [7]. When the 
new node is getting the link local address, there is no need for the approval. Therefore, when the new node is 
given the address, it can have access to the link. The node can easily access the global prefix with the help of the 
node solicitation (NS) and router advertisement (RA) ICMPv6 messages for ND. The combination of the local link 
address with global prefix can develop a routable address which is global and can initiate it, since it will not require 
any approval. The above trust model poses some major challenges and issues for secure network [4, 6]. Below are the 
mentioned attack types which can possibly on the IPv6 auto configuration:-

• Malicious Router : It depends upon the node that whether it may or may not act as a hostile node on the router 
link. This means that the node will start posting the RA and start replying to NS. Any unsuspicious node will 
be able to select the hostile router as its on link router. It will be very easy now to perform a MITM, the attacker 
can also divert the traffic from router and also, now the messages can be redirected.

• Attack on Legitimate Router : It is very easy to spoof the address of the authorized router and to publish a 
RA with 0-router lifetime. A malicious/hostile node can easily attack the authorized online router, therefore 
making it unreachable.

• Bad Prefixes :It is easy job for the hostile router to advertise the bad prefix that are not even present on the 
current link. Invalid address will be allotted to the host that auto configure themselves. One more possibility 
can be established by the hostile router that it can initiate an external address on link, therefore making the host 
unavailable. Now, the host will not transmit the packets to the router, since it will reflect that the address is on-
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link. Therefore it will attempt to execute the AR by transmitting NS, whose response will not be given.
• Failure of DAD and NUD processes :DAD request can be sent by a hostile node, therefore preventing a new 

node to connect to the link. This situation is the result because the hostile node can easily answer back to all 
the DAD requests which it receive. The hostile node asserts that it is utilizing the desired address, therefore 
preventing it from obtaining a local address in the link. This is the same scenario, when a hostile node responds 
to NUD falsely, failing the process of NUD.

• A non-existent address : It quite an easy job now for the external host to deliver the traffics to the authorized 
address. The traffic will be delivered to the address but the interface id will be invalid. The router will continuously 
try to rectify the address and will be unsuccessful. Sooner or later the router will be the victim of the denial of 
service attack as it will be using all of its resources to rectify the invalid address.

 There are many ways in which these risks can be reduced. Filtering of the layer should be done. The secure 
neighbor discovery protocol (SEND) should be used in order to evade the network attacks which uses the 
technique of spoofing of the address. Also, ND on link transmission should be filtered [10]. The SEND protocol 
uses CGA (Crypto-graphically Generated Address) which doesn’t provide the facility of the user authentication. 
Nevertheless, in ad hoc mobile network which is the application of auto discovery in IPv6 [2].

 Since the nodes in the ad hoc mobile network consume an enormous amount of battery, therefore the large 
calculations may not be practical. This security issue remains undiminished [4].

VI.   Threats, Challenges and Risks
in IPv6 Network

A.  Analysis concerns password Attack

Attacks which are related to passwords are always robust, which is similar in IPv6 also. The attacker can easily 
acquire the valid user name and password by social engineering from the user whom has permission to access the 
system. Therefore, now the attacker has the privilege to enter into the machine and can perform the activities which 
he wants to damage the system.

B.  Analysis Concerns Secret Key Attack

In IPv6 also, the attacker can catch-hold of the secret key which is used for exchange of data between the sender 
and the receiver in the two modes of IPsec that is transport mode and tunnel mode. If the attacker manages to get 
the secret key then he can access the secure transmission. Both the sender and receiver does not know anything 
about the attack and that it is taking place. With the help of the key, the attacker can decipher the data, and now can 
remold it according to him. Moreover, the attacker can create many other secret key and with the help of that keys 
the attacker can acquire the different secure transmission.

C.  Analysis Concerns Application Layer Attack

When the attacker attacks on application layer, the attacker directly targets to the application program, therefore 
resulting in the error in operation system/application program of the server. This type of attack can provide the 
access to the attacker to bypass from the visit control. In such an occasion, the attacker will have all the privilege 
rights such as add, read, modify or delete the data; the attacker can also instigate the virus which can create copy 
of itself. IPsec provides encryption to the data on the network layer, while the data is transmitting, the firewall [3] 
cannot investigate the attack if it is being done by the attacker [5].
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VII.   Network Security Concerns 
and Issues in IPV6

IPv6 is superior to IPv4 in terms of simplicity and upgradation technology, but it also causes different types of 
security issues. The use of IPsec in IPv6 is mandatory, but somehow the network is prone to the old IP related attacks 
and these attacks are connected to specific features of IPv6. When IPsec infrastructure is in deployment phase, it 
is difficult to manage it; therefore reducing the use of IPsec. When the upgradation takes place from IPv4 to IPv6, 
there is high probability that the networks of IPv4 and IPv6 both exist at the same time. If this is the scenario, the 
likelihood of the attacks which are network based will go up and it would be more tedious job to secure the network. 
The previous security flaws will still haunt and affect the networks, example can be rouge devices, packet flooding, 
application layer attacks etc. Since IPv6 is still new technology to us, therefore upcoming threats can also affect the 
IPv6 network [11].

A. Reconnaissance attacks

When the attacker wants to exploit the network then initially, the attacker will want to spot the weak point of 
the system. This is done by the techniques called port scanning and host probing. In case of host probing, the attacker 
will try to find that how many hosts are connected to the network. When the attacker is able to identify the host, 
then while scanning the port, attacker will try to exploit the vulnerability. Since IPv6 uses 128 bit address, therefore 
its subnet will make more tedious job to make reconnaissance attacks, but sill there are million ways to discover 
the target system. The attacker can find the routers, DHCP server since IPv6 uses multicast address structure. With 
help of IPsec, the administrator can minimize the risk of sniffing of the packets. Since IPv6 header is humongous, 
therefore it is also difficult for the administrator to identify the attacker or any hostile code.

B. Host initialization and associated attacks

One of the feature of IPv6 is auto configuration, i.e. it helps a node to generate an address for the interfaces 
of the network. Therefore, it will diminish the hectic job of network administrators of manually configuring host 
addresses/maintaining servers of DHCP. In auto configuration, an IPv6 node can manipulate its network address 
with the help of state full auto configuration or stateless auto configuration. Network prefix and media access control 
address are the two parts of stateless auto configuration which helps in the generation of the address. The network 
prefix is situated in the routers which are residing inside the network segment assigned to the host whereas the 
media access control address is located in the network interface of the node. To catch hold the necessary network 
and address information, the state full auto configuration communicates with a DHCP server.

The stateless auto configuration process is supported by the neighbor discovery protocol (NDP). When the 
address has been located, therefore NDP is used by the node to determine the other node. When the transmission 
is not secured through IPsec, the Internet Control Message Protocol version 6 (ICMPv6), unlocks the portal for 
several attacks such as denial of service attack (DoS), flooding etc. There are several possibilities that a malicious 
node which will generate an ICMPv6 packet can easily subdue other network segment’s node, therefore developing 
an attack according the attacker’s desire. The attacker can also generate millions of ICMPv6 message, in order to 
decrease the performance of the network. Mostly the attacks can be accomplished in a network segment by a node 
where the victim’s node is attached.

• DoS attack on DAD protocol

 DoS attack happens on Duplication address detection (DAD) protocol. When the DoS attack happens, the main 
motive of the attacker is to deprive the organization resources/network services to their authenticate users. 
When dos attack happens on IPv6 network, the attacker tries to exploit the vulnerabilities in the DAD.

Network Security issues in IPv6
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Fig. 4: This figure shows the how the Denial of Service attack (DoS attack) takes place.

To achieve this, the attacker holds back for the node to send a network solicitation (NS) packet. Following the 
next step in attack, the attacker will respond with a neighbor advertisement (NA) packet, to inform the new that it 
has been using that address only.

Fig. 5: This figure explains the working mechanism of Denial of Service attack on DAD protocol.

When the NA is received, the new node will produce different address and will repeat the DAD procedure. Then 
again the attacker will respond with NA packet. Thus, exploiting the vulnerabilities and decrypting the transmission.

Fig. 6: This figures explains that how the attacker is performing the man in the middle attack.

Suppose there are two nodes, node A and node V. When a node a tries to acquire the MAC address of the 
another node V, it will broadcast a NS message to the group address/multicast address of the nodes. While the 
attacker has also the opportunity to capture and see the NS message on the same link and also has the ability to reply 
to it. Thus, interfering between the traffic flow between node A and node V.

• Bogus router implantation attack

 The IPv6 routers are able to determine each and every one’s presence with the help of the Network Discovery 
protocol (ND) and also are able to find out their prefix and address information. Nevertheless, the network 
segment can be impersonated by the hostile node. Router advertisements are not validated by the node which 
is receiving the transmission. In this case the problem is that the hostile node can easily copy fake address and 
its prefix information to divert the traffic from the genuine network and user. To avoid the following problem, 
the nodes should be managed and coded in such a way that it should not be able to accept all the RA messages.

Fig. 7: This figure shows that how the attacker is being able to perform the bogus router implantation attack.
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They should solely accept the communication from the routers which were previously listed. There may be 
the scenario that a set of particular nodes can begin the Man in the middle attack or DoS attack. MITM can be 
accomplished by seeing at the packets and passing their  upgraded/modified versions. DoS attack can be achieved by 
abandoning the packets which it will be receiving from the victim nodes [11].

VIII.   Conclusion
This paper focuses on the network security issues faced by IPv6. The transition from IPv4 to IPv6 was is still 

in process since many of the counties/companies has still not opted for it.IPv6 protocol uses the extension header 
therefore making it more flexible the IPv4. The extension header also fulfils the needs demanded by the user. In IPv4 
the use of IPsec was optional but in IPv6 the use of IPsec is mandatory. Authentication Header and Encapsulation 
Security Payload are used by the IPsec in the IPv6 to give Internet protocol packet security. Where ever the packet is 
transmitted, the information such as IPsec, IP header and upper layer protocol layer will also travel.

There are several vulnerabilities which can easily be exploited by the attacker/hacker in IPv6. Therefore, more 
and more devices with enhanced security patches should be provided by the vendor for such situations. The devices 
should be hardcoded with features such as intrusion detection system, packet filtering, intrusion management etc. 
To assess the reconnaissance attacks, the two pathways are suggested, the active mode and the passive mode [6].The 
active mode means that to perform a scan on the chosen subnet address and the passive mode means to listening the 
traffic and mining the information of the live hosts. One of the solution for the problem is that the network service 
should be replaced with the other network service, therefore making it less prone to attacks. For denial of service 
attacks (DoS), the simple techniques such as DAD (Duplicate Address Detection) can have different effects on the 
functionality of the network.

Many of the attacks were easily executed when the IPv4 were used, but now these attacks are not effective since 
IPv6 is more secure than IPv4. The examples of the attacks in IPv4 are DHCP starvation etc. Mitigation techniques 
are similar to those used for reconnaissance attacks.

More and more use of scapy algorithm can be put into use for the better and secure future of the IPv6 [6]. IPv6 
will not be able to solve the problem which were consistent in IPv4. But constant upgradation to IPv6 and testing of 
it will improve its current state.
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Abstract-The on-line businesses are growing very rapidly by creating website for their businesses. Due to exponential 
growth of dynamic information over the Internet by these websites, information overload and efficiency of the system are 
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I.   Introduction
Today the Internet has changed the rules for doing businesses. This is the revolution towards online business. 

That has changed the conventional way of doing businesses. As per the ASSOCHAM India’s e-Commerce revenue is 
expected to cross from $30 billion in 2016 to $120 billion in 2020, it is growing with 51% of annual rate, which is the 
highest in the world. Approximate 25 million new internet users associated annually. India is preceded of countries 
like Brazil and Russia even within the BRICS nations. It has 400 million Internet user up to 2016 where as Brazil has 
210 million and Russia has 130 million of internet users. Surprisingly, about 75% of internet users are age group of 
15-34 years since India is one of the youngest demography globally. This shows that they focused on younger visitors. 
The large number of online customers is belonging to 15-24 years of age group which is very interesting things.

From last few decades, there has been a remarkable increment in use of World Wide Web (WWW) data for 
a wide range of variety of web based business applications. Therefore a variety of web based tools are developed to 
solve the problems in E-commerce business applications. There is required to improve Intelligence tools of Web 
Engineering Applications in the context of web business and Information Technology (IT) industry. 

As per the Financial Advisory Services –Team RBSA approximate 55 percentage growths of Indian e-Commerce 
industries in last six years. The fast emergence of e-Commerce is drastically transforming the business landscape. 
Startup firms are capturing new opportunities in the electronic market place through existing or innovative business 
models. Established firms are also wanted to transform and adapt their old business models to the new in this 
environment. This technique also faces some new challenges both for companies as well as customers. Customers 
are confused with multiple choice of specific product which results lost state. The big issue in front of the companies 
is to sustain their performance output in this competitive business environment. A promising solution to overcome 
this issue is recommended system which provides and guides the customer with the types of product he or she is 
buying or purchasing. 

To create such system, modeling and analyzing of web navigation behavior is helpful to understand what 
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information online user’s demanded. ‘Information filtering’ is efficient method to manage the flow of huge 
information. The fundamental aim of ‘information filters’ is to only depiction users to information that would be 
relevant to them the processes involving this process is called mining.

In this paper part-I gives the idea about the Web Recommendation System (WRS) and research challenges, part-
II contains evaluation criteria of WRS, part -III contains various techniques of WRS, part- IV deals the applications 
of these techniques in various recommendation systems.

II.   Web Recommendation System (WRS)
Recommendation System try to identify the user’s interest in the specific domain of contents based on their 

previous experiences. When a user interact with the E-commercial site he\she offers a set of implicit or explicit 
information like clicks, rating, comments etc. about his/her taste. For example if a user positive for laptop then he/
she may also interested in related software and services of laptop. Hence the basic idea of recommendation system 
is to exploit this information to tract the user interest. Recommendation system is used to predict how much a user 
can be interested in the new item which are not ranked by that user as shown in figure 2.1.

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
                                                     
 
 

 
User 

User interaction with products/services through navigation 
of webpages using web browser 

Recommendation List      
 
 
 
 
                                             
                                                    

                                                                Set of Products        
                                 
                                                    

Database 

Training Model 

Recommendation 
Model 

Fig. 1: Architecture of Web Recommendation System

A. Challenges and Research Issues in Web Recommendation System.

There are number of challenges of Web Recommended Systems some are listed as below:

• Data Collection: There are two categories of data implicit and explicit. Data stored by the online users using 
web pages of the websites are called explicit data and data captured by the system when user navigate the pages 
during clicking, reviewing and purchasing products/ services. WRS process the web related data which are 
highly dynamic. 

• Cold Start: A new users as his/her profile is almost empty and he/she has not rated any items yet so his taste is 
unknown to the system. This is called the cold start problem.

• False Positive Errors: Customers click on some products then false positive errors when the items recommended 
even though the customer dislike it.

• Scarcity: In online shops that have a huge amount of users and items there are almost always users that have 
rated just a few items. Using collaborative filtering and other approaches of recommender systems generally 
create neighborhoods of users using their profiles. If a user has evaluated just few items then it’s pretty difficult 
to determine his taste and he/she could be related to the wrong neighborhood.

• Accuracy: How well the suggested items meet the user’s information need.
• Quality: Customer’s need recommendation system they can trust to help in search of best products which they 

like. If customer purchase recommended product which 
• may not like then he/she does not trust on recommended system hence the quality of the result of the 
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recommended system must be good.

 III.   Evaluation Criteria and of 
Web Recommended System

The performance of any WRS can be measured in terms of accuracy in prediction of products or services of a 
particular user. There are two basic approaches of evaluation of WRS online and offline. The online approach uses 
continuous interaction between users and system. This information is very dynamic, it is used as the input to the 
machine learning algorithms for the calculation of the user’s preferences. This approach requires large number of 
user’s data for actual result. The off-line approach uses the historical data of the users when they are interact with the 
system. These data are divided into two sub-datasets first is called training dataset (Dt) that is used for training the 
system, and second is test dataset (De), that is used for testing the system for the required result.

A. Prediction Accuracy

This accuracy measure how close the output of the learning phase of the system is to the actual computed by the 
test dataset. The prediction accuracy can be computed in terms of Root Mean Square Error (RSME) [1], and Mean 
Absolute Error (MAE) [1] both of these are depended on the rating/preference scaled by the user from the reference 
dataset. In order to compare the WRS over different datasets normalization is required of these parameters that is 
Normalized RSME (NRSME) and Normalized MAE (NMAE) are used which are defined as follows.
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Where (uj,iz)єDe that is user j shows the interest of product z, ejz is leveraging error for each pair (user, product), 
and rmax,rmin are the maximum and minimum ratings in the dataset.

B. Ranking Accuracy

It deals the levels of utility of the recommended product or service with respect to the ranking proposed by 
the user. Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [1] is very popular matrix for evaluating the ranking accuracy. The 
Normalized DCG [2] is defining as follows.
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Where m denotes the total number of users in the test dataset De, Iu is the set of products/services liked by user 
u, vj is position of j in the recommended list, guj represents the utility gain given by the user u to the product j, and 
IDCG is the ideal value computed on the basis of real value using same formula as DCG. Another way to evaluate 
the accuracy of the relevant list is to consider the tradeoff between the length of the list RL and the number of actual 
relevant products/services for the user. The relevant list RL contains true positives (tp) but not false negative (fn) and 
false positive (fp). Hence Rl and number of relevant products can be computed in terms of Precision and Recall [3] 
as follows.
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In the single matrix it can be summarized in F-measure [4] which can be computed by the following formula.
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IV.   Categories of Web 
Recommended System Techniques

There are many techniques for creating the recommended system as shown in the figure 2.

A. Non Personalized Recommended System

Sometimes some customers do not give any review or interest of any product or service at that time the average 
ranking score of the products or services are used to provide the recommendation list to that customer. These type 
of recommendations are called non personalized recommendation system.

B. Personalized Recommended System

The personalized recommendation system uses the online information of the customer interest with the product 
to compute the recommendation list for the customer. There are different recommendations lists are provided to the 
different customers. There are different techniques used in the computation of the recommendation list:

 a) Collaborative Filtering (CF) Technique:

 It is the most popular and widely used technique for the recommendation system [5]. Collaborative Filtering 
technique can be categorized in memory based and model based. There are some limitations of collaborative 
filtering Technique such as cold start, scalability and data scarcity.

• Memory Based Collaborative Filtering Technique (MBCFT): It is also known as Neighborhood Based 
Collaborative Filtering (NBCF). It is based on the similarity of among the customers, or products or services to 
predict the possible interest of a user with the product or service. It is again divided into two parts item based 
and product based. A user based Collaborative Filtering technique predict the ratings on the basis of a set of 
users u give the score to the product by aggregating these scores/ratings using the formula (6).
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 where Nu is the set o K users of similar interest/ ratings target to user u. Sim(u,k) shows similarity between user u 
and k predefined users, and rk,j represents the rating given by k users to the product j.

    In item based collaborative filtering considers the similarity among the items or products or services. It is 
supposed that similar products are rated in a similar way by the same user. Hence the products recommended to the 
user u are scored or ranked by aggregating the similarity of the different users and the user u rated in the past. It is 
possible to compute prediction score by the given formula.
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    where Ni denotes the set of products or items neighbor to j Sim(j,k) is similarity value.
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Fig. 2: Classification of Web Recommended System Technique

• Model Based Collaborative Filtering Technique (MoBCFT): While it is easy to implement memory based 
collaborative filtering technique but model based collaborative filtering technique gives more accurate result[6]. 
It uses machine learning technique to learn the which predicts missing rating also. There are number of 
predictive models such as Support Vector Machine(SVM)[7], Deep Learning methods [8], Bayesian Network 
[9] and Association Rule based [10] are used the concept of model based collaborative filtering technique due 
to scalability and accuracy [11]. The memory required to implement MoBCFT is much lesser than the MBCFT. 

 b) Content Based Filtering System: 

 This system is designed to recommend the items on the basis of user’s past prefered order. It uses traditional 
classification and clustering techniques such as Support Vector Machine [7] or Nearest Neighbors algorithms 
[12].There are two types of user implicit and explicit. Those updated their information automatically by the 
system are called implicit users while some give their feedback to the system in the given range are called explicit 
users. According to Aggarwal [11] it has some drawbacks like accuracy of the system is highly dependent on the 
specific application that is used for features of items, over specialization and training size.

 c) Graph Based Filtering Method:

 This type of method is widely used in network data analysis. In this method web pages represent the nodes 
and linking of these web pages represents the edges of the directed graph. PageRank [13] is used to find the 
popularity of the web page for the recommendation. PageRank of any page p i.e PR(p) can be calculated by the 
following formula.

( )
( ) (1 )

( )q Ip

PR q
PR p d d

o q∈

= − + ∑
………….(8)

Where d is a dampening factor that is usually set to 0.85 (any value between 0 and 1), I(p) represents set of web 
pages that incoming to page p i.e inlinks.o(q) outlinks of page q.

 d) Context Aware Technique: 

 The information of the user interest is categorized on the basis of situations. This new information is referred 
as the context [14] when recommendation is made. The traditional recommended rating function fR:U X I à R 
to predict the possible interest of the user to the item. Context aware method uses multidimensional matrix in 
the rating of the item as follows.

1 2 .......R mf D XD X XD R= → ……….. (9)

Where D1,D2,……….Dm are different situations. Like User x item x Location x Season etc.

 e) Social Network Based Technique: 

 This technique utilized the information in the social networks like user preferences of making friends using 
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social media which is widely used in improvements of recommendation accuracy and overcome the problems 
of recommended systems such as cold start and scarcity [29]. It creates community based recommendations by 
measuring user’s rating similarities.

 f) Hybrid Recommendation Technique:

 Every Recommendation has some limitations hence it is very less probability that a single technique [15] gives 
efficient result. It is possible that use two or more recommendation techniques to create a new recommendation 
system. This recommendation system is called as hybrid recommendation system, such as content based 
filtering technique with collaborative filtering technique [16] minimized the cold start problem and improve 
the efficiency of the system.

V.   Similarity Computation Methods
Similarity computation is one of the big issues in design of web recommendation system. There are various 

methods for similarity computation.

A. Vector Cosine Method [17]

 It is uses when similarity between two users or products or services i and j are required. It is computed in terms 
of Wi,j by using the following formula
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Where U denotes the set of users, ru,i and ru,j represent user u rated item i and j respectively.

B. Pearson Correlation Method

Pearson correlation finds out the linear relationship between two variables. In the user based Collaborative 
Filtering technique relation between two users’ u and v is computed by the given formula(11).
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Where I is the set of items, u
r


and vr


are the average rating of the item i by the user u and user v, ,u ir  and ,v ir

are the rating given by the users u and v to the item i. In the item based Collaborative Filtering technique relation 
between two items i and j is computed by the given formula (12).
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Where U is the set of users, ir


  and  jr


 are the average rating of item i and j given by user u respectively.

C. Jacquard Similarity Technique [18]

This technique is based on the number of items purchased by the same user; similarity can be calculated by the 
given formula (13).
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Where Nu and Nv are the number of items purchased by user u and v respectively. If user u and v do not purchase 
the  same item then similarity will be 0 otherwise 1.

D. Euclidean Distance Technique[19]

This technique based on the information of user profile not the relationship of users of items. The attributes of 

the user can be represented by a vector called user’s vector u


={ a1,a2,a3…..} and similarity can be calculated by vector 
distance formula(14).
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Where rk,i is the rating of item i by k user and wk,u is the weight between user k and user u.

E. Hamming Distance Method

This method is used to calculate the distance between user u and v  if 0 (not visited) and 1(visited) by Hd(u,v) 
visited by the user u and v by the formula (15).
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Where i denote the URL of web page and x denotes the set of web pages navigated by the customer u and v.

VI.   Comparison of Web Recommended Systems 
in Web Mining

The comparisons are measured in terms of input information, techniques and matrices are used during 
evaluation summarized in the Table-1. From the summary it is clear that first maximum recommendation systems 
are used collaborative filtering technique in their design of E-commerce recommendation systems. Second some 
researchers used social network recommendation system and some are graph based for social sites analysis and 
mobile networks.

Table 1: Summary of various web recommendation systems with their techniques.

Sr. 
No

Name of Recommendation 
System

Source/ Input of 
information in 

WRS

Techniques 
Applied

Metrices used for 
computation

1.
An Intelligence E-commerce 

Recpmmender System based on 
Web Mining[22].

Product information 
and customer 
information

Memory Based 
Collaborative 

Filtering, Vector 
Cosine method.

Preference Matrix

2.
Personalised RS for E-commerce 

based on WebLog and User 
Browsing Behaviors[23]

Behaviors of Users 
through navigations

Content Based ,  
User Clustering and 
Hamming distance

UserID and 
URL association 

matrix.

3. Dynomic recommendation 
system[24]

User’s click stream, 
Web log Data

Model Based CF 
and User and product 
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4. OppCF[20] Time, Location and 
Rating Memory Based

5. Automatic Recommendation in 
e-Learning[21]

Behaviors of Users 
through navigations 
Time, Location using 

Web log Data

Hybrid 
Recommendation 

Technique

6. Family Shopping Recommendation 
System.[25]

User Behaviors, Item 
and Rating

Hybrid 
Recommendation 

Technique

Users item rating 
matrix

7. Mobhinter[26] Rating Model based(User 
based) RMSE,MAE

8 DiffeRS[27] Rating Model based(User 
based), heuristic MAE Coverage

9. p-PLIERS[28] Users Items Tags Graph based Precision and 
Recall

10. An E-commerce rrecommendation 
System[30]

User’s feedback items 
on the E-shops.

Content Based ,  
User Clustering

11. Semantic Enhanced Personalizer 
(SEP)[31]

Implicit,explicit and 
contextual data

User based, item 
based CF and 

content Based

UserID and 
URL association 

matrix.

12. SEWeP[32] Implicit Data User based and 
content Based User and product 

13.
Online Recommendation in Web 
Usage Mining System(OLRWMS)

[33] 
Implicit Data User based

UserID and 
URL association 

matrix.
14. WEBMINER[34] Implicit Data User based User and product 

VII.   Conclusion and Future Scope
WWW is enrich database for the researchers it contains huge unstructured data this will create information 

overload problem. Web Recommendation system play a vital role to reduce this problem. There are various 
recommendation systems created in the area of E-commerce, social networking etc using various web recommendation 
system techniques. Collaborative filtering technique uses products/services and customer relationship. Content based 
technique uses review/comment of users on particular product/service. Graph based technique uses PageRank for 
gaining the popularity of the page. It has been shown that maximum recommendation systems are used collaborative 
filtering technique and hybrid recommendation technique for E-commerce and researchers are trying to overcome 
the limitations of these techniques.
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Abstract—Today’s, we know that all the information regarding every person is available over the internet which contains 
some sensitive data, i.e. the data which you don’t want to share with any other person. To ensure the privacy of that data 
Privacy Preserving Data Publishing is used. It is the biggest challenge in information system because this data is also used 
by researchers for the purpose of research. Maintaining the privacy in such a manner is a big challenge. There are so many 
techniques which are used to preserve the privacy of that data. The main techniques are K-anonymity, L-diversity and 
t-closeness. K-anonymity technique is not successful in attribute linkage attackbut works well with prevention of data from 
record linkage attack. This drawback of attribute linkage attack is removed by L-diversity but the fact is that it is not appli-
cable for the prevention of address identity disclosure attack. T-closeness overcomes most of the limitations but the data 
utility is very less in this technique. So in present paper we often propose a new method and with the help of which we can 
increase the privacy in efficient manner and the attacks rates will also decreases and the data utility is also increased.

Keywords: dataset; sensitive data;  ARX tool for anonymization

I.   Introduction
Actually, Published data is the data which is published by private sectoras well as government for researchers 

to perform the research. This data may be related to the Health Sector, Bank Sector. In this paper we are talking 
about the health Sector data that may contain some sensitive information. Sensitive information is the information 
which you do not want to disclose with any other data. In health sector data the sensitive data can be your Disease, 
and there are so many persons who do not want to share this information to any other person. Privacy Preserving 
Data Publishing is the method that preserves the privacy of Sensitive data. This method preserves your sensitive 
information before publishing the data publically.  The data leakage can lead to harm the individual materially and 
emotionally. The data publishing needs to publish the data in such a manner that the data integration and data 
sharing must be maintain, so that the use of data is also not effected and the privacy of the sensitive data is also 
maintained [1]. The data which is published is in the tabular form and this Tabular form consists of two types of 
attributes namely Private attribute and Public Attributes. Public attributes are also called as Quasi Identifiers (QI), 
are used to retrieve the particular information of any individual from the published data. They are publically known 
such that Age, Address, Zip code etc. Private Attributes are the attributes that contains the sensitive information (like 
diseases, Salary etc) of the person and we have to maintain the quasi identifiers in a manner to maintain the privacy 
of Sensitive information. For this we are using two techniques one is Suppression [2] and another is Generalization 
[3]. For Eg.In suppression, the numeric data is suppressed by the (*), means the value lies between 0 to 9. Suppose 
the Age of a person is 30 and if we are applying Suppression technique on this age attribute it will be like that 2*, 
that means the age of person is lies between (20-29), so no attacker can identify the actual age of the person. Second 
method is generalization, by taking the same example of Age, we generalize the value of the attribute like , Age ≤ 
40, Age ≥ 20, Age (20-35). So in generalization it is possible to generalize the attribute in different manners. We are 
applying both techniques on the quasi identifiers to preserve the privacy of data so that no one is able to find out the 
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exact information about any person that leads to record leakage attack. For retrieving the sensitive information from 
published data record linkage attack is used [2]. From a single dataset there are various published dataset originated. 
If we link two or more  published datasetwith each other there may be a chance the attacker may recognize the 
record of a person with sensitive information. Linkage attack are of two types, record linkage attack and attribute 
linkage attack.  According to a recentsurvey, In US 87% population isdistinctively  identifiedusing the Linkage attack 
with the help of three public attributes i.e. Quasi Identifiers Like Age and 5 digits Zipcode[4]. Privacy Preserving 
Techniques are used to prevent the published data from linkage attack. There are mainly three techniques for 
privacy preserving as K-anonymity [2], l-diversity [3] and t-closeness [5]. However, all these techniques have some 
restrictions too. Apart from these, there are some upgraded techniques evolved like ‘P-Sensitive K-anonymity’, ‘(P, α) 
Sensitive k-anonymity’ and many more. But all of these also have some limitation. One another concept also came 
in this field that is Negative Data publications [6].  Here as the name suggest sensitive values are replaced bynegative 
values to improve the privacy of the data so that identity disclosure attack cannot be performed. In thisnot only the 
privacy but the Data utility is also maintained, but its only drawback is that we add negative values in the dataset 
means we are publishing some negative data in place of  original data resulting the trustworthiness of the data is not 
sustained. The term Data Utility [7] is the rate of utilization of the data in the published dataset. Actually, utilization 
means how much data is useful for authorized person. If dataset isusable and available, it means that the rate of data 
utility loss is low.Section 2, contains the brief explanation of the techniques discussed above that are used to maintain 
the privacy of the data. Section 3, a enhanced technique is discussed which improves the data privacy as well as data 
utility, Section 4  display about the result of the algorithm. In section 5, Conclusion and future directions are given. 

II.   Relative Study
Privacy Preserving Data Publishing

The three main techniques which are mainly used for maintaining the privacy of the published data areK-
anonymity, l-diversity and t-closeness.  K-anonymity was proposed by Sweeny [2],in this we are making groups 
according to quasi identifiers and the property of k-anonymity states that in a single QI group a record is 
indistinguishable with at least k-1 records. Ifsensitive values are present in anequivalence class has same values 
than the privacy of that equivalence class cannot be maintained. This method preserves the data against record 
linkage attack, but fails to prevent from homogeneity attack and background knowledge attack [1]. Thus record 
linkage attack is prevented and attribute linkage attack is not prevented by this system. Two main models found for 
k-anonymity are global recording [8-10] and local recording [10-11].  Here local record K-anonymity is used.

L-diversity [3] is an upgradedmethod over k-anonymity. In this, private attributes consists ‘well represented’ 
values in a single equivalence class. Thus it prevents the homogeneity attack and attribute linkage attack. But still it 
can’t prevent the dataset from “Similarity attack and Skewness attack”.

t-closeness [5] is a very good method from the point of privacy but the data utility loss in this method is very 
high. It states that the distance between  the threshold is not less than the distributions of the attribute in the whole 
table. It restricts from homogeneity attack and similarity and background knowledge attack but it has a very huge 
computational complexity. There is a tradeoff between privacy and utility of the data in t-closeness.

K-anonymity gives the privacy to the published dataset but the dataset is not protected from numerous attacks. 
L-diversity is good over k-anonymity in terms of privacy whereas t-closeness is better than l-diversity as in this 
data is secured but the data utility rate is very low. We can say Data utility is maximum in k-anonymity average in 
l-diversity and minimum in t-closeness. In t-closeness most of the data is suppressed, because if  largeamount of 
data is like * than the data is not used for any purpose as we can’t find out any exact value of the data. Hence we can 
say that in t-closeness, the data utility loss is extremely high. So in order to maintain the utility as well as privacy of 
the data we make the K-anonymity and l-diversity better. So here we  are focusing on k-anonymity and l-diversity. 
Table-1 shows the 4-anonymous data, the value of k is here 4.
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A. K-anonymity

K-anonymity says that there are at least k-1 records in each equivalence class. In this table we can see that in 
rows no 5, 6, 7, 8 the disease column contains same sensitive attribute. This is known as homogeneity attack. Suppose 
Alice knows that Bob is 30 years old and lived in Zip code 13052, from table 1 Alice will easily find that Bob is 
suffering from ‘Cancer’. This is the drawback of the k-anonymity.

The background knowledge attack is when the attackerhave few information about victim and with the use 
of that information the attacker who wish to know the sensitive data of Victim. Table 2 shows the background 
knowledge attack.

Table 1: 4-anonymous data depicting Homogeneity attack

S.No Zip Code Age Nationality Disease
I 140** 2* * Heart Disease
II 140** 2* * Paralysis
III 140** 2* * Heart Disease
IV 140** 2* * Cancer
V 130** <40 * Cancer
VI 130** <40 * Cancer
VII 130** <40 * Cancer
VIII 130** <40 * Cancer

Table 2:  Backgroungd Knowledge Attack on 4 –anonymous data

S.No ZipCode Age Nationality Disease
I 123** >20 * Heart Disease
II 123** >20 * Viral Infection
III 123** >20 * Heart Disease
IV 123** >20 * Viral infection
V 4231* 3* * Cancer
VI 4231* 3* * Heart Disease
VII 4231* 3* * Heart Disease
VIII 4231* 3* * Paralysis

Suppose Alice Knows Boby and she belongs to Japan. Alice knew that Boby is 23 Years old.  In table 2 for 23 
years old data will be kept in row 1,2,3,4. Alice also known that the rate of Heart Diseases in Japan is very low. So 
Alice easily predicts that the Booby is suffering from Viral Infection. Thus with the help of background knowledge 
we can find a victim. To overcome these drawbacks l-diversity algorithm is used.

B. P-sensitive K-anonymity

P-sensitive K anonymity Property is satisfied by the Published Dataset T. If in any case all the groups of table 
satisfies k-anonymity for all the QI and also distinct values of Sensitive attributes is at least p in each group. This 
technique follows the privacy of k-anonymity and protects from attribute Disclosure attack as well.Table 3 satisfies 
the 2-sensitive 4-anonymous dataset.

In this table there are two groups which contains same QIs. First group is S.no (1-4) and second group is from 
s.no (5-8).  So in both the groups homogeneity attack is not taken place and attribute discloser attack is also prevent. 
The only drawback of this algorithm is that suppose in group 1 there are only 2 disease one is Cancer and HIV, both 
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the disease are most sensitive so if any victim which lives in Zipcode 34256 and age is 35 than the attacker easily 
predict that the victim is suffered from very serious disease.

Table 3: 2-Sensitive 4-anonymous Dataset

S.No Zipcode Age Nationality Disease
I 342** 3* Japanese Cancer
II 342** 3* Japanese Cancer
III 342** 3* Japanese HIV
IV 342** 3* Japanese HIV
V 523** <40 Russian Cancer
VI 523** <40 Russian Flu
VII 523** <40 Russian Flu
VIII 523** <40 Russian Constipation

Table 4: (3-1) Sensitive 4-anonymous Microdata

S.No Zip 
Code

Age Nationality Disease Weight Total

I 123** 3* * HIV 0

1

II 123** 3* * HIV 0
III 123** 3* * Cancer 0
IV 123** 3* * Flu 1

V 523** <40 * Cancer 0

2

VI 523** <40 * Flu 1
VII 523** <40 * HIV 0
VIII 523** <40 * Digestion 1

I (P-α )Sensitive K-anonymity

(p-α) sensitive k-anonymity [13] is satisfied by the the published dataset. if the dataset satisfies the K-anonymity and each Qi 
group which has atleast P- distinct sensitive values and the total weight is equals to α. Table 4 shows the (p- α) sensitive K-anonymity.

Let D(S)= (S
1
, S

2, . . . , 
S

m
) be the sensitive attributes of single domain. Let the weight (Si) be the Weight of Si.

Then,

 

Weight (Si) = = ;     1 < <  

Weight (Sk)= 1                       (1) 
 

In this diseases are classified into two groupsshown in Table 5. From each disease classified group a single 
disease is considered by us and we makes the groups of them according to quasi Identifiers. The weight of group one 
in table is 1 because the weight of HIV= 0, weight of Flu = 1, weight of Cancer = 0, so the total weight of the group 
is 1. ‘P-sensitive K-anonymity’ technique is less secure than this technique as it prevents the sensitive attributes 
discloser attack. The limitation of this technique is that in the table we can see that in the first group three tuples have 
HIV, Cancer as sensitive attributes that belongs to same category which is very sensitive. Thus anattacker can find 
that victim is suffering from Cancer or HIV with 75% accuracy.
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C. l-diversity

This is an enhanced technique of K-anonymity which is proposed by A. Machanvajjhala in 2006.This technique 
overcomes the limitation of K-anonymity. In K-anonymity we are work on quasi identifiers but in l-diversity we 
also work on sensitive attributes. A QI group can satisfies the l-diversity if the sensitive attribute has at least l “well 
represented” values. Here well represented means in the sensitive tuples re arranged like that there are at least l 
distinct value in the same QI group. So in a QI group the sensitive values are never be same so the homogeneity 
attack is never performed. The main aim of this technique to make a balance between sensitive attributes and quasi 
identifiers in a QI group, such that no similar sensitive values appear against particular record. Parameter l represents 
distinct sensitive values in the same QI group. The  limitation of this technique is that it does not provide security 
against  Similarity attack and Skewness attack. Table 6 shows the 3-diverse data. Which means in the table each quasi 
identifier group must contain (l-1), i.e. 2 distinct values in sensitive attribute column. Here the value of l is 3.

D. Negative Data Publication

In this technique, sensitive values are replaced by some negative values, which are not taken away from out of 
the dataset. In this we just replace the values of a row into others raw. The technique l-diversity is used to publish 
the negative dataset. A new technique named as SvdNDP is used to make negative dataset. As in l-diversity each QI 
group has at least l-1 unique values of sensitive attributes. On these sensitive values of a group we apply the negative 
values. To understand the working of this method we consider the Table 6, which is 2-diverse table.  Now on applying 
the negative dataset technique on this table. We replace the values of sensitive attributes in negative values which is 
shown in table 7.

You can show both the tables 6, 7. The difference between tables is only in the disease column. We just replaces 
the sensitive attributes values with each other.  The attribute discloser attack is prevented with the help of this 
technique because if the attacker will know that the victim tuple in the dataset after that the probability of knowing 
the exact value of sensitive attribute is 1/(n-1), where n represents the number of negative values. The limitation of 
this technique is that it does not give better result when we are taking a very large group of quasi identifiers, at that 
time the privacy will be less than the l-diversity technique also.

Table 5:  Categories of Diseases

Category ID Sensitive Values Sensitivity
One HIV, Cancer Top Secret
Two Indigestion, Flu Non Secret

A. 

Table 6:  2-diverse Table

Sex Zip Code Age Disease
F/M 123** 2* Cancer
F/M 123** 2* Dyspepsia
F/M 123** 2* Gastritis
F/M 123** 2* Flu

B. 

Table 7: SvdNDP Table

Sex Zip Code Age Disease
F/M 123** 2* Dyspepsia
F/M 123** 2* Gastritis
F/M 123** 2* Cancer
F/M 123** 2* Flu

An Efficient Method for Maintaining Privacy in Published Data
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Table 8.Comparision of Techniques

Privacy 
Techniques

Attack Models Data Utility 
LossAttribute

Disclosure

Similarity 
Attack

Probabilistic

Attack

Skewness 
Attack

K-anonymity 3 3 8 8 No
l-diversity 8 3 8 3 No

T-closeness 8 8 8 8 Yes
p-sensitive 

k-anonymity
8 8 3 8 No

(p-α) Sensitive 
K-anonymity

8 8 3 8 No

SvdNDP 8 3 8 3 No

Now, in table 8 we show the comparison of all techniques which we discussed earlier and the types of attacks 
which are prevent by them. The sign ‘8’ shows that the attack is prevented whereas sign ‘3’ shows the attack is not 
prevented by that technique.

III.   Research Methodology
Distributed Sensitive Attribute Method

In our II section some of the enhanced techniques ensuring more privacy than the K-anonymity were discussed 
but all these have some drawbacks. In order to make published data more efficient and to make it more usable 
along with the reduction of the risk of Similarity Attack, the new method is proposed. In this method firstly we 
distributed our dataset according to the sensitive attributes, on the basis of sensitive attributes we divide our dataset 
in two groups, and first group contains the more sensitive attributes according the sensitive attributes category table 
which shown in Table no.9, and the second group contains only the non-sensitive tuples means those tuples which 
are non-sensitive, For example, the third and fourth category of the table no.9.  In this method we perform data 
reduction process on data set containing micro data. Sensitive tuples are separated from nonsensitive tuples and 
moved to another table called ST. Now there are two tables containing homogeneous non-aggregated data i.e. table 
NST consists of non-sensitive tuples which is shown in Table no 11.While table ST contains only sensitive tuples. To 
ensure privacy some distortion is added to table ST and a portion of non-sensitive tuples from table NST is imported 
to sensitive tuples table ST. ST table after adding distortion is shown in Table 13.

Table no 12. The NST will be published directly without any modification because it contains nonsensitive 
tuples and does  not reveal any confidential information regarding individuals, while table containing sensitive 
tuples ST i.e. Table no 13 is processed for further privacy measures as below.

 After that we applied all three privacy technique on this distortion table which contains all sensitive values and 
some non-sensitive values.

Table 9: Categories of Diseases

Category Category Values Ci Cj
A HIV, Tumour HIV Tumour
B Alzheimer, Tuberculosis Alzheimer Tuberculosis
C Asthma, Cirrhosis Asthma Cirrhosis
D Constipation, Malnutrition Constipation Malnutrition
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of proposed Method.

Table 10:  Dataset original

S.NO ZIP Code Age Nationality Disease

I 78631 40 Chinese HIV

II 78638 41 German Constipation

III 78643 33 Israeli Cirrhosis

IV 78612 35 German Constipation

V 10852 62 Indian Cirrhosis

VI 10891 67 Chinese Tuberculosis

VII 10812 59 German Asthma

VIII 10801 55 German Cirrhosis

IX 12831 51 German Tumour

X 12848 53 Indian Constipation

XI 12893 50 Israeli Malnutrition

XII 10841 55 German Malnutrition

XIII 67832 51 German Constipation

XIV 67812 53 Indian Tumour

XV 67893 50 Israeli Malnutrition

XVI 67842 54 German Constipation

An Efficient Method for Maintaining Privacy in Published Data
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Table 11:  Table ST contains only Sensitive Tuples.

S. No Zip Code Age Nationality Disease
I 78631 40 Chinese HIV

IX 12831 51 German Tumour
VI 10891 67 Chinese Tuberculosis

XIV 67812 53 Korean Tumour

       Table 12:  Table NST contains only non-sensitive values.

S. 
No Zip Code Age Nationality Disease
II 78638 41 German Constipation
III 78643 33 Israeli Cirrhosis
IV 78612 35 German Constipation
V 10852 62 Korean Cirrhosis

VII 10812 59 German Malnutrition
VIII 10812 55 German Cirrhosis

X 12848 53 Korean Constipation
XI 12893 50 Israeli Malnutrition
XII 10841 55 German Malnutrition
XIII 67832 51 German Constipation
XV 67893 50 Israeli Malnutrition
XVI 67842 54 German Constipation

Table 13:Adding some tuples from NST in to ST table.

S. No Zip Code Age Nationality Disease
I 78631 40 Chinese HIV

IX 12831 51 German Tumour
VI 10812 67 Chinese Tuberculosis

XIV 67832 53 Korean Tumour
XV 10852 62 Korean Malnutrition
II 78638 41 German Constipation

VII 10812 59 German Malnutrition
VIII 10801 55 German Cirrhosis

X 12848 53 Korean Constipation
XI 12893 50 Israeli Malnutrition
XII 10841 55 German Malnutrition
III 78643 33 Israeli Cirrhosis

After that we applied this ST Table dataset on the ARX tool and applied the privacy technique to check the 
result. After that we compared this data set from the original dataset and compare the results.

IV.   Result Analysis
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In this we take the Adult dataset which contains 4 attributes in which the sensitive attribute is disease, first we 
applied this technique on the ST table (which is created after distortion) and we applied all the three basic techniques 
on that ST table, in the Fig. 2 we see the risk analysis of the K-anonymity technique which is applied on the ST table.

Now we apply k-anonymity on the original dataset which contains the whole data and we see the risk analysis 
of original dataset in Fig. 3.

As we applied k-anonymity on this method we also apply all the techniques like l-diversity and t-closeness on 
the ST dataset and on the Original dataset and after that compare the whole dataset with each other.

Fig. 2 Risk analysis of ST Table using K-anonymity

Fig. 3  Risk analysis of the Adult Dataset after applying K-anonymity.

The performance of this method is measure on the basis of risk analysis of attacks and the data utility of the 
published dataset. This is given below with the help of the table.

Table 14: Shows the Risk analysis of ST data
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ST table Dataset (After Distortion)
Privacy 
Models

Average 
Risk 

Analysis

Similarity 
Attack

Homogeneity 
Attack

Probabilistic 
Attack

Data Utility Loss

K-anonymity 11.6454 % 0.1% 0.2% 0.4% No

l-diverssity 6.9872% 0% No 0.3% 20%

t-closeness 0.0187% 0% No 0% 50%

Table 15: Shows the Risk Analysis of Original Dataset

ST table Dataset (After Distortion)
Privacy 
Models

Average Risk 
Analysis

Similarity 
Attack

Homogeneity 
Attack

Probabilistic 
Attack

Data Utility Loss

K-anonymity 16.4009 % 0.2% 0.4% 0.2% No

l-diverssity 10.5007% 0.1% No 0.5% 50%

t-closeness 0.3536% 0% No 0% 80%

Table 14 shows the risk analysis of K-anonymity and other techniques on the ST Dataset and Table 15 shows the 
risk analysis of K-anonymity and other techniques on Original Dataset.

Now we see the performance of our original dataset from which we separate the ST table, the original dataset 
contains the full data of both sensitive and non-sensitive attributes.

After comparing both the tables we can see that all the privacy techniques have more risk in original dataset 
in comparison to ST dataset. So by using the distributed sensitive attribute method we can make our dataset more 
protected from various kind of attacks.  If we talk about data utility of the data , the data utility by using this technique 
isalways increase because we published the NST table without any modification.

V.   Conclusion and Future Work:
Distributed Sensitive attribute method is work in two phases first is data reduction phase and while second is 

data generalization phase, after that we applied the privacy techniques on this method and we find that it gives us 
better result than the previous methods which is shown in the table above. This method is efficient but it does not 
prevent the whole dataset from various types of attack, but reduces the risk of these attacks. The main limitation of 
this method is that we have to publish two datasets one is NST dataset and the second is ST dataset with distortion 
after applying any privacy technique. Hence, the load on server will increase because many of the records are present 
in both the tables. So the size of dataset is increased.

In future we have to work on ST table and apply some enhanced technique which provides us some better result 
in terms of data utility and privacy of the data. 
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Abstract— An electronic payment system provides a common platform to businesses and customers to trade commodities 
among them. The electronic payment system has progressed more over a period of time because of rising of internet-based 
banking and shopping interests of both the customers and the businesses. Now a day, abundant Electronic payments (E-pay-
ments) systems have been developed and they are increasingly used in E-businesses to make payments. Because of rise in 
e-business a threat related to electronic frauds have also been increased over the period of time. With the advancement in 
the payment systems more sophisticated and fraudulent techniques have also been developed by the fraudsters hampering 
the interest of merchants and the consumers. This paper provides an overview to the electronic payment systems threats 
and the possible solutions in order to minimize the threats and fraudulent activities.

Keywords— E-frauds; e-business; security; measures ;prevention;  detection.

 I.   Introduction
 Electronic payment is a vital part of electronic commerce. Electronic payment refers to the paperless 

financial transactions. Electronic Payment is a monetary trade that takes place online between consumer and 
supplier.  Electronic payment has modernized the business processing by making transactions or paying for goods 
and services through electronic medium by   reducing the paperwork, transaction costs, and labor cost. Due to user 
friendly and time saving as compare to manual processing, EPS facilitate business owners to expand its market from 
local to globally. The electronic payment system has grown progressively more as compare the last decade because of 
the usage of internet based banking and shopping through E-Commerce sites. As the digitalization of the world and 
increasing the technology development, the usages of electronic payment system are increasing in the world.

Steps involved in electronic payment system are as follows:-
 Step 1: The consumers submit a payment request through his/her electronic device like cell phone, computer 

or mobile payment processor or swipe.
 Step 2: The service provider direction to the data by the use of a secure connection to the consumer bank or 

Credit Card Company.
 Step 3: The consumer bank either approves or declines the transaction based on the consumer available funds 

in the account or credit. If permitted, the transaction is directed back to the payment provider to be processed.
 Step 4: The payment provider stores the transaction and send a record to both the supplier and consumer.
 Step 5: The goods or services are sent to the consumer and the consumer bank sends the money to the supplier 

account.

II.   Types of Electronic Payment Systems
Development of Internet technologies plays an important role in online business and online transactions. 

Electronic payment is a vital part of electronic commerce. Electronic payment refers to the paperless financial 
transactions. Electronic Payment is a monetary trade that takes place online between consumer and supplier.  With 
the Electronic payment system, all the business process becomes modernized by reducing the paperwork, transaction 
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costs, and labor cost. Due to user friendly and time saving as compare to manual processing, EPS facilitate business 
owners to expand its market from local to globally. 

Fig.1: Types of Electronic Payment Systems

There are different types of electronic payment system that used to transfer the money from one account to 
another account. Like:

• Credit Card
• Debit Card
• Smart Card
• E-Money
• Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT)

A. Credit Card

Payment through credit card is one of the most commonly used modes of electronic payment. Credit cards are 
issued by banks and some other body authorized by RBI.  Credit card is small plastic card with a unique number 
attached with a cardholder’s account. It has also a magnetic strip embedded in  it which is used to read credit card 
through card readers. These cards allow you to borrow money from your bank to make purchase or payment. You 
used Credit cards for domestic as well as international payments. You don’t need to pay extra money if you pay back 
the borrowed money within the grace period (i.e. 25-30 days) otherwise you have to pay the interest.

B. Debit Card

Debit card is a small plastic card with a unique number linked with the user’s bank account number. Debit 
cards are issued by the bank where you have your account. It draws money directly from your account when you use 
it for paying.  While you use this card, the amount of money is debit from your account and credit immediately to 
the payee’s account.

The main difference between credit and debit card is that, amount deducted from the users account immediately 
when payment done with debit card. But in credit card transaction, it depends on the limit of the credit card.

C. Smart card

Smart card is similar to a credit card or a debit card in appearance. The small microprocessor chip embedded 
in a smart card, which stores personal information, is used to authenticate your data and ensure that your personal 
details aren’t easily stolen. 

 Smart cards are also used to store money and the amount gets deducted after every transaction.

Electronic Payment Systems: Threats and Solutions 
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Smart cards are secure because they store information in encrypted format and are less expensive and provide 
faster processing. 

D. Electronic Fund Transfer

Electronic fund transfer means transfer of money from one account to another account. The accounts can be 
in the same bank or in different banks. EFT transaction can be done electronically over an automated network. 
EFT also called the electronic bank. Through EFT, everything is accomplished with paper less. EFT does not need 
the hard money or paper checks. Now a day’s its gets more popularity because of fast and secure transactions. 
Administrative costs are less as the direct transaction and bank staff is not required for that. It is also make things 
easier by bookkeeping. The user can easily see the transactions history at any time. 

In EFT, user uses the bank website for login and registers another bank account. Than user place a request to 
transfer money to that account. Bank transfer the amount of completes the transaction in a short period of time if 
another account is in the same bank. Otherwise transaction request is forward to an ACH (Automated Clearing 
House) to transfer that amount to another account. It may be take 24 hours to register another account. After the 
debit of the amount from the users account, the users are notified of the amount (may be debit or credit) are notified. 

III.   Threats To Electronic payment systems
E-payment is the well known method of paying payments throughout the world. This process involves 

transferring of money from one account to another account as well as from one bank to another bank with just one 
click. Electronic payment system is more accepted because of their easy to use and fast executions. E-payment can 
be possible due to use of internet technology, in which information is moved through networked systems from one 
bank to another bank. Still they also have some serious risk for the users as well as for the financial institutions. Like: 

 Hacking of Account:  Basically hacking is recognizing the weakness of the user’s computer systems or networks 
to gain access to data from the system. Hacking is the technical effort to affect the normal working of systems 
in the network connections and connected systems.

 Identity theft:  Identity theft occurs when fraudsters access sufficient information about someone’s identity 
such as their name, DOB, current addresses to commit identity fraud. It is the most serious crime for the user 
whose information is stolen as well as for the financial institutions.

Fig.2: Threats to Electronic Payment System 

 Phishing: Phishing email direct the user to visit a  website  where they are asked to update user’s personal 
information, such as a password, credit card, bank account numbers. The website is false and will capture and 
steal information that the user enters on the page.

 Spoofing or Website cloning:

 Spoofing is a type of scam where fraudsters try to gain unauthorized access to the user’s system. The main 
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motive of that to access the sensitive information like account number, password etc.

There are several kinds of spoofing including email, caller ID, and uniform resource locator (URL) spoof attacks.

 In Email spoofing (or phishing), dishonest advertisers direct the user to visit a website where user update their 
personal information such as password, credit or debit card number etc. these kind of emails are false and their 
main motive is to steal information that the user enters on the page. 

In a caller ID attack, the spoofer will falsify the phone number he/she is calling from.

 URL spoofing is used by the scammers to gain the information from the user through false website or to install 
virus on the user computer.  These sites are similar to the original site and ask the user to log in. if the user log 
in these kind of sites, scammer could get the user’s personal information and can be easily log in to the original 
site and full fill their motive.

 Lottery frauds: One will receive scam emails informing of winning a substantial amount of money in a lottery 
draw. When the receiver reply’s, the sender then asks for bank account details and other personal information 
so they can transfer the money. These emails are fake and may ask to pay a handling feel that will lead to loss of 
money and your personal information which may be used in other fraud.

IV.   Solutions To Electronic payment systems
Security is the primary concerns for those customers who are using the E-Commerce sites because these sites 

handle payment system with electronic mode like net banking, with debit or credit cards or other application like 
Paytm, PayPal etc.

The top payment security measures are: 

A. The Encryption Approach: 

Encryption is a method through which converting of plain text or data into cipher text so that the transmitted 
information through medium cannot be accessed by anyone rather than the recipient and the correspondent. The 
main motive of encryption is:

• Enhances the security of a message or data. 
• To guard information or data when it move in transmission medium.

There are two basic types of encryption methods like Public Key and Symmetric Key Encryption

In Public Key Encryption two mathematically correlated digital keys are used to encrypt and decrypt of data 
which are a private key and a public key, while in Symmetric Key Encryption, both the recipient and the correspondent 
use identical keys to encrypt and decrypt the information or data.

B. Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

SSL or Secure socket layer is developed by Netscape Communications Corporation. This model is used 
by E-Commerce sites for the electronic payment. It implements data encryption, user authentication, server 
authentication, and message integrity for TCP/IP connections.

Secure Socket Layer meets the following security provisions −

• Encryption
• Authentication
• Non-reputability
• Integrity

HTTP URLs which are without SSL are using the “http:/” while HTTP URLs with SSL, “https://” is applied.

Electronic Payment Systems: Threats and Solutions 
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C. Secure Hypertext Transfer Protocol (S-HTTP)

S-HTTP (Secure HTTP) is an extension to the Hypertext Transfer Protocol that allows the secure exchange of 
files or data on the World Wide Web. Each S-HTTP file is either in encrypted format, contains a digital certificate, 
or both.

D. Digital Signature

A digital signature is an encrypted message used to authenticate the validity of a digital document or message. 
They are used when authenticity of the data or information play the important role such as in financial transactions.

Fig.3: Solutions to Electronic Payment System 

Basically a Digital signature is an encrypted message with a unique private key used for the verification of data 
or information. The digital signature is associated with  data in such a  manner, when data is altered , the digital 
signature is automatically invalidated the document.

V.   Literature Review
Lina Fernandes said that with the development of e-payment options, the number of online shoppers and 

merchants has increased. E-Payment provided fast, reasonably safe and relatively low cost operations for e-business. 
Frauds cases are raised because all the financial data become digitized. 

According to Karamjeet Kaur and Dr. Ashutosh Pathak, Electronic Payments give greater freedom to users 
in paying their taxes, licenses, fees, fines and purchases at unconventional locations and at whichever time of the 
day, 365 days of the year. Success of e-commerce payment systems depends on user’s preferences, simplicity of use, 
cost, authorization, security, authentication, non-refutability, accessibility and reliability and anonymity and public 
policy.

Zlatko Bezhovski said that as the smart phones has replaced a several things in users  daily lives like an alarm 
clock, watch, music player, and tape recorder it seems that cash and wallets are soon to be added to this list. Payment 
methods have been through a series of evolutions from cash to checks, to debit cards and credit cards, and now to 
ecommerce and mobile banking.

According to Mamta, Prof. Hariom Tyagi  and Dr. Abhishek Shukla, Electronic payment mode does not 
include physical cash or cheques but it includes debit card, credit card, smart card, e-wallet etc. E-commerce is 
the main reason for the development of on–line payment methods. It is beneficial for both, users and for service 
providers to increase national competitiveness in the long run. The successful of electronic payment systems depends 
on how the security and privacy dimensions perceived by user’s  as well as sellers are popularly managed , in turn 
would improve the market confidence in the system.
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VI.   Data Interpretation

Fig.4: Comfort Level with New Technology

By looking at the above graph we can say that people today are highly comfortable with the new technology.

Fig.5: Electronic Payment Method suits you most

As per the above data we can say that 54% of the people are using debit cards for their day to day transactions. 
Credit card is used by only 22% of the people.

Fig.6:Reason for Electronic Payment System Adoption

* According to the above data we can say that most of the people are using electronic payment systems for 
their convenience. The reason for using is that electronic payment systems are saving their time.

Electronic Payment Systems: Threats and Solutions 
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Fig.7: Preferred Payment Mode for Various Services

As per the above data we can say that debit card is being used by the people for paying bills at the restaurants, 
purchasing items from grocery market and for purchasing of movie tickets etc. For rest of the services such as paying 
cab fare, paying for fuel etc cash remains the preferred payment mode over any other electronic payment system.

Fig.8: Biggest Concern for regarding Electronic Payment System

From the above data we can say that 72% people have security as their major concern regarding electronic 
payment system modes. 42% people have concern regarding fraudulent transactions.

VII.   Observations and Findings
• Majority of the people are comfortable with the usage of new technology.
• Debit card followed by Credit card are the most widely used by the people for making their online transactions.
• People have adopted electronic payment systems for their convenience and to save their time.
• Debit cards are widely used in services like paying restaurant or café bills, booking movie tickets and purchasing 

commodities from the retail store.
• People are still preferring to pay in cash for services like taxi or cab fare, filling motor fuel and paying to a friend.
• Security remains the biggest concern in the electronic payment systems.
• People now-a-days are highly concerned about privacy, confidentiality or proof of identity over the internet.
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VIII.   Conclusion
This paper first has provided an overview of electronic payment systems which began with the introduction for 

the same and then gave a brief description about the various types of electronic payment systems. It then provided 
the description about various threats to electronic payment systems and the solutions for them. It further discussed 
the study where people gave some thoughts on the electronic payment systems. According to responses people have 
adopted electronic payment systems for their convenience and to save their time. Also debit cards are widely used in 
services like paying restaurant or café bills, booking movie tickets and purchasing commodities from the retail store.
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Abstract—In current scenario, road accidents have become quite common. Over 1500 road crash cases have been filed every 
day all over India.  Accident investigations will be undertaken by both police and explorers in these crime scenes to deduct 
the main cause and fault in the accident. In our current practice the investigators generally uses manual statement given by 
public or sometimes photos if available in estimating the fault in a road accident. By these test cases does not gives accurate 
result in determining the fault. The idea is to find the fault in an accident scene by making use of various sensors followed 
by deep learning algorithms to give an accurate result. This method eliminates various chaos and confusions that arises in 
deducting the fault. This method helps investigators to predict the fault and cause for the accident with a great speed and 
accuracy.

Keywords—Faul; deep learning; speed; accuracy; pro prediction algorithm.

 I.   Introduction
In India, on an average of 1.4 million serious road accidents or collision occurs, out of which only 0.4 million 

are recorded. Many cases are left unsolved due to various chaos and confusion during the crime scene. Further, 60 
percent of the collision cases are not scientifically investigated because the real cause and the consequence are not 
known exactly. Since these cases are left unsolved, the police fail to take remedial measures and punishments. In many 
socio economic conditions, the larger sized vehicles are declared as culprits without any proper investigation. Even 
though the fault is not their side, they are made to pay penalty for various cases. On a car crash, the vehicle’s owners 
will create a great problem which may lead to traffic jam. Police and investigators finds no time in investigating 
petty road accident cases. They give their judgement based on what they hear from other people who have seen 
the accident. Thus to eliminate all these problems accelerator sensor, ultrasonic sensor and motion sensor are used 
in detecting the fault in an accident. The various details from these sensors combined with the Deep Learning 
algorithm helps is deducting the culprit in a road accident. 

II.   Literature Survey
To investigate about various crime scenes IRTE has taken an initiative in setting up CIRC (Collision Investigation 

& Research Cell). This CIRC was setup at Delhi and it extends its service by offering training to Police Training 
Schools, Colleges. CIRC provides excellent training to Police personnel which make them a complete collision 
investigator. Many landmark cases have been undertaken by AIRC in collision investigation and reconstruction 
project across India.

Let’s have a journey through the most popular Machine Learning [4] algorithms and techniques practiced 
in the implementation of Deep Learning. These algorithms can be broadly classified into Supervised Learning, 
Unsupervised Learning and Semi-supervised Learning. They are mainly built based on more complex neural 
networks [1] and mostly they follow semi-supervised learning problems where very little labelled data are held by 
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large datasets. There is no doubt that the artificial intelligence/ machine learning/ deep learning are gaining more 
popularity in past couple of years. Now let us discuss various Deep learning and Machine learning algorithms that 
are used in the detection and dysfunction model of landmines in detail. Now let us discuss various Deep learning 
[3] and Machine learning algorithms available. Machine learning [5] depends intensely on information. It’s the most 
significant viewpoint that makes calculation preparing conceivable and furthermore clarifies fame of the machine 
learning as of late. Be that as it may, paying little mind to our genuine terabytes of data and information science 
aptitude, on the off chance that we can’t understand information records, a machine will be almost futile or maybe 
even unsafe.

The biggest and hectic problem in a road accident is to deduct on whom the fault is. In a road accident when 
two or more vehicles crash, it is difficult to detect on whom the fault is on. Normally the police and investigators 
use their investigation techniques in detecting on who the fault is. The investigators who are insurance firm take 
various analyses in detecting the fault. This mass investigation happens only for big accidents. In case of small petty 
accidents, police do no investigate much in deducting the fault. They just give their result based on what they hear 
from people who have seen the accident. The decision made by the police may not be accurate, since a conclusion is 
brought only based on estimation from the people. In some cases, no police or investigators comes to the accident 
spot and the car owner’s just fights in the road after a crash. In some foreign countries GPS are used in tracking the 
position of the road accident, but it does gives any solution to the chaos and confusions that arises in an accident 
spot. These are some of the drawbacks in the existing system to detect on who the fault is during a road accident.

Fig. 1 Test cases 

The different test cases are given in the figure 1. In the above case it is normally difficult to determine on who 
the fault is. The people on roadside cannot exactly predict the fault for this crash. As a result the car owners begin to 
fight among themselves without analyzing on who the fault is. In such cases the current prediction algorithm does 
not gives the exact solution on which the fault is. These cases left un-examined as they were not brought to a clear 
conclusion.  The development [6] of science and technology is abruptly spreading in all the sectors nevertheless the 
defence force failed to use the new innovations around the globe.

III.   System Architecture
The idea is to use sensors in detecting the fault on an individual during an accident. The idea proposed makes 

the investigation and detection process quite interesting by making use of sensors and GPS for detecting the fault. 
The various sensors used for this detection and analyzing process includes accelerator sensor, speed sensor, motion 
sensor and gear sensor. These sensors play an active and important role in detecting the fault during a road accident. 
These sensors are collected and fixed in a box (similar to black box used in aeroplane).The accelerator, speed and 
motion sensors are connected to the raspberry pi and this detects the acceleration, speed of the car and its motion 
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respectively. These sensors combined with raspberry pi are placed inside the car. The main advantage of this session 
is that, all the readings collected by the sensors can be viewed and monitored from an external place. Each reading 
noted from these sensors is placed in database for future reference. The database holds the various readings along 
with the unique id of each vehicle. This unique id acts as a key and helps the investigators to detect the fault in each 
accident cases. The police or the investigators have to enter this unique id in the computer system and the system in 
turn gives various reading it holds. GPS is also connected to raspberry pi which helps in determining the location of 
the car. This database setup also exists inside the raspberry pi and this makes it more reliable. To avoid the storage 
problems that arises in database, this database gets automatically erased at the end of each day and hence it paves 
a way towards memory management. In case if the police or the investigators has to store important details about 
a case then the police can store the reading details in a storage for later use. Thus the database can be managed 
effectively and the needed values from the database can be stored for later use. The police cannot lookup for a data 
after 24hrs from the entry time. In case if they need a data that is lost or crossed beyond the time limit, then they can 
use the buffer database which holds some important details regarding an accident. Whenever an accident take place, 
the police has to enter the time at which the accident took place. The time entered by the police or the investigator 
need not to be too accurate. The time can vary a little and the controller modifies the result based on the approximate 
input. On verifying various details collected by the sensors, the proposed algorithm accurately determines if the fault 
is with which car owner. 

Fig. 2 Architecture diagram

The proposed method makes use of multiple numbers of hidden layers in detecting the exact result in this 
detection method. When accident scene happens, the police or the investigators need not depend on other evidences 
for detecting on who the fault is. The police or the investigators have to enter the time at which the accident took 
place. Based on the time, the algorithm predicts the exact person who is responsible for the accident within some 
minutes by making few comparisons with the various data values it collected from the sensor. The sensor reading 
combined with deep learning algorithm helps in the estimation and prediction of fault in an accident scene. This 
eliminates unwanted crowd or traffic when the car owners fights when their cars crash.  The architectural diagram 
is given in the figure 2.

The architecture diagram for the prediction ad detection of fault in an accident scene is mentioned above. 
Initially all the sensors such as motion sensor, ultrasonic sensor, acceleration sensor and GPS are connected with 
Raspberry pi. Further a database to hold all the sensor details is also attached to the Raspberry pi for retrieving for 
later usage. The database attached to Raspberry pi is refreshed frequently, such as after 24hrs from each reading. 
Based on the motion of the car, the sensors attached to the Raspberry pi sense the motion, speed and acceleration of 
the car and transfer these details frequently in a temporary database. This eliminates the need of additional memory 
for the datasets. The unique car id is also mentioned in the database attached to the Raspberry pi. Based on the time 
of the accident the Pro Prediction algorithm which has the features [2] of Deep Learning algorithm is used in the 
prediction and detection method. Based on multiple hidden layer analysis, this algorithm exactly predicts the exact 
unique id of the car that is responsible for the accident. This sensor details and other details derived regarding the 
crime scene can be stored and then retrieved for later use. Thus multiple hidden layer technique using Pro Prediction 
Algorithm is used in the prediction and detection of fault in an accident scene. The output of the Pro Prediction 
Algorithm is accurate and the user can derive the output in a simple and effective manner. The database and the 
result prediction method are maintained effectively in order to avoid loss of important data about accident scenes.
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IV.   Pro Prediction Algorithm
The algorithm proposed used in detecting the fault is pro prediction algorithm. This algorithm has some 

flavours of ensemble learning technique in the prediction of fault. The algorithm performs continuous looping of 
the information to predict the exact solution. When the police or the investigators enter the time of accident, the 
algorithm sets the accident time as the initial time. The various details collected by the accelerator, motion and speed 
sensor is passed to various hidden layers and the output of each layer is passed recursively as input, until the motion 
of the car is terminated. The timer is incremented automatically at the end of each iteration until the motion of the 
car stops. This recursive processing of collected details helps the pro prediction algorithm in determining the faults. 

In Pro Prediction algorithm, 

 X1 – input sensed by Acceleration sensor
 X2 – input sensed by Speed sensor
 X3 – input sensed by Motion sensor
 X4 – input sensed by Gear sensor

these inputs from various sensors are passed to multiple hidden layers. After making multiple comparisons 
with all the test data available, output samples are produced at the end of each iteration .i.e) at the end of one sec. 
These data values that are collected at the end of each second is passed back to the input layer for future comparison, 
by incrementing the timer counter. This process keeps on repeating till the motion of the motor stops. This multi-
layered recursive process is used in estimating and predicting the exact person who is responsible for the accident. 

Fig. 3 Pro prediction algorithm
To estimate the time duration in predicting the fault,

where, 
          k is constant
          t0 is starting time 
          tn is ending time
Execution formula for hidden layers,

where, 
     k is time taken
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     x is inputs sensed by sensors
     i is sensor type
     j is time in sec
Result of output at each iteration,

  ---------- (5)
Where,
    H is the result from hidden layer
    H0 is normal motion of the vehicle.

for every iterations, hi is the output from hidden layer. This value of hi is compared with original value by using 
the above formula. This output is given as an input to the decision tree which makes the prediction process easy.
The formula used for analysing high information gain is given by,

A. Discussion

The current technology combined with little innovation replaces one of the hectic problems in our society. 
This work can be further extended in providing road safety. In future the fault prediction system can be attached to 
each car. This technique eliminates the need of police or investigators during an accident. The car owners need not 
depend on anyone in detecting the fault and they can use their fault detection box fitted in their car to detect the 
fault. Further GPS control and monitoring can be enabled, which helps in estimating on whom the fault is. These 
simple and innovative techniques combined with deep learning algorithm helps in detecting the fault detecting issue 
in an accident.

V.   Conclusion
It is sure that the above mentioned technology brings a great change in the society. Traffic jams in a road crash 

can be eliminated as the fault is predicted immediately. The entire cost and estimation for implementing this system 
is low and it gives a perfect result with great accuracy. The accident spot can be brought back into normal, as the 
police and investigators detects the fault quickly and easily using this technique. The above mentioned technology 
acts as a great platform in building up new innovations in the field of technology.
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Abstract—Today the concept of ‘Cloud Computing’ has appeared as dawn to the old system of computing which was often 
cumbersome. The present computing system which is cloud computing provides its users the ubiquitous access to its vari-
ous services such as Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) which are 
ruling over the IT business sector. This makes the fact quite obvious that all information, i.e., sensitive or general is available 
over the internet and could be breached amidst the increasing number of hackers which is a threat to our data privacy.Now 
and then the amendments in the security system of the cloud is proposed, and suggestions regarding the services of the 
cloud is being made which ultimately leads to the betterment of the Cloud Computing mechanism. The motive of this paper 
is to review the 3 main structures of cloud computing namely SaaS, PaaS and IaaS with their limitations and highlighting the 
role of Third Party Auditor(TPA), its key concepts in data security and will also study some encryption techniques regarding 
security. 

Keywords —cloud computing; TPA; SaaS; PaaS; IaaS

I.   Introduction 
       This Cloud Computing is an archetype or classic exemplar that enables ubiquitous access to the computing 

services which are Software as a Service, Platform as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service over the cloud 
profoundly known as the internet. This cloud acts as a host to the outlying computer system providing them with 
the benefits of computing at cheaper rates as compared to the expense of a setup. Therefore, giving its users the 
benefits like shared datacentres, automatic upgrades, security, and performance. This setup can be further classified 
into the Public, Private and Hybrid cloud where, the Public Cloud offers application and hardware infrastructure 
provided the presence of the internet and are easily accessible to the general public. Also, they may not always be 
free of cost.The Private Cloud is made for the appliance of a single organization which consolidates a large segment 
of IT infrastructure in a virtualized manner. On the other hand, the Hybrid Clouds incorporate advantages from 
both Private and Public providers. The types of clouds discussed above are comprised of the cloud services according 
to its client’s use. The main cloud services are SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS which is the backbone of Cloud Computing. 
Talking about security, according to the Cloud Security Alliance(CSA), Hardware Failure, Data Breaching, Insecure 
Interfaces, and APIs are the top-level threat to the Cloud Computing. For problems like this, a data auditing scheme 
has been proposed in Cloud Computing which is the Third-Party Auditor(TPA), an entity that ensures the data 
confidentiality.

Also, we will study some encryption techniques that are used to keep the data authentic. Every service and 
security technique one of its kind that comes with its drawbacks which will be reviewed ahead. 

Now for a setup, so large and widely used today needs data integrity and confidentiality where the role of data 
encryption and TPA comes into play.

II.   Literature Review
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     The first citation to “The Cloud” emerged in the early 1990sfrom a telephone industry when Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) service was first proffered. The VPN put an end to the use of the wired medium for transmission 
of data between the provider and the user, and a virtual private network was created for the data transmission. As 
the Cloud Computing is coming into wide use via general public, its security towards data is becoming the major 
perturb. Hence some efficient and cinch measures are required to be executed.

Wang et al. [1] recommended making use of a public key based ‘Homomorphic Linear Authenticator’ (HLA) 
with random masking technique for data auditing. In other terms, this process is privacy safeguarding public auditing 
procedure that uses an independent TPA. But this technique is a peril to present counterfeit like a message attack 
from a hostile virtual server or an outside attacker. 

For a further solution to this problem, Wang et al. [2] proffered a newly designed system which was more reliable 
than the protocol recommended before. It was ‘Public Auditing Scheme’(PAS) with ‘Third-Party Auditor’(TPA), 
which performs data auditing instead of users. It makes use of HLA which is designed from ‘Boneh-Lynn-Shacham 
short signature’ or BLS signatures in simpler terms and uses random masking for data hiding.

Whereas Tejaswini, K. Sunitha, and S. K. Prashanth [3] achieved the integrity of data by making use of a Merkle 
hash tree by Third-Party Auditor and the confidentiality of data was achieved using ‘Rivest-Shamir-Adleman’(RSA) 
based cryptography algorithm which is asymmetric. 

Swapnali More, Sangita Chaudhari [4] proposed a scheme consisting of three basic entities namely 
‘Advanced Encryption Standard’(AES)-algorithm for data encryption and generating a secure Hash Algorithm’(SHA-2) 
value for each block of the file, concatenating the hashes and generating RSA signature for it.

Earlier in 1999, ‘Paillier Homomorphic Cryptography system’(PHC) [8] was introduced as a security measure 
that allows computation on ciphertexts. The process of encryption includes: 

* Key Generation: Here private and public keys are generated for encryption and decryption respectively. 
* Encryption: In this, the public key encrypts the plaintext using PHC. 
* Decryption: The data secured is decrypted using the private keys via PHC.

Basta and Halton (2007) [12] suggested that with the root access to the computer system to change the ‘Address 
Resolution Protocol’(ARP) table can avoid the ‘Address Resolution Protocol’ spoofing and emphasized on the use 
of a dynamic ARP over the static ARP. This was an encrypted protocol technique that avoided both the ‘Internet 
Protocol’(IP) and ARP spoofing. The ‘Address Resolution Protocol’ is used by the ‘Internet Protocol’ and is used to 
discover the link layer address which is associated with the given network layer address which is an IPv4 address.

Ateniese et al.  in his paper proposed a ‘Provable Data Possession’(PDP) model. This model provided public 
verifiability in which the outsourced data was audited using ‘Rivest-Shamir-Adleman’(RSA) based homomorphic 
tags. However, shortly Ateniese et al.  introduced a dynamic PDP model version which lacked the feature of block 
insertions, i.e., it had limited functionality. [13]

After the ‘Provable Data Possession’(PDP) model another model ‘Proof of Retrievability’(POR) came into 
existence. The ‘Proof of Retrievability’(POR) model was proposed by Juels et al. in the year 2007. In this model, the 
data file ‘F’is segmented into blocks and encrypted using an error-correcting code. After encryption, the sentinels are 
embedded into the encoded data file ‘F’. The sentinel is a bunch of randomly-valued check blocks.

Wang et al. in 2012 came up with the integrity auditing mechanism which incorporated a distributed erasure 
coded data and homomorphic tokens to overcome the problems over cloud like a byzantine failure. [14]

Lillibridgeet al. in the year 2003 proposed a Peer2Peer backup scheme which made the use of an (m, k)-erasure 
code. In this algorithm, the file block was dispersed as m+k peers. In the proposed scheme the data loss from free-
riding peers was detected.

In the year 2009 a fully homomorphic technique was developed by IBM which allowed the data being processed 
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without the data being decrypted. In this scheme, the data was generated via ‘Decentralized Information Flow 
Control’ (DIFC) and differential privacy protection technology.

The above discussed are some measures that were proposed in order to make the Cloud Computing more secure 
and safe for data storage and its protection. Figure 1 represents the overall security architecture of Cloud Computing.

Talking about the services provided by the cloud to its client. Youseff et al. were among the first to understand 
the approach of Cloud Computing and its components. The Cloud Computing services offer vast advantages over 
grid or traditional computing. The advantages are as follows:

* Minimal Capital Expense (CapEx) 
* High approachability 
* Massive extensibility 
* Alacrity
* Tremendous resilience capability [5]

Among the three basic services, SaaS is effectively expanding in the market which was specified in the recent 
reports that predict ongoing double-digit growth [6]. Whereas IaaS and PaaS, have stooped down in recent months 
and will continue to do so says the report provided by ZDNet. [7]

Fig. 1. Security architecture of cloud computing

III.   Objective
      Cloud Computing is synonymous with the term ‘utility computing’ as both provides its client the computing 

resources. Nowadays people and the industry both are switching over to the cloud and adapting this new technology. 
The extensive use of this technology is gradually creating a menace for the data breaching and data storage. Therefore, 
making the cloud security an utmost priority.   

The purpose of this paper will be to view the three basic cloud services and listing out their limitations respectively. 
Further highlighting the role of Third Party Auditor(TPA) in data security and the advancements regarding security. 
Section IV of the paper is bifurcated into three parts. The first part deals with the cloud services; the second part is 
the review of TPA and the third section we will study the encryption techniques that helps to keep data locked and 
secured. We believe our paper will aptly review the present computing system and some encryption algorithms that 
keep the data authentic and secure.
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IV.   Methodology
     This section presents the view on the three basic services of Cloud Computing and the role of Third-Party 

Auditor (TPA) insecurity. We will also present some counsel on circumstances where particular services of Cloud 
Computing are not the ultimate choice for an organization. Figure 2 represents the examples of the cloud services.

A. The services offered by Cloud Computing are as follows:

• Cloud Software as a service (SaaS): This service provides its end users the capability to use the tool or software 
which are executed by cloud organization. These software’s are accessible over the internet, and the software 
provided to the user is managed from a central location which is there in the cloud somewhere. Hence, 
abandoning the maintenance cost to the user. ‘Application Programming Interfaces’ (APIs) allow for unification 
amongst the distinct sections of the software. Also, the software provided is licensed on a subscription basis.
Majorly SaaS is based on multitenant architecture. Other than that, it uses a mechanism of virtualization. There 
are two main varieties of SaaS:

• Horizontal: It offers a solution for a specific industry like software for healthcare, finance, real estate, etc.
• Vertical: It offers the products which target on a software class such as marketing, sales, developer tools, etc. 

Vertical SaaS is industry agonistic.

        Limitations of SaaS: 

• Not suitable for the applications where a very high action of real-time data is required.
• Not suitable for the applications where enactment or other statutes that do not permit of data being propertied 

externally.
• Not suitable for the applications where a current shrink-wrap solution meets all the organization’s needs.
• Cloud Platform as a service (PaaS): This utility gives its client the potential to create web applications externally. 

So, the difficulty of buying and sustaining the infrastructure underneath is reduced to a greater extend. In 
simpler terms, this service gives its end user the authority to develop the software without complexities. In 
this, the client has no containment over the different organization but has containment over the extended 
applications. There are four varieties of PaaS:

• Communications Platform as a Service(CPaaS): It enables the developers to add real-time communication 
features without needing to build a backend infrastructure and interface.

• Mobile Platform as a Service(MPaaS): It supplies and supports the potential for mobile app designers and 
developers to create a mobile friendly application.

• Open PaaS: It allows the PaaS provider to run the application in an open source environment.
• PaaS for Rapid Development: It is an emerging trend for organization’s public cloud platform for rapid 

development.

 Limitations of PaaS 

• There is no control of user over the virtual machine or data processing.
• Possibly there is no control over the platform that depends upon cloud provider.
• There is a possibility of other users running different websites on the same IIS platform as the cloud is said to 

be a shared platform.
• Management of the platform can be tedious and sluggish.
• Cloud Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): This service provides the user with OS, network, servers, data center 

all the infrastructural setup required in the form of the virtual machine over the internet.It offers additional 
resources such as firewalls, virtual local area networks(VLANs), raw block storage, etc.
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        Limitations of IaaS:

• The user of service must lease a tangible resource. Thus, making this service most expensive.
• The user of this service is responsible for the backups.
• The user is responsible for all aspects of virtual machine management.
• The user has no control over the geographical location of the virtual machine.

Fig. 2. Examples of cloud services

B. Third Party Auditor (TPA)

 The job of the Third-Party Auditor for data auditing in Cloud Computing is to ensure the security of user’s data 
and its storage. Auditing can be defined as authentication of user data which can either be done by data owner 
or by the TPA.

The auditing role is categorized into two: 

• Private auditability: Only the owner of the data can test the righteousness of the data stored. Authorities of 
questioning the server about data are forbidden to other person or party. Therefore, increasing the verification 
aloft by the user. 

• Public auditability: It allows anyone to question the server and performs data verification check with the help 
of Third-Party Auditor which acts instead of the client.

The benefit of Third-Party Auditor is that it has all the obligatory proficiency, ability, understanding and 
professional skills which are necessary for the verification of the probity of data further reducing the overhead of the 
client. The cloud environment consists of three network entities: 

• The Client 
• Cloud Service provider (CSP)
• Third-Party Auditor. (TPA)

Figure 3 represents the three networks and how they are interlinked with each other.

The client stores the data provided by the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) over the cloud server. TPA frequently 
verifies the virtue of data in order and informs the client for the fault or variations in their respective data.
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Fig. 3. Cloud data storage architecture

Table I:  Amendments made in TPA in recent years

Year Method introduced
2007-2008 TPA was introduced as a security measure 

2010 Homomorphic linear authenticator with the random 
masking technique

2011 Homomorphic linear authenticator(HLA) + BLS 
Signature + Merkle Hash Tree(MHT)

2012 Homomorphic tokens + Erasure code 
2013 Hash Message Authentication Code 
2014 Homomorphic linear authenticator with random 

masking technique+ AES algorithm
2016 AES algorithm + SHA-2 hash value + RSA signature

C. Some encryption techniques that help in data security

 Encryption of data is the primary way of securing the data. Here are some various techniques that can help in 
keeping the data integrity.

• Attribute-based encryption algorithm: It is a public key encryption technique in which the ciphertext and a 
secret key of the user are contingent upon the attributes. The decryption occurs only if the user’s key matches 
with the attribute of the ciphertext.

• Asymmetric key approach:  In this, there are two asymmetric key algorithms.
* The encryption key is also known as a public key which is unique to every user.
*  The decryption key is also known as the private key is kept as a secret. For decryption of data, the public 

key sends the encrypted message to the private key owner.
• Secure Socket Layer (SSL): It operates upon the transport layer and the network layer in the computing system 

and consist of two sub-protocols ‘handshake’ and ‘record protocol.’ In the handshake protocol process, the 
server presents its digital certificate for his integrity to the client. This authentication process of the server uses 
public key encryption to check whether the server is true or not. Once, the authentication process is done the 
server is verified a cipher setting and a shared key is established between the client and server that encrypts the 
data.

• Public Key Cryptographic technique: It is a type of asymmetric cryptography technique which comprises of 
two processes namely ‘public key encryption’ and ‘digital signature’. In the public key encryption, the data is 
encrypted with a recipient’s public key. It is used to establish confidentiality of data. The digital signature is a 
verification process which proves that the sender has access to the private key which concludes that the person 
is associated with the public key. It also signifies that the message has not tampered.
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V.   Conclusion and Future Scope
In this paper, we have presented an overview of the cloud services along with its limitations and looked over 

the role of TPA and some encryption techniques used in data security which is the main concern for the cloud 
computing.

Now and then the development in the model of TPA is coming into existence. In future, we look forward to 
reviewing some other security measures taken into the command that is used to keep the data secure and authentic 
and will look forward to presenting some future aided research in this area.
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Abstract—Who guards the guardians? Do the unit tests cover all source code? Lines? Branches?  Paths? Do the unit tests 
test the right things? But Mutation testing tests the tests! Today Mutation testing has turned in to a challenge for software 
testers. One of the real wellsprings of computational cost in Mutation Testing is the exponentially high running cost in exe-
cuting the large number of mutants against the test set. Typically extensive number of mutants that are generated has hin-
dered the software industry at large from applying it at testing phase of software development life cycle, thereby forfeiting 
the advantages that can be derived when mutation testing is employed. This paper will explore Various modern tools that 
automate the whole mutation analysis process in JAVA, which can help in generating and running vast number of mutants 
against test cases  and thereby reducing cost and time. These tools when used with JUnit can optimize the whole process 
and add to its efficiency.

Keywords— Mutation testing, mutants, unit testing, automated tools.

I.   Introduction
Though test cases are the instruments which can actually ensure the quality of our code but, how can we say that 

test cases are the best ones, who is there to check the quality of test cases. Because sometimes even if  code coverage 
is 100% then also there are chances that mutation coverage can be low which directly implies that there are still some 
gaps left to be worked on in such situation where quality is crucial there Mutation testing turns up to be  one of the 
best techniques of testing that helps to test the tests! It is a very practical approach.

Fig 1: Mutation Testing Phases
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Basic thought behind it is to alter (transform) code, inject bugs intentionally in a small way and check whether 
the current test set will be able to identify them or not and start rejecting those test suites which fail in detecting and 
rejecting that mutated code. According to researchers Mutation testing is thought to be the hardest test criterion 
for characterizing high-quality test suites [1] [2]. Mutation testing is carried in four stages as exhibited in Figure 1. 
Today there are numerous tools available for automating the whole process. Every tool has its own cost, effectiveness 
and limitations. Five such open source tools ment for JAVA are discussed in section V of this paper but for the 
purpose of writing and running tests automatically they need to use unit testing open source tool   JUnit [3].

II.   Review of Literature
After doing the literature review of 35 papers, observations were collected as a word cloud, and word frequency 

plot in Figure 3 using R software. Which shows that there has been considerable curiosity of researchers in using 
mutation testing technique and finding various ways to reduce mutants, in order to make the execution fast where 
in mutant score is regarded as an important aspect? Mutation score is a sort of quantitative test quality estimation 
that helps to identify the effectiveness of mutation testing [26].There are many tools to automate the process , some  
exceptionally good mutation testing tools for Java platform are discussed in further sections.

Fig. 2: Word cloud of Mostly frequently used words. Fig. 3: Word Frequency Plot

III.   JUnit
JUnit is open source tool. It can be integrated with JAVA IDE. It can generate test-classes, test-suits, provides test-

coverage report. Generating test code and running manually is difficult and time consuming, to achieve automation 
and integrity we need some automated test case generation tools like JUnit. The aim of tester is to always write 
composing testing code which is less demanding and more viable. One approach to do this is to utilize a tool that 
automates running and generation of tests. A case of such a structure is JUnit [4]. It is an open source Unit Testing 
Framework for JAVA. When you are finished with code, you ought to execute all tests, and it should pass. Each time 
any code is included, you have to re-execute all experiments and ensure nothing is broken. It discovers bugs ahead 
of schedule in the code, which makes our code more reliable. You grow more meaningful, dependable and reliable, 
bug free code which ultimately helps in maintaining quality.

IV.   Mutant Generation
There are two strategies summarized in Figure 4 for generation of mutants.
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Fig. 4: Different ways of Mutant generation

V.   Overview of various Mutation 
testing frameworks for JAVA

Mutation testing becomes expensive for large applications, if automotive mutation testing tools are not used 
[25]. Based upon the above strategies there are many open source mutation testing frameworks available. During 
Literature review it has been observed that considerable amount of practical experiments has been conducted by 
researchers using these tools and that helped us to conclude that every tool has its own list of mutation operators and 
algorithms for optimizing the whole process from generating to reduction of mutants. Every tool has associated pros 
and cons, five best tools are:

A. MuJava

MuJava is work by Ma, Offutt and Kwon [5]. µJava uses mutation operators like class level and method level. The 
class level mutation operators were designed for Java classes by Ma, Kwon and Offutt [6], and were in turn designed 
from a categorization of object-oriented faults by Offutt, Alexander et al. [7]. µJava creates object-oriented mutants 
for Java classes according to 24 operators that are specialized to object-oriented faults. Method level (traditional) 
mutants are based on the selective operator set by Offutt et al. [8]. One mutant are created, µJava permits the tester 
to enter and run tests, and assesses the mutation coverage of the tests [28].In it, tests for the class under test are 
encoded in separate classes that make calls to methods in the class under test [28]. Mutants are made and executed 
automatically. There is no algorithm in it for treating Equivalent mutants. There is a separate description for the class-
level mutation operators and the method-level mutation operators used by µJava in PDF.  

   B. Jester

Jester helps for testing java JUnit tests. It makes changes in the source code, runs the tests and provide reports 
if the tests pass despite the changes to the code. This can indicate missing tests or redundant code. Jester is publicly 
available on a ‘free software’ license [10]. Jester is not very fast as it does not apply any significant algorithms developed 
for mutation testing to speed up the process [11]. Because, its range of mutations are limited offers little advantage 
over code coverage tools so it was found that Jester is inefficient and infeasible for use with large scale  systems, these 
issues encouraged the development of Jumble [11]. Jester tends to runs from command line, runs on source code, 
on all unit tests and on all classes. 
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C. JAVALANCHE

Javalanche is an open source framework focused on mechanization, efficiency, and effectiveness [29]. In 
particular, this tool assesses the impact of individual mutations to effectively weed out equivalent mutants. It blends 
the best techniques from previous frameworks together with new techniques to reach fully automated mutation 
testing [12]. An exclusive feature of JAVALANCHE is that it ranks mutations by their impact on the behaviour 
of pro-gram functions [12]. The more prominent the effect of an undetected change, the lower the probability of 
the transformation being equal (i.e., a false positive) — and the higher the likely- hood of undetected genuine 
imperfections [12]. There are significant   set of optimizations which are incorporated in Javalanche like:-

Selective mutation, taking small set first, disproving jump statements, omitting method calls, using mutant 
schemata , checking coverage data, manipulating byte code directly, executing mutations in parallel and doing 
distributed computing[12].

D. Jumble

Jumble is available as an open source tool [15]. Jumble is a byte code level mutation testing tool for Java 
which makes use of JUnit. It has been intended to work in with large projects. Heuristics have been incorporated 
to speed the checking of mutations, for instance, noting which test fails for each mutation and running this first 
in subsequent mutation checks [17]. Significant effort has been put into ensuring that it can test code which uses 
custom class loading and reflection [17]. This requires careful attention to class path handling and coexistence with 
foreign class-loaders. Jumble is currently used on a continuous basis within an agile programming environment with 
approximately 370,000 lines of Java code under source control [17]. Jumble is being made available as open source 
[16]. Jumble measures the effectiveness of a test suite, so is a natural complement to model-based testing [17]. It runs 
from command line, operates on byte code, runs unit tests on a class, it claims to be faster than jester, reporting and 
documentation scope is better.

E. PIT

PIT is an open source mutation analysis tool [27]. It is built on byte code and in memory, which means that it 
is in fact fast and one does not have to oversee extra versions of your source code [27]. PIT first measures the test 
coverage out of test cases, so only run the test cases that cover the mutated instruction [27]. There for execution 
time tends to be faster. PIT can be executed from command line, with ant, or maven [27]. There are several options 
available, which lets you specify the classes to mutate, the operators to use, the tests to run, the output format (html, 
csv, or xml - default is html), etc.[27]. PIT is easy to implement and use. It has the facility for setting the filters on 
operators and customize it acoordingly.Also after looking into the results by previous researches after using various 
tools.It has been observed that PIT is the better choice for implementing mutation testing. 

F. Judy

It is a tool run on command line. Judy is an execution of the FAMTA Light (fast aspect-oriented mutation 
testing algorithm) approach developed in Java with AspectJ extensions [19].Judy provides high mutation testing 
process performance, advanced mutant generation mechanism, integration with professional expansion able 
environment tools, full automation of mutation testing process and support for the latest versions of Java, enabling 
it to run mutation testing against the most recent Java software systems or components. Judy, like MuJava, supports 
traditional mutation operators [13]. These were initially defined for procedural programs and have been identified 
by Offutt et al. [20] as selective mutation operators. There is support for many operators in addition to selective 
operators  in  Judy like  “UOD, SOR, LOR, COR, and ASR” see Ammann and Offut [21].It also supports mutation 
operators proposed by Ma et al. [22] that can model object-oriented (OO) faults, which are difficult to detect [23]. 
Altogether it offers a good set of mutation operators which actually add to its functionality and hence improvement 
in compared to previous work.
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 VI.   From Junit to Mutation testing

Fig. 5: The Procedure

The Procedure is summarised as follows:

• Build a  Program in JAVA ‘Pg’
• Sequence of mutations (Pg1, Pg2,      Pg3…..Pgx) to be generated with any automated mutation testing framework 

(as mentioned in section V).
• Run the automated tests with JUnit and see them succeed
• If we get killed mutants ‘k’ out of ‘n’ mutants then quality is not good and Go to step 6
• if k=n Quality is perfect enough and Go to step7
• Write more/better tests until k=n and eliminate useless tests 
• Stop

VII.   Comparison of mutant testing frameworks
After going through the various frameworks, following is the comparison summarized:-

Fig. 6: Comparison of various Tools
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VIII.   Conclusion and Future Work:
After studying the various methods for automating the mutation testing process, we came to know that there is 

scope of automation in every framework. But the best suitable with reference to past researches are PIT, Jumble and 
Javalanche.  Check list for choosing the tool is as follows: 

• Mutation testing tool should give the pass or fail status of each mutant against each test (kill matrix). 
•  Mutation testing tool should be able to work in command line access as per the requirement of any project
• Tool selected must be configurable; flexible should provide a reporting system.
• If you practice a good and strict Test driven development, every part of your code will be justified and effective; 

so mutation tests suite will always be green.

As far as future work is concerned there is scope of improvement in mutation testing framework by using 
cloud based testing framework. Some research has already been initiated in this direction like “Hadoop Mutator; 
a cloud-based mutation testing framework that reuses the MapReduce programming model in order to speed up 
the generation and testing of mutants.”[24].Machine learning approach can be used into mutation testing model for 
analysing the pattern of mutants .Parallel execution can further make it optimized. Also there is substantial need for 
dealing with Equivalent mutants.
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Abstract— In India, fraudulent practices have led to increased loss and collapse of the financial sector. These financial services sec-
tor functions as formal and informal institutions that assists the surplus funds flow in the economy to deficit spenders. The former 
comprises national pension scheme (NPS) fund, insurance companies, mutual funds, specialized foreign institutional investors (spe-
cialized FII), Urban Co-operative Banks (UCBs), scheduled commercial banks (SCBs), non-banking financial companies (NBFCs), 
Regional Rural banks (RRBs) and other smaller financial entities. The latter comprises of NGOs assisting self-help groups (SHGs), 
loan brokers, share brokers and traders, pawnbrokers, etc. As financial transactions progressively become technology-driven, they 
look to have turned into the weapon of choice when it comes to fraudsters. With the advancement in technologies, frauds have taken 
the modality and shapes of planned crime, deploying gradually difficult methods of transaction. This study explores the current sce-
nario of financial institutions and the current techniques foll owed by financial institutions to detect and prevent fraudulent practices 
and its merits and demerits. It also explores the application of Business Intelligence to overcome the demerits of the existing fraud 
control techniques.
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 I.   Introduction
India has a varied financial sector undergoing rapiddevelopment, both in terms of strong enlargement of existing financial 

services companies and new organizations entering the market.  The banking controller has permitted new entities such as 
payments, banks to be formed recently thereby adding to the types of entities working in the sector. However, the financial 
division located in India is primarily a banking system with commercial banks considered for more than 64% of the total 
resources held by the economic system. The Government of India has established numerous reforms to ease up, control and 
improve this finance industry [2].

Banks are the Engines that power the operations within the monetary sector, money markets and development of an 
economy. With the quickly emerging banking sector in India, frauds in banks are additionally rising very rapid, and the fraudsters 
have adopted utilizing state-of-the-art approaches. Financial services sectors are well attentive of the pessimistic impact of 
fraud. Even in the industry-average stage, fraud damages an institution’s status, customer loyalty, shareholder assurance and the 
bottom line. But still the most well-known financial institutions face some formidable challenges in this field [5].

To analyze the fraudulent effects, consider the following statistics, As per the CIBIL data, in India there was 17,000 
defaulters with loan repayment of Rs. 2,65,908 crore still September 2017.It is only the 32% of total defaults recorded by the 
banks during this period, revealing that loan on which there have been a default of over Rs.572, 000 crores are still in various 
stages of resolution.

Every year the bank releases its annual report with total outstanding payment as the Non-performing Assets (NPA). The 
Bank usually classifies the loan as nonperforming later than 90 days of non-payment of interest or principal, which happen 
during the term of the loan or for breakdown to pay principal due at maturity. Based on that, SBI leads the top position with 
74,649 crore as NPA in the year 2017 (September) and the Canara bank finds the fifth position with 9,386 crore as NPA.
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TABLE I - NUMBER OFDEFAULTERS IN INDIA,

ACCORDING TO CIBIL

B. DEFAULT-

ERS

C. REPAY-

MENTS

D. Sep-

16

F. 218,220

G. Sep-

17

I. 265,908

Source: Times of India

Fig.1: Top 5 banks based on the NPAas of Sep-2017
Source: Times of India

II.   Literature Review
Madan L. BHASIN conducted a survey-based from 2013-14 among 345 bank staffs to identify their views 

regarding the bank frauds and assess the factors that control the quantity of their conformity stage. This study offers 
an open discussion of the behaviors, strategies and knowledge that experts will required to control the frauds in 
banks. In the recent time there is “no silver cartridge for fraud prevention; the two-pointed sword of technology is 
getting sharper, constantly.” The adoption of neural network-based attitude models in real-time have altered the face 
of fraud control throughout the world. Banks that can influence advances in technology and systematic analysis to 
enhance the fraud prevention will minimize the fraud victims. Currently, forensic accounting has entered the public 
eye due to rapid growth in financial frauds or professional crimes [1].

Dr Okonkwo Ikeotuonye Victor in his study explains the banks and controlling authorities have planned and 
permitted internal control actions to verify the practice of bank defaulters in Nigeria. But the efficiency of any internal 
control scheme is reliant on how the system converse with itself and how it is incorporated into the firm’s business 
processes. Using ananalysis method, this work determines how the internal managing systems in the undergrowth 
of the studied banks: Guaranteed Trust Bank and Fidelity Bank have assisted in mitigating or avoiding the fraud in 
Nigerian banks. Among the findings were that: the internal control techniques employed by banks in checking fraud 
have not been very effective; and the branch managers were the leadingcarriers of fraud at the banks [3].

Omondi Erickoyier explains the banking sector is a very essential institution with numerous  internal controls, 
in order to bear the fraudulent activities. The aim of this study was to determine the effects of forensic accounting 
process on fraud recognition and control among business banks in Kenya, the most common type of fraud and to 
set up the major fields of function of forensic accounting process. The data collection instrument used for the study 
was a questionnaire. Results from the study shows that fraud recognition and control, enlarged when a forensic 
accounting process was adopted. The study includes the explanatory research study design and uses a population 
of 47 respondents in 16 commercial banks located in Kenya. The data were examined using the SPSS software. The 
study result indicated that the function of forensic accounting services of banks led to enlarged fraud avoidance in 
the commercial banks and the maximum application was on improving the accuracy of financial study [4].
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Yegoand  Kiprotich John explains that, the  Fraud has become a universal problem that is not set to subside 
in the upcoming. It’s affecting the gains of businesses with troubling effects on the firm’s background. This study 
aims to contribute to the awareness of fraud in a foreign bank with a focal point on Standard Chartered Bank. The 
analysis uses a population of frauds, audits, security and other managers occupied in fraud avoidance to carry out 
a fusion of quantitative and qualitative research based on analysis of 60 respondents. This study includes the three 
study questions which are: The primary Causes of fraud; limitations of Fraud and the approaches employed to limit 
Bank Fraud [5].

III.   Overview of Frauds in Financial Sectors
Frauds generally occurs in a financial sector when defense and technical controls are insufficient, or when they 

are not thoroughlybonded to, thus, making the system susceptible to the fraud carriers. Mostly, it is complex to 
identify thefrauds in advance and even more hard to reserve the offenders due tocomplicated and lengthy legal needs 
and processes. In the panic of damaging the bank’s status, these types of prevalence are mostlyhidden. India ranked 
85 among the 170 countries included in Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index as per 2014.

A. The Common types of Frauds in Indian: Banking Industry:

Fig.2: Frauds in Indian: Banking Industry

B. Global trends in fraud detection and prevention

 Current scenario

Financial institutions are enhancing their procedures, controls and fraud hazard administration frameworks 
to lessen the opportunities for fraud as well as shrink the time taken of their detection. Funding for fraud control 
initiatives, however, continues to compete with other business initiatives and is mostly challenged on a cost–benefit 
basis.

In the digital period, financial offense against banks and additional financial processsectors is increasing 
rapidly. Fraud impediment now entitled as one of the biggest fieldsof concern for the financial sectors, as the usual 
organization loses 5% of revenues to scamevery year.

Fig.3: The banks that have been exposed to scam, Source: Times of India

In the year 2015, fraud victimssuffered by banks and dealers on credit, debit, and prepaid commonuse and 
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private-label payment cards issued Universally reached to $16.31 billion as worldwide card volume sum up to 
$28.844 trillion. In other terms, for every $100 in transaction volume, 5.65$ was counterfeit. Through 2020, card 
fraud globally is likely to rise to $35.54 billion.

From the below figure, In 2018,the banks that have been exposed to risk following Punjab National Bank of $2 
billion fraud case, were UCO ($411.8 million), Allahabad Bank ($366.8 million), Union Bank of India($300 million), 
State bank of India ($212 million).

To reduce these losses,the banks and capital market firms must improve their defenses, which mean upgrading 
the distinct transaction systems and graduallythe fraud finding solutions. The growing sophistication of the fraud 
carriers is directing the banks to cautiously balance the fraud detection and loss mitigation against the level of the 
customer-service experience. Reasons for rise in fraud incidents:

• Absence of supervision by senior management ofdivergence from the available processes 
• Business loads to face the perverse targets
• Requirement of tools to recognizethe possible red flags
• Collaboration among the employees and exteriorgroups.

 Role of regulators:
J. In 2012, the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) declared that it is increasing a Bank Case Infor-

mation System (BCIS) to limit banking frauds. This database contains the names of accused persons, borrow-
ers and public servants compiled from the past records. The RBI has presented a new design to verify the loan 
frauds by means of early alarm signals for banks and declining of accounts where defaulters will have no right 
to use  the further banking finance. It also plans to maintain a Central Fraud Registry that can be acquired by 
all Indian banks. Further, the CBI and Central Economic Intelligence Bureau will ration their databases with 
banks. Likewise, the IRDA is also in the method of setting up an insurance fraud depository to minimize the 
monitoring costs, using modern detection and control systems embedded at the industry level. SEBI is in 
the process of getting its existing BI congregation software, which is employed for identifying the fraudulent 
behavior in the capital markets, upgraded [6].

IV.   Fraud Control Techniques
• Automated Analysis Tools: Today, the industry is increasingly aware of the need for automated analysis 

tools that identify and report fraud attempts in a timely manner. Solution providersare providing real-time 
transaction screening, third-party screening as well as compliance solutions.

• Sector-Oriented Standard Solutions:  Supposed at valuating the fraud susceptibility of monetary associations 
to be had lately. They aid in formulating a unique and fee-mighty action plan in opposition to fraud dangers.

• Data Visualization Tools: These are getting used to furnish a visible representation of complex information 
patterns and outliers to translate multidimensional data into meaningful portraits or graphics.

• Behavioral Analytics: That is helping companies establish enemies disguised as buyers. The information, 
analytics applied by using the institutions to have an understanding of client habits, preferences, and many 
others. Are additionally serving to in picking the fraudulent action each in actual-time and inspection.

• Deep Learning: Internet payment businesses delivering choices in common cash switch ways are using deep 
learning, a brand new technique to desktop finding out and AI that’s excellent at identifying intricate patterns 
and nature of cybercrime and on-line rip-off.

• The internal audit function: This function is being altered to include fraud threat management in its scope. The 
modified technological landscape requires the historical ways of interior auditing to give an approach to new, 
technologically prepared audit services. Annual audit planning may just now not be absolutely mighty and 
bendy audit plans are the need of the hour, as fraud hazard assessments require extensive use of forensic and 
data analytics solutions [7].
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V.   Effectiveness of Fraud Control Techniques
The correct fraud solution could convey high gain across the business, forcing the down costs and risks, 

enhancing customer satisfaction and enabling modernization. To attain this, the new solution must be capable of:

• Improving the information credibility by grouping the dissimilar data sources (including amorphous text such 
as notes fields and call center entries).

• Identify the fraud earlier with real-time incorporation to approved systems and immediate scoring of all 
purchases, expenditure and non-monetary dealings.

• Enhance the behavior monitoring of individuals to identify the fraud and minimize the false positives by 
employing the data across entire customer’s accounts and transactions.

• Expose the hidden relations, identify the clever patterns of actions, prioritize doubtful cases and forecast the 
upcoming risks using modern analytics including complex rule-writing abilities [10].

VI.   Fraud Management System
To successfully battle the fraud, developing financial firms frequently update fraud control systems with new 

policies, statistical methods and obtained knowledge. This practice becomes comfortable and more resourceful with 
centralized systems. Integrated solutions better place the firms to examine operational data and process information 
more competently meet the terms with growing regulatory needs. The companies need to easily access, extort, purify, 
group, load, and handle data for study, including combining the external sources such as social networking sites to 
their internal data. This involves the use of BI concepts in fraud management process to evade the fraud activities 
effectively. Geographic growth, acquisitions, and firms storage make the process of collecting and arranging data 
from dissimilar repositories quite difficult [9].

Integrating these recent analytic methodologies on a single policy enhance the fraud identification and control 
capabilities:

• Out Of Pattern Analysis - Comparing customer movement with peer group activities, and also with the 
customer’s self behavior in the past to discover outlying dealings.

• Linkage Analysis–Detecting the other entities connected with known kinds of fraud, as well as practices 
employed by fraud-linked entities - sometimes using examination of social networking activity - and developing 
strategies to counter these practices.

• Model Development–Developing the fraud-scoring tools and complete statistical analytics to offer the 
quantitative knowledge into feasible fraud activity.

• Rule Development–Generating and applying rules for fundamental business activities to mark strange trends, 
as well as specific rules for particular transactions.

An effective BI, is the mutual intersection of three areas that fraud management also intersects: business, 
analysis and IT/IS. Fraud management is a typical example of an area that belongs to the BI solution with its nature 
and belongs to this intersection. The recommended solution of fraud management includes the BI service that is, the 
Business Intelligence Fraud Management Solution (the BIFMS) has the following benefits:

• It can be efficiently developed by taking into account existing processes and applications.
• It can be done iteratively and tailored to the business (and the financial capabilities) of the company and 

regularly adjusted according to market situation.
• The BIFMS extension can be one of the key components of the entire operational risk management.

The complete fraud management BI solution was given below,

The business Intelligence solution enables the fraud investigators the ability to react rapidly to a potential new 
strategy that affect our card services by alerting us to vital information on a real-time basis. This will let them to 
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respond quickly to opportunities and take a more proactive approach to fraudulent attacks.

Currently, data mining techniques that could forecast the fraud detection has gained significance. Regression 
models and cluster analysis are recent methods in detecting the more sophisticated frauds.DM routines are being 
integrated with specialized fraud identification components for software such as SAS, SPSS and even old audit 
programs such as ACL and IDEA. In recent times, research studies propose the adoption of new models, dedicated 
fraud detection programs in Picalo and other software packages such as EnCase and Forensic Toolkit (FTK) offers 
single function utilities for maintaining fraud forensic [8].

VII.   Conclusion
Frauds will increase as the transaction volume of the business increases. Technology innovation is a plus as 

well as a negative to the organizations as it opens up new ways for fraudster’s analytics to detect the fraud. It plays 
a significant role in identifying fraud in the premature stages and defending the business from heavy risk. To more 
successfully prevent future victims, fraud control systems will have to turn out to be self-learning, and flexible in a 
dynamic environment and developing fraud techniques. As more organizations adopt integrated, automated fraud 
management systems, the potential is there to create a broad consortium of financial institutions that can draw on 
their collective experiences to improve fraud detection across the industry.
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Abstract—A Master Algorithm is a general purpose learner that in principle can extract knowledge from the data. In Layman terms, 
it can analyze, find conclusions and also the solutions from the data provided by the user. As the name “Master Algorithm” suggests, 
there should be a single algorithm for doing all the different tasks and can be used for different purposes. In Machine Learning field, 
a single algorithm can be devised for polar opposite tasks like playing chess and checking the credit card applications, if you provide 
it with enough appropriate data. The Master Algorithm will have lesser line of codes than the programs they replace. The reason 
for that lays in the theory that if you want to embed knowledge in the programs, you have to manually embed it through coding in 
various languages while in the case of Master Algorithm, it will automatically learn from the appropriate data. Machine learning is 
the science of getting computers to act without being explicitly programmed which can be made possible with the help of the Master 
Algorithm. Machine learning can only be possible by the producing a Master Algorithm. As Machine Learning is an extensive topic, 
there are multiple tribes or groups of intellects that are working towards the same goal, which is to develop an algorithm that reduces 
the human effort effectively, whether it is engineering sector or healthcare sector. The five most extensive tribes are: Symbolists, Con-
nectionists, Evolutionaries, Bayesians and Analogizers. Each tribe’s work is effective and revolutionary in the broad field of machine 
learning. Each tribe has its own origin and the problem they are tackling. So our aim here is to find ways to make Master Algorithm 
a reality and to make it so capable, that it should everything by itself.

Keywords—Symbolists, Connectionists, Evolutionaries, Bayesians,  Analogizers.

 I.   Introduction 
The most important thing to be achieved in this world is knowledge. Knowledge is the familiarity, awareness 

and/or understanding of something or someone. Knowledge can be achieved mainly by following three methods:

• Evolution: In this method the knowledge achieved by the human is naturally possessed by us. Common 
example is the knowledge that is included in your DNA.

• Experience: Experience is considered one of the most effective ways to achieve knowledge. It is the knowledge 
that you will gain while doing a particular activity regularly. In other words, the knowledge that is stored in 
your Synapses.

• Culture: By reading books, meeting people, etc could also provide us with useful knowledge.

Apart from that there is a new source of knowledge that is uprising: Computer.

 Evolution is what created life on earth. Experience differentiates us humans from the insects and other species. 
Culture helps us to be successful. In a way, each source of knowledge is better and faster than its previous ones.

Coming to the newest source of knowledge, there are few methods that computer use to discover new knowledge:

• Fill in gaps in existing knowledge: This method is very similar to what scientists do. We study about the 
hypothesis and from the results we have from our observation, find out about which of the basis of that particular 
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observation is missing.
• Emulate the brain: Brain is the greatest Learning machine that human possesses. If we can successfully emulate 

the functioning of brain, we can discover knowledge that we cannot even think about.
• Simulate Evolution: Evolution is the greatest Learning machine as the brain has been simulated and developed 

through lots of stages of evolution, which transpires us to the learning beings that we are today and to sustain 
life on earth.

• Systematically reduce uncertainty: It is not always necessary that everything we learn tends to be certain 
and true, so we had to deduce ourself from the certain steps through the means of mathematical formulas like 
probability and checking out different hypothesis and how much we believe in it.

• Notice similarities between new and old: Learning by applying the solutions of the old problems you have 
been in to the new problems that you are facing. This could probably lead to the ultimate solution for both the 
problems.

Based on their methods to achieve the five goals above effectively making a master algorithm for machine 
learning. There are five major tribes tackling the problem of making an ultimate algorithm. Each one of them has 
their own beliefs and methods to achieve that and also each one of them thinks their method is most effective and 
successful in achieving the goals and all other tribe’s method are just second to us. Machine Learning is important 
as it has much impact on the world and on the other hand it is interesting as different tribes have different methods 
and mathematical influence for machine learning.

II.   Review of Literature
In the field of Machine Learning, huge number of diagnosis and works has been carried out as this knowledge 

will help for the betterment of human race. There are many factors which could help in accordance with the Machine 
Learning like our beliefs and the technology that we use as well as the resources available.

A. Jerwin Prabu[4] Artificial Intelligence is both the intelligence of machine, electronics and the branch of 
Computer Science which aim to create it. This paper will focus on the medical aspect of the Machine learning and try 
to propose the concept of surgical bot and how they will robotically assist the brain surgery. Such robots will make 
the use of Artificial Neural Network. A neural network is an interconnected group of nodes akin to vast network 
of neuron in the human brain. Neural networks are applied to the problem of learning, using such techniques as 
Hebbian learning, Holographic associative memory and the relatively new field of Hierarchical Temporal Memory 
which simulates the architecture of the neo cortex. Artificial intelligence has been used in a wide range of fields 
including medical diagnosis, stock trading, robot control, law, scientific discovery and toys. Frequently, when a 
technique reaches mainstream use it is no longer considered artificial intelligence, sometimes described as the AI 
effect. It may also become integrated into artificial life. 

Mohammed Al-Janabi[5] The increasing volume of malicious content in social networks requires automated 
methods to detect and eliminate such content. This paper describes a supervised machine learning classification 
model that has been built to detect the distribution of malicious content in online social networks (ONSs). Multisource 
features have been used to detect social network posts that contain malicious Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). For 
the data collection stage, the Twitter streaming application programming inter-face (API) was used and VirusTotal 
was used for labelling the dataset. A random forest classification model was used with a combination of features 
derived from a range of sources. The random forest model without any tuning and feature selection produced a recall 
value of 0.89. After further investigation and applying parameter tuning and feature selection methods, however, 
we were able to improve the classifier performance to 0.92in recall. To collect dataset, recent studies show that 
supervised machine learning algorithms such as Naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbour are used.

Harjeet Singh et al.[6]AI in India is also a side product of globalization, which is becoming widely available 
without much political consideration. The quite emergence of AI applications in India is not noticed by its 
policymakers in Government. India must establish regional innovation centres in association with universities 
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and private start-ups for manufacturing robotics and developing automation. AI is used in the field of politics, 
journalism and games. In India, till now AI developments are focused to consumer products and services only. The 
developments are driven by private sector and are being used for business policies and growth. To take full benefits 
of AI revolution there must be policies for AI innovation and adaptation in Government and public sectors. It must 
not be bound to private sectors only.

Severin Lemaignan [7] This article presents problems and challenges of human- robot interaction. This includes 
dynamic problems like partially being unknown to the environments that are not originally designed for robotics, 
physical interactions with human which requires fine, low latency yet socially acceptable control strategies. This 
article also attempt to characterise these challenges and to exhibit a set of key decisional issues that need to be 
addressed. The need for this is individual and collaborative cognitive skills: geometric reasoning and situational 
assessment based on analysis.

Avrim L. Blum [8] This paper and survey will review the work in machine learning on methods for handling 
data sets containing large amounts of irrelevant feature. This paper will focus on two key issues: the problem of 
solving relevant feature and the problem of selecting relevant examples.

III.   About Master Algorithm

As described above, Master Algorithm is a general purpose learner that in principle can extract knowledge 
from the provided data.

In the table, we can see that each tribe has its own origin and Master Algorithm and we are going to describe 
each of the tribe’s details in the coming sections.

Five tribes are:

• Symbolists: Symbolists follows the method of “Filling in the gaps in existing knowledge” as a way to gain 
knowledge about Master Algorithm. They are the most Computer Science oriented in the lot. Their origin lies 
in logic and philosophy. In the case of Symbolists, their Master Algorithm is Inverse Deduction.

• Connectionists: They are the tribe which follows the rule of Reverse Engineering. They are inspired by the 
working of Brain. Their origin lies in neuroscience and their Master Algorithm is Backpropagation.\

• Evolutionaries: As the name of the tribe suggests, they take their inspiration from Evolution. Their origin lies 
in Evolutionary Biology and their Master Algorithm is Genetic Programming.

• Bayesians: They are the most mathematical oriented in comparison to other tribes. Their origin lies in Statistic 
sand their Master Algorithm is Probabilistic Inference.

• Analogizers: They take their inspiration from vast number of subjects but their origin lies in psychology. Their 
Master Algorithm is Support Vector Machines or Kernel Machine.

1.    Symbolists

Some of the most prominent Symbolists are Allen Newell, Tom Mitchell, Steve Muggleton, Herbert A. Simon 
and Ross Quinlan. As stated before, each of the Master Algorithm of tribes has mathematical proof that if you give 
it enough data, it can learn anything. 
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1.1.    Symbolists idea

Symbolists think of learning as the inverse of Deduction, as learning is the Induction of Knowledge. Deduction, 
in general is conversion of general rules to specific facts and induction is vice versa of it.

1.1.1.    Inverse Deduction

Figure 1

We will study about Inverse Deduction through two of the simplest examples in this section. Figure 1 gives you 
the brief picture of first example. It says that, In the case of addition, it gives us the solution of the question which is 
“What is 2 plus 2” while subtraction gives you the answer to the question “What do you need to add to 2 to get 4”.

Figure 2

Figure 2 shows us another example for Inverse Deduction, in the problem that is present on the left side of 
Figure 2, doing the Deduction of that we came to know two things: that Socrates is Human and Humans are mortal 
and from that knowledge we can infer that Socrates is mortal.

Inverse of Deduction is Induction and in it we knew that Socrates is human and then we need something to 
infer that Socrates is mortal and to do that, we need to induce that Humans are mortal.

Through these two examples present above, we can conclude that through these Inverse Deduction we can find 
out about some important rules and we can combine these rules in different ways to answer the questions we may 
even not thought about the solution of.

But these examples are in English and computer does not understand English, so we may have to use First Order 
Logic. First-order logic is symbolized reasoning in which each sentence, or statement, is broken down into a subject 
and a predicate. The predicate modifies or defines the properties of the subject. In First Order Logic, a predicate can 
only refer to a single subject. First-order logic is also known as first-order predicate calculus or first-order functional 
calculus. Both Logic and Rules that are discovered are represented in First Order Logic and then we can answer the 
questions by reasoning with logic and rules.
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This is how the Scientists work. They like to work by analysing the gaps in their knowledge and finding a general 
solution and then see what follows next when they apply these general formulas as well as enunciating it with other 
data and hypothesis.

One of the most amazing applications of Inverse Deduction is a robot biologist which goes by the name Eve. It is 
a complete automated biologist. It starts with basic knowledge about Biology and formulate hypothesis using Inverse 
Deduction and design experiments to test these hypothesis. It does all that without human help and then given the 
results, it refines the hypothesis. One of its most prominent discoveries is a new Malarial Drug.

2.    Connectionists
Some of the most prominent Connectionists are Donald Hebb, Yann LeCun, Geoff  Hinton and Yoshua Bengio.

As stated before that every tribe thinks they are the superior one, Connectionists are skeptical to Symbolist’s methods. 
Connectionist’s method are derived from Neural Network and also famously known as Deep Learning.

Connectionist works by building a mathematical model of how a single neuron works. It will be a simple model 
provided it takes enough data and then the learning starts.

They proposed that they are going to join these simple neuron models into a long network and then train it and 
it will somehow works as mini brain.

2.1.    Neuron

Figure 3

Neuron is a cell which is present in the human body whose function is to send and receive signals form brain to 
body parts and vice versa. It is a unique cell with tree like structure. Its trunks are called Axon and its branches are 
called Dendrites. Dendrites are connected to the roots of other Neuron and this connection between two Dendrites 
is called Synapse. Everything we know is stored in Synapse between Neurons.

Neuron communicates via electrical discharges down the Axons. If this electrical discharge exceeds a particular 
threshold, then the neuron which is having the electric discharge will trigger an electrical discharge down to other 
connected Neurons that are below it. Learning happens when a Neuron helps to trigger other Neuron and strength 
of connection increases. This is called Hebb’s Rule. The stronger our synapses are the better as they will encode and 
store knowledge very effectively.

2.2.    An Artificial Neuron

Figure 4
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In Figure 4, Inputs are like Dendrites and each input is associated with a Weight. It works by the principle 
that each input gets multiplied by the weight that is corresponding to the strength of Synapse and if that weighted 
sum exceeds a particular threshold, then the output will be 1 else it will be 0. It works just fine in solving low level 
problems but lacks in solving high level problem as to solve them, you have to train the whole network of them and 
the main question is how will you train a whole network of these Neurons? 

2.3.    Backpropagation

Figure 5

To understand the concept of Backpropagation, understanding Figure 5 is necessary. In Figure 5, there are 2 
inputs: x1and x2 and the final output is y. Between that are neural network. Inputs will go to the neuron network for 
the functioning. f is the function they perform. The output of one neuron networks works as the input of next neural 
network. This process is followed until final output is obtained.

Problem arises when there is an error in firing of a neuron and we don’t know which neuron manipulates the 
firing from a long lines and sequence of neurons known as network. This is Credit Assignment Problem.

Backpropagation provides solution to the Credit Assignment Problem. Its solution is based on the principle of 
Reverse Engineering.

In Figure 5, δ is the difference between actual output and desired output. The actual output could be lower as 
well as higher than desired output.

Last layer of neural network is most responsible for the output. If the last neuron was firing but it should not fire 
that is sending the wrong output, then the weight of last layer of neuron will be lowered and if the last neuron was not 
firing but it should fire then the weight of last layer of neuron will be increased. To increase or decrease the weight 
of last layer of neuron, we need to check the layer before that and apply same steps to check and correct its weight. 
This method goes back till the input and it is known as Backpropagation. Example of usage of Backpropagation is 
Google Cat Network.

Figure 6
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3.    Evolutionaries
Some of the most prominent Evolutionaries are John Koza, John Holland and Hod Lipson. They say that 

Connectionists simply describes their working similar to the brain but the brain was developed after very long 
generation of Evolution. So by learning the principles of Evolution and implement it to the computing logic, we can 
shed some light on the Master Algorithm. Most important models are Genetic Algorithm, which was proposed by 
John Holland and Genetic Programming which was given by John Koza.

3.1.    Genetic Algorithm

Figure 7

Figure 7 describes Genetic Algorithm. Population of individuals, each one is described by genome and genome 
could be described as bits in computer terms. Each individual was evaluated on the task they were performing. The 
individual which performs better and has the highest fitness has the highest chance of becoming the parent of a new 
generation of population. The new genome will be the combination of part its parent genome as well as the part 
random mutation. After some generation of populations, there will be a generation which will be better performing 
than the generation we started out mutation with.

3.2.    Genetic Programming

John Koza gives the better extension of this model. He initially worked with programs rather than working with 
the population.

Figure 8

The programs are trees of subroutine calls to the simple operation. In order to crossover between two trees, we 
randomly pick a node in each of the trees and swap the sub nodes at that level. After swapping of trees in Figure 8, 
we get a tree in all black and a tree in all white. Evidently, the tree in white is the Kepler’s third law to compute the 
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duration of a planet’s year, which is 
T=Cx√D3

Where T is the Duration of planet year, C is a constant which depends on the units you use for time and distance 
and D is the average distance to the sun.

In this way, many effective and complex formulas can be generated and formulated. Evolutionaries use these 
principles on making robots. Best robots from each generation are used to make up a new generation of robots.

4.    Bayesians
Some of the most prominent Bayesians are David Heckerman, Judea Pearl and Michael Jordan. The basic idea 

behind Bayesian’s logic is that everything you learn is uncertain. In machine learning, there are many hypothesis and 
they compute the probability of each hypothesis and update their probability as new evidence comes to light.

4.1.    Baye’s Theorem
P(hypothesis | data) =  P(hypothesis) x P(data| hypothesis)

          ------------------------------------------

                 P(data)

4.2.    Probabilistic Inference

To apply the basic rule of Bayesian logic to machine learning, we need to compute the probability of each 
hypothesis. Basically this probability is also your trust in that hypothesis before you even saw the evidence. As the 
evidence comes to light, we need to update the probability of hypothesis. Probability of hypothesis which is relevant 
and consistent to the data will be increased and the probability of the hypothesis which is inconsistent to the data, 
will be decreased.

Figure 9

Through Figure 9, we can conclude that consistency of hypothesis is measured by Likelihood function. It says 
that how likely and certain the evidence is given that our hypothesis is true. Prior function is how much you believe 
and likely think that a particular hypothesis is true even before observing the evidence. Marginal function shows 
how likely the new evidence is with each hypothesis. Posterior function is how likely and certain our hypothesis is 
given the observed evidence.

If we have large amount of evidence, then there is a probability that one ultimate hypothesis could arise which 
will be better than all other hypothesis.

Bayesian learning is applied on self driving cars and in spam filtering.

5.    Analogizers

The most prominent Analogizers are Peter Hart, Vladimir Vapnik and Douglas Hofstadter. They strengthen 
their logic on the basis of reasoning and they are the tribe which use the method of “Notice the similarity between 
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old and new”.

Think of a puzzle which says that there are two neighbouring countries, Posistan and Negaland and all its cities 
are represented by + and – sign respectively and we need to draw a frontier between them. Although, we cannot 
exactly define the frontier, two of the algorithms give some solution to this puzzle. These algorithms are Nearest 
Neighbour Algorithm and Kernel Machine or Support Vector Machine.

5.1.    Nearest Neighbour

Figure 10

Nearest Neighbour Algorithm says that its going to assume that a point in the map is in Posistan is it is closest 
to the positive city than to any other negative city. It then divides the map into neighbourhood of cities, i.e. Posistan 
is the union of the neighbourhood of positive city and Negaland is the union of the neighbourhood of negative city. 
Due to applying this algorithm, there is a jagged line frontier between two countries (Figure 10). But in reality, this 
frontier should be smoother. Also, it lacks in the procedure that if we drop and of the city of the country that is not 
at the frontier, no changes will occur to the frontier as its area will be absorbed by its neighbouring cities. Only cities 
we need to keep are those which make up the frontier and these cities are known as Support Vector.

5.2.    Kernel Machine

Figure 11

Support Vector Machine or Kernel Machine solves Nearest Neighbour problems. They draw the frontiers on the 
basis of walking up from south to north while keeping positive cities to its left and negative cities to its right such that 
it is equidistance away from each other. The frontier which will be drawn by this algorithm appears smooth (Figure 
10).   

5.3.    Systems it is implemented on

This logic is used in vast number of applications, whether it is in an E-Commerce website or in an Entertainment 
site. The most famous example is Netflix. Few years back the device an algorithm which is proved very effective for 
their profit. Take an example of two users, who are very similar in their choices of movies. They highly rate similar 
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movies as well as they dislike similar movies. Suppose user one rates a movie high that the user two haven’t seen, then 
Netflix will recommend it to the user two, which had high chance that user two may like it. It is possible through 
Analogizer’s logic.

IV.   Conclusion

Table 2

After learning much about the tribes, Table 2 summarises what we have studied. In case of Symbolists, they 
solve the problem of Knowledge Composition through Inverse Deduction. In case of Connectionists, they solve 
the problem of Credit Assignment through Backpropagation. In case of Evolutionaries, they solve the problem of 
Structure Discovery through Genetic Programming. In case of Bayesians, they solve the problem of Uncertainity 
through Probabilistic Inference. In case on Analogizers, they solve the problem of Similarity through Kernel Machine.

V.   Future Scope
Although each tribe’s Master Algorithm solves some of the most effective problems that arises when formulating 

their Master Algorithm but a single Master Algorithm that solves each one of them is very difficult to device. We 
need some formulation to unify each of the problems in a single format, had to test every type of data that is possible 
in it and see how well it works and then see how well it will operate on its own. On the basis of this, there are 3 steps 
to device a single master algorithm, even if it is in principle:

• Representation: It is the property of learner that how well it represents the learning. For developing an ultimate 
Master Algorithm you need to unify the representations. For that purpose, First Order Logic as well as graphical 
method can be used.

• Evaluation: It will tell us about how well a model will performed when it is fed with all different kind of data 
and also how well it fixes it purpose. Evaluation should be collected from the user who will be using the learner 
according to its own optimization.

• Optimization: How well a learner can optimize in accordance to the user and should also generate correct data, 
which will acts as the reference to the next operation, once the primary data is fed to it. For example Formula 
Discovery in Genetic Programming and Weight Learning in Backpropagation.
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Abstract - This is the era of cloud computing. The advantages of cloud computing include: off-site maintenance and upgra-
dation of software; low hardware costs; no need to buy and continuously upgrade servers and other hardware; and reduced 
need for large IT staff. Several cloud service providers claim they provide higher levels of security and uptime than typical 
traditional IT systems. In short, it is claimed that cloud computing provides the next generation of IT resources through a 
platform that is scalable, less expensive, and more easily managed than local networks. Because of these obvious benefits, 
organizations are shifting from “No-Cloud” to “Cloud-First” rather “Only-Cloud” platforms. 

Because of the cloud’s very nature as a shared resource, however, the cloud security is of particular concern. The National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (shortly known as NIST) observes the Identity and Access Management as one of the 
key security issues in cloud computing. The ‘Top Threats Working Group’ of Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), the world-au-
thority in the field of cloud security, classifies “Identity and Access Management (IAM)” as the second topmost threat among 
twelve biggest threats in cloud computing. IAM is the security discipline that allows the authorized individuals to access the 
specified resources at the right time for the precise reasons. It is a web service that permits customers to manage users and 
user permissions (also called user policies). With IAM, one can centrally manage users, security credentials, and permis-
sions that control which resources users can access. 

The paper exclusively concentrates on the security issue of identity and access management. This security aspect is realized 
through IAM policies. A ‘policy’ is a document that states one or more permission expressed in JSON code. Some example 
IAM policies are included and have been validated using JSONLint to ensure that the JSON code is correct, and have been test-
ed by using AWS IAM Simulator. The experimentation results have been presented. The paper concludes utmost care should 
be given to IAM user management and IAM user policies. It is the IAM Policies which play the sole role of ensuring security. 
If you don’t set up IAM policies properly, you will create security holes leading to security lapses. 

Keywords- Cloud, Cloud Computing, Cloud Security, Identity, Identity and Access Management (IAM), IAM Policy, JSON.

I.   Introduction
Cloud computing has been defined by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a model 

for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 
applications, networks, servers, services, and storage) that can be quickly provisioned and released with minimum 
management effort or cloud provider interaction [18].

Gartner says, by 2020, a corporate “no-cloud” policy will be as rare as a “no-internet” policy is today. Cloud-
first, and even cloud-only, is replacing the defensive no-cloud decision that dominated many large organizations in 
recent years [8]. 

However, because of the cloud’s very nature as a shared resource, the cloud security has become a major 
challenge for organizations.

The “Cloud Security Alliance” (CSA) developed a list of most important security concerns in cloud computing 
environment; and Identity and Access Management (IAM) has been placed at the top [10] since many customers are 
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cautious of access control to their data in systems outside of their physical location. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) declares Identity and Access Management as one of 
the key security issues in cloud computing [22]. 

The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) is the world’s top authority in the field of cloud security. The report released 
by the “Top Threats Working Group”, a division of CSA, on February 29, 2016, identifies the 12 critical issues to 
cloud security, ranked in order of severity, namely Data breaches, Weak identity and access management, Insecure 
interfaces and APIs, System and application vulnerability, Account hijacking, Malicious insiders, Advanced persistent 
threats, Data loss, Insufficient due diligence, Abuse and nefarious use of cloud services, Denial of service, and Shared 
technology issues. The Top Threats Working Group of Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), thus, ranks “identity and 
access management” as the second topmost threat among twelve biggest threats in cloud computing [3].

As per Forrester Research report, dated July 24, 2017, the Global IAM spend will reach $13.3 billion by 2021 
[27].

Having said so, it naturally becomes important to understand the concept of Identity and Access Management.

Identity and access management (IAM) can be defined as the management of an individual’s identity, their 
authentication, authorisation for accessing resources and their privileges. Alternately, IAM is the business discipline 
under IT security that enables the authorized persons only to access designated resources at the right time for the 
exact reasons. [1, 6, 19, 20, 24, 25]

IAM establishes identity to help resource providers to identify each user or application in the network, then it 
establishes the identity of an individual or process (authentication), and finally, it grants a correct level of access to it 
based on the background such as user, targeted resource, and environmental attributes.

IAM addresses the mission-critical need to ensure proper access to resources across increasingly heterogeneous 
technology environments, and to meet increasingly stringent compliance requirements. This security practice is a 
crucial undertaking for any enterprise. It is increasingly business-aligned, and it requires business skills, not just 
technical expertise. Organizations that develop mature IAM capabilities can reduce their identity management costs 
and, more importantly, become significantly more agile in supporting new business initiatives.

In other words, we can say, that the Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a web service that enables 
customers to manage users and user permissions (user policies). With IAM, one can centrally manage users, security 
credentials such as access keys, and permissions that control which resources users can access. 

The security in IAM is achieved through what is termed as IAM Policies. 

The IAM Policies are expressed in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).  So it becomes essential to understand 
JSON syntax. Before submitting a policy to IAM, it must be validated to ensure that it meets the JSON syntax.

So, accordingly, the Section II concentrates on JSON syntax, Section III focusses on IAM Policies. It is the IAM 
Policies which play the sole role of ensuring security. Section IV presents the experimentation and results. Finally, 
the Section V concludes the paper. 

All the figures except Figure 8 referred in the paper are given at the end of the paper.

II.   The JSON Syntax
“JavaScript Object Notation” (JSON) is a data-interchange format. JSON is an open standard for exchanging 

data on the web. JSON is language independent. JSON supports data structures such as array and objects. So it is 
easy to write and read data from JSON. It is a minimal, readable format for structuring data and is used primarily to 
transmit data between a server and web application, as an alternative to XML [2, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 23].

The IAM Policies are expressed in JSON.  So it becomes essential to understand JSON syntax. JSON uses objects 
and arrays. In JSON, objects and arrays can be nested.
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An Object is an unordered collection of key: value pairs. Keys must be strings, and values must be a valid JSON 
data type (string, number, object, array, Boolean or null) [13, 14]. The syntax for JSON object is given in Figure 1.

Here are examples of JSON Objects.

Example 1:

{“name”:”Madhuri”, “age”:38, “car”:null}

Example 2:

{

“employee”: {

  “name”: “Ravinder”,

  “salary”: 146000,

  “married”: true

 }

}
Example 3:

{

“firstName”: “Mohendar”,

“lastName”: “Uppal”,

“age”: 16,

“address”: {

“streetAddress”: “C-105, Munirka”,

  “city”: “New Delhi”,

  “state”: “Delhi”,

  “pinCode”: “110063”

 }

}

An array is an ordered collection of values. The syntax for JSON array is given in Figure 2.

Here are examples of JSON arrays.

Example 1:

 [“Honda City”, “Merc”, “Audi”]

Example 2:

 [“Banana”, “Apple”, “Guava “]

Example 3:

 [1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21]

Cloud Security and the Issue of Identity and Access Management
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Example 4:

 [true, true, true, false]

Example 5:

 It may be noted that in a JSON array it is not necessary that the values for the array elements are all of the same 
type as in above examples of arrays, rather they may be of different types. So we can have mixed values as in 
following example:

 [“Banana”, 1, true, null]

Example 6 (nested object and array): 

{“employees”: [

{“name”:”Gita”,”email”:”gita@gmail.com”, “age”:37},

{“name”:”Mohini”, “email”:”mohini@hotmail.com”, “age”:57},

{“name”:”Seema”, “email”:”seema@rediff.com”, “age”:43},

{“name”:”Panda”, “email”:”panda@pdm.ac.in”, “age”:25}

]

}

 JSON is the fat-free alternative to XML. The typical advantages/ benefits of JSON over XML include simplicity, 
extensibility, Interoperability, and Openness [2, 15, 23]. 

In addition, JSON has the following features:

*  JSON is smaller, faster and lightweight compared to XML. So for data delivery between servers and 
browsers, JSON is a better choice. It doesn’t take more time for execution.

*  JSON is best for use of data in web applications from web services because of JavaScript which supports 
JSON. The overhead of parsing XML nodes is more compare to a quick look up in JSON. JSON can be 
mapped more easily into object oriented systems.

* JSON is a better data exchange format. XML is a better document exchange format.

III.   Iam Policies
The permissions to a user are granted by creating a policy, which is a manuscript that enumerates the actions 

that an individual can perform and the resources affected by those actions. In other words, a policy is manuscript 
that lists out one or more permissions [3, 17, 21].

An IAM Policy is a JSON script made up of statements following a set syntax for allowing or denying permissions 
to an object within the AWS environment.

An IAM Policy as per AWS documentation is defined as in Figure 3. As can be seen, an IAM Policy consists of 
three blocks: (a) the version block, which is optional, (b) Id Block (again optional, and (c) the compulsory statement 
block, all these blocks enclosed within braces, as shown. An IAM Policy can be created using AWS Console.

An example IAM Policy is given below.

Example: IAM Policy

{

    “Version”: “2012-10-17”,
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    “Statement”: [

        {

            “Effect”: “Allow”,

            “Action”: “logs:CreateLogGroup”,

            “Resource”: “RESOURCE_ARN”

        },

        {

            “Effect”: “Allow”,

            “Action”: [

                “dynamodb:DeleteItem”,

                “dynamodb:GetItem”,

                “dynamodb:PutItem”,

                “dynamodb:Scan”,

                “dynamodb:UpdateItem”

            ],

            “Resource”: “RESOURCE_ARN”

        }

    ]

}

As can be seen, a permission (policy) statement has the following components:

Effect: Begins the decision that applies to all following components. Either: “Allow” or “Deny”

Action or NotAction: Indicates service-specific and case-sensitive commands. For example: “ec2:RunInstances”

 Resource or NotResource: Indicates selected resources, each specified as an Amazon resource name (ARN). For 
example: “arn:aws:s3:::acme_bucket/blob”

Condition: Indicates additional constraints of the permission. For example: “DateGreaterThan”

It may be noted that version_block and id_block in a policy can appear in any order. 

IV.   Experimentation and Results
 All the JSON code and the IAM Policies presented in this paper have been validated either by using the validator 
entitled “The JSON Validator (JSONLint)” or the validator available as a part of AWS IAM Console to ensure 
that the policy meets the JSON syntax. Further, all the JSON policies have been tested by using AWS IAM 
Simulator to ensure that the policy meets the desired results.

It may be noted that every IAM Policy is a JSON document, but the reverse may not be true.

 The JSONLint is a validator and reformatter for JSON code. In case the JSON code meets the JSON syntax (refer 
Figure 1, and Figure 2), the validator gives the result as “Valid JSON”, otherwise it shows the appropriate error 
message.
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The results are discussed below.

A. Testing of JSON Objects

The screenshot when we give the JSON object to JSONLint looks as in Figure 4.The results after JSON Validation 
look as in Figure 5.

There are two observations: (1) The JSON Validator declares the JSON object to be “Valid”, i.e. it meets with 
JSON syntax, and (2) it reformats the initial code as shown. In case, there is a syntax error (e.g. extra “,” at the end of 
line 4), it displays an appropriate error message.

B. Testing of JSON Arrays

The JSON arrays must meet the Syntax of JSON Arrays defined in Figure 2, Section II. The experimentation 
results are as shown in Figure 6.

It may be noted that we can have mixed data type values of array elements, as shown in this example. It may be 
noted the JSON data types can be either of string, number, object, array, Boolean or null. The value ‘null’ cannot be 
written as ‘Null’or ‘NULL’. In this case, the Validator shows the appropriate syntax error.

As discussed in Section II, we can have nested JSON objects and JSON arrays. For example of this, see Figure 7.

C. Testing of IAM Policies

Consider the following test policy (Figure 8) that allows a user access to the all actions in the service named 
say EC2 during the month of October 2017.

{
 “Version”: “2017-01-01”,
 “Statement”: {
	 	 “Effect”:	“Allow”,
	 	 “Action”:	“ec2:*”,
	 	 “Resource”:	“*”,
  “Condition”: {
   “DateGreaterThan”: {
      “aws:CurrentTime”: “2017-10-01T00:00:00Z”
   },
   “DateLessThan”: {
      “aws:CurrentTime”: “2017-10-31T23:59:59Z”
   }
  }
 }
}

Fig. 8: A policy that allows access during specific dates

If we validate this policy (refer Figure 8) using JSONLint, we get the results as meaning by that the policy 
complies with grammar rules of the policy

Valid JSON

However, if we validate the same policy using AWS IAM Console, we get the result as in Figure 9.

The value for “Version” policy element must be 2012-10-17 only, and it cannot be anything else.

 Within the AWS IAM Console we validated this policy with Version value “2012-10-17”. The result is as shown 
in Figure 10.
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 Note, further, that though the AWS documentation mentions the allowed values for Version to be “2012-10-17” 
and “2008-10-17”, but experimentally only the current version of the policy language works.

Let us now simulate the results of the policy under consideration.

 In the present context, we create a single user named Suman, and attach the above written policy named 
EC2TestPolicy to this user. The simulation results look as in Figure 11.

It may be noticed that all permissions are denied (contrary to our expected results).

 The reason being that we are yet to assign the Global Settings. Once we assign the Global Settings value as 
“2017-10-01T00:00:00Z”, we get the correct results as in Figure 12 (all the permissions become Allowed, as 
desired).

In case we change the condition in our policy as follows
“Condition”: {
      “DateGreaterThan”: {“aws:CurrentTime”: “2017-05-01T00:00:00Z “},
      “DateLessThan”: {“aws:CurrentTime”: “2017-05-31T23:59:59Z “}
    }

i.e., the time period is already over, we get the results as in Figure 13, as desired.

Fig. 1. Syntax of JSON Object
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Fig. 2. Syntax of JSON Array

Fig. 3: The Syntax of IAM Policy

Fig. 4: Checking of JSON Object – the input

Fig. 5. Checking of JSON Object – the output

Fig. 6. A Valid JSON Array
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 Fig. 7. A Nested JSON Object and JSON Array

Fig. 9: The Simulated results from Policy in Figure 8

Fig. 10. The Simulated results from Policy in Figure 8, a Valid Policy with Version element
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Fig. 11. Testing of EC2TestPolicy Policy

Fig. 12. Results of EC2TestPolicy Policy as expected

Fig. 13. Results of EC2TestPolicy Policy when the “condition” is not satisfied

V.   Conclusion
The organizations are shifting from “No-Cloud” Policy to “Cloud-First”, and even “Cloud-Only”. The identity and 

Access Management is the biggest cloud security challenge. Utmost care should be given to IAM user management 
and IAM user policies. IAM policies are imperative when setting up permissions to ensure cloud security. It is 
really crucial to understand how IAM policies work and how to set them up. If you don’t set up IAM policies 
properly, you will create security holes resulting in security compromise. As the identity boundaries are expanding 
day-by-day due to introduction of new digital businesses and customer engagement models, identity and access 
management solutions are expected to become a preferred security solution for organizations of all sizes and across 
diverse businesses.
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Abstract—Segmentation plays a significant role in dealing out medical related field images. MRI (magnetic resonance im-
aging) has become a mostly valuable medical indicative tool for diagnosis of brain images. Image segmentation is most 
challenge& complex area of image processing. Image separation plays a critical role and extensively used in various medical 
applications like Recognition, remote sensing, Satellites Image Processing etc., Segmentation events subdivides an image 
into its constituent parts. Medical MRI image segmentation is inspiring task due to the various physiognomies of the imag-
eries, which leads to the complication of segmentation. This paper presents seven comparative methods and techniques of 
segmentation Techniques  namely Otus technique, Watershed  technique, K-mean technique, Quad tree  technique, Region 
based technique ,Fuzzy C Means ,Fuzzy Clustering and they are evaluated with another so as to select the finest system for 
segmentation technique in MRI brain tumour.  By this route the tumour is take out from the Magnetic Resonance image and 
its ideal position and outline is determined. In this paper we compare few method used for concluding which one segmen-
tation method is suitable for our Dataset. The tentative results demonstrate the effectiveness of the various segmentation 
methods.

Keywords—Segmentation; Otus; watershed; K-means; Quad tree; Fuzzy C Means; Fuzzy clustering

 I.   Introduction
Image segmentation is one of the tricky issues in the field of image processing. Segmentation of an image is 

the procedure of diffusion a label to all pixel in an image so that pixels with an equivalent label divide up exact 
visual characteristics. Numerous applications such as object identification, feature extraction, and object position 
identifications and classification involve exact image segmentation. Significantly segmentation is that the opening 
from low-level image process remodeling a gray scale or color image into one or a lot of alternative images to high-
level image clarification in terms of options, objects, and scenes. The accomplishment of image analysis depends on 
reliableness of segmentation; however a correct partitioning of an image is mostly a really difficult downside.

Several ways of medical image segmentation are proposed, like edge based mostly, region based mostly, or a mix 
of each. The aim of medical image segmentation is to supply aa lot of important image which may be a lot of simply 
understood and analyzed. In some image segmentation ways, this technique has been systematically used with the 
sting of the area for segmenting resonance imaging (MRI).

II.   Ease of Use
R. B. Dubeyetal.[16]  developed a semi-automatic method that  was developed for  the segmentation of brain 

tumour from MR images. Replacing the constant propagation term by a statistical force over come many limitations 
and result in convergence to a stable solution. Using Mr images presenting tumours, chances for background and 
tumour regions are calculated from a pre- and post-contrast distinction image and mixture modeling match of the 
histogram. The whole image was used for initialization of the level set evolution to segment the tumour boundaries. 
Result obtained on two cases presented different tumours with significant shape and intensity variability and showed 
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that the method was an efficient tool for the clinic. Validity of the method was demonstrated by comparison with 
manual expert radiologist.

In order to recover robustness of mechanical image segmentation, particularly in the field of brain tissue 
segmentation from 3D MRI near classical image deteriorating including the noise and bias field arti facts that arise in 
the MRI acquisition process, Caldairouetal.[21] propose to integrate into the FCM segmentation methodology ideas 
impressed by the Non-Local(NL) background. The key algorithm is contribution soft his article were the definition 
of an NL data term and an NL regularization term to efficiently handle intensity in homogeneity and noise in the 
data. The resulting energy formulation was then built in to an NL/FCM brain tissue segmentation procedure. 

Experiments were performed on both the synthetic and real MRI data, leading to the classification of brain 
tissues into grey-matter, white  matter  and   cerebrospinal  fluid  and   also  indicated  significant  improvement  
in performance in the case of higher noise levels, when compared to a  range of standard algorithms. Nandita 
Pradhanetal.[17] have proposed a method for segmentation and identification of pathological tissues(Tumourand 
Edema), normal tissues(White Matter and Gray Matter) and fluid (Cerebrospinal Fluid) from Fluid Attenuated 
Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) magnetic  resonance (MR) images of brain using composite   feature vectors comprising 
of wavelet and statistical parameters, which is opposing to the researchers who have developed feature vectors either 
using statistical parameter or using wavelet parameters. Here, the intracranial brain image has been segmented into 
five segments  using k-mean algorithm, which is based on the combined features of wavelet energy function and 
statistical parameters that reflect texture properties. In addition to tumour, edema has also been characterized as a 
separate class, which is significant for therapy planning, surgery, diagnosis and treatment of tumours. By extracting 
the feature vectors from tiny blocks of 4×4 pixels of image corresponding to tissues of tumour, edema ,white matter, 
gray matter and cerebrospinal fluid, the block dispensation of image has been performed and then employing a back 
propagation algorithm, the artificial neural network has been trained.

III.   Image Segmentation Methods
Image Segmentation is that the most significant half in tumour detection. it’s accustomed resolve the boundaries 

of the item. a position in a picture may be a boundary or contour at that a substantial modification happens in some 
physical facet of an image, like illumination or the distances of the visible surfaces from the viewer.

A. Types of Segmentation

• Thresholding Methods: Thresholding is the simplest method of image segmentation. From a grayscale image, 
thresholding can be used to create binary images. example such as Otsu’s method.

• Color-based Segmentation: Color image segmentation that is based on the color feature of image pixels 
assumes that homogeneous colors in the image correspond to separate clusters and hence meaningful objects 
in the image. In other words, each cluster defines a class of pixels that share similar colorproperties..example 
such as K-means clustering.

• Transform Methods: Transform method example such as watershed segmentation. The term watershed refers 
to a ridge that divides areas drained by different river systems. A catchment basin is the geographical area 
draining into a river or reservoir.

• Texture Methods: The ability of human observers to discriminate between textures is related to the contrast 
between key structural elements and their repeating patterns example such as texture filters.

B. Proposed Image Segmentation Methods

Image segmentation is a lot of ordinary for detection discontinuities in gray level and intensity values than 
detection isolated points and thin lines as a result of isolated points and thin lines thus not occur often in most 
rational images. The boundary between 2 regions is edge with comparatively distinct gray level properties. Here the 
transition between 2 regions is determined on gray level discontinuities alone. Such discontinuities are detected by 
exploitation first and second order derivatives.

Analysis of Brain Tumor Segmentation Using MRI Images with Various Segmentation Methods
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• Otsu segmentation: According to Otsu’s Technique, computer vision and image procedure is working to 
automatically execute clustering-based image thresholding,[18] or, the decrease of a grey level image to a 
binary image. The formula assumes that the image contains 2 categories of components following bi- modal 
histogram(foreground pixel sand background pixels), it then calculates the optimum threshold untying the 2 
categories in order that their combined spread(intra-class variance)is least, or equivalently (because the add of 
combine wise square distances is constant),so that their inter-class variance is supreme.

• Region based segmentation methods: Equated to edge uncovering technique, subdivision algorithms supported 
region are comparatively straightforward and additional immune to noise[4][6]. Edge based strategies partition 
a picture supported fast changes in intensity close to edges wherever as region based strategies, partition a 
picture into districts that are comparable consistent with a collection of predefined criteria[10,1]. Segmentation 
algorithms supported region chiefly include following methods:

• Region Growing: Region mounting is a process [2-3] that cluster pixels as an entire image into sub regions or 
larger regions holed predefined principle [7].Region increasing are frequently processed in four steps:
*  Choose a group of seed pixels in original image [7]. Select a group of comparison measure like gray level 

intensity or colour and setup a Stopping rule.
*  Grow regions by appending to every seed those neighbouring pixels that have Predefined properties the 

same as seed pixels. Region growing stop once no extra pixels met the criterion for inclusion in that region 
(i.e. Size, similarity between a candidate pixel & pixel grown so far, shape of the region being grown)

• Region Splitting and Merging: Rather than electing kernel points, user can divide an image into a set of 
arbitrary unconnected regions and then merge the regions [2,4] in an attempt to satisfy the conditions or 
reasonable image division.  Region splitting and integration is typically implemented with theory based on 
quad tree data.

Let R characterise the whole image region and select a predicate Q

*  We begin with whole image if Q(R)=FALSE[1],we split the image into quadrant if Q is false for any 
quadrant that is, if Q(Ri)=FALSE, We sub divide the quadrants into sub quadrants and quickly till no 
additional splitting is possible.

*  If only splitting issued, the final divider may hold together regions with identical properties. This problem 
can be solved by permitting merging as well as splitting i.e. merge any adjacent regions Rj & Rk for which, 
Q(RjURk)=TRUE Break when no surplus merging is imaginable.

• Water Shed Image Segmentation: The main goal of the water shed modification is to search for regions of 
high intensity gradients (watersheds) that split neighboured local minima (basins).The water shed alteration 
is a prevailing tool for image segmentation. [6]In WIS (watershed image segmentation) is measured as a 
topographic surface. The gray level of the image represents the altitudes. The region with a constant gray level 
constitutes the flat zone of an image. [1]Also region an edges correspond to high watersheds and low gradient 
area interiors corresponds to catchment basins. Watershed is defined as the lines separating catchment basins, 
which belong to different minima. The watershed algorithm works well if each local minima corresponds to an 
object of interest. In this case watershed lines represent the boundaries of the objects. If there are many more 
minima in the image than the objects of interest, the image will be over-segmented.to avoid over-segmentation, 
the watershed algorithm is constrained by an appropriate marking function.
* Disadvantages:
* Over-segmentation,
* Compassion to noise,   
* Poor presentation in the area of low-contrast limitations and
* Poor detection of thin structures.

• Quadtree: The Quad tree structure was first introduced by Hanan Sametin [4]. A Quad tree is a concept of data 
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structure that refers to a hierarchical collection of maximal blocks that partition a region. All blocks are disjoint 
and have predefined sizes according to the base quad size. Each step of decomposition produces four new quad 
trees of the same size that are hierarchically associated with their parent quad tree. Decomposition finishes 
whenever the rear enomore quad trees to be partitioned or when the quad trees have reached their minimum 
size. Quad tree based approaches are usually used due to their ability to remove every quickly large amounts of 
information[5]. The quad tree formulation is separated into the following five stages:
* Edge detection 
* Border processing
* Colour discretization
* Quad tree scanning and
* Segmentation enhancement.

• Clustering: Clustering based image segmentation is used to segment the images of gray level. Ray level methods 
can be directly apply and easily extendable to higher dimensional data. Clustering can be defined as the process 
of organizing objects into groups whose members are similar in some way. [8]Without using training data they 
normally performs as classifiers. To compensate for the lack of training data, this iteratively alternate between 
segmentation the image and characterizing the properties of each class. There is commonly used clustering 
algorithm: K-means algorithm, the fuzzy c-means algorithm, Fuzzy clustering.

• K-Means: The K-means methods of clustering are attained based on the principle of minimization of the sum 
of squared distances from all points in every cluster domain to the cluster center. This sum is also known as the 
inside cluster as contrasting to the between cluster distance which is the sum of distance between dissimilar 
cluster centre and the global mean of the entire data set.

• Fuzzy CMeans: FCM is a trendy clustering method and has been broadly applied for medical image 
segmentation. Though, usual FCM always suffers from noise in the images.In this algorithm, local neighbour 
pixels are used. We tested an algorithm on simulated MR images. In this method, we obtained the right number 
of the segments fully mechanically. We reduced the number of iterations of genetic algorithm and increased the 
convergence speed.

• Fuzzy Clustering: Fuzzy segmentation methods, especially fuzzy clustering algorithms, have been broadly 
used in medical imaging in past decades.[1] This new clustering algorithm technology can retain the advantages 
of an intuitionistic fuzzy clustering algorithm to maximize benefits and reduce noise/outlier influences through 
neighbourhood membership. In addition, the genetic algorithms were used concurrently to select the optimal 
parameters of the proposed clustering algorithm. This proposed technology has been successfully applied to the 
clustering of different regions of magnetic resonance imaging and computerized tomography scanning, which 
may be extended to the diagnosis of abnormalities. 

• Texture Based Segmentation Using GLCM: Texture is an vital shaping features of an image. It is characterised 
by the spatial distribution of grey levels in a neighbourhood. To confine the spatial dependence of gray-level 
values that supply to the perception of texture, a two dimensional dependence texture analysis backgroundare 
mentioned for texture thought. Since texture depicts its characteristics by along every element and element 
values. There are several approaches mistreatment for texture classification.

 

Fig. 1: Texture Based Brain Tumor Segmentation
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The grey-level co-occurrence matrix appears to be a well recognize statistical technique for feature extraction. 
However, there is a totally different applied mathematics technique mistreatment the absolute variations between 
pairs of grey levels in an image segment that is the classification measures from the Fourier spectrum of image 
segments. Haralick instructed the use of grey level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM) for the definition of textural 
options. The values of the co-occurrence matrix parts present relative frequencies thereupon 2 neighboring pixels 
removed by distance d appear on the image, where one among them has gray level i and different j. Such matrix is 
bilaterally symmetrical and to boot, a operate of the angular relationship between a pair of neighbouring pixels. The 
co-occurrences matrix will be calculated on the entire image, however by conniving it in an exceedingly tiny window 
that scanning the image, the co-occurrence matrix is related to every pixel.

• Level Set Segmentation: Level Sets are a vital class of contemporary image segmentation techniques supported 
partial differential equations (PDE), i.e. progressive analysis of the variations among neighboring pixels 
to search out object boundaries. quick marching works almost like a typical flood fill however is additional 
sensitive within the boundary detection. Where as growing the region it perpetually calculates the distinction 
of this choice to the recently more pixels and either stops if it exceeds a pre selected grey value distinction or if 
it might exceed a definite pre-selected rate of growth. This algorithm is sensitive to unseaworthy - if the item 
includes a gap within the boundary, the selection might leak to the outside of the object.

Fig.2 : Level Set Brain Segmentation

Level sets advance a contour sort of a band till the contour hits an object boundary. The elastic like nature (= 
curvature) prevents the contour from leaky if there are gaps inside the boundary. The strength of the band and a gray 
level distinction are usually pre-selected. The speedy fast marching are usually used as input for the slower active 
contours. If the image is incredibly giant, beginning with quick marching and victimization the contour from the 
quick marching to refine the object with Level Sets will considerably speed up the object detection.

Fig. 3: Zero Level Set
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Fig. 4: Final Level Set

• Image Segmentation Using Random Markov Model: A  MRF or Markov network   is corresponding to a 
theorem network in its design of dependencies, the difference being that theorem networks are focussed and 
acyclic, whereas Markov networks are pointless and will be cyclic. Thus, a markov network will represent 
positive dependencies that a bayesian network cannot (such as cyclic dependencies); on the opposite hand, 
it will not represent positive dependencies that a theorem network can (such as induced dependencies). The 
underlying graph of a markov random field is to boot finite or infinite. 

Fig.5 : Brain Tumor Segmentation Using Random Markov Model

When the probability density of the random variables is strictly positive, it’s conjointly said as a gibbs random 
field, because, in step with the Hammersley–Clifford theorem, it will then be diagrammatical by a Josiah Willard 
Gibbs live for an acceptable (locally defined) energy operate. The archetypical  Markov random field is that the Ising 
model; thus, the Markov random field was introduced as a result of the final setting for the Ising model.[1]  at an 
artificial intelligence domain, a Markov random field is employed to model varied low- to mid-level tasks in image 
method and computer vision.

IV.   Performance Analysis and Study
The Segmentation Details of Otsu, Region based, Watershed, quad tree, Fuzzy k-means, c- means, clustering 

are discussed in the previous section. In this section compare the above method based on Jaccard, Dice, RFP, RFN.

A. Segmentation Result

The following table shows the Segmentation result using Otsu, Watershed, K-Means, Quad tree, Fuzzy C-Means, 
Fuzzy clustering.

Analysis of Brain Tumor Segmentation Using MRI Images with Various Segmentation Methods
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Table 1- Segmentation Result
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B. Performance Metrics

The various segmentation algorithms were evaluated with different types of Brain Tumour images. The 
segmentation algorithms were Otsu technique, Watershed technique, K-mean technique, Quadtree technique, 
Region based technique, Fuzzy C-Means, Fuzzy Clustering and they are compared with one another so as to choose 
the best technique . The Brain Tumour images’ results were not only evaluated with human vision but also by 
algorithm performance analysis focusing on Jaccard, Dice, RFP, RFN. The following table shows the metrics of 
various edge techniques of various Dataset images.

Table 2 –Performance Metrics
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V.   Conclusion
Since segmentation is the premature step in object recognition, it is momentous to know the divergence between 

edge segmentation techniques. There exists very consistent algorithms to reconstruct the intact image based on the 
segmentation results. In this research paper the relative performance of proposed segmentation techniques is carried 
out with a set of images. Finally from the exceeding analysis, it is observed that each operator is measured as the best 
under different conditions. 

In future, separately from the result the future research direction will be forward to identify proposed 
segmentation. Provide a brief introduction to the current image segmentation literature, including Feature space 
clustering approaches, Graph-based approaches, Discuss the inherent assumptions different approaches make about, 
what constitutes a good segment, Emphasize general mathematical tools that are promising, Discuss metrics for 
evaluating the results.
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Abstract—Data Migration is the process of transporting data between computer or file formats. The migration is the most 
important process as we have to perform the migration without hampering the old data and simultaneously inserting the 
new data in newly formed tables. Due to complex nature of this process, there are high chances of data loss in data migra-
tion. The existing customer software database contains a large amount of customer sensitive data. The best approach to 
seamlessly migrate the existing customer sensitive data is by calling the respective tables and pushing the data into the 
newly created tables of the new database. This paper introduces ETL approach to data migration problem. ETL approach 
involves loading of data from source system to data warehouse.  In this paper, we present the usage of ETL approach, the 
importance of ETL Testing and Migration Utility which is designed to migrate the data from old database to new databases. 
The Migration utility helps us to migrate the data to the current format into the desired tables. This paper also focuses on 
the importance of ETL testing and differences between ETL and Database testing.

Keywords—database testing; data migration; migration utility; data warehouse; ETL testing

 I.   Introduction
Data Migration [1] is used to describe the process of transporting data between computers or data formats or 

data storage systems. ETL approach needs extract as well as Load steps for data migration. Data migration [2] falls 
particularly in transfer to a new system or upgrade of existing hardware. Example: Mergers of the companies during 
parallel systems in the two companies essential to be merged into one. There are three steps which are needed for 
data migration [3] process:

• Two companies system can be merged into a new system 
• Migration of a company system to the other one. 
• Create a common view on top of them i.e. a datawarehouse [4] and leave the system as it is. 

Extraction, Transformation, and Loading (ETL) approach include the following functions [5]:

• Extract- It involves retrieval of data from a source place and converted into the desired format.
• Transform- It applies some rules which are required to transform the extracted data into the desired format. 
• Load- loads the data into the target database.

ETL approach involves loading of data from source system to data warehouse. The main objective of this paper 
is to demonstrate the usage of ETL approach in data migration and the creation of migration utility to solve the same. 
As the existing customer software contains a large amount of customer sensitive data which needs to be migrated 
to new customer software with integrity. In this paper, we have advised an approach to migrate that data into newly 
created customer software using ETL approach and for the migration, we have created a migration utility to migrate 
the data from SQL database to Data warehouse. The migration can be done using the free tools but the new migration 
utility is created due to complex nature of data involved in the migration. With this utility, we have migrated the 
existing customer sensitive data by calling the respective tables and inserting the data into newly created tables of a 
newly designed database.  The migration utility maintains the integrity of data along with the prompt availability of 
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data using new software interface.

II.   ETL Testing Process
    The following diagram represents ETL Process:

 

 

  

                                          

 

  

                    Figure 1.1: ETL Process [2] 
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Fig. 1 ETL Process [2]
In Testing, process of ETL includes the following stages[6]                          

• gathering of requirements and test planning
• designing and execution of test cases 
• when all test cases are ready and approved, then     pre-execution testing is to be performed.
• reporting the bugs and its summarization
• test termination
• summary report is prepared at end and the test process will be closed.

III.   Tyzpes of ETL Testing
ETL Testing is classified as [7]:

• Table Balancing: also referred to as product validation and reconciliation testing. This testing transfers data 
into the production system in the right order. Data validation is to be done in the production system and will 
be matched with the source data. 

 Example: “Exploring drug inventory control with a collection of products i.e. to discover if entered information 
is intuitive”.

• Source to Target Testing: After data transformation, this testing is performed to check the data values.
• In this procedure, the values of match of a count of records are checked.  SQL Queries for this are as follows:

       Select count * from source table where <condition>

       Select count * from target table where <condition>

Expected result- Source count = Target count
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Fig. 2 Source to Target System Testing [17]
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• Application Upgrade: Data extracted from new or earlier application will be checked under this testing. It also 
enables the upgraded application version on a new server instance. Following e.g. upgraded the application 
version automatically and disable the previous one:

admn >  admn enable -- target instance1 

• Data Transformation Testing: It requires SQL queries for data transformation. 

Example, checking for precision, date and number values.

• Data Completeness Testing: Data is loaded at the destination as per the specified rules.

In the example of this testing includes:-

Records comparison counts between source and destination i.e. checking of the rejected records.

Data checking and truncated in the destination table.

Checking the boundary value analysis i.e...only >=2010 year data has to be loaded into the destination.

IV.   ETL Testing vs Database Testing
Database Testing and ETL Testing are same but ETL Testing focuses on Data Warehouse Testing but not the 

Database Testing.

The reasons are as follows [8]:

• Database Testing follows some rules of data model whereas ETL Testing follows some data which is moved/
mapped as per the need.

• Database testing follows the relationship of the primary key as well as the foreign key. On the contrary, ETL 
Testing is based on the concept of data transformation.

• Checking of missing data will be done on Database testing while checking of duplicate data.

Integration of data is applied in Database testing.   On the other hand, ETL Testing is based on the reports of 
enterprise business intelligence.

V.   ETL Bugs
ETL Bugs are classified as:

Table 1: Types of ETL Bugs [6]

Type of bug Description
Input/output Bugs It takes inaccurate values and deny 

accurate values
H/W bugs Device is not answering 

because of hardware problems
Computation Bugs This error occurs due to calculation 

problems
User Interface bugs Linked to GUI of an Application
Load condition bugs Restrict multiple users

VI.   Data Migration Warehouse Utility
The Migration Utility is designed to migrate schema as well as data from SQL Server and SQL Database to SQL 

Data Warehouse [9]. 

Data Migration using ETL
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The process will automatically map the corresponding schema from source to target. 

After this migration, it will provide the alternatives to move the data with automatically generated scripts

VII.   Migration Utility Execution Steps
• Create a Part Number
• Create a migration User
• Import a new  Fulfillment into the system
• Ensure that SQL script is executed in the Database.
• Ensure that the table contains the data as per the earlier script executed in the database.
• Execute script
• Update the file path with the Database 1 and Database 2 from which one database is migrated to another. Also, 

set the Log File and Error File path to a feasible location in the local machine (where Log file can be created).
• Execute the MigrationUtility.exe Utility
• Migration is completed when the last Line in the Migration Log is Migration Completed Successfully.
• Verify that ErrorLogFile is of size 0Kb, which ensure that Migration process was successful.
• Migration Completed.

The existing customer software database contains a large amount of customer sensitive data. Due to complex 
nature of the project, there are high chances of data loss in data migration using normal scripts and or manually 
inserting the data using batch files. 

The best approach to seamlessly migrate the existing customer sensitive data is by calling the respective tables 
and pushing the data into the newly created tables of the new database. 

 The Migration process maintains the old customer data along with the newly migrated data. The migration 
is the most critical part of this project as we have to perform the migration without hampering the old data and 
simultaneously inserting the new data in newly formed tables.

As the huge amount of data is involved in the migration process, so to ensure the integrity of data we have 
incorporated the logging of migration utility code itself. 

It not only logs the data which is migrated but apart from that it also helps us in tracking the details i.e. data of 
which table is migrated to which new table in the new database. 

Migration utility logs also maintain the time record in which data is migrated from old database to new database. 
It also logs the network failure crashes too. 

The Figure 3 shows Migration logs which tells whether data from source database to destination database is 
migrated successfully or not.

The reason to create a new migration utility is due to complex nature of data involved in migration. The 
Migration utility helps us to migrate the data to the current format into the desired tables. 

The migration utility swiftly migrates a large amount of old data in new database schema in the shortest possible 
time and without any error.

The basic need of this migration utility is not only to migrate the data but also ensure that data integrity is 
maintained even after migration. 

The below figure 1.4 shows Migration Utility code that is used to migrate data from source database to 
destination database. 
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Fig. 3 Migration Logs 

The migration utility is developed in .net so that user can run the same on any windows operating system.

 Fig. 4 Migration Utility Code 

VIII.   Conclusion
Data Migration is used to describe the process of transporting data between computers or data formats or data 

storage systems. ETL approach needs extract as well as Load steps for data migration. ETL approach involves loading 
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of data from source system to data warehouse. This paper focuses on ETL approach to data migration problem. 
The existing customer software database contains a large amount of customer sensitive data. The best approach to 
seamlessly migrate the existing customer sensitive data is by calling the respective tables and pushing the data into 
the newly created tables of the new database. The migration is the most critical part of this project as we have to 
perform the migration without hampering the old data and simultaneously inserting the new data in newly formed 
tables.

Due to complex nature of this process, there are high chances of data loss in data migration. In ETL approach, 
data migration requires Extract and Load steps. Data migration falls particularly in transfer to a new system or 
upgrade of existing hardware. 

In this paper, we are presenting ETL approach, its importance and Migration Utility which is designed to migrate 
the data from SQL Database to Data warehouse. The reason to create a new migration utility is due to complex nature 
of data involved in migration. The Migration utility helps us to migrate the data to the current format into the desired 
tables. The Migration process maintains the old customer data along with the newly migrated data. Migration logs 
are also created which tells whether data from source database to destination database is migrated successfully or 
not. Migration utility is used not only to migrate the data but also ensure that data integrity is maintained even after 
migration.
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Abstract—E-Commerce basically refers to process of carrying out the economic and business activities digitally over the big 
ocean of internet, to reach the customers globally. It also helps management in overcoming all those obstacles faced by tra-
ditional way of carrying out business. Moreover, it helps businesses in creating the values of goods and services in an orga-
nized system and provides services to customers in a better way. Over the last decade E-commerce has completely changed 
the way the people buy goods and services. Furthermore, online retail or E-commerce has transformed the shopping expe-
rience of customers. [1] The objective of the study is to review the expected growth of E-commerce worldwide in terms of 
revenue in the E-commerce market, retail E-commerce sales and user penetration. The paper provides a description that 
how businesses are using E-commerce to grow up their business in near future,  considering worldwide as well as India 
and also provides study about future scenario of retail E-commerce in India. It is important to see by every business how to 
maintain a competitive edge in the Indian and global market so as to maximize the revenue generation of the organization, 
and hence E-commerce is significant player.

Keywords–e-commerce; e-tai;, online retai;, e-commerce market; e-business; e-commerce in India; trends of e-commerce; rev-
enue; global comparison

 I.   Introduction
The word E-Commerce describes buying and selling of goods and services, or the transmitting of funds or 

data, over an electronic network, primarily the internet. Over the last decade making use of E-commerce by the 
consumers and companies as well has expanded at a high rate because of intensive “benefits of instant access to data 
and the ability to make on-screen transactions”. [1] With the ease of usage, “the E-commerce industry continues to 
evolve and experience high growth in both developed and developing markets, for instance ‘the listing of ALIBABA 
on the New York Stock Exchange at the valuation of $ 231 billion has brought global focus on the E-commerce 
market. [2] With its seamless, consistent, sustainable, and innovative shopping experience E-Commerce industry is 
growing at very fast pace which provides after sale services to maintain the loyalty of customers towards business. 
“E-Commerce includes retail trade between business and consumers (B2C) , as well as business to business (B2B)”. 
[3] In coming future the scenario of  E-commerce has a bright spot because of its global reach and developing a 
rightful market place for a success of a business outline in minimum time. “The value of E-Commerce includes its 
fundamental role in global economy, the evolution of global business, and the unique opportunities it provides for 
linking marketers with customers”. [3] “India’s ecommerce market was worth about $3.8 billion in 2009; it went up 
to $17 billion in 2014 and to $23 billion in 2015 and is expected to touch $38-billion mark by 2016”, [4] which clearly 
tells at what pace the E-Commerce is growing in India as well.

The  paper studies about the futuristic growth, the value, and various benefits related to E-Commerce for 
customers and businesses at domestic and global level and shows how it act as the game changer of the manual retail 
business.
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II.   Related Study
E-commerce started out way back in 1997 when DELL computers got multimillion dollars order on their 

website. There has been a rapid growth in E-commerce with the introduction of IT in 21st century. People now a day 
prefer 24x7 hassles free shopping digitally. E-retailing accounts for about 10% of the overall growth of E-commerce 
market. Lack of personal touch, bargaining power and internet literacy are some of the reasons which resist people 
from using e-commerce. Some of the problems can be overcome by making people aware of the usage of internet 
and make them feel secure while transacting online. Company should take measures to make people aware of its 
products because a consumer prefers buying products from a tried and trusted brand as its features are already 
known. It is important to maintain the freshness of the website for any company to stay in this competitive market. 
[6] In 2015, 19% of the Indian population used internet as a medium of buying and selling of goods. But due to the 
development of internet in urban as well as rural areas, the ratio of people using internet is increasing. People in India 
resist using e-commerce due to the weak cyber security law. There will be a tremendous growth in E-commerce if 
actions are taken towards basic right such as privacy, intellectual property, prevention of fraud, consumer protection 
etc. Due to development of internet and its increasing use, every business wants to expand their business digitally. 
This has reduced the gap between buyers and sellers as now the sellers can easily sell goods in any part of the 
world. [5] Increasing use of internet and Smartphone penetration has triggered the growth of e-commerce industry. 
Sales of mobile phones are expected to rise in next five years. Collaboration of companies with logistics service 
provider has accelerated the growth of e-commerce as the logistics provide goods and services in any part of the 
country. Recently launched government programs like Digital India, Make in India, Start-up India, Skill India and 
Innovation Fund will help to overcome the challenges. [7] Due to growth in technology it is important for the 
business to take advantage of the emerging e-commerce trends. Business’ need to comprehend consumer needs. 
They need to work towards providing better, faster and cheaper goods and services to their consumers to maintain 
an edge in the market. [8] E-commerce has helped Egypt to keep pace with the developing world. It is predicted 
that there will be more coordination among the government, the private sector and the civil society and will create 
huge target market for successful running of e-commerce businesses. E-commerce is assured to be one of the major 
developments in Egypt. [9] Due to expanded online client base and increased use to smart phones has lead to huge 
business development in India. There is a tremendous increase in the number of people that are getting connected 
with e-business. E-commerce has both challenges and opportunities. Weak cyber security is one of the reasons that 
hinder the growth of e-commerce in India. There could be a extension in e-retail if local and universal exchange 
are permitted and fundamental rights like security, licensed innovation, avoidance of extortion, shopper insurance 
are provided. [10] Shortage of time, traffic jams, late working hours, improvement in online services, and cash 
on delivery, convenient delivery timings, and versatility of plastic money and above all the approach of internet 
at the door step of whosoever desires it have increased the usage of e-commerce in India. No real estate costs, 
Enhanced customer service, Mass customization, Global reach, Niche marketing and specialized stores are some of 
the e-commerce benefits enjoyed by the sellers. [11]

 E-Commerce Growth Worldwide

A. Retail E-Commerce Sales Worldwide

Retail E-commerce deals with the selling of goods and services through internet. It includes online shopping, 
selling and purchasing of goods and services. [6] The statistics shows the rate of growth of retail E-commerce sales 
worldwide. It is also found that online shopping is one of the most prominent and favored activity. [16] Figures 
mentioned in the Table 1shows how the sales of retail E-Commerce have been increasing from the year 2016-2021. 

Table 1:  RETAIL E-COMMERCE GROWTH

Years Sales (in billion USD)
2016 1859
2017 2290
2018 2774

Futuristic Growth of E-Commerce – A Game Changer of Retail Business
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2019 3305
2020 3879
2021 4479

The year wise percentage change in the sales is about 2%-3%. Therefore it can be depicted that the E-commerce 
is growing with steady rate and expected to have total sales of 4,479 billion USD worldwide. From the past few years 
the force of Information Technology i.e. the use of internet for carrying out almost every activity of day to day life 
for ease and comfort have been increased at the high rate. The bar graph provides information about the growth of 
retail E-Commerce sales worldwide from 1859 billion U.S. dollars in the year 2016 to projected sales to grow to 4479 
billion U.S. dollars in the year 2021. [16] The pitch of growth of retail E-Commerce is substantially at its peak, making 
it the fastest growing business industry. [11] But at another point its usage varies from place to place and region to 
region depending upon the awareness of the users and their level of understanding to accept it. For instance, in the 
year 2016 the retail sales in China via internet was backed at 19 percent, but in Japan the share was only 6.7 percent. 
[17] Desktop and PC’s are considered as the most popular device for placing online shopping orders, but at present 
time mobile devices and tabs, especially smart phones, are catching up. [18]

Fig. 1: Growth of retail E-commerce worldwide

B. Revenue From E-Commerce Market

The statistics shows the rate of growth of collective revenue of retail E-commerce worldwide for the following 
categories: fashion, electronic & media, food &personal care, furniture and appliances and toys, hobby & DIY. [16] 
For clear representation of figures of table 2, a bar chart is drawn using MS-Excel 2010 and it shows the increase in 
total revenue of E-market defined for the categories.

Table 2: COLLECTIVE REVENUE OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES

Years Revenue (in billion USD)
2016 360327
2017 409208
2018 461582
2019 513522
2020 561549
2021 603389

The year 2016 is considered as the base year and its revenue amounted to 360,327 billion USD is generated 
in this year, and was incremented by the amount of 48881 billion USD for the year 2017, and reached the point of 
461582 billion USD in the current year i.e. 2018 by adding the sum of 52374 billion USD to the revenue of previous 
year. The revenue from E-Commerce market is substantially increasing beyond the expected boundaries every year 
at the rate of 7%-13% in terms of percentage and it is predicted to be pinned at 603,389 billion USD by the end of 
the year 2021, [16] which is really appreciable for any business industry in such a competitive market, where a new 
firm stands in front of the existing ones on daily basis and gives the stiff competition to them. Such performance 
of the retail E-commerce is mainly due to the increasing usage of IT in every field of life whether it is domestic or 
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commercial. [18]

Fig. 2: Collective revenue of different categories

C. Number Of Users Of E-Commerce Market

The values in table below represents how the number of users who are using retail E-Commerce market platform 
for the purpose of buying and selling products and availing various private and public services is rising at high rate 
from the year 2016-2021, which shows the demand for E-Commerce in present and coming generation. For clear 
representation figures of table 3 a line chart is drawn using MS-Excel 2010, and it shows the increase in total number 
of users of digital market in millions.

Table 3: USERS OF E-COMMERCE MARKET
Years Users (in million)
2016 220.5
2017 224.9
2018 229.4
2019 234
2020 238.5
2021 242.9

The users or customers are the core part of any organization whether it works for profit generation or for the 
social welfare of the society who collectivsly helps in growing any industry by synergizing the efforts and needs of 
the employees and consumers respectively. Awareness among the users about various benefits and importance of 
retail E-Commerce for them as well as the economy, has lead to the increment in the computing of users of retail 
E-commerce from 220.5 million users in the year 2016 to 224.9 million users in the year 2017, and is increased to 
229.4 million users in the current year i.e. 2018. Through this it is computed that the yearly percentage increment for 
retail E-commerce is about 1%-2%. By studying the past reports regarding the retail E-commerce and according to 
the rate of change users taking place in this field, it can easily be observed and predicted with the precise accuracy 
that the number of users might raise to 242.9 million by the end of the year 2021, [16] which would happen only 
because of increasing usage of smart phones, internet and most important convenience and ease of use-for the users 
and consumers residing in the backward and remote villages, where the development of manual market place is most 
probably unreachable. [18]

Fig. 3: Users of E-Commerce Market
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D. User Penetration In E-Commerce Market

The values given in the table shows the penetration of users of retail E-Commerce market, i.e. the rate or 
frequency at which the number of users are fundamentally being added up towards the acceptance and usage of 
online market place for exchange of goods and services. The given data is in terms of percentage, starting from the 
year 2016 till 2021. The line graph drawn with the help of figures of table 4 using MS Excel 2010, which provides 
more clear view of user penetration in digital market.

Table 4: USER PENETRATION OF E-COMMERCE

YEARS USER PENETRATION (IN PERCENT)
2016 68.2
2017 69.1
2018 70
2019 70.9
2020 71.8
2021 72.7

The penetration basically means the entering of something. As we all know the importance of consumer for 
the development of any business or industry. So, the chart below clearly defines the penetration of users in the 
E-Commerce market is slopping upward in a positive direction. It has significantly increased from 68.2% starting 
right from 2016 and increased to 69.1% in 2017. And the same is stood at 70% for the year 2018. After the clear 
observation and analysis of the given data the user penetration is promptly predicted to touch the point of 72.7% by 
the end of the year 2021, which also implies that the user penetration of the user is growing at a constant rate of 0.9%. 
[16] As more and more users are being added up to E-Commerce market year by year which simultaneously making 
it a better and huge platform for the existing and potential business owners. Massive surges in internet penetration, a 
swelling millennial population and the rising uptake of mobile phones, [15] and various other gadgets with internet 
facility has lead to the increase in usage of digital market for buying and selling products. [13]

Fig. 4: User Penetration of E-Commerce

D. Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) In E-Commerce Market

The values given in the table provides the information about the average revenue earned from each respective 
user of retail E-Commerce market. The given data is in million USD, and the years considered for the study are from 
2016 to 2021. The line chart is drawn with the help of figures of table 5 using MS Excel 2010, provides clearer view 
of ARPU of the retail E-commerce market.

Table 5: AVERAGE REVENUE PER USER
Years ARPU (in million USD)
2016 1633.92
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2017 1819.35
2018 2011.73
2019 2194.39
2020 2354.33
2021 2484.34

The computation of ARPU of the consumers plays a necessary part in any type of business whether conducted 
digitally or manually, because it helps the management in future decision making by analyzing the demand of usage 
of retail E-commerce and working on it accordingly. The chart below provides information about average revenue 
earned from each user of the E-Commerce market in more statistical manner, in terms of million USD. The ARPU 
for the year 2017 has hiked to 1819.35 million USD from 1633.92 million USD in the year 2016, and increased by 
around 192.38 million USD in the year 2018 and stood at 2011.73 million USD as compared to 2017 which was 
increased by 185.43 million USD. This gives us clear indication about the users trust and loyalty towards digital 
method of shopping experience. And the most interesting thing on this part is that ARPU is predicted to reach to 
2484.34 million USD by the end of 2021, making this platform the highest grosser of all time. [16] The percentage 
change in ARPU of retail E-commerce is continuously decreasing by 1% to 2%, which implies that ARPU is increasing 

but with decreasing rate.

Fig. 5: Average Revenue per User

E. Future Of E-Commerce In India

Now the present time is for India to shine over internet, and internet of things (IOF) because India is the fastest 
growing country in E-Commerce market in the world, and will be the world’s second largest E-commerce market 
by 2034 and would overtake the US. [15] The values in the table 1.6 below shift the focus from the global level to the 
scenario of sales from E-Commerce in India. 

TABLE VI. RETAIL E-COMMERCE SALES IN INDIA
Year Sales (in billion USD)
2016 16.08
2017 20.01
2018 24.94
2019 31.19
2020 38.09
2021 45.17

The statistical data from the chart below provides details about the level of retail E-Commerce sales at the 
domestic level taking 2016 as the base year and predicted till 2021. The use of digital platform for buying and selling 
of goods and services in India is quite low as compared to the other developed countries, where more preference 
is given to the digital mode of payments rather than use of cash. [11] Sales in India for the year 2016 were 16.08 
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billion USD which rose to 20.01 billion USD in the year 2017 and to 24.94 billion USD at present time i.e. 2018. After 
taking into consideration each and every aspect of previous studies the retail E-commerce sales in India is predicted 
to increase to 45.17 billion USD by the end of 2021. [16] The percentage change taking place yearly is about 1% to 
1.5%, which is quite splendid for a developing nation like India where people prefer traditional market over online 
retail market due to lack of trust and privacy issues, and hence the major population of India will adopt the online 
retailing way of shopping very soon.

This growth correlates with the yearly rise in the use of internet on mobile devices in the country. China, the 
other big e-commerce success story of recent years, has also expressed an interest in entering the buoyant Indian 
market. The Chinese e-tail giant Alibaba keenly wants to get a slice of India’s market. [17] The Indian e-commerce 
market is set to overtake the US and become the second largest in the world in less than two decades, going head-
to-head with China for the position of biggest e-commerce market; this according to new research from Worldpay, 
the leader in global payments. Google’s ‘Next Billion Users’ team estimate that three Indians are coming online every 
second. [12]

Fig. 6: Retail E-Commerce Sales in India

This implies that India is a progressing country in terms of E-Commerce sales, and has the potential to make 
itself a fully digitized nation for carrying out any type of business activity over the internet.

III.   Conclusion
With the escalating use of Smartphone and the internet, people prefer online shopping over the traditional 

methods. Online shopping provides benefit of 24x7 shopping experience from anywhere. It covers a wide reach both 
for customers and sellers. Everything is readily available to customers. E-commerce has made all things accessible 
even to remote areas. Sellers can cater to the needs of more customers. Initial cost of setting up e retail business is 
comparatively low. E commerce has taken globalization to a next level. In India, e-commerce is gaining popularity 
but not as swiftly as compared to other countries. Decreasing rate of ARPU depicts that people here still prefer 
traditional ways of shopping and find it convenient to use cash. People need to me made aware about the use of 
e-commerce and must be given complete information about its usage. So steps like ‘Digital India’ will contribute 
to the development of the nation in this aspect. E commerce has bought markets to door steps of the people and 
provides its customers with the world-class shopping experience.
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Abstract-With the ever-advancing technology and the need for security, intrusion detection systems haveome a necessity 
these days. It is required to keep an eye on any suspicious activity happening around. There are so many existing systems 
but have some negative aspects so we have proposed a system which is helpful for security purposes and ensures the safety 
of our systems. In our system we can capture images of people trying to intrude in our system, sending those images to the 
specified mail id and informing the owner about the intrusion through messaging or calling. We can easily monitor activities 
happening around thus, strengthening the security system.

Keywords-IoT; intruder detection; ultrasonic sensor; picamera; gsm; raspberry pi

 I.   Introduction
Intruder detection is the activity of detecting any intruder or unauthorized person trying to access the system 

without proper permission. This technique is used to identify the person behind the activity by analyzing their 
computational behavior. “Intruder Detection on Computers” is based on “Internet of Things (IoT)” using Raspbian as 
the operating system based on Linux. Linux is a free and open-source operating system built around the Linux kernel 
and used for both desktop and server side. It is used as it is a secure platform as well as can be run on any system. 
IoT is the inter-networking of physical devices, vehicles, electrical objects, and other items embedded with software, 
sensors, actuators, and network connectivity which enable them to collect and exchange data. Intruder Detection’s 
main objective is social welfare and service. It is a software application that monitors systems for malicious activities. 
Any detected activity or violation is reported either to an administrator or collected centrally using a mailing or 
messaging system. The data collected are reviewed accordingly and used for analysis for personal objectives and 
may be used to detect suspicious activities happening to the system. In the world of IoT, where we have all the 
technologies to revolutionize our life, it is a great idea to develop a system which can be controlled and monitored 
from anywhere and at anytime.

There are many types of good security systems and cameras out there for home security but they have one or 
more drawbacks such as expenses are high, real time notification is not provided, etc. Using the approach used till 
date effective surveillance systems can be built whose data is stored on some offline or online repository such as 
sd card, database system, or some personalized server. But this data stored is to be analyzed and looked upon at 
regular intervals to maintain the reliability of the system and to check the occurrence of any suspicious or malicious 
activity. The stored video or image could be used later to identify the suspect but isn’t helpful to avoid or prevent 
the malicious activity. Also, they lack real time notification which is a major concern. Their collected data is to be 
reviewed at regular intervals which is very time consuming and a tedious task.

The proposed system is therefore concerned with resolving this particular issue maintaining the benefits of the 
earlier systems. So we have come up with a low cost simple Raspberry Pi based Intruder Alert System, with an on 
board WiFi and PiCamera that is able to capture High Definition pictures. It not only alerts you through an email but 
also sends the picture of Intruder when it detects any. The proposed idea is human independent and works efficiently 
for intrusion detection on computers. It helps detect intrusions and alert about any suspicious activity at the time it 
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happens. Its real time notification feature makes it more attractive and reliable. Its image capturing feature allows the 
owner of the system to know who the intruder is. Also messaging system makes it more reliable and helps prevent 
intrusions effectively. The microprocessor used here is one of the emerging technologies and uses an abstract and 
efficient coding platform. Also, integrating hardware with this microprocessor is an easy thing. The system is both 
economical and reliable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2: discuss survey of existing system, section 3: explains 
methodology, section 4: conclude the paper, section 5: discuss future enhancements.

II.   Literature survey
Sensor-based human  activity  recognition  is becoming  increasingly  popular  in  various applications. Most of 

the related works within sensing based approaches assume that a large number 

of different sensors are placed on the objects in the environment, the sensor data is not processed in real-time 
and the activity to be classified is always performed within the same context, thus perform poorly when tested in 
real life cases.

Fig. 1. Flow Chart

This paper reports on the current status and future steps towards a generic context aware method for activity 
recognition, based on a real-time sensor data stream. Proposed method is being developed and will be validated for 
robust physical intrusion detection on computers. Based on existing approaches of sensing based activity recognition, 
we aim at developing a method for human activity recognition based on a real time raw data stream gathered from 
a minimum possible number of sensors placed in the environment in which activity is performed. The system built 
is efficient and reliable and solves the limitations of the earlier system. The data is exchanged within modules for 
processing in the way that ultrasonic sensor senses the object and return echo signal to the processor which enables 
PiCamera to get activated and capture the image. The image captured is lastly sent to the administrator via an email 
or a messaging system.

III.   Methodology of this Proposed System
The  Intruder  Detection  System  built  uses  a small single board computer or microprocessor, Raspberry Pi 2. It 

runs on an operating system based on Linux, called as Raspbian. The data flow of the system starts when Ultrasonic 
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sensor receives echo signal and notifies the microprocessor of the obstacle presence. It then activates Pi-camera 
to capture image which is then sent to the specified mail id and a notification message is also sent using the GSM 
module as shown in Fig 2.

Fig. 2. Sequence Diagram

The tools used in the system along with their functionality are:

A. Ultrasonic sensor:

 Ultrasonic Sensor is a proximity/distance sensor that has been used mainly for object detection in its line of 
sight. This module works on the principle of UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter). It 
senses the presence of any object near it detecting things in the line of sight. Also, it can be used to calculate 
distance between the sensor and the detected object.

Fig. 3. Ultrasonic sensor

B. Pi-camera:

 This  module  is  used  to  capture  the image and store it at a specified location which can then be mailed to 
the intended person for the security purpose. It operates with the preview operation which is enabled for a 
particular time and then captures the image. The captured image is stored at a particular directory where default 
is Pi folder or can be set accordingly. It clicks picture of good quality and is of different types depending upon 
the resolution of pictures it clicks.
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Fig. 4. Pi-camera

C. GSM module:

 This  module is used to establish a connection between the computer and a GSM-GPRS system. Global System 
for Mobile communication (GSM) is an architecture used for mobile communication. 

 It contains a SIM card which helps to provide services such as messaging or calling. Whenever an image is 
captured, an alert message is sent to the owner to take a look at his mail box. Also there is a possibility to send 
the image as an attachment to this message.

Fig. 5. GSM Module

IV.   Future scope
The proposed project enables us to build a security intruder system that can provide information about any 

unauthorized entry on the computer on which the whole system is installed. It can prevent intrusions and notify the 
owner in real time of the suspicious activities happening to the object. The mailing system provide the image of the 
intruder while the messaging system alerts the owner about the activity but there are many things which enhance 
the overall performance of our proposed system such as we can introduce face detection system within this project. 
This could help the real owner to enter the system without any issue. We can also integrate RFID module with the 
Pi so that tags can be used to either grant access to the system or notify the owner about the intrusion. Consider all 
these aspects further for betterment of the system.

V.   Conclusion
At the end, the project concludes that it provides an efficient security system which enables us to track the 

activities of the system on which the intruder detection system is installed. The purpose of the project is to build 
a system that is reliable, efficient, and maintain security to avoid any physical intrusions on our computer system. 
Its real time alert system prevents intrusions easily. Its real time alert system helps to notify about the suspicious 
activities at the time it happens. Ultrasonic sensor is able to detect objects efficiently whose image then can be 
captured. Pi-camera provides good quality images so that clear identification of the intruder can be done. 

Messaging system enables the admin of the system to get notified about any suspicious activity in no time. 
Mailing of image captured can ease administrator’s work since he can decide whether or not to react depending upon 
who is trying to access his system.
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Abstract — Modern computing is getting faster and efficient every year, but with a trade-off. The security of personal devices 
and cloud computing has been compromised. Meltdown is bug with a severe security threat that affects Intel x86 processors 
across the world. The bug exploits “Out-of-Order execution,” an essential driver of high performances in the Intel chipsets. 
It targets protected kernel address ranges and cache dumps by speculative executions. It is known to bypass the Address 
Space Layout Randomization (ASLR). The solutions have been pushed to personal computers and devices but the risk has 
only been reduced, and not completely resolved. Results from Amazon Web Service clients show a degrade in performance. 
The outcome of the patch has only begun, and yet to be analyzed on a large-scale. Manufacturers need to implement hard-
ware fixes to solve the problem at its root, while the current processors need immediate and reliable software fixes.
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 I.   Introduction
The recent discovery of the Meltdown bug (CVE-2017-5764) [1] threatens sensitive data leaks on personal 

computers, cloud services, ARM-based devices such as mobile phones and Smart TVs worldwide [2]. The major 
hardware flaw enables Meltdown to exploit CPUs with “Out-of-Order” [3] execution and access protected kernel 
address ranges, affecting nearly all Intel processors manufactured around the 90s. 

Meltdown targets at the hardware level and breaks through security protocols by accessing data processors that 
pre-fetch data to speed up system, but fail to completely delete from cache. The “Out-of-Order Execution” process 
is built to minimize the idle time of the CPU by executing multiple instructions at once, possibly in a different order 
than the source [4]. 

The severity of the security crisis calls for public notice and acknowledgement for users to take precautions and 
build awareness on the malicious bug which can compromise passwords, credit card numbers, and sensitive data. 
This review paper serves the purpose of building awareness of Meltdown, in addition to providing technical insight 
and right to information for the public. 

A. Virtual Memory to Physical Memory Mapping

The root cause is embedded with the feature of virtual memory in processors. Modern processors use virtual 
memory to manipulate addresses and efficiently allocate memory to programs and kernels.

Eventually, the processor needs to map the virtual memory addresses with the physical addresses in order to 
commit the changes. The virtual memory to physical memory mapping is stored in a page table. 

Generally, each program is given its own page table that consists of half the memory to the program itself, and 
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the other half to the kernels, which may be common to several programs. Since each program receives its own page 
table mapping, the data is assumed to be secure given that programs cannot access each others page tables unless 
shared [5].

B. Authentication rings

    The concept of splitting the page table into half to reserve memory for the program and the kernel respectively, 
was not widely adopted in x86 processors; given the user could breach the security as both the programs and kernels 
use the same address ranges.

Authentication rings were introduced to secure kernels in modern processors to prevent unauthorized access. 
The page table includes meta-data about which rings are authorized to access particular address ranges. While x86 
processors consist of several rings, the relevant rings are 0 and 3, which signify supervisor and user respectively. 
When running program code, the processor enters ring mode 3, and prevents any access to addresses marked with 
ring mode 0 (supervisor), in order to protect kernel addresses. This security measure is flawed due to speculative 
execution.

C. Speculative Execution

Speculative execution is a feature of modern processors which allows the CPU to “speculate” your actions and 
perform them in order to save time. 

Specifically, Intel processors “allow speculative execution of ring 3 code that writes to ring 0 code.” 6 The 
processor does manage to block the code access given that ring 3 is not authenticated to write to ring 0 code, 
however, speculative execution buffers the processors state. Data loaded by speculative execution gets stored into 
the translation-lookaside buffer (TLB) which stores a partial page table of virtual to physical mappings instead of 
reading the complete page table to save time. Hence, the data cached could be accessed by malicious bugs such 
as Meltdown, that exploit this performance-enhancing feature. The dump or cached memory can leak the kernel 
address ranges and compromise security. 

D. Address Space Layout Randomization

Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) adds a layer of protection in modern computers which makes 
kernel addresses unpredictable. Implemented since 2001, it features in different operating systems such as iOS, 
Windows, Android, macOS and Linux. 

The ASLR works with the virtual memory management system that maps to physical memory. It allocates the 
memory of heap, libraries, stack and kernels. It renders these essential security components to be  unpredictable to 
an attack, as they move to different virtual memory locations [7].

However, the knowledge of the virtual to physical mapping can exploit the security feature of ASLR to side-
channel attacks. The side-channel attack targets the page translation cache. Attacks that target software prefetch have 
also been known to bypass the security of ASLR in modern computers [8].

II.   Review of Literature
Lipp,M., et al (2018) Meltdown states that Meltdown is a bug that exploits out-of-order execution to attack 

systems and retrieve sensitive information. The root cause of the bug is the hardware  rather than the software which 
makes it difficult to provide a solution.

The average reading rate that Meltdown can exploit is around 503KB/s with a 0.02% error rate, tested on an Intel 
i7-6700K processor. The suggestions are that cloud hosts that do not have an abstraction layer for virtual memory 
should install the patch as soon as possible, as they are the most vulnerable. Meltdown has the capacity to leak data 
of other guests on the same cloud network as seen by the Meltdown.

Bissell, K., et al (2018) Cyber Advisory examined the actions taken in response to Meltdown, of major vendors 
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and cloud computing providers.

However, it set an advisory of prioritizing patching of virtual machine (VM) softwares for clouding computing 
softwares, test patching before deployment in order to scrutinize the changes in performance, and replace older 
affected microprocessors that are unpatchable, as they have the highest risk. [14]

Their advisory was based out of their research on consumer complaints, that constituted of problems coming 
back online on virtual machines after updates, and degradation of performance upto 30% after patches. 

III.   Solution Applied to Meltdown
Meltdown is widespread across devices since it is independent of operating systems. The real fix to Meltdown 

can only occur through changes in the processor’s hardware. However, Intel is incapable of providing replacements 
to all the currently used processors in devices, and plans on providing a hardware solution to the processors shipping 
in 2018. For the rest, a software fix is crucial to prevent security compromise.

A. Software Solution: KAISER Patch

Software-based solutions address the flaw of ASLR, and provide a solution using Kernel Address Isolation 
to have Side-Channels Removed (KAISER) [9].The KAISER is a defense mechanism for the ASLR that provides a 
stronger isolation of kernel memory addresses. 

KAISER can provider better isolation as it restricts valid mapping of kernel memory in the user space. However, 
the design of the x86 processor requires the mapping of some privileged memory locations to be mapped in the user 
space, such as the “interrupt handler” in Windows operating system.

KAISER is able to nearly isolate the kernel memory mapping in the user space which consequently limits the 
potential harm of Meltdown attacks. However, the limitation of KAISER can be exploited again by Meltdown if the 
privileged memory locations of essential functions contain pointers to other kernel addresses. Utilizing this, the 
randomized address can be calculated.

This approach is considered as the “best short-term solution” and is being adopted by major software firms such 
as Microsoft, Apple and Linux. KAISER can avoid having kernel pointers on privileged memory locations in the user 
space, and therefore, override its limitation discussed above. 

“Trampoline functions” are the proposed solution to avoid kernel pointers in the user space. As the name 
suggests, the function is built to randomize the jump (call) from address to address. A call from the interrupt handler 
will not directly access the kernel, but rather go through a randomized address whose mapping data is in the kernel. 
For this to work, every kernel memory in the user space needs to contain trampoline functions [7]. 

The side-effects of this patch will result in lower performance, as trampoline functions will require more 
computing power. The trade-off between performance and security will need to be taken into consideration.

IV.   Performance Impact of Patches
There has been an inevitable performance hit in computing after applying the Meltdown patches to personal 

computers, cloud computers, and servers. The software patch is developed around kernel isolation as discussed 
above, which increases the CPU utilization due to solutions such as trampoline functions.

Intel conducted internal tests in which they claim a 4% decrease in performance while demonstrating a stock 
exchange interaction and an online transaction after applying the Meltdown patch. [10] In a statement, they claim 
“any performance impacts are workload-dependent, and, for the average computer user, should not be significant 
and will be mitigated over time [11].”

According to “The Register,” Amazon customers sent them screenshots of their CPU utilization before and after 
the patches were applied to the servers and reported an increase, as shown in figure 1. The cost of this slowdown is 
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reported to cause a loss of six billion dollars every year on computing value. [12]

Fig.1:CPU Utilization [13]

In addition to lower performance, there have been complaints on frequent reboot issues on older processors. 

V.   Conclusion
Meltdown has brought the discussion of computer security and our increasing reliability towards technology. 

There is a demand of higher computing speeds annually, and chipset manufacturers compete to be the first in the 
computing race. Speculative execution is the solution that was popular decades ago to fulfill this demand, however, 
the severity of the data it can exploit has recently been discovered. 

By attacking the Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) implemented in early 2000s, the bug can exploit 
the privileged kernel address ranges. The solution being adopted by software manufactures has been focused on 
isolating the privileged kernel addresses from the user space. However, the processor still  requires the mapping 
between the kernel address ranges and the user space for proper function. Hence other techniques to “trampoline” 
or misguide attackers have been implemented in the recent patches using the KAISER approach.

The threat of the bug remains, as the solutions have been software-based. Until the new Intel process do not 
come with the updated hardware-level security, the chance of security compromisation exists, until better solutions 
are applied.
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Abstract— Media is considered as the Fourth Estate of Democracy in India. Journalism has always empowered the country 
with it news dimensions and the credibility of the journos to communicate the news around the world. But still in country 
like India lifestyle journalism is in practice but not yet given the deserved importance. Lifestyle journalism is one of the 
reasons for the Nations development socially and economically. It has changed the scenario of the country. It is totally Au-
dience oriented. Lifestyle journalism is a tree which has various defined branches for example- fashion journalism, food 
journalism, health journalism and Travel journalism. The objective of this paper is to study the relevance of social media as 
impact factor for lifestyle journalism. The perspective of changing scenario of journalism in India is definitely social Media. 
Social media has given a Boom to journalism branches which have come out to be so handy and reachable to the audiences. 
Social media has acted like oil to the engine of lifestyle journalism. Youth is the major follower for this kind of journalism. 
Social media has a great influencing power on youth. It is the target Audience which adapts the social media activities at one 
glance. The sources of social Media such as Facebook, Instagram, and Blogs etc. have major impact factor and value on the 
audiences. The qualitative methodology is used in this research paper. The case study of Scoopwhoop.com has been studied. 
The findings of the research concludes that social media plays a great impact for lifestyle journalism. The most often tool of 
communication these days is Social Media to disseminate the lifestyle news.

Keywords— social media; lifestyle journalism; impact factor; target audience

 I.   Introduction
The lifestyle journalism has great relevance in the underdeveloped country like India.  This kind of journalism 

is also called as service journalism. It comes under soft news. The perspective of such kind of journalism is to attract 
the media Audiences as what they want to read. Hard news is compulsory to be delivered while soft news is delivered 
according to the demand of the readers. Such kind of journalism definitely focuses on consumption aspect of the 
readers or we can say it is related to the aspect of consumerism.  The harsh reality in country like in India is that it 
exists very much but yet not got the due importance. The Reauters in the year 2006 launched wire services for lifestyle 
journalism.  The Journos of this field have the particular style of conveying news so that the readers read with the 
interest and relate to their own identity and emotions of their life. This kind of journalism has a perspective of market 
orientation. This paper highlights about how social Media has a great impact factor on the lifestyle journalism.  The 
research Methodology used in this paper is qualitative Research and type of data collection is secondary data.

Social Media has given wings to the Journalism. The social Media has such high percentage of growth aspects 
that the journalist have got good and fast mediums to connect for the communication. The social Media kinds like 
facebook, Instagram, Blogs etc. are so popular among people as to connect with them is easy. Such mediums provide 
consumer oriented information in altered way of writing to describe the information of their interest with the help 
of the expert writers known as lifestyle journalist.

With the help of social media the channels of lifestyle journalism has gone strong. This kind of journalism has 
various branches or further segments of news type. The types are as follows- Fashion Journalism, travel journalism, 
health Journalism and food journalism. Individually they have their own importance and relevance but they are 
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branches of lifestyle journalism.  The research follows the qualitative methodology (Content Analysis) and the type 
of data collection is secondary data. The case study taken for the research is Miss malini.com which covers the 
lifestyle news of the Bollywood actors, fashion etc. The study states that the website has grown in few years and has 
gathered great investment. It proves that with growing years it has achieved handsome amount of followers on social 
media thus making it the most popular lifestyle web news in India.

• Hypothesis

H1- Social Media has great impact factor for the lifestyle journalism

• Research Objective

Social Media plays an important role in lifestyle journalism

• Research Question

Does social Media have great impact factor on lifestyle journalism?

II.   Role of Social Media
The webster Dictionary states that “The forms of electronic communication (such as websites for social 

networking and microblogging) through which users create online communities to share information, ideas, personal 
messages, and other content (such as videos)”.[1] According to Skoler, “ Mainstream media is using social media 
as a tool to market and distribute their information with a rush to gain followers on their Facebook and Twitter 
(Skoler) in an effort to gain readership missing the point of this platform. The culture of today is about listening 
and responding. Therefore the “savviest” journalists Skoler states are those using social media to create relationships 
and to listen to others. Skoler suggests that the new style of journalism is a journalism of “partnership” with an 
audience who feels they can add content and opinion to the news and issues. Through social media journalist will 
find their way back to connect with the audience and journalism will become again a trusted partnership between 
the journalist and the audience (Skoler)”.[2]

“The communication process contains different elements. These elements are the message, the sender, the 
channel, and the receiver. The channel used in the social media is the internet. Just like being in a conversation, 
the receiver is able to give feedback to the sender. This is advantageous because the sender will be able to know if 
the message was delivered appropriately and also, the sender will also know the view of the receiver to the idea he/
she has received. Social news interacts to people through voting read articles and commenting on them. Articles 
are decided as good if they hit a lot of likes and positive comments and feedbacks. The most common example is 
yahoo news. This is good because people can voice out their reactions to certain issues. Social news interacts to 
people through voting read articles and commenting on them. Articles are decided as good if they hit a lot of likes 
and positive comments and feedbacks. The most common example is yahoo news. This is good because people 
can voice out their reactions to certain issues”.[3] Role of social media has implied a great impact on grabbing the 
attention of the readers. The reachability has crossed all mediums of communication till date thus making it the most 
connectable and easy available medium. Social media is easy platform to cover the news and making the reach to 
audiences in seconds.

III.   Lifestyle journalism and social Media 
hand in hand: Case Study

A. Miss Malini Website

This website is covers the majorly fashion and lifestyle news. This website owner Miss Malini.com founded her 
blog in the year 2008, which covered gossips, Indian television, Bollywood news, lifestyle and beauty tips. Her stories 
were too juicy for Audiences thus forcing them to create a perception about the famous personalities around. The 
content was strong yet attractive in the stories. Her news covered all values of belief in the mind of the reader. Now 
she has a good team of content writers who have helped her achieve what and how she wanted the website to be. 

Case Study: Social Media a Great Impact Factor for Lifestyle Journalism
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Social Media platform has done wonders for talented people around who really want to work on lifestyle journalism. 
Even the scoopwhoop website which majorly deals in lifestyle news is now doing business in Millions. The model 
of communication followed by all such websites is quite attractive and logical. Now most of the youth is involved in 
social media. The statistics are more than 75 percent of the youth is involved in social media and is influenced by it.

B. Growth

“The growth of website has grown from 10000 viewers to 5,00,000 monthly visitors. The 60% of the readers of 
MissMalini.com are from India. Miss malini’s followers have increased to 2 million followers on facebook, google+, 
and Twitter. On Youtube it has decent views near about 3 million views. The followers and views have tremendously 
increased from 2010 till now”.4The growth is drastic and proves that image building in the eyes of consumers is easy 
if you get to right well and attract them with what they desire for. Thus mind should be creative, catchy, sharp and 
ethical enough to give good lifestyle news stories around.

C. Investment

 “Malini started this Miss malini page in with the help of her husband who is MBA from Harvard university and 
her friend Mike Melli. They managed to raise angel funds in 2012. The main investors include the angel investors in 
US and from India, founder of chegg.com, RajanAnand from Google, Exclusive.in, Asia Director of TA associates 
and other professionals, Investors and successful entrepreneurs”.[4]

The investors play an important role in running of the organization. The website has grown tremendously after 
finding the investors thus miss malini.com majorly working on lifestyle news till date has as such no competition 
around.

D. Impact of miss malini.com

“Based out of Bombay, a pulsating city that’s home to illustrious Bollywood stars, powerful industry titans and 
a \very shiny glitterati, MissMalini.com shares the latest on film, celebrities, fashion, lifestyle and entertainment to 
eager readers all over the world. Though the blog is focused on India, there is growing coverage of international 
trends, events and celebrities — all updated throughout the day, every day. Interviews with the hottest stars, reviews 
of the latest films and reports from the most stylish runways — Agarwal and her team cover everything that’s hot”.[5]

After studying the news shared on the website whether of gossip, fashion or lifestyle I came to conclusion 
that this websites aims at maintaining a different lifestyle identity in coming years. The impact of this website is so 
influential that we can figure it out from the growth in the certain years and the amount of investment the website 
has able to attract. The major chunk of audience is the youth aged from 18 to 30 years. People like following it like 
daily bible. 

Thus the case study news website comes to the verdict that   the consumer perspective, content, social mediums 
are major contributors for making the website successful. Native advertising, going viral, creating buzz, viral and 
sensationalizing  are the keywords for the success of lifestyle news through social media marketing.

• Consumer perspective: Before writing a writer must have in mind the consumer need or the readers need 
for the consumption of new. Consumer perspective is precious to make the news go viral and get maximum 
viewership.

• Creation of ideas: The journalist of lifestyle news always, play on creation of idea. He has to keep in mind the 
news value yet has to write it in creative manner to attract consumers.

• Content: The content should be informational, attractive, entertaining, connecting, creative etc. so as to make 
the story out of the box. They use pictures with content to attract the consumers.

• Conjunction of news through social media: going viral on social media with the buzzing news elements to 
sensationalize it, is the major focus of its strategy. Social media like Facebook, Instagram, twitter etc.

• Calculation of readers: calculation of the readers is done by calculating the viewers through likes and post etc.
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• Consumer readership: consumer readership chart is made at the end to know whether the story was hit or a 
flop.

Fig 1. Social Media Marketing

IV.   Conclusion
Social Media a great impact factor for the lifestyle journalism

The case study of miss malini.com proves that social media has a great impact factor for the social media. Social 
media creates great number of followers for the social sites and attract great attention of the readers. The writing 
style of lifestyle journalism is fun frolic and creates attention towards the soft news around. Social media is easy to 
access and available to major chunk of people these days. Though lifestyle journalism includes fashion, food, travel 
and health news. But the case study studied majorly covers Fashion and Bollywood news. It shows how a business 
model of communication of this website took few years to develop and create major Audiences.
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Abstract—In today world, data across various users in the cloud system’s environment, is needed to be shared for data 
processing and information retrieval from huge repository of data resources. The data we share may be public or privately 
owned by organizations or a third party. This data sharing requirement is increasing day by day. But the user has to face var-
ious challenges regarding their confidentiality and privacy of their own data. So we require an algorithm that will securely 
transfer user’s information for decentralized data. The query fire on the user’s data should not reveal the information about 
the user, and also the query should generate the required data. In this paper, we developed a set of decentralized algorithm 
that enables data sharing for different databases given the above query constraints. Our approach includes a new method, 
Blowfish algorithm, for sharing Cipher-text.

Keywords—aggregate; data sharing; blowfish; encryption; decryption

I.   Introduction
Due to local legislation matter, nowadays no firm needs to share the information of any user without his/her 

concern. So various data mining techniques for privacy protection [2] has been studied recently to maintain the 
privacy and security of users’ data from decentralized database systems. Data sharing is an important functionality 
in cloud storage system. We show how to securely, efficiently, and flexibly share data with others in cloud storage. 
We describe a new technique for public-key cryptosystems that produce constant-size cipher texts such that efficient 
delegation of decryption rights for any set of cipher texts will be possible. 

In cloud storage bloggers can allow their friends to view a part of their private pictures of data. Users must have 
control over their data by using various authorization techniques that is :- to whom to show their data and from 
whom to hide the sensitive content from data and also what kind of read/write privileges should be granted to which 
user whom he want to provide picture of his/her data on the internet. In cloud computing environment, the data can 
be secured by using cipher-text only. A private key for decrypting the data is provided to the user who is present in 
the cloud, but this technique faces various current challenges. Our approach deals with such an issue and solves data 
security issue.

Disadvantages of the previous existing systems are given below:-

• This technique increases the costs of storing and transmitting cipher texts over the cloud.
• Secret keys are usually stored in such kind of memory that can’t be changed, which is relatively costly.

As we know that day by day, the number of decryption keys are increasing, therefore increasing the cost and 
complexity in the current system which is to be taken care of. Key aggregate cryptosystem is a concept in which key 
is generated by means of various attributes/properties of data in various cipher text classes and its associated keys. 
Key aggregate consist of various derivations of identity and attribute based classes of respective data owner of clouds 
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[5]. Irrespective of traditional cryptographic key generation and derivations, this technique possesses complicated, 
unique and vigorous/fast cryptographic key aggregate cryptosystem which is optimal for secure cloud data and 
privacy preserving key generation process. Cloud access level policy in infrastructure such as public, private and 
hybrid enhances the data access mechanism in the data sharing cloud computing system.

II.   Literature Survey
Cheng-Kang Chu et. al. [1] described a new public-key cryptosystems that produces constant-size cipher-texts 

such that efficient delegation of decryption rights for any set of cipher-texts are possible. The author elaborated that 
different kinds of secret keys can be combined to make an aggregate key that has consolidated power from all these 
smaller keys. He explained that the secret key holder can release a constant-size aggregate key for flexible choices of 
cipher-text set in cloud storage, but the other encrypted files outside the set remain confidential. Now the aggregated 
key is sent to the users or also we can store it in a small sized smart card which will need lesser security considerations 
and also lesser storage area as compared to a bigger key. The author provided a proper security analysis of our 
schemes in the standard project model. They also described other application of their schemes. In particular, their 
schemes gave the first public-key patient-controlled encryption for flexible hierarchy, which was still unknown to us.

C.Wang et. al. [4] showed their concern about the users’ data sent over the cloud. The data integrity and security 
problem arises when the user sends data on cloud. So a third party auditor (TPA) is given by the system that ensures 
the data integrity and data remains private also. It also makes the user burden free that is now the user is free from 
security and integrity issues related to data sent over the cloud. C.Wang et. al. specially stressed their contribution 
to the following aspects:-

• To make a protocol to audit data without knowing  the actual content of his/her data. By this user’s data remain 
secured over the cloud.

• To support a simple, expendable and public data auditing in cloud computing system. 
• Data of different users can be audited simultatneously which increased the speed of the auditing protocol. 

Security is justified by various experimentations done by the researchers.
• Batch auditing protocol is given by the author.

III.   Proposed Methodology
In this system, we study how to make a decryption key more powerful in the sense that it allows decryption 

of multiple cipher-texts, without increasing its size that is upto a limit. The system helps us to design an effecient 
scheme for public scheme encryption strategy, which will support flexible delegation in the sense that any subset of 
the cipher-texts are decryptable [4] by a constant-size decryption key which is given by our algorithm.  The block 
ciphers are operating on data which is taken in groups or blocks  [5].

The following modules are given in our paper. These are:-

• User Registration & Login
• File Upload
• File Request
• File Share
• Regenerate
• File Download

A. ALGORITHM:-Blowfish Algorithm

Encryption is a process to secure our data from un-authorized users. Blowfish algorithm is an encryption 
algorithm which secures our data in both ways, while storing it and transferring it. The encryption   algorithms are 
categorized into two types:-

Key Aggregate Cryptosystem - using Blowfish Algorithm
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• Symmetric key encryption:- It is a secret method of encryption. In this kind of encryption or only one key is 
used for both encryption and decryption of data of the user. In this a private key is always kept as private from 
various users. For example:- AES, DES [7].

• Asymmetric key encryption:- It is also known as public key encryption. This method uses two keys, one for 
encryption and other for decryption. In this two keys such as public and private, are used for cryptography. For 
example:- RSA .

Blowfish is a symmetric encryption algorithm [3], that it uses the same secret key to both encrypt and decrypt 
messages. Blowfish is also a block cipher, meaning that it divides a message up into fixed length blocks eg:- 64-bit 
block size, during encryption and decryption process. The block length for Blowfish is 64 bits; messages that aren’t a 
multiple of eight bytes in size must be padded. For using this algorithm, we need no license.

Blowfish is public domain, and was designed by Bruce Schneier expressly for use in performance-constrained 
environments such as embedded systems.

Fig. 1: Blowfish algorithm working

In the figure above, the working of this algorithm is shown. It take plain text of 64 bits as input. First 32 bits are 
XORed with the element of P-array, called here P’. F is a transformation function that produced new value shown 
as F’ in the figure above. This process is repeated as shown in the figure above for right part of input plaint text too. 
Finally after completion of this process, we get a cipher text. The figure 2 shows the structure of F i.e Fiestel function 
which was applied on the plaintext of figure 1 shown above. This F  does XOR and summation operations on the 
data bits. 

This process of encryption and decryption is applied on both sides similarly. The values of P and S arrays are 
pre-computed on user’s key.

Disadvantage:- The problem with this algorithm is that it requires pre-processing of new generated keys which 
is equivalent to encrypt 4 KB of data. So we can infer that due to this, the speed of this algorithm becomes slow as 
compared to other algorithms. The fiestal structure of this algorithm is shown in figure 1 as below.
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Fig. 2:  Fiestal structure of blowfish algorithm

Blowfish symmetric block cipher algorithm encrypts block data of 64-bits at a time. It will follow the Feistel 
network [3] as shown in the figure1 above. This algorithm is divided into two parts.      

 1 Key-expansion: It will convert a key of at most 448 bits into several smaller sub-key arrays a total to 4168 
bytes. Blowfish uses large number of sub-keys. 

2. Data Encryption: keys are generated earlier to any data encryption or decryption. In this case, the function runs 
16 times of the network.

Blowfish Algorithm has following features:-

*  It is more efficient in energy consumption and security to reduce the consumption of battery power device 
[6]. And it is compact also.

*  This algorithm is much faster than DES algorithm.  So it replaces the original DES algorithm in speed and 
performance too.

*  It is also available free for all the users and no need of license for this algorithm.
*  It is strong encryption algorithm. 
* This method is very simple as it uses XOR addition operation. 
* Unpatented method.
* So we can say that our methodology is fast, compact and secure.

B. Details of Modules:-

1. Login and User Registration Detail:

In this module the user who wants to upload and share the file to other user has to upload his/her file on cloud. 
In figure 3, registration for user has been done. During registration module, the user has to fill the required details 
such as his name, last name, email id, password to login. These attributes are compulsory to be filled at the time of 
login and registration. Only after registration, the user will be able to upload his/her file in the next module.

Key Aggregate Cryptosystem - using Blowfish Algorithm
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Fig. 3: Registration Module

2. To Upload The File:

In this module the user uploads the file from a specific path which he wants to share. In figure 4, uploading of 
file is shown on cloud.

Fig. 4: File Uploading

3. Download And Regenerate File:

In this module the file is broken into parts using encrypted keys and then during regeneration, it is decrypted 
with the specified keys. In figure 5, we download the file from the given path.

Deepika Bhatia & Prerna Ajmani
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A. 

Fig. 5: Download the File

In figure 6, we showed the application of blowfish algorithm to decrypt the file and regenerate the required file 
in complete format.

Fig. 6: Regeneration Module

Key Aggregate Cryptosystem - using Blowfish Algorithm
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IV.   Advantages and Disadvantages
The key extracted by above procedure, can be an aggregate key which is as compact as a secret key for a single 

class. This key is much secure to upload the data and decrypt it.

• The delegation of decryption can be efficiently implemented with the help of aggregate keys. 
• The use of this algorithm makes it more secure as compared to previous work given by other researchers.
• The Blowfish algorithm works faster as compared to DES and other encryption algorithms.
• One problem with this approach is that this algorithm is used in embedded systems, and it becomes very 

difficult for keeping the key of this method as secret. And once attacked by the hacker, this can directly lead 
towards hardware intrusion. So a big issue here is to keep this key as secret from attackers.

V.   Conclusion and Future Scope
In the above paper, we studied a technique to secure the data in a cloud based environment using our encryption 

techniques. Blowfish algorithm has been used which is more efficient and does encryption and decryption in an 
efficient manner as compared to other RSA and DES algorithms. The data remains secure in the online cloud and 
distributed environment. By using Blowfish algorithm the speed of encryption and decryption also increased. For 
our future work, in cloud storage, the number of cipher-texts usually grows rapidly. So we have to reserve enough 
cipher-text classes for the future extension so that data can be passed through more than 16 iterations to make it 
more secured, advance, compact and less time consuming system.
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Abstract—Swarm intelligence and bio-inspired have attracted much attention in the development of new algorithms. These 
algorithms can be categorized on the basis of their source of inspiration as bio-inspired, swarm intelligence, physical and 
chemical. A few of the algorithms are proved to be very efficient like ant colony optimization, artificial bee colony. The objec-
tive of this paper is to provide a view on the classification of algorithms on the basis of the source of origin and to enlighten 
about few efficient algorithms.

Keywords—Swarm intelligence, bio-inspired algorithms, physical/chemical, optimization, ant Colony optimization (ACO), ar-
tificial bee colony (ABC), firefly algorithms (FA).

I.   Introduction
Today electronic devices, home automation, weather forecasting, smart grids, healthcare are systems that 

associate our world more than imagination. Such a refined dynamic system, electronic devices are interconnected to 
transmit information and control guidelines by means of distributed sensor systems. 

A wireless sensor system (WSN) is a wireless network formed by a collection of spatially distributed autonomous 
sensors that monitors physical (such as light, heat, pressure) or environmental conditions (climate change) and 
communicate it to the main station. Wireless Sensor Networks are widespread and deployed in multiple scenarios 
such as fire detection, weather forecasting and even traffic management in Vehicular-to-Vehicular networks [1]. 
Typical limitations of a sensor node include small size, transceivers and consumption of energy [2-3]. It consumes 
energy to transfer, to send and to receive the data over the network. Network lifetime relies on the energy level of 
nodes, depends on the processing power of node, memory and transmitter power. The major problem with wireless 
sensor networks is their limited source of energy, the coverage constraint and high traffic load. The most challenging 
task in wireless sensor network is routing of sensors [4]. To solve these problems, optimisation techniques have to be 
used; although there is no surety that optimal solution can be obtained.

Optimization means getting best results with minimum input. It is to develop a well functional output with 
a minimum number of inputs (resources). Among all the optimizing algorithms, few algorithms like Ant colony 
System, Artificial Bee Colony, Firefly Algorithms, Cuckoo Search have picked up prominence because of their high 
effectiveness. In the present time, there are many algorithms. It is extremely a difficult task to classify these algorithms 
in a systematic way. Optimization problems can be classified based on the type of constraints, nature of design 
variables, nature of the equations involved and type & number of objective functions, the source of inspiration. In 
this paper, the main focus will be on the algorithms that are classified according to the sources of inspiration.

This paper is organized in four sections. Section II gives a brief description of sources of motivation. Section 
III addresses the classification of algorithms. Section IV covers Ant Colony optimization (ACO) [11], Artificial Bee 
Colony (ABC) [13] and Firefly Algorithm (FA) [12]. A conclusion is made in section V.
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II.   Sources of Motivation
In nature, every living being has set of rules, a way to live life or ways to solve their daily challenges to survive. 

Nature has been the greatest inspiration for many researchers as nature has changed rapidly with time for many years, 
and has given many solutions to problem-solving that has been adopted by humans to solve computational problems 
and day to day life problems. Nature-inspired algorithms have shown their high potential, efficiency, reliability, 
effectiveness and flexibility with an extensive variety of applications. For example, ant colony optimisation developed 
by Marco Dorigo in 1992 to mimic the behaviour of ants, which leads to the optimal path using multiple ant agents. 
ACO has some advantages such as ACO displays powerful robustness and it avoids premature convergence but 
convergence is guaranteed. 

One way to classify nature-inspired algorithms is on the basis of the population such as ant colony optimisation 
(ACO), the firefly algorithms (FA), and genetic algorithms (GA). These are population-based algorithms as they use 
multiple agents. These population based algorithms come under metaheuristic algorithms.

All new algorithms are inspired by nature. All nature-inspired algorithms have been inspired from the successful 
features of the natural system. Therefore nature-inspired algorithms are referred as Bio-inspired algorithms.

Of all the bio-inspired algorithms, some algorithms have been developed by swarm intelligence. So, it can be said 
that swarm intelligence is a subset of bio-inspired algorithms. Some of the good examples of swarm intelligence are 
Ant colony system (ACO), Bat Algorithms, Cuckoo Search, firefly algorithms (FA). Swarm Intelligence algorithms 
are considered the most popular algorithms.

All the algorithms are not dependent on the biological system. There are algorithms that are have been inspired 
by the physical and chemical system. Unlike others, Harmony search [16] is inspired by the phenomena of composing 
music. Further, in this paper, categorisation of optimisation will be done.  

III.   Classification of algorithms
On the basis of the above discussion, algorithms can be categorized into four groups: Swarm Intelligence, Bio-

inspired (not including SI-based), physical/chemical-based and others. Further, in this paper, a brief description of 
these algorithms will be given and the main focus will be to compare swarm intelligence algorithms. 

There is not a particular way to classify the algorithms as some algorithms may fall into different categories 
at the same time. In a layman’s language, classification varies from the perspective of the researcher. For example, 
if the focus is on the interaction of multiple agents, then algorithms can be categorized as attraction based (firefly 
algorithm) and non-attraction based. If the classification is on the basis of the equation then it can be categorized as 
rule-based and equation based (Cuckoo Search). Also, a good example of the physics-based algorithm is simulated 
annealing but it also falls under the category of the trajectory-based algorithm. So the classification depends on the 
perspective of the researcher. This classification is only one way to categorize algorithms. 

A. Swarm Intelligence

Swarm intelligence is the discipline that focuses on the collective behavior of insect colonies and animal societies, 
to design algorithms or appropriated critical thinking gadgets. Basically, swarm means a group of interacting insects 
or animals. The foundation of swarm intelligence is profoundly embedded in the natural style of self-organized 
nature of social insects.

The fundamentals of Swarm intelligence are self-organization, co-evolution and division of work. Self-
organization is the ability of internal level a system to evolve automatically without being managed by outside source. 
The basic self-organization properties are: positive feedbacks, negative feedbacks, fluctuation, multiple interactions.

• Positive Feedback: 
• Negative Feedback:
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• Fluctuation:
• Multiple Interactions:

Division of labour is an approach where different tasks are performed by different individuals simultaneously. 
By parallelizing multiple agents, large-scale optimization is done. Task performed simultaneously are more efficient 
than sequential task performed by unspecialized individuals. 

Swarm intelligence is a scientific methodology that includes research fields like swarm optimization was 
inspired by observing the behavior of insects that live in group and use their amazing abilities to solve their day 
to day life problems to fight for their everyday needs. Whether these colonies include very few members or they 
include millions of members, they show incredible behavior that reflects a very good example of efficiency, flexibility 
and robustness. Some of the examples of Swarm Intelligence are Ant colony optimization which uses pheromone (a 
chemical released by ants), Firefly optimization uses the flashing behavior of fireflies, and Artificial Bee Colony is 
based on the foraging behavior of the honey bee and many others.

B.  Bio-inspired (not SI-based)

There are algorithms that do not directly use the flocking nature of insects. This kind of algorithms falls under 
bio-inspired but not SI-based. So, it can be said that SI-based algorithms are a part of bio-inspired algorithms, which 
belongs to nature-inspired algorithms. For example, the Genetic algorithm is a nature-inspired algorithm and a 
bio-inspired, but it is not SI-based. Also, the flower pollination algorithm [14] does not fully mimic the pollination 
process of flowers. So it is bio-inspired but not SI-based.

C. Physical/Chemical based

All the algorithms are not bio-inspired algorithms; some algorithms are based on the physics/chemistry. These 
physics/chemistry based algorithms are nature-inspired but not bio-inspired. These algorithms are metaheuristics 
for optimization. An algorithm that is not bio-inspired but is inspired by the basic laws of physics/chemistry falls 
under this category.

The physical-based algorithm is evolved by copying the principle of physics. The chemical-based algorithm 
is inspired by the nature of chemical reactions. For example, Simulated annealing (SA) is based on the principle of 
thermodynamics. It is a technique to find a good optimized result. As many rules of physics and chemistry are same 
so they are no further sub-categorized.

D. Others

The division of the algorithms is done by keeping certain things (such as emotional, physical). There might 
be possible that few algorithms are nature-inspired but do not fall in above three categorize then they come under 
a part of this category. For example, social- emotional optimization algorithm, it is used to solve the non-linear 
programming problem.

IV.   Algorithms
 Ant colony System (ACO), Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Firefly Algorithm(FA) are inspired by the foraging 

behavior of insects.

A. Ant Colony Optimisation

Ant Colony optimization (ACO) is adopted by the foraging behavior of ant species. Ant communicates with 
their families by a means of indirect communication. They produce a chemical substance and release it to the 
environment. Ants store pheromone on the ground so as to check some good way that ought to be trailed by other 
members of the family. By observing their behavior, ant colony optimization came into action.

Ant colony optimization came into action by studying the foraging behavior of ant as ant can find the optimized 
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path between the food sources and their family. Initially, ants wander randomly nearby their nest in search of 
food leaving behind a chemical called pheromone. If other ants find the pheromone, they follow the path. As the 
pheromone is a natural substance, it eventually gets evaporated. And the more the ants follow the pheromone trails 
more is the concentration of the pheromone and it will be the more efficient and optimised path [10]. And the less 
visited path is neglected because of the amount of pheromone decreases on that path.

 

The probability of movement of Ant   is  depends 

on two factors: 

1. Attractiveness Coefficient-   

2. Pheromone Trail Levels (density)-   

Therefore, an ant  that is at node  and is moving to 

its destination node  can be defined as 

         If                (1) 

where  is the probability of the ant. 

The following is the algorithm for ant colony system: 

 to Number_of_loops do 
 to Ants do 

  

 to Nodes do
 to Ant do 

 

Transition_Rule  
Pheromone_local_updating
 

 to Ant do 
    then 

   
  then 

    
 to Nodes do 

Global_pheromone_updation
 

B. Artificial Bee colony

Artificial bee colony (ABC) is a metaheuristic nature-inspired swarm intelligence algorithm. It is based on the 
searching behavior of the honey bee colony. For artificial bee colony, two modes of characteristics are required for 
self-organizing and collective intelligence: recruitment of foragers to well-supplied food sources bringing about 
positive feedback and neglecting the bad sources by foragers leading to negative feedback. 

In ABC algorithm, the colony of artificial bees can be differentiated into three groups: employed bees explore 
the food source and collect the information, onlookers remain in the hive and observe the waggle dance of employed 
bee to select a food source and scouts wander for new food sources haphazardly. In this algorithm, the artificial bee 
colony divides into two groups – one group includes the employed artificial bees which include half of the bees 
and the left bees comprises of the onlookers. For every food source, there is at most one employer bee and after 
the food source of the employed bee is neglected, it becomes a scout. In ABC, a method to solve the problem is 
represented by the location of the food sources and the quantity of nectar of a food source represents the fitness 
of the related solution. A single honey bee corresponds to one and only one food sources, so the quantity of food 
sources (solutions) is same the quantity of employed bees.
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In ABC, the selection of food sources by an onlooker bee is 
done depending on the value of probability related to the food 

sources, , is calculated by

                                                                     (2) 

where  is the quality (fitness) value of the solution  and is 

proportional to the quantity of nectar of the food source in 
the location i and sn is the number of employed bees which 
is further same as the count of food sources. 

Each and every employed bee produces a new solution in 
the neighborhood from its old node as equation 3 described 
below:

                                            (3) 

Where is haphazardly chosen solution ,  is a random 

dimension index chosen from the set and   is a 

random number within the range from    is updated 

on the base of the fitness value of . is updated to  , if the 

fitness value of  is improved than its parent . 

The following is the algorithm for ABC: 

Initialize a population of honey bee  

Calculate the quality  of the colony 

Initialize loop=1 

Repeat 

For each employed bee { 

 Create new solution 

 Evaluate the value  

 Implement greedy selection process} 

Evaluate the probability value  for the solution   

For each onlooker bee { 

 Select a solution  depending on  

 Produce new solution  

 Calculate the value  

 Apply greedy selection process} 

If there is a solution that is left out for the scout 

 Then substitute it with a new result that will be 

haphazardly generated 

Remember the best result up until this point  

loop=loop+1 

Until loop=Maximum Loop Number 

 

C. Firefly Algorithm 
Firefly algorithm is a bio-inspired algorithm, adopted by the 

lighting and appealing nature of tropical fireflies [8]. Fireflies 

use flashing and attraction technique as communication signal 

between male and females while mating. In firefly algorithm, 

the brightness is kept directly proportional to the best solution. 

Firefly algorithm depends on two factors:  

1. Formulation of the light intensity 

2. Change of the attractiveness 

 

To start the algorithm, fireflies are kept in random positions. 

Then the position of firefly corresponds to the value of 

objective functions. And for each new location, the objective 

function is calculated. And then finally, an optimum solution 

is obtained. There are three standards for this algorithm: 

1. Fireflies are genderless that is unisex with a goal that 

regardless of their sex they can attract each other.  

2. The attractiveness between the fireflies is 

proportional to the amount of light. As the distance 

between the fireflies increases, the brightness gets 

decreased. The firefly with the lesser brightness will 

come to the firefly with the brighter light. Firefly will 

wander randomly if there is no brighter light.  

3. Brightness (light intensity) of firefly is determined by 

an objective function. The brightness is proportional 

to value of objective function, In case of 

maximization problem [8-9].  

 
The motion of firefly , drawing to brighter firefly is calculated 

by: 

                                (4)  

Also, as the brightness felt by neighboring firefly is 

proportional to the attractiveness, the difference of 

attractiveness  with respect to distance can be defined by: 

                                                                         (5) 

where is the attractiveness at , the middle term is 

because of attraction and the third term is randomization with 

 being the randomization parameter, and a vector of random 

numbers i.e.  is drawn from a Gaussian distribution or 

uniform distribution at time . 

 

The algorithm [9] for firefly is: 

 

Objective function  
Initialize a number of fireflies   (i = 1,2,.,.,.,n) 

Calculate the light intensity  at by  

Define γ i.e. light absorption coefficient 
While ( ) 

 fireflies 
 Fireflies 

Calculate the distance r between  and  
using Cartesian distance equation  

 

Attractiveness varies with distance 

 via  

Move firefly  towards  in all  
dimensions 

end if 
Calculate new result and revise the value of  

light intensity 

  end for j 
  end for i 

Rank the fireflies and find the present best 

end while 
 

The above algorithms are nature inspired. Some of 

the features are similar to the natural species. Features and 

complexity and convergence rate is different for all the 

algorithms. Ant Colony Optimization have better success rate 

and CPU time required for this algorithm is more as compared 

to others. 

Artificial bee colony is more compatible in solving 

global optimization problems. 

 

Firefly algorithm is inspired by the flashing behavior of 

fireflies. It has a better speed of convergence. It performs local 

search efficiently.  
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Table I.          Algorithm Comparison

Parameter ACO ABC FA

Inspiration Behavior of real ant 
colonies.

Behavior of real bee 
colonies.

Behavior of real 
fireflies.

Running Time Medium Less as compared  
to ACO and FA 

Minimum

Success Rate Good Best for global 
optimization 

problems

Good results in case 
of Local search

Classification Population Based, 
Attraction Based 

Algorithm

Population Based Population Based

Adaptive More adaptive Less adaptive Less adaptive

V.   Conclusion
In this paper, we tried to give a brief review on the categorization of algorithms on the basis of source of 

inspiration. Algorithms are categorized into four categorizes-Swarm intelligence, Bio-inspired, physical/ chemical 
and others. This is only a one way of categorization. There can be many ways of categorizing the algorithms. 

Few of the algorithms are very efficient like ant colony optimization, firefly algorithm, bee colony. A brief review 
of these algorithms is also given. To provide an overview of how these algorithms work. These algorithms are global 
optimization algorithms that are used to update a globally. These algorithms are used to solve problems for greater 
problems. 
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Abstract-  Dynamic ad-hoc networks (DANETs) are said to be the backbone of digital era which provides deep scope of anal-
ysis. They’re an impactful technology for several applications, like disaster management i.e. rescue and military science 
operations, because of the liability provided by their mobile infrastructure. However, this mobility comes with issues of 
new security problems. Moreover, several typical security guidelines opted for wired networks are feeble and inept for the 
mobile and independent environments where temporary mobile network use may well be expected. To evolve appropriate 
security actions for these contemporary technology, we should initially know that how DANETs are often compromised. This 
paper gives an encyclopedic survey of assaults against a particular kind of target, particularly the DANET’s employed rout-
ing protocols. Here the alarms specific to DANETs and an illustrated classification of the assaults/assaulters against these 
complicated shared systems is discussed. Thereafter numerous proactive and reactive actions projected for DANETs also 
reviewed and discussed. The main emphasis of this paper is “Securing Mobile ad hoc Networks from the Denial of service 
Assaults”

Keywords: Incursion; Routing Assaults; Authentication ;Misbehavior monitoring; Incursion Detection System (IDS)and  Cryp-
tography   Key management.

I.   Introduction
By the implementation of lesser cost, smaller, and having strong computing mobile devices, mobile ad 

hoc networks (DANETs) became one among the contemporary subject of analysis. This kind of self-conceit 
communication network is having the wireless communication. Not like typical wired networks, they don’t need the 
fixed infrastructure such as base stations and centralized management points. The united topological point forms 
a dynamic topology. This flexibility makes them effective for multi- utilities like military applications, where the 
network topology might be modified quickly to show the operational movements of military, and disaster relief 
works, where the present/fixed infrastructure could also be in a sleep mode. The temporary self-organization also 
makes them appropriate for virtual mass communications, wherever fitting a classical network infrastructure may 
be a time overwhelming high-cost task.

Classical networks use fixed assigned points to do the basic operations of packet forwarding, routing, and 
network management. In temporary networks, these operations done mutually by all the communicative points. 
DANETs use multi-point communication; points that are distant to other’s radio range will communicate directly 
through wireless links, whereas those who are captivated with starting points to act as paths to relay messages. 
Mobile points will move, leave and be part of the network and paths ought to be updated often attributable to the 
ever-changing configuration.

As illustrated, point S will communicate with point D by exploitation the shortest path S-T-U-D as given in 
Figure one (the direct links between the points are shown by the broken lines show). If point T goes out of point S’ 
range, then an alternate path to point D (S-V-W-U-D) is chosen. So some type of new protocols has been proposed 
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for finding/updating paths and usually providing communication between endpoints (but no projected protocol has 
been accepted as a customary yet). Meanwhile, these new routing protocols supported cooperation between points, 
Points are susceptible to new varieties of assaults. Sadly, several projected routing protocols for DANETs don’t take 
into account security. Moreover, their specific options like the lack of monitor points, the ever-changing topology 
presents a specific challenge for security.
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Figure .1: DANET’s Topological communication

Certain scientific work has been done to tackle and discover assaults against existing routing protocols of 
DANET, collaboratively working on secure routing protocols and assault detection systems. However, for sensible 
reasons the projected resolutions usually target some specific security loopholes since providing a comprehensive 
solution is non-trivial. If we tend to develop additional general defensive pro work then primarily we should have a 
detailed knowledge of attainable weaknesses and security loopholes against the DANETs. Which is the main focus 
of this chapter. Next sections shows the weakness of the dynamic ad-hoc network and also the fundamentals of the 
exemplary routing protocol, Ad-hoc on demand distance vector prone to the assaults projected in 3rdSection. The 
outline of security actions projected to stop and discover assaults on DANETs is bestowed in Section four. At the end 

of the paper, concepts for later analysis are given.

II.   Problem Statement: The operative skills of 
DANETs prone to the assaults.

There are several challenges and problems present in DANETs due to the character of multi hope communications. 
So several adopted security actions for typical networks are ineffective and inefficient for multiple DANET 
deployment environments. Therefore, scientists have been doing research work over the last decade on developing 
better security actions or efficient algorithms to be applicable to dynamic networks. Since several routing protocols 
don’t contemplate security, some analysis are pointed on developing secure routing protocols or introducing better 
security add-ons  to the prevailing routing protocols. Routing protocols have been proposed to handle the greedy 
misconducts by forcing the greedy points to cooperate. Present key management mechanisms are generally based on 
central points where services like certification authorities or key servers are often placed. Since dynamic networks 
don’t have such points, new key management systems have had to be developed to fulfill necessities. At last, since 
prevention techniques are invariably restricted to the effectiveness, Incursion detection systems are generally used to 
complement alternative security mechanisms. This is enforced to DANETs too and researchers have projected new 
IDSs to have surveillance on malicious activities of the networks.

If we are to develop additional general solutions, initially we should have a comprehensive understanding of 
possible vulnerabilities and security risks against DANETs. They share the vulnerabilities of wired networks, like 
eavesdropping, denial of service, spoofing and also the like, that are accentuated by the ad hoc context [12]. They 
also have more vulnerabilities like those that make the most of the cooperative nature of routing algorithms. These 

vulnerabilities of DANETs are summarized in the following section.

A . Weakness of DANETs

Wireless Interconnections: Wireless network system is more prone to assaults such as eavesdropping and active 
interference. Unlike wired networks, assaulters do not need physical access to the network to launch these assaults. 
Furthermore wireless networks typically have lower bandwidths than wired networks. Assaulters can disrupt the 
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network bandwidth with ease to prevent normal communication among points.

Dynamic Topology: DANET points are mobile in nature, due to this different nature of network communication 
any points in network can join or leave the topology. It is hard to detect and differentiate normal behavior of the 
network from anomaly/malicious behavior in this dynamic environment. For example, a points sending tumultuous 
routing information can be a malicious points, or else simply be using outdated information in good faith. In addition 
to this mobility of points we cannot assume points, especially vital ones (servers, etc.), are safe in locked cabinets as 
in wired networks. Points without proper Physical protection are likely to be at risk of being captured and assaulted.

Mutual Communicative cooperation: In a topological algorithms for DANETs always there is an assumption 
that points are cooperative and non- malicious. Due to this advantage, a malicious assaulter can easily become an 
important routing agent and disrupt network operations by disturbing the protocol specifications. Therefore a points 
can act as a trusted near buddy to other points and act in unified decision-making mechanisms, possibly affecting 
the networking.

Deficiency of Defense Line: DANETs do not have a clear line of defense; assaults can come from all directions 
[27]. The firewall that separates the inside network from theoutside world is not very clear on DANETs. For example, 
there is no well-defined place where we can deploy our data flow monitoring and access control mechanisms. Unlike 
the wired networks, communication information in DANETs is shared across the points that can only see the packets 
sent and received in their domain of transmission.

Limited Resources: Resource sharing are another form of weakness. DANETs have a variety of devices 
connecting in network such as tablets and mobile phones. These will have different capabilities of computing and 
storage  that can be the charm of new assaults. For example, dynamic points require a battery power. This has led to 
the emergence of innovative assaults targeting this aspect, e.g. “Sleep Deprivation Torture [6]”.

III.   Literature Review for Assaults on DANET
DANETs are also considered to have the essential security goals like the other networks which are most 

typically(C.I.A):

[30]confidentiality, integrity, authentication, availability, and non-repudiation. Authentication is the 
authenticating of pings about the identity of an information source. Confidentiality means that only authorized 
people or systems can read or execute protected data or programs. There should be pointed that  sensitivity of the 
information in DANETs may decay much more quickly than in other information. For example, yesterday’s battalion 
location will surely be less sensitive than today’s. Integrity means that the information is not altered or damaged by 
unauthorized points or by the environment. Availability refers to the ability of the network to provide services as 
required. Denials of Service (DoS) assaults have become one of the most worrying problems for network managers. 
In a military environment, a successful DoS assault is extremely dangerous, and the engineering of such assaults is a 
valid modern war-goal. Lastly, non-repudiation ensures that committed actions cannot be rolled back. In DANETs 
security goals of a system can change according to the situations and environments such as peace time, transition to 
war, and war time of a military network.

The features of DANETs make them prone to bunches of new assaults. The assaults can be classified to network 
protocol stacks based on their characteristics.  Illustrated Table 1 gives an exemplary of assaults at each layer. 

Table 1. Illustrated Assaults on the Protocol Stack

Layer Assaults
Application Layer data corruption, viruses and worms
Transport Layer TCP/UDP SYN flood
Network Layer hello flood, black hole

Data Link Layer monitoring, traffic analysis
Physical Layer eavesdropping, active interference
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A.  Adversary Model

Assaulters against a network may be classified into the groups of : Internal corporate executive and external 
assaulters. While outsider wrongdoer isn’t a legitimate user of the network, a corporate executive wrongdoer is a 
licensed point and a part of the routing system on DANETs.

 Algorithms for routings are nature wised shared and cooperative and have an effect on the full system. Whereas 
the insiders of, DANET points will disrupt the network communications on purpose, there may be different cause 
of its misbehaviors. A points may be unsuccessful, unable to perform its operation for a few reason, like starving of 
battery power, or collusions inside the network. The threat of unsuccessful points is absolutely alarming if they’re 
required as a part of an emergency/secure path [2].Failure of them will even end in distributing zones of the network, 
preventing some points from human action with different points within the communication.

The stingy points may also move to retain its resources. Stingy points keep services of the opposite points 
unshared, however don’t reciprocate. During this paper, we have a tendency to chiefly consider assaults disbursed by 
infected points on purpose aim to disturb the topological communication.

We should conjointly contemplate the wrong doing of assaulters. In routing assaults assaulters don’t follow the 
guidelines of routing protocols and aim to disturb the nodal communication within the following methods:

• Path poisoning: altering the present paths by making routing loops, and inflicting the packets to be forwarded 
on a path that’s not best, non-existent, or otherwise inaccurate.

• Points Isolation: division of points within the network or boycotting the communication.
• Starving the power resources: downgrading the performance of network, intense network information measure 

or points resources, etc.
 Network performance: This definitely affects the flexibility of  the wrongdoer to assault the network. Such power 

needn’t be localized to the connected network – eavesdropped traffic may be relayed back to high performance 
super-computing networks for analysis.

 Geographical control: the situation of resister points has might have a transparent imposition on what the 
resister will do. a resister could also be restricted to inserting assaultive  points at the geographical zone of the 
rival network (but might select the precise locations), might plant specific points (e.g. points left behind in 
territory near to be vacated), or might have the flexibility post facto to make a pervasive carpet of good mud 
(where discretional degrees of generality could also be achieved).

 Mobility: quality usually brings a rise in power. (The mobile points will perpetually stay stationary.) On the 
opposite hand, quality might stop associate degree wrongdoer from frequently targeting one specific victim. For 
instance, a points on the move won’t receive all falsified routing packets initiated by the wrongdoer. In [28] Sun  
outlined this development as being a “partial victim”. what is more, they need explicit  that though it reduces the 
injury caused by the wrongdoer, it makes detection harder since the symptoms of associate degree assaults and 
people arising as a result of the dynamic nature of the network are difficult to differentiate. Lastly, the impact of 
quality on detection may be an advanced matter.

B.  Assaults

The assaults are categorized as passive or active.

I. Passive assaults: In a passive assaults an unauthorized points monitors and tries to search out information 
regarding the network. The assaulters otherwise ought not to communicate with the network. Hence they are 
not causing any direct injury to the network.  Samples of passive assaults are overhearing and traffic analysis.

 Overhear Assaults, are passive assaults by external or internal communicative points. The assaulter can analyze 
broadcast messages to reveal some useful information about the network. Solutions protecting the radio 
interface from assaults such as eavesdropping (and jamming) assaults have been proposed in the literature, e.g. 
spread spectrum communication and frequency hopping [3].
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 Snooping or flow watch is not an entirely passive activity. It is perfectly feasible to deal with protocols, or seek 
to intercept the communication between points. Assaulters may execute the schemes such as RF path finding, 
bit rate analysis, and time-correlation monitoring. 

The flow watch may expose:

• The physical location of points;
• The roles played by points in a network;
• The topological order of points in  communications network;
• The live sources and destination of communications ;and
• The live location of targeted points.
II. Active Assaults: These assaults cause unauthorized state changes within the network like denial of service, 

modification of packets, and therefore the like. These assaults are usually launched by users or points with 
authorization to work inside the network. We tend to classify active assaults into four groups: dropping, 
modification, fabrication, and temporal arrangement assaults (timing assaults). It ought to be noted that an 
assaults is classified into more than one cluster.

 Packet Dropping Assaults: Non-cooperative or greedy points intently drop all packets that don’t seem to be 
destined for them. Whereas malicious points aim to disrupt the network ventures, greedy points aim to create 
the deadlock conditions in a network. Dropping assaults will forestall end-to-end communications between 
points.

 Alteration Assaults: Insider assaulters alter the packets to disturb the network. For example, the assaulter tries 
to absorb nearly all traffic from a particular area through the assaulted points by making the compromised 
points attractive to other points. It is impactful in routing protocols that use broadcasted information such 
as remaining energy and least distant points to the destination in the path discovery process. A swallow hole 
assaults is used as a basis for additional assaults like dropping and selective forwarding assaults. A black hole 
assaults is like a swallow hole assaults that attracts traffic through itself and uses it as the basis for further 
assaults. The goal is to prevent packets being forwarded to the destination. If the black hole is masked points or 
a remote points then, it is hard to detect [4].

 Falsehood Assaults:  The assaulter fakes network packets. In [5], falsehood assaults are classified into “active 
forge” within that assaulters send masked messages while not receiving any related message and “forge reply” in 
which the assaulter sends forged path reply messages in response to related legitimate path request messages.

In the fake masked reply assaults, the assaulter forges a Path Reply message once receiving a Path Request 
message. The reply message contains malicious routing information pretending that the points directs a fresh path 
to the destination points on AODV so as to surpass real paths to the destination. It causes the communication 
disturbance by dispensing the messages to be sent to a non-existent points or injecting the assaulter itself into the path 
between two peers of a communication channel if the Internal assaulter has already have a path to the destination. 
Figure 2 shows an example of a forge reply assaults mentioned in [5].

[30] The much effective path (with minimum hop) from points S to points D is S-I1-I2-D. Malicious points M 
forges a Hello or PATH REPLY message to the source points S through points I1. [30] The message claims to come 
back from the Destination point D with higher destination sequence number to surpass the present path. The faked 
Message ends up in the updating of the path entry to the destination points within the routing tables of Point S and 
I1. Point I1 forwards data packets to the malicious points rather than points I2 since points M 

 Looks to own a fresh path to point D, therefore the new path becomes S-I1-M-I2-D.

Assaulters can initiate frequent packets to cause denial of service (DoS). Example DoS assaults that exploit 
DANETs’ options are sleep deprivation torture assaults, routing table overflow assaults, ad hoc flooding assaults, 
speeding assaults, and also the like. The sleep deprivation torture assault consumes a point’s battery power so 
disappears the points [30].
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Figure 2. A Fake Masked Reply Assault

This assault was discovered by Stajano et al. [6] who stressed that it’s more powerful than higher acknowledged 
DoS assaults like central processing unit exhaustion, since most mobile points are run on battery power. The ad 
hoc flooding assaults, introduced in [7], is another DoS assaults against on-demand protocols, within which points 
send Path Request messages once they would like a path. The assaulter exploits this ability of Path Discovery by 
broadcasting several Path Request messages to a points that’s not within the network. Another assaults at the Path 
Discovery part is that the routing table overflow assaults. Here the assaulter sends plenty of path advertisements for 
points that don’t exist. Since proactive protocols update routing info sporadically before it’s required, this assaults, 
which ends in overflowing the victim points’ routing tables and preventing new paths from being created, is simpler 
in proactive protocols than in reactive protocols [8].

IV.  Proposed Assault Preventive Actions
Generally, we defend against the assaults where we can (proactive solutions), but seek to detect and deal with 

it when prevention does not work (reactive solutions). In these proposals, we would consider the proactive and 
reactive solutions proposed for DANETs.

A. Prevention Techniques: Authenticated and Secure Path Forwarding

The major part of the assaults described above could be prevented by applying authentication techniques in 
the routing protocol [23], [24], [25]. The motive is to ensure that all points willing to act in the routing process are 
trusted and authenticated points; i.e., authorized network points that will behave according to the protocol rules. 
Authentication should be imposed during all phases of communication, therefore preventing unauthorized points 
(including assaulters) from acting in the routing and so from launching routing assaults. Authentication can be 
enforced either on public-key or symmetric cryptography. In a prior case, points issue digital signatures associated 
with the routing messages. These signatures can be verified by any other points, providing a secure authentication 
code of the sender’s identity. Digital proof with similar properties can be constructed using secret-key cryptography, 
such as MACs (Message Authentication Codes).

[30] Schemes projected to the current point are primarily shared key agreement protocols, like the classical 
two- party Diffie-Hellman (DH) scheme [27]. Some works have extended the fundamental protocol towards n-party 
versions, in such a way that n points will establish a common key for group communications (see e.g. [28]). Encrypted 
Key Exchange (EKE) protocols [29] have also been adopted in DANETs. These schemes were projected with the goal 
of allowing two sides to come up with a long-term shared key from a shared password (typically of low entropy and 
therefore in danger of guesswork assaults).

B. Subject -Based Incursion Detection

Frequently introduced Incursion detection techniques for dynamic network is  subject- based Incursion 
detection, where Incursions are detected as current bypassing of the subjects of routing protocols. [30] This scheme 
has been applied to a various routing protocols on DANETs such as AODV [11], OLSR [10] [13], DSR [15]. In [10] 
every network monitor employs a finite state machine (FSM) to subject with AODV, especially for the path discovery 
process, and maintains a forwarding table for each monitored points. Each RREPLY and RREQUEST message in the 
range of the network monitor is monitored in a request-reply flow which checks the situations such as if path request 
packets are forwarded by next points or not, if path reply packets are modified on the path or not, and the like. When 
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a network monitor needs information about previous messages or other points that are not in its range, it can ask 
neighboring network monitors.

In DEMEM [10], a shared and cooperative IDS is described in which each points is monitored by 1- hop nearby 
points for the OLSR routing protocol. In addition to single-hop neighbor monitors, 2-hop neighbors can exchange 
data to have sufficient proof about Incursions. The main execution of DEMEM, as introduced by the researchers to 
introduce subjective IDS messages to help detection.

Subject-based IDSs have been generally used to detect alteration and forge assaults. However, this technique 
cannot detect assaults that do not disobey the protocol specifications directly. (Distributed DoS assaults come in 
this category.) For that reason Huang et al [12] have proposed an IDS which uses a subject-based technique for 
an assaults that disobey the specifications of AODV directly and the behavior-based technique for other kinds of 
assaults such as DoS. In [16] the scholars propose adding a digital signature based analysis tool in the future to detect 
the DoS assaults.

C. Behavior Alarming -Based Incursion Detection

This method shows the normality of the system, such as usage frequency of commands, CPU usage for programs, 
and the like. It detects Incursions as misbehaviors, i.e. moving back from the optimal ongoing behavior patterns. 
Various terminology  have been used for behavior detection, e.g. mathematical approaches, and AI based cognitive 
techniques like deep learning based  data analysis and neural networks. The hard job is to differentiate the optimal  
behavior. The optimal behavior can change instantly and so, the  IDS systems should be calibrated accordingly. 

The initial described IDS for DANETs uses mathematical  anomaly-based detection [19]. In that analysis, each 
point has an IDS handler responsible for local surveillance, and associates with neighboring points for universal 
surveillance  whenever needed. The analysis points on two assaults types: path logic assault (e.g. false routing) and 
false traffic diversion (e.g. dropping, alteration, packet declination assaults). [30] This is also one of the few actions 
to consider mobility data by monitoring points positioning using built-in GPS functionality on each points.

Another proposed anomaly-based detection action for DANETs [20] is Cluster-Based IDS, where the network is 
zoned into Clusters , based on physical location zoning. The points in a Cluster are grouped into intra-Cluster points 
and inter-Cluster points (which work as bridges to the other Clusters). Each points in a Cluster is responsible for 
local detection and sending alarms to inter-Cluster points which make the final decisions. They use a mathematical 
Markov-chain based local behavior detection model and asses it on path disturbance assaults. 

D. Misbehavior Monitoring Based Incursion Detection

Since collision may occur in a wireless points within their RF range, misbehavior monitoring is becoming a 
widely used  method, used to catch the  misbehavior of points such as draining and alteration of packets on DANETs. 

[30] The initial study on detecting misbehaving points and mitigating their performance effect proposed 
Watchdog system on the DSR [18]. communication control packets in DSR carry all routing path information 
between points on the path. When a point forwards a packet, the Watchdog mechanism of that point monitors the 
next points to ensure the correct packet delivery. The points is considered as a misbehaving points, if the number of 
packet dropping is above the threshold limit , thus a notification is sent to the source points. With the watchdog, the 
most trusted path is selected (instead of the shortest path as in DSR) in the presence of misbehaving points by using 
link reliability data and data from the Watchdog.

V.  Future Scope of Research
The self-organizing and being infrastructure less feature of DANETs are very suitable for military and disaster 

recovery applications. Moreover getting lesser in cost and micro scale with having a good computation power, in the 
future DANETs will surely be the integral part of our lives. Several research on this new security threats of DANETs 
have introduced. However more research needs to be done on identifying new security threats. We believe that with 
the increase in the use of DANETs, new assaults and problems are going to emerge continuously.
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Since traditional security solutions are not easily approachable to the DANETs, new solutions have been 
proposed for the last decade, which is far 

VI.  Conclusions
In this paper we’ve examined the most problems deal with security in DANETs. They have most of the problems 

of unlike wired network due to their specific features of dynamic topology, restricted resources (e.g. bandwidth, 
power), lack of central management points. First we’ve given specific weakness of the DANET. Then we’ve surveyed 
the assaults exploit these loop holes and, possible proactive and reactive solutions projected within the literature. 
Assaults are classified into passive and active assaults at the different levels. Since projected routing protocols on 
DANETs are insecure, we’ve focused on active routing assaults that are classified into dropping, alteration, fabrication, 
and timing assaults. Assaulters have also been mentioned and examined as insider and outsider assaulter. At last we 
have concluded that conventional security techniques don’t seem to be directly applicable to DANETs because of 
their very nature which needs to be improved more.
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Abstract— In current technology driven world, there is a need to maintain secrecy in exchanging information while do-
ing communication among parties. Steganography is an encryption technique as an extra-secure method to protect data. 
Steganalysis is method of detecting messages that are hided using steganography. This paper specifies various schemas of 
steganalysis and its applications.
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I.  Introduction
The growth in communication technology and usage of internet has greatly facilitated the data transfer. 

However, due to such open communication, there is threat on security of data and unauthorized access of 
information. Steganography is an encryption technique as an extra-secure method to protect data while transmitting. 
Aim of steganography is to avoid suspicion of hidden context; steganalysis aims to identify the existence of message.

 Generally, steganalysis deals in detection of secret messages, they are broadly categorized as Specific or Targeted 
steganalysis and blind or universal steganalysis.   Specific steganalysis method needs to know the steganography 
algorithm to detect. Blind steganalysis [1] doesn’t require the details of steganography algorithms and it’s able 
to detect the hidden messages. Blind steganalysis works by extracting features that are sensitive if messages are 
implanted and use classifiers. General concern in designing blind steganalysis algorithms is in dealing with selection 
of statistic features.  The two statistical features that are commonly used in blind steganalysis are probability density 
function (PDF), moment and characteristic function (CF).

Performance of any image steganalysis algorithm depends on sensitivity of features and amount of data hidden 
in an image. Feature selection and classification are the two main steps of any image steganalysis algorithm.

II.  Significance of Steganalysis
The Steganalysis is method of detecting hidden messages residing in digital media. A document without a hidden 

message is called clean document and when there is a hidden messages it’s called cover or stego document. Images 
are one of the popular covers used for information hiding, because they are capable of having enough capacity 
to hide a secret message (the “capacity” is referred as maximum size of message that can be implanted into the 
cover). Steganography can be leveraged by criminals for planning and managing illegal activities by hiding messages 
in images and exchanging data via Internet. To eliminate these kinds of threats, there is important need to break 
steganography.    Steganalysis deals in breaking steganography. Therefore steganalysis is used to prevent terrorist 
attack and catch people engaging in illegal activities. So the presence of hidden messages inside the digital medium 
can be detected using steganalysis technique. 

Commonly faced challenges [2] for Steganalysis are listed below:

• Having stego-image database
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• Having blind or targeted steganalysis algorithm
• Assessing the robustness of steganalysis algorithm
• Testing various categories of images using steganalysis algorithm
• Identifying hidden messages in cover
• Identification of embedding algorithm
• Estimating the implanted message length
• Predicting the location of hidden bits
• Estimating secret key leveraged in embedding algorithm
• Estimating parameter of embedding algorithm
• Extracting hidden message from the cover

A. Reasons for Steganalysis

The important goal of steganalysis is to identify the testing medium whether it belongs to cover class or stego 
class. While testing a suspicious medium, four possible occurrences can happen [3].

• True Positive: During testing, if the image is identified correctly as stego image; it is true positive.
• True Negative: During testing, if the image is detected correctly as non-stego image; it is true negative.
• False Positive: During testing, if a test image is detected incorrectly as a stego image, it is false positive.
• False Negative: During testing, if a test image is incorrectly identified as a non-stego image, it is false negative. 

III.  Types of Steganalysis 
There are two types of Steganalysis:

A. Passive Steganalysis

Aim of passive steganalysis is to identify availability or unavailability of hidden message in a stego media and 
find the associated algorithm. 

 Steganalyst verifies the work as it passes through communications channel, and then test is performed to 
find if there are any secret message, if no message found, the message is forwarded to the receiver. If the message is 
found, the steganalyst will block the message and will not be forwarded to the receiver.

B. Active Steganalyis

Active steganalysis extract a (possibly approximate) version of the secret message from a stego message. If 
the message is found active steganalyst attempts to estimate and extract the secret message without destroying it, 
modifies the work and it sent to receiver.

IV.  Steganalysis Schemes
The various schemes for blind, targeted and quantitative steganalysis are mentioned below:

A. Visual Detection

Steganalysis is done by human eye. An image which is found to have visible differences making it look 
doubtful will be categorized as stego.  To identify undetectable changes invisible to eyes, first filter suspicious image 
with embedded algorithm. The new formed image is clear structured and it provides the changes visible done by 
embedding of the message. 

In the recent developed algorithms there is not much visual discrepancies created and thus it’s difficult to detect. 
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Hence few of the following statistics based steganalysis schemes would be leveraged for simple visual detection to 
attain accurate results. In few cases if the embedded message is large, visual detection helps to give a heads-up to 
steganalyzer.

B. First-order Statistics based Steganalysis

Feature-based Steganalysis deals in delivering good and reliable steganalysis decisions. It deals with extraction 
of segment from the suspicious image and simultaneously compared with the characteristics of base cover images. 
The base cover image enables to deliver a ‘ground truth’. This scheme uses majorly histograms of pixel values and 
hence it’s named as Histogram attack [4].

C. RS Steganalysis

RS steganalysis [5] is leveraged to calculate the length of embedded message on an image for LSB steganographic 
methods. Using properties settings the image can be formed in to fixed shape by grouping of pixels. Group can be 
termed as ‘regular’ or ‘singular’ based on pixel noises within the group. The pattern of pixels to flip is called ‘mask’. 
This method can be leveraged for both color and grayscale digital images.

RS Steganalysis Algorithm:

 Input: Digital Image
 Step 1: Build masks for flipping
 Step 2: Generate groups - regular / singular / unusable
 Step 3: Classify these groups using discrimination function
 Step 4: Calculate quantities at the points, p=50
 Step 5: Generate polynomials - first & second
 Step 6: Calculate coefficients d1, d0, d-1 and d-0
 Step 7: Derive the equations and take the minimum absolute value
 Step 8: Calculate the message length

Output: Result of estimated message length & amount of steganographic content per color channel.

D. Calibration based Steganalysis

Calibration [6] provides an estimate for cover image histogram, and also it provides high detection accuracy 
of feature-based blind steganalysis. Steganalyst can receive the reference image through which the baseline value of 
features can be obtained with net benefit of decreasing features image-to-image variations.

E. Markov-based Steganalysis

These features are modeled to identify the dependencies between the differences of the JPEG DCT values.  It’s 
stated that there is high correlation between the absolute values of DCT coefficients along the horizontal, vertical 
and diagonal directions. The aim of this model is to identify these dependencies and leverage transition probability 
matrix values.

F. SPAM Features

In Spatial domain SPAM features [7] are extensively used for blind steganalysis. With pixel matrix I the size of 
the given image is W * H.  The steps to define characteristics as follows:

• “ represents horizontal direction left-to-right
• ! represents horizontal direction right-to-left
• $ represents vertical top-to-bottom
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• # represents vertical bottom-to-top
• ( represents diagonally left-to-right
• % represents diagonally right-to-left
• ‘ represents minor diagonal right-to-left
• & represents minor diagonal left-to-right

Algorithm is divided into 3 stages. First - model calculates differences among pixels in 8 directions. Second - to 
understand pixel dependencies among the 8 directions, a Markov chain is applied between 2 (First order chain) or 
3 (second order chain). Consider the limited range to arrive at transition probability matrix. Once the 8 transition 
probability matrices are calculated, the average of 4 horizontal, vertical and the average of 4 diagonal matrices will 
be used as features of binary support vector machine classifier (SVM). Subtractive Pixel Adjacency Model (SPAM) 
results are produced by detecting stego-images both in the spatial and transform domain. This model can be scaled 
to color images, and its algorithmic design would also be scaled for hardware architectural perspective.

The detection error rate is calculated as follows:

 E
R
 = (F

N
  + F 

P
) / 2 (1)

In (1) F
N 

represents the rate of false negatives and F
P
 represents the rate of false positives respectively. The 

error rate E
R 

is used to find the efficiency of a steganalysis scheme and the robustness of a steganographic method. 
If the value of E

R 
is low then the need to increase steganalysis scheme to be stronger.  If the value of E

R
 is high then 

it’s claimed to be secure steganographic method. 

V.  Real Time Applications of Steganalysis 
The various schemes for blind, targeted and quantitative steganalysis are mentioned below:

Steganalysis is been used in various fields [8] as listed below:

• Automatic Monitoring: It can also play role in monitoring radio advertisements to find out if the content is played 
as contracted. Modern transit radar can have integrated information gathered in station, eliminating the need 
of sending additional pictures or text to the base stations.

• Indexing of video mail: Recent technology developments drive Digital signature authenticity. Need for surveillance 
is required by governments / corporate to safe guard their information as in video contents comments can be 
embedded.

• Military application: This can be used by military forces for protected communications. Using crypto-graphed 
content, signal detection can be used in battlefield for better communication among the military forces.

• Intellectual property offenses: Leveraging Steganalysis Intelligence agencies would be keen in knowing other 
corporate valuable information be it their customer names, prototypes, formulas, copyrights.

• Corporate espionage: Leveraged for spying in another corporate companies to collect details on their work or 
planning.

• Hackers: Hackers gets gateway to enter workstation, push audio or image via chat or mail and they can disrupt 
the system to gather the information from the workstation.

• Terrorist: Terrorists hides maps & photographs of areas to attack and provide instructions to terrorist.

VI.  Conclusion
The growth of modern communication has increase the data transfer using internet because the information 

can be transferred to the destination easily and quickly. So security plays an important role while transferring 
the information using internet. The information can be easily hidden using any type of binary data with various 
steganographic programs. The hidden data can be cracked out using steganalysis process. This paper deals with few 
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of the current steganalysis methodologies. Statistical methods can be leveraged depending on volume of information 
and picking of proper algorithms. The future of steganalysis would be widely used in leveraging computer based 
medical and forensics department.
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Abstract—A strong financial system is necessary for any economy’s growth and sound banking sector is one of the import-
ant integral part for any strong financial system. Indian banking sector is passing through a considerable transformation 
since the beginning of liberalization. Globalization, technology & regulations are three forces that changed the face of the 
banking industry in India. There is no doubt that technology brought new opportunities in banking sector but also widened 
the scope to enter in crisis. This research paper attempts to draw attention towards the frauds in banking industry. Research 
design of this research paper is descriptive research design using secondary data. It explain the various aspects of frauds in 
banking system i.e. types, causes, trends of fraud, analysis of relationship of frauds and NPAs by the Correlation and Regres-
sion statistical tools followed by some suggestions at the end of the research paper.

Keywords— Banking sector; technology; frauds; trends; NPAs

 I.  Introduction
An efficient & good banking system is necessary for the smooth functioning of financial system vis-à-vis 

economic growth of a country. Globalization, technology & regulations has changed the face of the Indian Banking 
system & these act as a double edge sword for the economy because at the one side, phenomenal spread of branches, 
growth, diversification of banking business, high-tech networking & large scale computerization increased the 
capital formation but on the other side it increased the operational risks manifold. As a result of it Indian Banking 
system suffered from high level of Non-Performing assets, financial distress of borrowing clients and inefficiencies 
in transmission mechanism which collectively caused by various types of frauds and scams.

Banking transactions free from electronic crime is one of the most challenging aspects of the Indian Banking 
sector. A definition of fraud, suggested in the context of electronic banking given by RBI in the Report of Working 
group on Information Security, Electronic Banking, Technology Risk Management & Cyber Frauds as under:

“A deliberate act of omission or commission by any person, carried out in the course of a banking transaction 
or in the books of accounts maintained manually or under computer system in banks, resulting into wrongful gain 
to any person for a temporary period or otherwise with or without any monetary loss to the bank”. 

As per the survey report of Deloitte on Indian Banking Frauds, banking sector in India experiencing the increase 
in fraud incidents in last 2 years. 40% of the fraud incidents in last 2 years related to KYC segment (average fraud 
loss is Rs.10 lacs per incident) & 31% belongs to Advance related (average loss is near about Rs 2 crore per incident). 
Report also indicate that due to high-tech networking technology related frauds are also increasing rapidly especially 
related to Internet Banking, ATM, Debit/Credit card etc.
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Table 1: Types of frauds:

KYC related 
/ Retail 

Banking

Advances Related / Corporate Banking Technology Related

Fraudulent Siphoning of funds Hacking

Diversion of Funds Phishing

Overvaluation or absence of requisite collateral

a. Concealing liabilities

b. Misstatement

c. Shot gunning

Pharming

Vishing

Smishing

Debit/credit cards 
skimming

Computer viruses

Counterfeit instruments

Fake apps

Mobile wallets

SIM swap

II.  Literature review
Sukhamaya Swain (2016) This paper discussed the various aspects of frauds in Indian banking system on the 

basis of secondary data. It explained the various types of banking frauds in detail. At last reasons & suggestions are 
also mentioned.

Madan L Bhasin (2016) this is a questionnaire based survey study conducted on 345 employees of banks to 
know the perception & factors related bank frauds. This research talks about the attitude, strategies and technology 
which  required to combat the banking frauds.

Tamanna Singh & Siddharth Nayak (2015) they did the 360 degree view point while analysis the various issues 
related to the ethical practices, financial distress and corporate governance. This is a interview based approach study 
which covered all the players who involved in financial reporting misconduct.

Report of PwC (2015) this report explained the current fraud trends in the financial sector. It is a detailed study 
of various types of frauds and the regulations related to frauds in different financial sector.

K C Chakrabarty (2013) explained the causes, concepts, concerns and cures regarding the banking frauds in 
India. This paper provides the statistics on banking frauds in different aspects i.e. on the basis of different groups of 
banks, on the basis of different amount category & on the basis of its types.

III.  Objective of the Study
• To study the various aspects of banking frauds;
• To determine the relationship between NPAs and Frauds in Indian Banking industry.

IV.  Top Cases of Banking Frauds 
in India (2011-2018)

According to the one of the report published by IIM Bangalore, Public sector banks lost more than Rs 22,743 
crores due to fraudulent banking activities from 2012 to 2016. This figure went to worst peak even in the beginning 
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of 2018. According to the RBI report, more than 5200 officials were held for frauds in PSBs from 1st January 2015 
to 31st March 2017.

Total frauds cases involving Public & Private sector banks were filed 17,504 in the period of 2013-2017 and 
amount involved in these cases were Rs 66,066 crores. 

 2011

*  In 2011, CBI revealed that Bank of Maharashtra, Oriental Bank of Commerce & IDBI created nearly 10,000 
fictitious accounts in which Rs 1500 crores was transferred.

 2014

* A FIR was filed against PSBs related to fixed deposit fraud, amount of Rs 700 crore.
* Electrotherm India defaulted in payment of Rs 436 crores to Central Bank of India.
*  Bipin Vohra, a Kolkata based industrialist using forged documents, defrauded the central Bank of India of 

Rs 14 billion.
*  Bribe – for- loan scam was exposed against the MD of Syndicate Bank (S K Jain) for sanctioning Rs 8000 

crores.
*  In this year, Vijay Mallya declared willful defaulter by Union Bank of India, SBI, PNB & IDBI for Rs 9500 

crores.

 2015

* Jain infra projects defrauded Central Bank of India of amount Rs 2 billion.
*  Employees of various banks defrauded the banking system for more than Rs 60 billion in foreign exchange 

scam for phony Hong Kong corporation.
*  One more biggest banking scam in which 4 people opened nearly 380 accounts in Syndicate banks & 

defrauded Rs 10 billion using fake cheques, LOUs & LIC policies.

 2017

*  Winsome diamonds, second largest corporate defaulter, declared willful defaulter by Indian Banks for Rs 
7000 crores and the amount provided by banks to the company on the basis of Letter of Understanding.

*  Deccan Chronicle holdings caused a loss of Rs 11.61 billion
*  Nilesh Parekh, business tycoon of jewellery house, caused a loss of Rs 22.23 billion, of at least 20 banks. He 

diverted loan money to shell companies in Hong Kong, UAE & Singapore.
*  Zonal head of Bank of Maharashtra alleged scam of Rs 8.36 billion with a director of private logistic 

corporation in Surat.

 2018

*  Fresh bank fraud involving Nirav Modi, a diamond merchant of Rs 11,450 crores on the basis of 150 LOUs 
issued by retired employees of Punjab National Bank. Modi also defrauded 17 other banks of Rs 3000 
crores.

*  Former director of Andhra Bank alleged of Rs 5 billion bank fraud involved with a Gujarat based Pharmacy 
firm.

V.  NPAs and frauds
All NPAs are not frauds, but most of the frauds pass through the NPA stage. A large portion of NPAs comes 

out from Public Sector Banks which involve substantial volume of cash. Public Sector Banking is the mass banking. 
There is lots of reasons comes out for generation for PSB’s NPA like wrong infrastructure projects, other reasons like 
mining & land acquisition issues, cancellation of 2G licenses, various local scams or long list of willful defaulters. 
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Fraudulent practices in the Indian banking system have raised the risk faced by the economy. Corruption/ Bribery 
played important role in this area.

Promoter integrity issues, postponing the problem, not disclosure of potential NPAs until become fraud, less 
Whistleblower practices etc generate mounting of NPAs in Indian banks especially for the Public sector banks, it’s 
become a burning issues. 

RBI circular issued on 7th May 2015 on “Framework for dealing with loan fraud” was expected to bring a 
significant change to ensure strict vigilance during the Pre & Post sanctioning of advance but there is still need to 
bring improvement in the internal processes of banks to mitigate this risk. 

REASONS OF FRAUDS

• According to the Survey Report of Ernst & Young on “ Unmarking India’s NPA issue”, around 87% of the 
bankers believe that rise in NPAs is due to diversion of funds to unrelated business or frauds.

• High value loans mostly became bad, even with the involvement of large banks as a part of multiple lending 
arrangement or consortium because credit appraisal is done by the lenders with low exposure & rely on checks 
done by the lenders with more exposure.

• Third party agencies plays a important role for assuring financial information, proposal, work completion etc. 
& these reports may be drafted under the influence of borrower. Lenders rely on the inputs issued by such third 
parties.

• Existing monitoring procedures such as internal audits & concurrent audits alone were not enough to verify 
NPA mechanism.

According to the Survey report of E & Y, provisioning & performance of the branch become one of the reasons 
that preventing banks from reporting NPA become as willful defaulter/ Fraud. According to the RBI also, banks 
report a NPA borrower as fraud/ willful defaulter only when there is no chance to recover the amount of loan.

List of Willful Defaulter (as on 16th March 2016)

FOREIGN BANKS
Bank of Bahrain 
& Kuwait b.s.c. 2 2331.00

Citibank n.a. 4 1829.80
Credit Agricole 

corporate & 
investment bank

4 1606.15

Deutsche bank 1 3184.00
Doha bank qsc 2 7205.00

Standard 
chartered bank 25 30141.47

Total 38 46297.42
NATIONALISED BANKS

Allahabad bank 30 48774.05
Andhra bank 283 242847.00

Bank of Baroda 192 136879.00
Bank of Maharashtra 92 77555.65
Central bank of India 639 357409.00

Dena bank 142 80230.00
Indian bank 36 120027.69

Indian overseas bank 1 1380.09
Oriental bank of 

commerce 339 354583.00

Punjab and Sind bank 24 24755.53
Punjab national bank 698 944505.71
Union bank of India 611 299087.09

Vijaya bank 105 189491.46
Total 3192 2877525.27

PRIVATE SECTOR BANKS
Axis bank ltd 126 99388.40

Catholic Syrian bank 30 10873.00
Development credit bank 

ltd 1 20.39

Dhanalakshmi bank ltd. 67 16463.00
HDFC bank limited 51 24267.41
ICICI bank limited 18 39353.63
Indus Ind bank ltd. 120 89975.18
Karnataka bank ltd. 7 6054.00

Karur Vysya bank ltd. 31 37537.28
Kotak Mahindra bank 61 544219.57
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Tamilnad mercantile 
bank limited 31 17854.88

The federal bank ltd 195 80309.06
The Jammu and Kashmir 

bank limited 2 122.18

The Ratnakar bank ltd 8 3017.00
The South Indian bank 

limited 40 52497.00

Yes bank 4 3023.00
Total 792 1024974.98

SBI AND ITS ASSOCIATE BANKS
State bank of Bikaner & 

Jaipur 80 160906.00

State bank of Hyderabad 197 208871.82
State bank of India 1034 1209122.59

State bank of Mysore 69 102984.67
State bank of Patiala 101 84785.43

State bank of Travancore 65 90976.00
Total 1546 1857646.51

GRAND TOTAL 5610 5879237.89

VI.  Analysis of NPA & frauds
Table 2: Analysis of NPA & Frauds

Year ending 31st 
March

Gross NPA (In 
Rs Crore)

Amount of Frauds 
(in Rs Crore)

No of Fraud 
Cases

2001 62896 538.56 1858
2002 71113 470.37 1353
2003 70042 374.97 1643

2004 63538 823.61 2193

2005 58024 451.04 2520
2006 51243 1134.39 2658
2007 49997 844.76 2568
2008 55695 396.86 1385
2009 68216 1911.68 23941
2010 81808 2037.81 24791
2011 94121 3832.08 19827
2012 137102 4491.54 14735
2013 192769 8646 13293
2014 263015 169190 29910

Source: Compiled by the author from various published bank reports

Table 3: Correlation of NPA and frauds

  Gross NPA 
(In Rs Crore)

Amount of 
Frauds (in Rs 

Crore)

Gross NPA (In Rs 
Crore) 1  

Amount of Frauds 
(in Rs Crore) 0.80923651 1

Table 4: Regression Analysis

Regression Statistics  

Multiple R 0.809237

R Square 0.654864

Adjusted R Square 0.626102

Standard Error 38115.11

Observations 14
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Table 5: ANOVA Analysis

VII.  Suggestions
• Banks should provide the certified bank forensic accounting course to its employees which dedicated to 

identifying potentially fraudulent transactions & eliminating them before the risk associated to it will exposed.
• Banks should employ dual or triple control over the transactions, one at the corporate side, second at the person 

creates the transaction who approves it, next the person actually send the transaction.
• Banks should focus on the cyber risk management programs to attain three capabilities: the ability to secure, 

resilient & strict vigilant.
• The government should take necessary steps in examining the role of third parties ( CAs, rating agencies, 

auditors, etc.) like credential of third party, evaluation of accounts,  adherence of certain values & norms etc.
• Banks should have some triggers mechanism at the both side i.e. assets & liabilities where whenever the stated 

deviations arise, banks can take necessary steps.
• Banks should adherence to all the guidelines issued by RBI in respect of KYC & advances proposals.
• Proper communication system must be installed in the banking system where all the banks can share fraud 

related information & details. Banks can implement the internet gateway monitoring framework.
• Banks should promote the culture whistleblower practices and their reward system in the organization. Senior 

management employees should not suppress the potentiality of the transactions which can further convert into 
fraud /scam.

VIII.  Conclusion
As the number of frauds and amount involved in frauds are increasing substantially which have direct 

relationship with the economic cost in terms of losing confidence in the banking system especially in the concern 
of Public sector banks, disruption in the working of financial institution or payment system, market regulations & 
damage the stability of the economy. It is required to build strong robust IT systems, laying down effective policies & 
procedures, strict compliances of processes, good corporate governance standard, strict & time bound action against 
the culprit, developing effective monitoring capabilities.

Banks requires an ongoing reassessment of frauds exposures under the umbrella of the changing environment 
which an organization encounters. In the concern of Public sector banks, there is need to implement adequate 
supervision of top management and required good coordination among different banks in India and abroad also. Last 
but not the least strictly implementation of above stated recommendations on different dimensions can strengthen 
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the banking system & prevent it from frauds & ultimately from increasing NPAs.
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Abstract— In this modern era, where everyone actually survives on internet, there is a huge demand and a rapid increase 
in the usage of Web Applications. Automation for a common man is synonym of pocket biting and seems too limited only in 
industrial use. We tend to introduce a system that will be not only User friendly but will be efficient and effective for automa-
tion of every health record. In our project we tend to use the EHRServer to generate electronic health records by a registered 
doctor and send it over to the database residing on the cloud through a REST API for a web application that will be accessible 
globally via internet. That will equip us with a dataset which can be further used by different agencies for research and anal-
ysis purposes. Doctors will also be able to access the previous EHRs of their patients which will be helpful to provide better 
insight of patient’s medical condition and create customized queries on medical data.

In, the web based application we tend to use the HER-server to generate electronic health records by a registered doctor 
and send it over to the server through a REST API for a web application that will be accessible globally via internet. This will 
equip us with a dataset which can be further used by different agencies for research and analysis purposes. Doctors will 
also be able to access the previous EHRs of their patients which will be helpful to provide better insight of patient’s medical 
condition.

Keywords— Budget oriented, globally accesible, health record.

 I.  Introduction
In healthcare domain huge amount of patients’ data needs to be stored. There is a huge demand of Health record 

storage based projects in emerging markets as well as developed countries as depicted by the following statistics of 
revenue forecast of EHR and EMR market:

Fig. 1.   Shows the statistics of online EHR market revenue forecast.
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Electronic Health Records (EHRs) [1] has the capacity for greater electronic exchange since the patient can 
electronically share his data with any other desired party through the use of online healthcare application. With 
the advancement in technology EHRs based on online devices are getting popular day by day the scheme behind 
this website is to provide an online platform  for storing electronic health records to the registered users which is 
time saving and resourceful. This website acts an integrator of all the scattered and ignored aspects of EHR’s that 
are essential for an enhanced forethought. The project idea stands firm on the prospects of the future of the medical 
industry and provides an integrated forum considering all the individual requirements. whether it is a doctor or 
a patient or any other registered user who wants to access their medical history related documents any point of 
time with  an easy access using internet which otherwise proves to be an exhaustive task. This website is made with 
an intent of a user friendly eHealth management, in which every primitive aspect of medical history is covered 
resourcefully. The website serves as an integrated platform for all health related services in accordance to the patient 
visiting the doctor. With the addition of the term ‘online’ here, the one factor that has been added is – convenience

II.  Methodology
Our application is a web based project where a user may search and commit health related data. The system 

allows the user to view various electronic health records and input new health related information . The software 
system checks for user choice and then queries the database for various available user related information. The system 
then loads all that data and puts those choices in front of the user. The user can now choose various health records 
and view specific information contained in it respectively. The project hence will be based on the principle of EHR 
where the requisite information will be extracted using REST-based API from the backend database. Various logical 
algorithms have also been inculcated for the enhancement of the design and idea.  In addition to this the project 
will be starring a lot of other features which will design through XHTTP requests using the API’s url . The project is 
developed to provide the services of the medical industry and mould it into a digital user-friendly experience.

Object Relational Mapping:

For the purpose of storing electronic health data in local MySQL database, EHR Server uses Hibernate ORM 
tool. It maps the Classes and objects created in groovy files to corresponding tables of MySQL for persistent data 
storage. Here is a schematic of a standard object relational mapper:

Fig. 2.   Working of a standard ORM.

Notice how ORM converts classes and objects to tables and rows of a database. So EHRServer uses hibernate to 
create and update all the required tables for EHR storage.

Implementation of EHR-Server A Web Application using EHR-Server REST API
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III.  Requirement Analysis
A. Software Requirement

• Web Browser
• IntelliJ IDEA
• Grails Web framework (2.5.5)
• MySQL database
• EHR Server
• Predefined APIs for communication
• INSOMNIA REST client
• Hibernate Object Relational Mapper. 

Languages used - Groovy, JavaScript, HTML, SQL

B. Hardware Requirement

The user requires an internet enabled device and a web browser with JavaScript support.

• Operating System: Windows-7 or higher
• Processor: Intel i3@2.0 or higher
• RAM : 1GB or more
• Hard drive : 10GB or more.

C. Functional Requirement
 Login
 The user can login into his account by providing the necessary details.
 Create New EHR
 Doctors can create an EHR of the patients.
 View History
 Doctor and individual can view the history of the patients by entering the unique EHR id.

D. Non-Functional Requirements
 Performance Requirement

* The user must be able to access their account 24 hours a day , seven days a week 
* The database shall be able to accommodate a minimum of 500 records of members
* User will be logged in within 10 seconds.
* All pages will load under 5 seconds.

 Security requirements
* The user’s identity and password will be kept safe.
* All cyber laws will be observed.
* Chech data integrity for critical variables.
* Keep specific log or history data sets.

 Reliability
* Consistent and dependable quality of service.
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* The system defects rate shall be less than 1 failure per 1000 hours of operation,
 Efficiency

* The system will generate member’s details in less than 10 seconds.
* The user can see details within 15 of seconds of  signing in.

 Usability
* All users will be satisfied with the usability of the website.
* 95% of the users will be able to complete tasks without requiring assistance.

IV.  Architecture Diagram

V.  Novelty
This project is solely based on the concept of providing a user-friendly eHealth record (EHR) access platform 

to the users. Though there are many ongoing works in the field of making EHRs globally accessible but still it 
requires much research and development as it is a very crucial need of the hour.  This project is dedicated to user 
friendly user-based choice interface in all dimensions. Hence, with the growing thought of customerization in the 
service providing industry this project is an attempt to fulfill all the needs of the customer in the health industry 
consequently proving this as an ingenious forethought.

VI.  Limitations and Future Scope
This project can be further developed by integrating it with an android mobile application to access any EHR 

through phone as well as PC or laptop. This will not only improve the healthcare services provided to the public but 
also help different govt. agencies to carry out researches.

By doing this, anyone can access the whole medical history of their patients through a web application and will 
also assist in keeping track of the public’s health 

These advancements make life easier and more secure for the people and provides benefits of managing all your 
health needs by a single click from anywhere at any time.

Implementation of EHR-Server A Web Application using EHR-Server REST API
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VII.  Results and Conclusion
The medical industry in our country needs much advancement. This project is step in the small contribution we 

are trying to make the work of a doctor much easier and more manageable in terms of the health record management 
of their respective patients. And on the patient’s point of view ease of accessing his medical health history and 
efficiently managing it.

Snapshots of the web application and server:

Fig. 3.   Shows the signup page of the EHR Server web app.

Fig. 4.   Shows the EHR Server dashboard.
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Abstract—In the world where every domain of application is strongly knitted by Internet then why learning sector should 
be deprived? The Concept of implementing E-learning seems to be interesting and favorable to society but numerous factors 
are responsible for its overall success. While reading this research paper issues related to implementation are discussed. 
Major emphasis is given to Instructional designing. This research paper can be used as a base to investigate the degree of 
impact of each parameter and helps to draw a line of action to minimize the pitfall. Collectively it will help to reduce adop-
tion gap between “certified” E-Learner and E-Learning Technology.

Keywords—e-learning; ict; collaborative learning; instructional strategy (IS); adoption gap; lead

 I.  Introduction
With the worldwide development of ICT in the present period, E-Learning has been actualized in every single 

domain of society for time independent and CBA beneficial job roles. Regardless of enthusiasm of an individual, 
objectives of an organization, the goal of a group and so on, E-learning has embedded itself effectively and come up 
with genuinely great and discernible outcomes. Web-based learning has taken over control on different parameters 
of conventional learning (by means of Classroom, board and so forth.) like adaptable learning time, no imperative 
of distance from E-tutor, profundity of content, peer pressure and competition. 

Before incorporating E-learning in different fields or application areas, training or educating was given to 
intrigue E-learners as course content yet not as a reason for aptitude development. For specific themes where the 
E-learner needs to visualize, it turns into the pitfall for conventional learning frameworks. The individual may picture 
the E-content according to his/her absorption capacity (odds of going amiss from standard result increases).Online 
learning innovation not just encourages far found E-learner to learn from instructor living in different corners of 
the world with a specific end goal to extinguish its push for taking in a point or aptitude yet additionally another 
path around. Example- An expert who is a lasting worker of an association yet ready to impart his insight or skills to 
individual or mass student over the web.

II.  Literature Review
Sloman, M. (2001) in his book visualize E-learning revolution as delivery of learning or training using 

electronically based approaches- mainly through the internet, intranet, extranet or web [12].

E-learning can be either- synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous learning occurs in real-time, with all 
participants interacting at the same time, while asynchronous learning is self-paced and allows participants to 
engage in the exchange of ideas or information without the dependency of other participants′ involvement at the 
same time.

The central dynamic repository is so huge that often it become difficult for users to exactly reach to their 
concerned content, this flaw is much reduced by concept of “Recommender system”. As per [3] [11] Recommender 
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systems can be classified as content based, collaborative filtering, demographic based, community based and hybrid 
recommender system.

Dietinger, T. (2003) explained in his work that E-learning consists of learning subject, the learning objectives 
and guidelines on how to achieve them. E-Learning content can be multimedia and interactive [5].

Other terms for e-Learning environments, which are often used as synonyms or with slight variations in its 
feature-set are many others) [6]:

• Computer Managed Instruction System (CMI-System)
• Learning Content Management System (LCMS)
• Learning Management Platform (LMP)
• Learning Management System (LMS)
• Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)
• Web Based Training System (WBT-System)

To close in easy term, E-learning can be said to be an e-content transport segment that investigates wanted 
e-substance to an objective of e-learner(s) where web, intranet, extranet, CD-ROM, streak drives, pen drives go 
about as medium.

  

Fig. 1. Components of E-Learning

III.  Advantages
Student may learn profundity of substance according to its advantage and furthermore can direct versatility 

of time-profundity needfulness proportion- A student selected for propel course may skip addresses/content from 
amateur level likewise for moderate level course he may entertain himself to a broader range (if/as necessities emerge). 
Additionally it diminishes odds of student to get dissatisfaction at a point, where while perusing a substance he 
gropes to brush single or couple of his pre-imperative themes and student neglect to get on [8]. 

Visualization in E-learning increases rate of retention. Simulation provides re-enactment, animations provide 
liveliness, group/gather talk, feedback/criticisms, answer/reply and report generation empowers student to influence 
a grasp on e-course content harder and for longer span as it has been noticed that visual and hands-on learning 
remains for longer length when contrasted with mere reading and explanation (traditional learning system)[10].

E-learning stage gives chance of part inversion. An individual or mass that completed e-course is requested to 
prepare the collaborators likewise in group-talks [3]; discussion among students with basic intrigue may share their 
thoughts, approach or philosophy about the point.

Kriti Sharma & R. K. Pandey
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IV.  Disadvantages
Creating e-content for students is a troublesome assignment for customary instructors or experts as it is far 

route unique from educating a group vis-à-vis (as in conventional learning). An outward appearance of E-learner 
assumes a noteworthy part of instructor whether to proceed with same pace and quality or should be adjusted him/
herself.  

Maintain e-content in a repository is a challenge to administrator of e-learning platform. As regular updating, 
ranking of content, deletion, display of content as per recommendations and expulsion of out of date information 
with time is an undertaking of high need of asset crawler [2].

No course will be of professional good use till certification is completed by registered student. Regular progress 
assessment and record log is required for student and instructor to know clear about their timeline during online 
course enlistment and movement. 

Students, normally grown-ups, who are isolates from customary training frameworks when once again enrolled 
in the present day component of learning-”E-Learning course” they have an inclination to disconnects as they are 
not happy with the textual style, text dimension, single way learning (Asynchronous learning) framework. Long 
composition and dull substance portrayal is one of the key purposes for E-learners to stop e-course, without its 
fulfilment and affirmation [9].

V.  Issues to Implement e-Learning in
Developing Countries

In developing nation like India, even today E-learning isn’t at the level of gratefulness and assimilation where it 
ought to be as a result of globalization, high market players, created innovation and so forth. 

Challenges going from individual challenges, course outlining blemishes, logical challenges and technological 
challenges are in charge of adoption gap of e-learning innovation to even every urban end client of developing nation. 
Andersson and Grönlund (2009) proposed an applied structure for understanding the challenges confronted while 
executing E-Learning in developing nations and for directing further research [1] [4]. TABLE I shows problems 
faced and reasons for e-course drop-outs.

Therefore, significant blemishes experienced while experiencing an online course in developing nation like 
India are fund and innovation, which are in battle officially, following parameters ought to be entirely dealt with:

• Diverting E-Learning for purpose of interest, the request of curious E-learner or supply from market players to 
E-Learning courses as a “The present need” will implement monetary and innovation areas to hold hands and 
take an interest as a unit.

• Objective obviously, the objective of training, pre imperative of members and span of E-Course ought to be 
plainly determined well before enrolling in it.

• Content advancement ought to be a pertinent, exact, regular, up-to-date and well-managed process and has to 
be under control of an experienced group. This group has to be exclusively occupied with R&D unit.

• Infrastructure should not lack facilities an institutional end point like PCs, required equipment and programming, 
hostile to infection, memory stockpiling and rapid internet access.

• Even after providing all of the above facility, inclination of human resource- aptitudes, disposition and self-
inspiration is one’s own attribute that must be preserved all through course length as without one’s inclusion 
student may finish the course however neglects to serves any great to its companion/group/association or to 
the general public.

• Regular input for E-mentor/E-Content and reportage of E-student must be joined as E-student advances 
through course.

Factors Affecting Adoption of E-Learning in India
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Table 1  Problems faced by various participants under different categories during course designing

Category Participants Problem 
Faced Reason of Problem

Individual 
Challenges

Students

Lack of 
motivation

Virtual presence of teacher do not boost student after his failure. 
Mere message on screen do not work effectively (Especially in 

Asynchronous learning)

Economy No adequate fund for ICT for individual students. 

Technological 
Confidence

A student wants to learn from experts of every part of world but 
their degree of Tech-savviness varies. 

Gender and 
Demographic 

factors

Female students are still not remarkable in count on E-learning 
platform as they are not provided with end machines or medium 

to access online courses

Teachers

Technological 
Confidence

Teacher’s confidence to impart their knowledge by their prior 
experience and methodologies.

Motivation 
and 

Commitment

No face to face interaction with student often seems to deflect 
from trust and loosing of cohesion.

Competency Lack of ICT training and innovative ideas results to failure of 
E-learning course

Course 
Design 

Challenges
Institution

Curriculum It should be regularly updated and modified as per current 
market scenarios.

 Subject 
Content

Flaws like relevancy, accuracy, continuity and inline leads to poor 
course designing. 

Knowledge 
Management No R&D units for E-learning course facilities. 

Economy and 
Funds

Even if E-Learning is implemented once, its regular maintenance 
and updating needs a serious check. 

Technology 
Challenges

Information 
Technology 

and 
Networking 

Unit

Access Access to end system, 24x7 high speed  internet connectivity

Cost Low cost ICT implementation or investment limits to use every 
feature offered by online course

 VI.  Instruction Designing
Consolidating and executing E-learning in an organization where various components are currently in low 

stage, there “Institution” act as a critical member that gives a reflection over confining and working of- Course 
Curriculum, Subject Content, Knowledge Management, Fund and Economy of the country. Every above feature 
points to Course Designing Challenge. Consideration regarding Instruction designing stage will resolve the challenge 
to a great extent.

Teachers aim to carve future of students while institute vows to accomplish objectives alongside expecting 
better Return of Investment (ROI). This objective is crucial for any organization to accomplish this highly structured 
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plan of action. Design has to legitimize on efficient strategy and technique to achieve pre-arranged desired objective 
or goal of the institution. 

Instructional systems act as the guide to use by an association to accomplish the goal of courses at effective 
completion point keeping hard compel on a timetable and accessible resources required for course. Courses, 
particularly like E-Learning or distance learning courses where the physical impedance of instructor and course 
guide is relatively invalid or inactive, are in hazard to trip down if no stable instructional outline procedures are 
embraced or taken after., are in risk to trip down if no sound instructional design strategies are adopted or followed.

A.O Habeeb,. (2016) discussed LEAD strategy [7]. Pictorial representation of workflow of IS is in Fig 2.

VII.  Importance of Study
Considering a scenario where other that Instructional designing, all other factors is at their maximum success 

level. At such point, failure to delivery of smooth study content to E-learner is again a major pitfall to E-learning. 
This research paper clarifies significance of Instructional Strategy (IS) keeping following facts under consideration:

Absence of E-Tutor during learning sessions (especially in offline mode) fails to guide student regarding depth 
for certain topic as per his/her ability. 

IS draws a clear and strict flow of navigation with a flexibility that learner can customize a self-paced course. 
Also concluding objective of course is pre-planned and common for all E-learners irrespective of their pace and 
learning abilities.

Various approached like- graphical representation, discussion, feedbacks and simulations are considered to be 
practically advantageous where E-learner can learn from their peers in collaborative learning technique.

Fig. 2. Workflow of Instructional Strategy

Factors Affecting Adoption of E-Learning in India
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VIII.  Conclusion
The target of study gives a look at factors in charge of adoption gap of E-learning in developing nations like 

India. From person’s interest stage to course finish stage, E-learning needs to get together to the level of student 
and furthermore to financial limitations to an association. Above examination gives the understanding to re-assess 
E-learning for course encircling and implementation process. Instruction designing is expounded to make an 
alignment with E-learning stage. In spite of the fact that, advance in one factor will neither eclipse nor support the 
rate of other factors. In this way, factors like-IT, organizing and Instructional outlining must be under the class of 
“critical achievement factor” and they must be re-checked frequently. This will prompt firm conceptual system and 
narrow the void space between E-learners and E-learning innovation.
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Abstract—The investigator has constructed the scale to gather information from families regarding their spending pattern. 
The spending pattern scale was developed and standardize by administrating it on 200 selected families of Uttarakhand. 
Sample was selected through quota sampling techniques from Uttarakhand state of India. At preliminary stage ten areas of 
‘Spending Pattern’ were selected with the careful study of the relevant literature and from web sources. The lists of areas 
were discussed with experts and finely six areas were selected to gathered information regarding spending pattern, namely 
household expenses, travelling and entertainment expenses, educational expenses, health and saving expenses. The scale 
contains 40 simple and clears multiple choice statements. For each statement three alternative answers – a, b, and c were 
given. 10 statements prepared from each area. All statements are positive in nature. The reliability of scale was determined 
through Test-Retest and Spilt- Half method. The test-retest and split- half reliability coefficient of scale came out to be 0.70 
and 0.92 for the assessment of validity, scale was send to renowned subject experts. The Item analysis was done to eliminate 
the inconsistent items from tool, t- test was employed in order to do the item analysis.

Keywords—construction; standardization; spending pattern, scale, reliability.

I.  Introduction
Spending is an important means by which people reaffirm their socioeconomic status in their community. 

The significance of family income lies in the fact that it is a primary determinant of family spending.  Spending 
is the value of  goods and services picked by family. It refers to the distribution of budget in different items for 
maximum satisfaction, or we can say that spending is the cost obtained for the basic point of preference of the family. 
Spending pattern of a family incorporates expenses on household appliances, property charges, mortgage interest, 
rent, utility charges, upkeep and repairs, premium of insurance, food consumed on the premises and other items 
that are common and important for the support of a family. Spending is the most significant part of collective order. 
It can cover real spending things like sustenance, power, occasions, and dress. There are numerous things, which 
affect spending pattern of family. This include growing income levels resulting in a more extra money with people, 
changing attitude towards utilization, changes in costs, presentation of new items, accessibility of acknowledge. 
For example, mortgages, home loans and visas, rising aspiration levels, expanded proficiency, developing brand 
awareness and quick colonization. Furthermore, these issues are categorized into environmental factors, situation 
factors, personal factors and psychological factors. In the present study spending pattern of a family refers to how a 
person use his money or income on different items such as household expenses, travelling & entertainment expenses, 
education expenses, and saving & health expenses.

There are not many studies on the spending pattern of scheduled families at the macro level. This is because the 
National Sample Survey Organization, which is the only official agency that collects such data for the whole country, 
does not generally publish data separately for scheduled families. Researches on scheduled families spending pattern 
in India are very much limited. In reality, this area of research is still untouched and fails to attract wide attention of 
researchers so far. In fact, no single study could be found specifically in Indian setting. However, in a few advanced 
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countries, the problem received some attention. Broadly, within the framework of family investment decisions [1], 
[2] (Becker 1967, 1981) researchers examined the household investment decisions in education. [3] McMahon 
(1984) conducted work on USA families to explain why families invest in education. His investment, demand 
and supply functions included variables, namely expected non-monetary returns, family disposable income, tax 
subsidies, student loans, family size (number of brothers and sisters), and order of birth. [4] Williams (1983) tries to 
explain the trends in private expenditures on education in Australia with the help of government expenditures, real 
price index of the cost of education, real personal disposable income and the demographic trend. 

In the present work one of the objective of study was to find out the spending pattern of scheduled families. The 
review of literature indicates that there are very few parents’ spending pattern assessment scale in Indian conditions. 
Therefore, the researcher decided to construct and standardize “Spending Pattern Scale” to measure the spending 
pattern of scheduled families in Uttarakhand state of India.

II.  Domains of the Scale
An analysis made by the investigator by exhaustive reviews of all the available researches in the area and 

discussions held with expert in the field, result in the incorporation of the four areas for the spending pattern scale 
given as under.

Household Expenses: Household expenses include daily, monthly and yearly expenses carried by a family. Day 
by day expenses defined as every day general living expenses of a family. It includes the amount paid for food, 
vegetables, milk consumed within the home, mobile expenses, utilities paid and other expenses. Monthly expenses 
include payment of rent and electricity, expenses on ration and fuel, expenses of housekeeping and yearly expenses 
include expenses on household appliances and household equipment, and other expenses on maintenance and repair. 
Number of socio-demographic factors influences household expenses. [5] Ricciuto (2006) stated that household 
size, income and occupation of household, race and ethnicity of household significantly affect household expenses. 

Travelling and Entertainment Expenses: Travelling expenses include travel costs and fares, accommodation 
expenses and so-called additional expenses for meals during travelling, expenses of operating and maintaining a car, 
including the cost of gas, oil, repair, and local transportation costs. [6] Jang et al. (2003) found that there is significant 
relationship between travelers’ income and traveler’s age with travelling expenses. Entertainment expenses include 
taking the family to dinner, to a theater show, to a picnic event or visit to friends and family, and other utility paid 
for entertainment. [7] Fish and Waggle (1996) concluded that income of family directly influence entertainment 
expenses. [8] Cai et al. (1998) found that household income is significant and positive factor accounting for variations 
of household vacation food expenditure or the demand for food on vacation.

Educational Expenses: Educational expenses include expenses on tuition fees, tutoring, books and text books 
and related equipment (stationary), school uniform, transportation, hostel charges and educational loan. [9] Bordoloi 
et al. (2013) revealed that the educational expenses of family are influenced by income, occupation and education 
of household.

Saving and Health Expenses: Saving is defined as the difference between a family’s disposable income (wages 
received and net property income) and its consumption (expenditure on goods and services). Saving include avoidance 
of excess expenditure, a reduction in expenditure or cost, something saved (investment in shares, insurance policies, 
bank savings). [10] Gedela (2012) examined that the age of the head of the household, sex, dependency ratio, income 
and medical expenditure significantly influence the saving behavior of household. [11] Faridi et al. (2010) reported 
that education of household head, children’s educational expenditures, family size, liabilities, marital status and value 
of house significantly and inversely affect household savings. Health is defined as a state of complete physical, social 
and mental well-being, and not merely the absence of disease. It includes expenses for health insurance, expenses on 
health, fitness, and personal care. [12] Su et al. (2006) concluded that income has a positive and significant effect on 
the probability of incurring health care expenditure. The prevalence of health care expenditure is high among low 
income household [1], [13], [14] (Berki, 1986; Merlis, 2002; Ranson, 2002).

Savita Nirankari
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III.  Review of Related Literature
Before Saving is an essential macroeconomic variable to be concentrated on under the domain of the monetary 

arena on a person as well as family basis. In a nation like India, the income standard is uncertain and lead to more 
consumption instead of saving which has now been a focal issue. If the saving is low, then the investment will also 
be low and prompting low capital formation. [15] Nayak (2013) directed a study on country Odisha household to 
discover the determinants and pattern of saving conduct of rural household of western Odisha. The sample comprises 
of 300 rustic household of Sundergarh area of Odisha. These 300 families from Sundergarh area are chosen and a 
cross-sectional primary data is gathered by personal interview strategy. The determinants of saving are calculated 
empirically by a linear regression method. The pay, level of expenditure, consumption pattern and saving habits is 
taken as the criteria for drawing the sample. The present study uncovers that the APC (Annual Per Capita) and MPC 
(Monthly Per Capita) of the rural households fluctuates as far as the circulation of salary and occupation i.e. as such, 
the most minimal salary group (the agrarian works and the non-rural works) have the highest marginal propensity 
to consume which lead to lowest marginal propensity to save when contrasted with the other income groups. The 
study found that the vast majority of the rural households have low educational status which is bringing about less 
consciousness of the general population towards the advantages of saving. They are even careless towards their 
wellbeing standard as the utilization of alcohol is extremely noticeable in these households which in a way or the 
other detoriating the wellbeing and the money related state of these families.

[16] Issahaku (2011) carried out work to assessing the determinants of financial saving and investment 
amongst the most underprivileged area capitals in Ghana, the Nadowli in the Nadowli District of the Upper West 
Region. Essential information was gathered from the family of Nadowli. Personal meetings and discussions were 
enthusiastically sought with test family and this was for the most part to receive fare response about saving and 
investment. Two separate compound linear regression models were settled for saving and investment. The variables 
utilized saving, investment, household income wards, resources, educational status as the determinants of saving. The 
results indicate that age and resources don’t significantly affect saving. The elements that constrain family investment 
are occupation, consumption, resources and saving. 

[17] Quang (2012) carried out a work on determinants of educational expenses in Vietnam using Vietnamese 
Household Living Standards Survey (VHLSS, 2006). This study explores the components influencing family 
consumption on children’s education. The study found that household income had significant impact on educational 
expenses. In most cases, increment in the wage of the family was constantly connected with an expansion in 
educational expenses. Further, family where the family heads had a higher education or with expert employment 
upgrades, the probabilities of educational expenses were high. Study additionally uncovered that families with more 
primary school-age or secondary school-age children spend more on education, while family with pre-school-age or 
school age children spend less on education. These outcomes demonstrate that families with more assets and better 
human capital are the individuals who can spend more assets on their children’s education. 

[18] Tilak (2008) conducted a study on determinants of household consumption on education using NCAER 
(National Council of Applied Economic Research) survey data on Human Development in rural India. Major 
objective of the study was to understand the effect of demographic burden of the family (size of the family), caste 
and religion on household consumption on education. The outcomes showed that the household consumption on 
education per student varied by caste. The consumption on education was less on account of the scheduled populace 
(scheduled caste and scheduled tribes together) than on account of others (non-scheduled populace). Mostly the 
consumption was less on account of scheduled tribes in contrast to scheduled caste yet this example does not hold 
always, especially in the event that we analyze the expenditure pattern in private schools. Study also stress that the 
socially and financially weaker sections like the scheduled caste and scheduled tribe families spend significant sums 
on the securing of education, including primary and upper primary education. In a significant number of states, 
scheduled tribes need to spend a great deal more than what “others” (non-schedule families) need to spend on 
getting primary education even in government schools. Himachal Pradesh, scheduled tribe families spend Rs. 966 
for every children in government schools, while scheduled caste families spend Rs. 752 and “others” spend Rs. 760. 
Comparative is the circumstance in Punjab, Tamil Nadu and in the North eastern area. Similarly, scheduled caste of 
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Kerala and Gujarat spend more than others on primary education. It is true that the scheduled populace may need 
to spend on travel, and so on as schools may not be situated inside of the habitation or at close proximity.

[8] Cai et al (1998) explored and investigated the household expenditure pattern on trip and vacations. The 
proposed model had been catered on four tourism item classifications (i.e. food, loading, transportation, and 
sightsee/entertainment) by a household to its disposable income, and other financial and demographic variables. 
Other than disposable income, different elements were classified into three groups firstly, family life cycle variables, 
include age and marital status of household head, number of youngsters less than 16 years old, and number of adults 
at 16 years old or more secondly, social class variables, include occupation and education of family head and lastly, 
social and topographical variables, include race of family head, and region and location of residence. The study 
indicated that there is strong relationship of income and each of the four use classes. Blacks are found to spend less 
on some tourism items than Whites and different races. 

[6] Jang et al. (2003) examined travel expenditure pattern of Japanese delight explorers to the United States 
by income level. The findings showed that the high-wage travellers spend essentially more than the others do. The 
outcomes additionally demonstrated that the higher the salary, the longer was the duration of stay of the travellers. 
They additionally inferred that age was a critical variable in the high-pay group also with more established explorers 
having a tendency to spend more. Sex was not observed to be an impacting variable in travel spending. High-pay 
workers had a tendency to be heavier spenders and they tended to utilize credit cards all the more as often as possible, 
and first-time travellers spend more in the non-high salary group and in overall sample. Overall, the results show 
that income level was clearly a component associated with family’s travel plan. Findings revealed that family with 
higher pay levels tended to take a greater number of excursions and spend more per outing than families with lower 
wage levels. Along these lines, past exploration discoveries uncovered that there was a huge relationship between 
explorers’s wage and travel spending.

IV.  Objective of the Study
• To study the spending pattern of families
• To study the domain of spending pattern with respect to household expenses, travelling & entertainment 

expenses, educational expenses and saving & health expenses

V.  Preparation of the Preliminary Draft
The investigator constructed scale to gather information from scheduled caste and scheduled tribe families 

of Uttarakhand regarding their spending pattern. At preliminary stage, ten areas of ‘Spending Pattern Scale’ were 
selected with the careful study of the relevant literature and from web sources. The list of areas was discussed with 
experts to know the most important areas that can measure the ‘Spending Pattern of Families’. Opinion of the experts 
pointed only six areas to provide the desired information regarding spending pattern, on domains, namely household 
expenses, travelling expense, entertainment expenses, educational expenses, saving expenses and health expenses. 
Finally, these six areas are merged into four domains namely household expenses, travelling & entertainment 
expenses, educational expenses and saving & health expenses. Therefore, the final draft of questionnaire contains 40 
items. Keeping in view the domains of questionnaire, 10 questions were outlined from each domain as shown below 
in table 1.

TABLE -I DOMAIN WISE ITEMS OF THE SCALE

S. 
No. Domains of the Scale Items No.

1 Household Expenses 1-10
2 Travelling and Entertainment Expenses 11-20
3 Educational Expenses 21-30
4 Saving and Health Expenses 31-40
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VI.  Small Group Try-Out of the Preliminary Data
The preliminary draft of scale consisting of 40 items was administered to 50 parents. Respondents were asked 

to express freely and seek support, in case of difficulty in comprehending. In the light of the responses of the parents, 
some items and some alternatives of items were modified to give clear meaning to the statements.

All the items of the preliminary draft of the scale were then consulted with experts in the field of education, 
psychology and sociology. These experts were requested to give their opinion regarding the suitability and efficacy 
of the different items in this scale. On the basis of suggestions given by experts some items were modified. Thus, the 
preliminary draft of ‘Spending Pattern Scale’ was finalized for field study.

VII.  Item Analysis of the Scale
The quality and merit of a test depends upon the individual items of which it is composed. It is therefore 

necessary, in best practice, to analyze each item in the standardization process, in order to retain only those items 
that suit the purpose and rationale of the tool. Item analysis refers to the degree to which given items discriminate 
among them. In order to do item analysis, the Spending Pattern Scale was administered on 100 families, the scale 
scores were found out, and they were valued from the highest to the lowest scores. Then 25% of the subjects (high) 
with the highest total scores and 25% of the subject (low) with the lowest total scores were sorted out for the purpose 
of item selection [19] (Garrett 1961). The high and low group thus, selected formed the criterion groups and each 
group comprised of 25 parents.

Each statement was taken individually and the number of parents who responded from ‘A’ to ‘C’ was found 
out in both the high and the low groups separately. A separate worksheet was prepared for each statement for the 
calculation of ‘t’ values. The value of ‘t’ is a measure of the extent to which a given statement differentiates between 
the high and low groups. If the ‘t’ value is equal to or greater than (2.01), it indicates that the average response of 
the high and low groups to a statement differs significantly. The discrimination index of Spending Pattern Scale is 
presented below in table 2.

TABLE -II DISCRIMINATION- INDEX OF THE SCALE

Items 
No.

Upper (25%) Lower (25%)
t- 

Value Decision

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

1 2.44 6.16 1.31   5.54 8.28 Accepted

2 2.8 4 1.81 10.04 6.62 Accepted

3 2.8 4 1.81 6.04 7.83 Accepted

4 2.32 9.44 1.60 10 4 Accepted

5 2.4 8 1.88 6.64 3.89 Accepted

6 2.4 6 1.12 4.64 9.61 Accepted

7 2.2 12 1.32 11.44 2.68 Accepted

8 2.76 6.56 1.50 12 7.01 Accepted

9 2.6 6 1.60 6 7.07 Accepted

Items 
No.

Upper (25%) Lower (25%)
t- 

Value Decision

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

10 2.6 6 1.96 18.96 3.14 Accepted

11 2.76 8.56 1.60 10 6.60 Accepted

12 2.48 14.24 1.40 10 5.37 Accepted

13 2.64 5.04 1.48 8.24 8.33 Accepted

14 2.68 11.44 1.24 6.56 8.31 Accepted

15 2.6 6 1.64 5.76 6.86 Accepted

16 2.64 13.76 1.36 9.76 6.46 Accepted

17 2.88 2.64 1.56 10.16 8.80 Accepted

18 2.6 6 2.12 6.64 3.3 Accepted

19 2.8 4 1.48 8.24 9.24 Accepted
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Items 
No.

Upper (25%) Lower (25%)
t- 

Value Decision

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

20 2.44 8.16 1.48 8.24 5.81 Accepted

21 2.32 1.44 1.24 4.56 7.64 Accepted

22 1.92 5.84 1.76 10.56 0.97 Modify

23 2.92 1.84 1.38 12.15 10.26 Accepted

24 2.52 8.24 1.76 10.56 4.29 Accepted

25 2.68 5.44 1.44 8.16 8.24 Accepted

26 2.56 6.16 2.08 7.84 3.14 Accepted

27 2.96 0.96 2.60 10.80 2.90 Accepted

28 2.8 4.56 1.76 8.56 6.76 Accepted

29 2.88 2.64 2.08 9.84 5.55 Accepted

Items 
No.

Upper (25%) Lower (25%)
t- 

Value Decision

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

30 2.8 4 1.84 21.36 4.67 Accepted

31 2.88 2.64 1.84 5.36 9.01 Accepted

32 1.64 18 1.36 9.76 2.98 Accepted

33 2.24 4.56 1.80 4 3.68 Accepted

34 1.56 18.16 1.04 0.96 2.91 Accepted

35 2.76 6.56 2.38 16.15 1.97 Modify

36 2.72 9.04 2.68 7.44 3.78 Accepted

37 2.28 7.44 2.12 16.54 2.80 Accepted

38 2.2 9.04 2 10 1.57 Modify

39 2.32 8.24 2.32 7.44 5.20 Accepted

40 2.92 6.62 2.85 3.41 0.68 Modify

From the table it was observed that 36 statements having ‘t’ value greater than or equal to (2.01) were chosen in 
order to form the final scale. Item no. 22, 35, 38, and 40 have ‘t’ value less than 2.01, hence, these items were modified 
in order to retain in scale. Final scale consists of 40 items.

VIII.  Reliability of the Scale
The reliability is one of the most important characteristic of a tool which denotes how accurately a tool measures. 

The reliability of the scale was calculated by “Test- Retest” method. For this purpose, the scale was administered on 
a sample of 200 families and after 21 days it was again administered on the same sample. The respondents were 
given the necessary instructions for filling up the scale and clarify the use of the test. The reliability of the scale was 
also calculated by “Split-Half ” method. For this purpose, the scale was divided into two parts odd and even items.  
The odd number items were put in one group and the even number items were put in another group. The reliability 
coefficient of the scale is given below in table 3.

The ‘Test-Retest’ reliability coefficient of scale came out to be 0.92. This coefficient of correlation was found to 
be significant at the 0.01 level of confidence. The ‘Split-Half ’ reliability coefficient of scale came out to be 0.70. This 
coefficient of correlation was found to be significant at the 0.01 level of confidence. From these results, it may be 
concluded that spending pattern scale is internally consistent and stable over time, to measure the spending pattern 
of family.

TABLE -III RELIABILITY COEFFICIENT OF THE SCALE

S. 
No.

Reliability 
Method N Reliability 

Coefficient

1 Test-Retest 200 0.92

2 Split-Half 200 0.70
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IX.  Validity of the Scale
The validity of scale was established through face validity method. This form of validity is based upon judgment 

of several subject experts, and the actual subject matter studied. This analysis is rational as well as judgmental. The 
help of subject expert and eminent educationists with long standing experience, in the field of education was sought 
for this purpose. The scale was given to experts of different higher education departments and institutions including 
professors of Lovely Professional University, Phagwara, Punjab, Kumaun University, Nainital, and Banaras Hindu 
Vishwavidhyalaya, Uttar Pradesh. Therefore, the validity of scale was established through face validity method.

X.  Norms of the Scale
Norms are defined as the average performance on a particular test made by the process of standardization. 

Norms are the average or standard score on a particular test made by a specific population.

Norms of the scale are available on a sample of different families. These norms are considered as reference 
points for analyzing spending pattern of families. It is always advisable to develop norms based on a particular 
sample. Norms for interpretation of raw scores are presented below in table 4 and in table 5.

TABLE -IV NORMS FOR INTERPRETATION OF THE SCALE

S. No. Spending Pattern Range of Scores

1 High 99-120

2 Moderate 68-98

3 Low 40-67

TABLE –V  NORMS OF THE SCALE (N=200, MEAN=83.23, S.D.=12.48)

Raw 
Scores Z-Scores T-Scores Percentile 

Scores
120 2.95 79.46 99.86
119 2.87 78.66 99.81
118 2.79 77.86 99.76
117 2.71 77.06 99.69
116 2.63 76.26 99.60
115 2.55 75.46 99.49
114 2.47 74.66 99.36
113 2.39 73.85 99.20
112 2.31 73.05 99.00
111 2.23 72.25 98.75
110 2.15 71.45 98.46
109 2.06 70.65 98.12
108 1.98 69.85 97.70
107 1.90 69.05 97.22
106 1.82 68.25 96.65
105 1.74 67.44 95.99
104 1.66 66.64 95.23
103 1.58 65.84 94.35
102 1.50 65.04 93.36
101 1.42 64.24 92.23

Raw 
Scores Z-Scores T-Scores Percentile 

Scores
100 1.34 63.44 90.96
99 1.26 62.64 89.55
98 1.18 61.83 87.98
97 1.10 61.03 86.26
96 1.02 60.23 84.37
95 0.94 59.43 82.32
94 0.86 58.63 80.11
93 0.78 57.83 77.73
92 0.70 57.03 75.21
91 0.62 56.23 72.54
90 0.54 55.42 69.73
89 0.46 54.62 66.80
88 0.38 53.82 62.38
87 0.30 53.02 60.65
86 0.22 52.22 57.45
85 0.14 51.42 54.21
84 0.06 50.62 50.94
83 -0.02 49.82 47.66
82 -0.10 49.01 44.40
81 -0.18 48.21 41.18
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Raw 
Scores Z-Scores T-Scores Percentile 

Scores
80 -0.26 47.41 38.01
79 -0.34 46.61 34.92
78 -0.42 45.81 31.93
77 -0.50 45.01 29.06
76 -0.58 44.21 26.31
75 -0.66 43.41 23.70
74 -0.74 42.60 21.24
73 -0.82 41.80 18.93
72 -0.90 41.00 16.79
71 -0.98 40.20 14.81
70 -1.06 39.40 12.99
69 -1.14 38.60 11.33
68 -1.22 37.80 9.83
67 -1.30 37.00 8.48
66 -1.38 36.19 7.27
65 -1.46 35.39 6.20
64 -1.54 34.59 5.26
63 -1.62 33.79 4.44
62 -1.70 32.99 3.72
61 -1.78 32.19 3.10
60 -1.86 31.39 2.57

Raw 
Scores Z-Scores T-Scores Percentile 

Scores
59 -1.94 30.58 2.11
58 -2.02 29.78 1.73
57 -2.10 28.98 1.41
56 -2.18 28.18 1.14
55 -2.26 27.38 0.91
54 -2.34 26.58 0.73
53 -2.42 25.78 0.58
52 -2.50 24.98 0.46
51 -2.58 24.17 0.36
50 -2.66 23.37 0.28
49 -2.74 22.57 0.22
48 -2.82 21.77 0.17
47 -2.90 20.97 0.13
46 -2.98 20.17 0.10
45 -3.06 19.37 0.07
44 -3.14 18.57 0.06
43 -3.22 17.76 0.04
42 -3.30 16.96 0.03
41 -3.38 16.16 0.02
40 -3.46 15.36 0.02

XI.  Administration of the Scale
The Spending Pattern Scale was developed for literate as well as for illiterate people, but it is administered on 

illiterate people only by personal interview. It is a self-administering scale. It gives better results with individual 
testing rather than with group testing. The instructions were conveyed by the researcher, while subjects read them 
silently along with him. Each of the respondents was given a copy of the scale and he or she was asked to put a tick 
in front of the alternative with which he or she fully agrees. There is no time limit for recording the responses in this 
scale. Ordinarily, an individual takes about 15 to 20 minutes to record his/her responses.

XII.  Scoring of the Scale
There are 40 items in the test and each item has three alternatives. Out of these three options only one has to 

tick. First option was prepared considering the low socio-economic status of families; second option was prepared 
considering the moderate socio-economic status of families; and third option was prepared considering the high 
socio-economic status of families. The procedure of scoring is very easy. All the items are positive in nature and the 
description about scoring is given below in the table 6.

TABLE -VI SCORING OF THE SCALE

Item Numbers Scoring Key

1 to 40

1 mark for option ‘A’

2 marks for option ‘B’

3 marks for option ‘C’

Savita Nirankari
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Abstract-The time has been changed from conventional where no one knows about even internet shopping and so on to a 
modern life where most of the people rely on the internet social media. Now social media has become an important part of 
everyone’s life. This paper focuses on the impact of social media on E-commerce. E-commerce is the trading of goods and 
services using the web browser. Now social media is not limited to just conversations; its extended to commerce including 
trading of goods and services. Most of the organization use social media for marketing, advertising of their product and 
services, driving culture etc. The research has been conducted in two phases. In the first phase the sample survey is being 
conducted to understand the target audience choice, the purchasing behavior of average customer on various social media 
channels, their purchasing pattern, their attraction towards various deals and offers on different social media channel, ease 
to buy from any social media channel, frequency of purchase of any product from social media channel in a particular time 
period etc. In the second phase of the research, on the basis of the answers received from the respondents, a sample proto-
type is built for the social media campaign. In this research, a basic implementation of the prototype has been done to create 
the social media campaign sharing platform for the merchants. Using these feature merchants can easily promote their 
products on social media platforms and also creating the cart checkout from these social media sites. Merchants can also 
keep track of their sales from different social media sites and use the results and analytics to increase their conversions.

Keywords-survey method; questionnaire; sampling; social media; online campaigning; conversion rate optimization; consum-
er buying behaviour; online payments; e-commerce; social media tactics. 

I.  Introduction
This In today’s time competition is everywhere, every new online business has to face lots of competition 

due to existing E-commerce giants. Social media has become an important part of everyone’s life. Social media is 
basically a website or application which helps the user to create, share the content and helps to interact with people. 
It has created many new opportunities for both, the organization and customer to engage via social interaction. 
Without even physically present in the stores, the customers can purchase the products. In today’s competitive 
world E-commerce cannot survive without social media as millions of of-of users are engaged in [13] Social media 
and social factors have always played a part in consumer’s buying. The power of social media is mind-blowing. It’s 
a marketer’s best friend, it helps to attract the customers and retain the existing customers. [14] According to the 
Statistics Brain, 58% of the people use one of the social media. 14% of the people have LinkedIn, 56% have Facebook, 
9% have Google+ profile and 11% Twitter. In a study done by Search Engine Journal, it has been noticed that brands 
who publish native videos on Facebook reach 2.04 times more people, get 2.38 times more likes, 2.67 times more 
shares and 7.43 times more comments as compared to those who do not post on Facebook. [1] Moreover, with the 
help of targeted advertising campaigns on social media platforms (such as boosted posts on Facebook), a merchant 
can set the parameters of your campaigns and target the exact audiences you desire.  [15] 

In a blog by Liis Hainla (2018), 2% of consumers were influenced by Facebook on both online and offline 
purchases, up from 36% in 2014. To connect with the customer more than 50 million small businesses are using 
Facebook pages. According to Forbes, 81% of the customer’s purchasing decision is influenced by their friend’s 
social media posts. For many businesses, the E-commerce becomes vital to survive in the competitive world. The 
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E-commerce have raised in 1997 the estimated growth of global E-commerce market was 10 billion dollars and 
in 2002 it was increased to 200-300 million dollars. In developing countries, online sale option is dramatically 
increasing. [16] According to the Forbes, 78% customers says that companies ‘social media posts’ influence their 
purchase decision. Due to rapid technological advancement, the workload of the people has increased, they don’t 
even have the time to themselves. That’s why they prefer E-commerce sites for shopping, banking purpose, personal 
care services etc.

The term Social Commerce was introduced by Yahoo in November 2005. It is basically a subset of e-commerce 
which involves social media that supports social interaction and user contribute to assist online buying and selling of 
products and services. [5] Almost 87% of user says that they use social media to decide whether to buy or not. About 
90% followers try to reach out via brand using social media. 95% of customer in U.S says that with the help of social 
media it become easier to get answer of the questions and issues are resolved. 

[7] In 2013 the percentage of Social Commerce Revenue from various social media channels like Facebook is 
38.76%, Gmail is 16.28%, Twitter is 20.22%, Google+ is 6.55% etc. Also, average order value of various social media 
channels like Facebook is $55, Twitter is $46.26, YouTube is $37.63%, Google+ is $40 and from LinkedIn is $44.2%. 
The engagement rate on Instagram of top brands is 4.21% which is 58 times higher than on Facebook and 120 times 
higher than on Twitter. [17] According to Malaysian Digital Association, Malaysian spends the average of 18 hours 
on the internet per week and Facebook is on the top of the list. With the help of social media organization can 
provide the information about their products and services and place the link which takes the customer directly to 
the site along with-it customer can also get the information about a particular product and service and can compare 
the price of the product. [18] 

According to the sociable lab’s report, 62% of online shoppers have read the comments related to the products 
from their Facebook friends and 53% of the people buy the product. In social business journal 75% people says that 
they prefer social media for buying purposes. [10] According to the blog of Shopify, Facebook drives almost two-
thirds of all social media on Shopify stores. In 2013 as per the Shopify blog the average order value Polyvore were 
$66.75 over 436 orders as compared to $65.0 of Instagram, $55.00 of Facebook, $46.29 of Twitter, $44.24 of LinkedIn, 
$40.00 of Google+ and $37.63 of YouTube. Social reviews play an important role in increasing the sales revenue. The 
brand perception of almost 71% of shoppers improves by positive response to a review. Positive product reviews 
can bump up a product’s price by 9.5%. Almost 61% male and 39% female are social shoppers. [4] [5] Social media 
also influence the holiday shopper about 40% of consumers report starting holiday shopping around Halloween. To 
the advantage of post-holiday sales, 45% of shoppers continue to shop in January. [22] In USA 36% of the light and 
medium social user and 39% heavy social user find out about product and service, 24-25% light and medium social 
user and 29% heavy social user show support for favorite companies or brands.

II.  Literature Review
According to [6] Eyad Makki and Lin-Ching Chang studies, the impact of mobile usage and social media on 

e-commerce acceptance and implementation in Saudi Arabia and concluded that mobile usage among people in 
Saudi is very high and the most influence comes from Instagram. [20] According to Corcoran, Cate et al (2009), in 
their paper” brands aim to adapt to social media world “reported on the use of social media by brands and retailers in 
the U.S It states that low to high brand and retailers are using social media to boost sales and brand awareness among 
potential customers. [21] Pekka Aula (2010), in his article discuss the major risk and threats of social media on the 
reputation of companies. It also mentions the examples of the events where it tells the influence of social media and 
how publicity can give negative impact to the reputation of the company. 

[3] Kalpan and Michael Haenlien (2010), in their article “Users of the world, unite!” the challenges and 
opportunities of social media” say that the concept of social media is top of the agenda for many business executives 
today. [2] Kee-Young Kwahk and Xi Ge, in their paper studies the effect of social media on E-commerce and discuss 
a question that how does informational social influence transfer in different context and suggest that social media 
has a high informational social influence, which affects the user ‘online behavior such as visit intention, and purchase 
intention in e-commerce. 
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[19] Prof Sandeep Bhanot, in his paper a study on the impact of social media on company performance studied 
how a company uses social media in their business processes which will transform their relationship with a customer.

III.  Research Methodology
The research has been conducted in two phases. In the first phase the sample survey is being conducted to 

understand the target audience choice, the purchasing behavior of average customer on the social media channels, 
purchasing pattern, their attraction towards various deals and offers on different social media channel, ease to buy 
from any social media channel, frequency of purchase of any product from social media channel etc. The research 
design used in the study is Descriptive research. The data is collected through the Primary and Secondary Data. 
Primary Data is the first-hand data which we collect through surveys, field study, experiments, basically in which 
we collect the fresh data. In this paper, survey method has been used in which Questionnaire has been used as 
the source of primary data. Secondary data is the second-hand data which we collect through internet magazine, 
newspaper, it basically the data that have been already collected by and readily available for other sources. In this 
paper Internet, newspaper, Research papers have been used.

IV.  Sample and Sampling
Sampling is a process in which a sample is collected from the large population on the basis of some criteria. In 

this stratified sampling has been used. The sample size is 100. In order to collect the data through Questionnaire, we 
have chosen three criteria:

V.  On the Basis of Age Difference
Table 1: Grouping of Respondent on the basis of Age

Age Groups Respondents

Less than 18 yrs. 5

18-30 15

31-40 10

40 above 10

VI.  On the Basis of Education Qualification
Table 2: Grouping of Respondent on the basis of education qualification

Qualification Respondents

High school 5

Graduate 10

Post graduate 10

VII.  On the Basis of Occupation
Table 3: Grouping of Respondent on the basis of Occupation

Student 20

Business 10

Government employee 5

In the second phase of the research, on the basis of the answers received from the respondents, a sample prototype 
is built for the social media campaign. In this research, a basic implementation has been done to create the social 
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campaign sharing platform for the merchants. From this platform, a merchant can create the campaign based on the 
upcoming events or the festival, can launch new offer or can provide the discount on any particular product or range 
of products. A merchant can create the campaign, add the related products in that particular campaign and share 
the product or launch the complete campaign on different social media channel and then analyze the sales and profit 
earned through different channels. A merchant can also compare the sales earned through various campaign time to 
time on different festivals or occasions. For the purpose of implementation and validation, a sample campaign EORS 
(End of Reason Sale) was created and conducted by the electronic merchant. This campaign was run for about 1 year 
from March 2017 to April 2018, from time to time various modifications in the existing campaign has been done 
like the addition of latest or trending products, adding the discount to the existing products in odd months etc. The 
actual traffic from different social media channels for this campaign has been analyzed and various trends of the sales 
and income pattern of the campaign and social media channels have been analyzed and plotted.

VIII.  Result Analysis and Interpretation
The responses received during the survey conducted was analyzed and their results are plotted. Some of the 

answers of the questionnaire are as follows:

Questions put up in the questionnaire during the survey:
On average how many hours do you spend on the internet per day?

Fig. 1: Pie Representing the Average Time send on Internet

As per the above data, 45% respondent accounted that they spend 1-2 hrs. on the internet, 35%respondent 3-5 
hrs. and rest 20 % spends more than 5 hours.

Do you pay attention on advertisement on social media?

Fig. 2: Pie Chart representing whether respondent pay attention 
to the Advertisement on Social Media or not

As per the data, 40% respondent pay attention to the advertisement, 35% do not pay attention and rest 25% pay 
attention sometimes.

Have you made any purchase after seeing the advertisement on social media?
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Fig. 3: Pie Chart representing the Buying Behavior of the Respondent

As per the data, 60% respondent make purchases after seeing an advertisement on social media and rest 40% 
respondent do not make a purchase decision.

Analysis of the Sample Social Campaign Data:
Comparison graph showing various social media channel responses for a single Campaign over the particular time 
period.

Fig. 4:  Date wise traffic comparison of various social media channels for EORS campaign

Earning and Total reach graph for a single campaign over the period.

Fig. 5: Date wise earning and total reach analysis for EORS campaign

IX.  Conclusion
From the Survey conducted in this research, it is concluded that majority of the people spend 1-2 hours a day 

on the internet basically on the social media channel, moderate people pay attention to the social media campaign 
advertisement and can be influenced by those advertisements to buy some products. Around 60% of the people 
have purchased any products online through various social media channels. From the result of the sample campaign 
(EORS) conducted in this research, it is concluded that most of the people are willing to pay the products based 
on special discount and on different occasions. On an average for a retail product the Average transaction value 
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obtained during the campaign from Facebook is $104 with 7 incoming transactions and earnings of $728, average 
transaction value obtained from Pinterest is $35 with 4 incoming transactions and earning of $140 and that from 
twitter is $40 with 3 incoming transactions and earnings of $120. From the above results and implementations based 
on the sample EORS campaign that the ATV of Facebook and Pinterest is higher as compared to other social media 
channels, the sales and conversion ratio increased drastically in the peak days or months.

The social campaign proved out to be the most trending and emerging way of promoting the business and 
relevant retail products publicly. It is the simplest and fastest way to reach out to the customer. Also, it is reliable and 
measurable. Although it has some negative impact as well like less ROI for retail business, it takes the large time to 
market for new businesses, lack of confidence in the customer to purchase products from the new website etc.

X.  Recommendations
For a company it is important to understand the effectiveness of ad campaigns on several social media channels 

for this purpose there are numbers of tools available like HootSuite, Google Analytics, Bitly, Buffer etc. which provide 
the different statistic.

The company should actively participate in forums groups and another discussion to get an idea of what the 

perception of people regarding their brand by posts and banner. The company can take the help of social listening 
in order to monitor what is being said about your company. The company should regularly access its profile for the 
latest comments. The should take care that either of their posts should not harm the sentiments of the customer. The 
company should validate the post and provide the correct reference to purchase the items and there should not be 
any hidden cost presented to the customer during the purchasing.

The company should have professionals to handle company’s profile on social media. The company should 
provide the direct link to the social media so that it will be easier for the customer to access their website. [9] 
Companies should encourage easy ways like QR Code scanning, referral links etc. for customers to reach out to their 
webstore through product listing in different posts in Social media channels.
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Abstract- As it is the demand of highly competitive market and slow economic growth, required industrial growth, and cus-
tomer’s expectation, many organizations search for new ways to achieve and retain its competitive goal. Very few year ago 
the concept of digital currencies, electric cars with driverless facility, and deep-sea mining give the impression like science 
fiction. As our social, economic and technology are changing rapidly, these concepts no longer seem impossible with differ-
ent types of digital currencies at values that are best described as bizarre today, UN is in the condition of providing authori-
zations for companies to mine the sea beds. It will not be a wonder that, many of these trends will be implanted in our daily 
lives in coming decades. A big number of modern Social and Technical Trends Could Shape the Next Decade. 

At this stage, we reflect on the future applicability of current ‘best practice’ guidelines for organisations and nations as well 
as individuals. This is of great importance, as these documents inform investor groups and are expected to guard against 
technological threats. In the present paper we are analyzing the plans and future of Connectivity and Convergence, Bricks 
and Clicks, Future of Mobility, Social Trends Changing, Smart is the New Green like future concepts.

We are also going to figure out the challenges the Indian public and organizations is facing due to information security in 
implementing these growth strategies.

Keyword- Emerging scenarios, cybersecurity, Customer Satisfaction, Consumer Research Quality, privacy

I.  Introduction
As digitization is a way of transforming today’s business scenario, the future’s organization for being successful 

expected to be adapt the digital way of business. And many organizations are not only designing but converting 
from bricks to clicks. At present condition we can say that networks and ecologies replace organizational hierarchies 
and it is also transforming the traditional way of working. The traditional question “For whom you work?” has been 
replaced by “With whom you work?”

As organizations are being change in digital mode the organizations are redesigning them to adapt new 
trend more quickly, facilitate rapid learning and move faster. Digital transformation providing a new face to an 
organization or business through the use of customer/user friendly facilities to improve the way it performs and 
serves its customers.

II.  The Three Drivers of Change
Although topics such as employee engagement, organizational design, mission and strategy, human 

capital management, total rewards, diversity and inclusion, and workforce planning are always play a 
critical role for organizations today and will continue to be going forward depending on the strategy of 
the firm, we see three key universal drivers of change that generally sit above these. Most of the 
organizations are depends on these three drivers and the skills required for success in the future. These 
should be familiar to most readers so we will not beat them here but they are worth mentioning:
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• • The Changing Nature of Work
• • The Changing Nature of Data
• • The Changing aspects of the Work-force itself.

III.  The planning for the future of organizations 
Planning is the key to the successful operation of any organisation. Without it, there is a danger of losing sight 

of the “bigger picture”, becoming preoccupied with internal operational matters, and potentially missing the possible 
threats and opportunities that may be on the horizon. It helps to develop a stronger sense of direction and purpose, 
highlight user needs and the best way to meet them, and improve service quality.  

A. A massive increase in Connectivity and Conjunction

By 2025, the number of Indian Internet user will be more than 850 million and number of connected device 
worldwide will be 80 billion. These users not only will use social media, e-shop and keep updated themselves by 
reading news but also will use the internet for some broader business activities online. 

Besides socialising, these users will use the internet for other big number of trends. The role of Internet like 
big data to create market openings for new products and services. Large number of students are depending on 
Internet for pursuing their studies, managing finances, social sentiment analysis. Micro personalized marketing and 
medicines sectors are also using online facility for conducting the business.

In future, a big number of Indians will do most of their daily work online, but individual users will approach 
the digital experience in their own ways and integrate digital tools into their lives. There is a gigantic opportunity for 
companies that understand this multiplicity and know how to engage digital consumers as individuals. 

B. Bricks and Clicks, new trend of business model

The term “bricks and clicks” refers to a business that has a physical retail location -- the bricks -- as well as an 
online presence that generates significant sales -- the clicks. E-Commerce is the demand of time. Electronic way is 
going to be the business norm of the future and every retailer expected to have an online mode of their business. By 
the year 2025, nearly 19 percent of global B2C retail will happen online. Online retail sales expected to reach $4.3 
trillion, which is resulting in the advent of online stores, online hypermarkets, interactive stores model of business.

C. Future of smart technologies

At present our technology is being so smart and new technology is being developed day by day so fast that 
we can control everything from our smart phones and are already moving even beyond that. At present we have a 
big number of smart technologies that makes our life easier. Robots, Smart appliances like smart TV, AC, Washing 
Machine are using smart technologies which makes our life easier. Fully-automated robots and robotics and the 
related fields with it have been getting a lot of input in the past years, leading us to create smaller robots which, while 
limited in scope, can however be easily integrated within the home for an overall more comfortable life. Now a days, 
such a  Robots are being made which are designed to do basic tasks like pick things up and they are programmed in 
such a way which can lead to them being able to work around the house. 

Most of the electronic appliances are becoming smarter and fully automatic. Now we are creating systems which 
can control certain systems within the home as well as we can control it remotely. This is something which is going 
to expand in the future, with the much talked-of Internet of Things leading the charge.

Our future appliances will not simply be responding to orders from us, where as they are seen as being able to 
learn our habits and needs and respond to them before we even ask. We already have smart security systems and 
controls, among other things, both of which can be accessed and influenced from remote locations. It will be helpful 
to making our homes as well as life safer and more convenient.

 In case of Lighting Controls, we are at the position where physically touch a switch to turn a light on or off 
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is becoming old-fashioned – we are now moving towards lighting controls which can be handled smartly by other 
means entirely. The smart lights can even be linked to other devices for ex. having the lights in your cupboard 
triggered to come on when the door is opened, or possibly having the lights in the hall come on. They will also be 
linked to specific programmes for a house which is never dark.

D. Smart is the New Green

Making our planet greener is the demand of time. For securing our Earth for future “Go Green” should be 
the target of next decade. We will have to make our product more greener and smarter. Smart products will be 
everywhere around us, which are intelligent, connected and have the ability to sense, process, report. These are 
ranging from smart watches, phones, clothing to smart buildings and smart cities. 

IV.  Our Future’s Organization
Today’s organizations are being change in terms of their Internal structure, Work place and space, Talent, 

External network, Value creation etc.

• Traditional hierarchical structures are converted into team roles and responsibilities. 
• Offices are converted from bricks to clicks. Works are being done from anywhere, the nature of the workplace, 

and how and where employees work is changing rapidly. Most of the works are getting done online. Digitization 
has been done in both the sectors- Government as well as private sector. Which is actually the demand of time. 

• Organization need such a workforce that has the potential or the right attitude to build and develop skills quickly. 
Organization just requiring to create a new concept with their staff and focus on meaning and contribution.

• Organization should focus on continuous personal development. Employee should get reward for potential, not 
for performance.

V.  How Business Models are being change 
and being ready for future

To dealing with future challenges the team quality will be the biggest source of reliability. How does an 
organization be ready to survive or thrive in Today’s dynamic environment? What are their planning and preparation 
in long term perspective? Organization should invest or focus on accessing their capabilities and how well they are 
prepared to take on these challenges. In an organization the strongest warrior for the future is its employee. And it 
depends on them only that how quickly can they tackle, innovate and build new capabilities.

At the current situation of the organization where there is lots of new challenges have to face day by day and the 
existing workforce lacks the required skill and their skills are irrelevant. In this type of situation organization should 
filter candidates based on their potential or attitude rather than their skill-sets.

During interview process organization should plan the process something like this they can access for potential 
or attitude. They have to find out that how tough situation the candidate has handled and how did the overcome it?

In an organization if we raising the bar with every new hiring and hire better people than before will give them 
the larger bandwidth to take on bigger responsibilities. And are able to scale up faster in their careers.
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Fig. 1: Changes to Business Models

VI.  Conclusion
In summary, when we look to the future of organizations, we see the potential for real progress. As 

organizational forms continue to convert into platforms and other virtual structures, and the business 
processes themselves become entirely digital in their end-to-end designs, the opportunity for organization 
development to make an impact is very tangible. By giving our foundation in the social sciences and 
systems thinking we should be one of the best professionals to help leaders think through the implications of these 
changes on the culture, people, processes and other elements of the entire organization system. While there is a room 
to grow when it comes to organizational development professional implementation technology in the digital age, as 
long as we do not lose sight of our higher-level systems thinking skills. This discussion does make us wonder though 
if it is time for return to the socio technical model. It is time to enhance our skill set in these areas and direct our 
academic and professional programs to focus on this as well. If we do not ensure our students have these capabilities 
they will be consigned to focusing only on the areas where data does not have an impact. If we follow the trend 
above between platform organizations where are loosely connected and digital networks and robotics become the 
standard, these changes will mean our prospects to influence will only continue to decrease. Finally, although the 
core of OD is all about development rather than look the other way or run from these issues we should learn the 
skills needed to keep us updated.
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Abstract— Mobile apps have now found everywhere. Google has proposed a way to have one app be equal on both web and 
on mobile devices – Progressive Web Apps. Such apps take advantage of the modern web and browser capabilities to provide 
a full native app experience on any form factor. Progressive apps load quickly even on slow network connections, send push 
notifications, and have a splash screen and an icon on the home screen. When launched from the home screen, these apps 
blend into the environment; they’re top-level, full-screen, and work offline. Progressive web apps are an interesting forward 
look into the future of mobile apps. Hybrid mobile development with a single Android/iOS codebase using HTML5, CSS, Ja-
vaScript and various frameworks (Cordova/PhoneGap, Ionic, NativeScript, etc.) can aid in reducing some of the associated 
costs. However, hybrid mobile is not yet mature enough to fully replace native mobile apps. They often don’t provide the 
proper native experience across the entire functional space. This dissonance has caused some to look for a better way. One 
idea, is to defines a new take on a mobile app called a “Progressive Web App.

Keywords—PWA; progressive web app; mobile view; responsive website 

I.  Introduction
Web applications are often described as being cross-platform. They are accessible from a multitude of different 

browsers, running on different operating systems. In 2014, the number of global users accessing the web on mobile 
devices surpassed those accessing it on a desktop [1]. This shows that making your web applications mobile-friendly 
is more important now than ever. A progressive web app combines the best experiences of the web and an app. They 
don’t require any installation. The word ‘progressive’ comes from the relationship that the user builds with the app 
over time.

Three conditions must hold for considering a mobile web app as a PWA, namely: 

• It is served over HTTPS (this is a requirement for avoiding man in-the-middle attacks), 
• It comes with a web app manifest declaring app metadata like its name, icons, base URL.
• It uses service workers, a set of APIs for allowing developers for programmatically caching and preloading 

assets and data, managing push notifications, etc.

Given the fact that a half of US smart phone users don’t download any apps for a month or longer, this news 
will be welcomed by many online retailers, since the marketing of apps is getting more and more difficult. There 
are currently over two million apps on the App Store and Google Play and standing out from the crowd becomes 
virtually impossible. Users’ reluctance to engage with new apps means that retailers are having a hard time generating 
demand via mobile.
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Fig 1: App vs Mobile Web usage comparison

II.  BackgroundStudy
A. Progressive Web App

Apps are fast and the mobile websites are slow. In 2015, this particular problem has been one of the prime 
conversations in Web and app publishing and development. A new architecture is coming that will help bridge the 
gap between performance of Web and native apps and may finally provide the solution to building apps and websites 
that are fast and reliable for the mobile age. In a nut shell, progressive Web apps start out as tabs in Chrome and 
become progressively more “app” like the more people use them, to the point where they can be pinned on the home 
screen of a phone or in the app drawer and have access to app-like properties such as notifications and offline use. 
Progressive Web apps are linkable with an URL, fully responsive and secure. [2] A PWA is a web application that is 
enhanced with some technologies that allow for native-like behaviour in a mobile device, while still functioning in 
a desktop browser.

The main characteristics of a progressive web app are: -

• Progressive – Work for every user on all browsers.
• Responsive – Operate seamlessly across all form factors.
• Connectivity independent – Work offline or on low quality network connections.
• App-like – App-style interactions and navigation. Fresh – Always up-to-date.
• Secure – Served only via HTTPS hosted websites. 
• Discoverable – Are identifiable as “applications,” allowing search engine discovery.
• Re-engageable – Make user re-engagement easy through features like push notifications.
• Installable – Allow users to easily “keep” apps they find most useful on their home screen. 
• Linkable – Easily share via URL with no app store installations required.

The Web reaches wider audiences than apps. But apps dominate in time spent. So there is need of something 
that combines the best experiences of the web and the app. A new architecture is coming that will help to combine 
the best experiences of the web and the app and may finally provide the solution to building apps and websites that 
are fast and reliable. With Progressive Web Apps, Google has seen engagement levels of websites approach nearly 
that of native apps. [3]
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Fig 2: Architecture of PWA

B. Service Workers

A service worker is a script that runs in the background of your browser. It is a JavaScript worker that runs 
separately from the web page, so it cannot access the Document Object Model (DOM), a programming interface for 
HTML documents, directly. Instead, it communicates with the web page through an interface. Service workers allow 
developers to use features such as push notifications and offline functionality, two of the things that make a web 
application progressive. They also allow one to control how to handle network requests, for example, to serve cached 
content. Service workers are as of now supported by Firefox, Opera and Chrome browsers, and both Edge and Safari 
have shown hints of supporting them.

C. Application Shell Architecture

An application shell is the minimal HTML, CSS, and JavaScript powering a user interface. The application shell 
should:  

• Load fast
• Be cached
• Dynamically display content
• An application shell is the secret to reliably good performance.

Think of your app’s shell like the bundle of code you’d publish to an app store if you were building a native app. 
It’s the load needed to get off the ground but might not be the whole story. It keeps your UI local and pulls in content 
dynamically through an API.

Fig 3 Application Shell and Content [4]

In general, the application shell architecture will: Prioritize the initial load but let service worker cache the 
application shell so repeat visits do not require the shell to be re-fetched from the network. Lazy-load or background 
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load everything else. One good option is to use read-through caching for dynamic content. Use service worker tools, 
such as service-worker-pre-cache, for example to reliably cache and update the service worker that manages your 
static content.

III.  Implementation
To test the PWA a subscription-based e-commerce website was implemented and enhanced its mobile user 

viewexperience using Progressive Web Apps. Upon clicking the “Add to Home Screen” option in the settingof the 
mobile browser, an prompt appears asking whether to add the web application to the home screenor not. If the user 
hits “Add” the application then it can be viewed on the home screen of the user mobile. Opening it the very first time, 
a login screen pops up that gives the user an option of signing in or registering up on the website. Hitting the register 
button, user can register himself/herself on the database. The application checks for email and user name validation 
as well as the password strength that is needed to be at least 6 characters to prevent brute-force attacks. The data is 
then send to server tocheck for the existing user names and email ids. If it exists, the user is prompted with error and 
is requested to enter details again.

Fig 4.1: Avatar of Implementation

If registration is successful, the email and password are saved in the database and user is redirected towards the 
home screen.Fig-5.1 and Fig-5.2 shows how a user can add the PWA to the device Home Screen. At the home screen 
user can view various aspects of it, like the benefits of organic milk, it’s comparison with other category of milks, 
contact related information which is static.

Fig 4.2: Avatar of Implementation Fig 4.3: Avatar of Implementation
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For a progressive web application three major components or files are implemented, first one being the service 
worker, but before any major component we made sure that the progressive web application of ours is served on 
HTTPS, which is required for a secure connection. Service workertask is to cache the data so that the application 
works in offline mode as well and loads much faster in a slow connectivity area. The second major component that 
PWA helps is to ensure thatsome basic layout is already ready in case the user accesses the application in a slow 
connectivity region. 

The third major component being the web manifest file, which defines various aspects of the progressive web 
application like, short_name which is the human readable name for the application, description, icons for the 
application. It also defines the start URL, display mode, orientation and various other aspects of the application 
which are necessary for the application to run.

IV.  Discussion and Conclusion
Progressive web apps have benefits for everyone involved. The user will be able to install the “app”, instantly, by 

choosing it to add to home screen even on a slow internet connection. Organizations can go back to developing web 
apps without requiring the requisite separate Android and iOS teams.

TABLE1: Comparison factor between Native, PWA and Hybrid Apps

Factors Native PWA Hybrid

Code Portability Not Possible Possible, but poses 
difficulties sometimes

Possible with many 
codes

Local Storage, Offline 
Capability Possible Possible Very less possibility

Cost Comparatively High Not very Expensive Not Expensive

Time to Market Takes time Takes very less time Takes time
User Experience & 

Interaction Very Good Good Good

They can update and “release” their app without going through the app store approval process. Releases and 
defect fixes can be deployed immediately. Web design elements are immediately picked up by the progressive web 
app. A progressive web app is a website that combines the best experiences of the web and an app. They don’t require 
any installation. The app loads quickly, even when the user is on bad networks. It can send relevant push notifications 
to the user and has an icon on the home screen and loads as top level, full screen experience. Application shell 
architecture comes with several benefits but only makes sense for some classes of applications. The model is still 
young and it will be worth evaluating the effort and overall performance benefits of this architecture. Progressive 
web apps are an interesting forward look into the future of mobile apps. It will become a key factor in the world of 
apps.

Progressive web technology will help in increasing customer reach, it will also enable to find some of high-
value customers. We will continue to expand progressive web app technology across all of the platforms, investing 
significant resources to maximize the potential scale. We truly believe that this is a new way to experience mobile 
and we’re just getting started.PWA can contribute to a richer development experience, and – eventually – better apps.
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Abstract—Sophia is a humanoid robot and it stands out from pre-existing humanoids for having been built with the recent 
advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI). This allows it to learn from its interaction with different humans. Sophia is a so-
phisticated mesh of robotics and chatbot software. This software has been programmed in such manner that Sophia gives 
pre-written responses to specific questions or phrases. These responses are useful in creating an illusion that the robot is 
able to understand the human conversation. Its presence has gained notoriety all over the world for its presentations in 
United Nations events and also that created a big buzz in the world after having Saudi-Arabian citizenship, being the first 
robot in the world to hold that status. This paper talks about the AI technology that makes Sophia better than the pre-ex-
isting humanoids. It also includes a comparative study between them. The paper also accounts the psychological impact of 
increasing power of robots on humans and the limitations of Sophia and the scope of advancements in future models.

Keywords—Artificial Intelligence; Humanoid; Chatbot Software; Robotics

I.  Introduction
The fact that any machine can manage to learn from general experiences and then finally is capable of making 

intelligent decisions by its own according to the circumstances still sounds like a dream to many but AI never fails to 
surprise us with its achievements.

A humanoid is a robot with its appearance and facial gestures built to resemble that of the human body. 
Normally, a humanoid has a head with a torso, a couple of arms and legs just as humans. Recent humanoids may 
have a face with skin (made of silicon or other materials that resembles the properties of it) on it with eyes, mouth, 
etc. A humanoid design is for various functional and experimental purposes. One such humanoid is Sophia. 

Sophia grabbed the headlines after October 25, 2017, at the Summit on Investment in the Future held in Riyadh 
where Sophia held the status of The First Citizen Robot i.e. Saudi-Arabian citizenship [21]. This is considered to be 
the beginning of a new era [24]. Sophia is one the most advanced humanoids till date. However, it is in continuous 
improvement.  One of the prime goals of its creators is that it not only manages to maintain an intelligent and normal 
conversation with the humans but also that its dialogues are always accompanied by the emotional charge.

II.  What is Sophia?
Sophia is one of the milestones that AI and its developers crossed with glory. Sophia is a humanoid robot. Its 

abilities involve the semantic performance and good communicative skills. It has the ability to talk about specific 
issues and to show many facial expressions and human gestures at the same time [20]. This is so remarkable and quite 
surprising. Sophia is only two and a half years old and its face resembles that of a middle-aged woman. The British 
actress Audrey Hepburn has served as a model to design the face of Sophia [12].
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A. History of Sophia 

Sophia was constructed and developed in Hong Kong and was brought into existence by the Hanson Robotics 
who collaborated with many AI developers and also with Alphabet Inc. (Google’s parent company) [26]. It constructed 
and programmed Sophia’s voice recognition system and SingularityNET powered its brain [14]. Sophia was activated 
on April 19, 2015 [5]. The head of the team of creators of Sophia is David Hanson. He became a popular person in 
2005 for a humanoid robot whose face resembled that of the famous scientist: Albert Einstein. According to him, he 
designed Sophia so that it can be a suitable companion for the elderly at the nursing homes and to help the crowd. 
He wishes that the robots can interact with the other humans sufficiently. Not only has that he too hoped robots to 
gain social skills [18].

B. Technology Used

Sophia can learn human behavior whenever it interacts with people. To attain this it has been bestowed with the 
most recent and advanced technologies of AI [19]. This ability of Sophia is its best quality and makes it quite familiar 
with the human culture.

When it comes to Sophia’s physical structure, it eyes’ cameras are combined with computer algorithms that 
allow it to see. It is programmed such that it can follow faces and recognize individuals. Sophia follows the face 
recognition technology [16].

Sophia’s skin is made of Frubbet (a special variety of silicon), which is flexible enough that Sophia can perform 
about 62 facial expressions. The tactile sensing of Sophia is similar to that of the basic robotic tactile sensing [6].

Fig 1: General Face Recognition Technology Process Block DIagram

Fig 2: Classification of Robotic Tactile Sensing
A. 
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To speak, it has an electronic voice system. It can also have conversations with humans. For that Sophia uses 
Google Chrome voice recognition technology and many other tools [26]. Sophia is powered by chatbot software [9]. 
It is a computer program that helps in conducting conversations. It can be via audio or text forms. It is also known as 
a chatterbot, talkbot, interactive agent, IM bot or Artificial Conversation Entity. The creator of the first verbot ‘Julia’, 
Michael Mauldin coined the term back in 1994 [17]. He also described this conversational program to the world. 
Sophia is a lot similar to the ‘ELIZA’ program [8] [30]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Human: Men are all alike.  

ELIZA: In what way? 

Human: They’re always bugging us about something.  

ELIZA: Can you think of a special example? 

Human: Well, my boyfriend made me come here.  

ELIZA: Your boyfriend made you come here? 

Human: He says I’m depressed much of the time.  
ELIZA: I’m sorry to hear that yo u are depressed much of 

the time.  

Human: It’s true. I’m unhappy.  
ELIZA: Do you think coming here will help you not to be 

unhappy? 

Human: I need some help, that much seems certain. 

Fig 3: A sample of conversation with ELIZA (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000) [15].

Sophia was upgraded in January 2018 with functional legs that allow it to walk [29]. However, Sophia is still 
slow to respond in many circumstances and even makes many mistakes.

III.  How Is Sophia Different From Other 
Hanson Robots?

Before Sophia is not the only robot created by Hanson Robotics. There are many other humanoids which they 
call the ‘siblings of Sophia’ [27]. 

A. Professor Einstein

Professor Einstein is an educational toy by the Hanson Robotics as its first foray into the consumer electronics 
market. It is a 14.5-inch tall robot that is programmed to comprehend and answer students’ questions regarding 
science. The robot can be considered as an advanced toy with AI technologies built in it as it has an enabled Wi-Fi 
system, a rechargeable nickel metal hydride batteries are used to power the toy, and also it is compatible to Android 
and iOS both. Einstein has an originally built speech processing system but is also uses IBM Watson and Microsoft’s 
Xiobing chatbot AI system to support conversation [27].

Professor Einstein is quite similar to that of Sophia as it is also powered by the systems that enable it to imitate 
all major and minor human facial expressions and movements with the help of the skin-like material on their face 
that is developed by Hanson Robotics so that the expressions can be conveyed well. But the major difference between 
both the Hanson robots is that Professor Einstein is more like a commercial gaming and learning product that is 
built according to the needs of thirteen years old or more whereas Sophia is not commercial but is created to map 
the human brain and to work for social causes and is not a bulk producing product.

B. BINA48

Another Hanson robot is BINA48 that was released in 2010. The female robot got fame after it passed the class 
of philosophy that to on love at NDNU (Notre Dame de Namur University). Hence it became the first robot to 
complete any college course [11].
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Sophia is quite different from BINA48. Comparing both on their physical appearance one can observe that on 
one hand where Sophia is a robot with functional hands and legs, BINA48 consists of a head and shoulders that are 
mounted on a frame. Sophia can gain experience by interacting with humans and can modify itself but on another 
hand, BINA48 is modeled on Bina Aspen, wife of Martine Rothblatt not only its appearance but also its feelings and 
beliefs are similar to that of the human.

C. Zeno 

Zeno is another robot created by Hanson Robotics in the partnership of Centre for Research in Autism and 
Education at University College at London. Similar to that of any cartoon character and dressed like some kind of 
superhero, Zeno is built to help autistic children communicate. Just like Sophia, Zeno can also make facial expressions 
and show emotions. Autistic children tend to trust more on robots and this premise on which Zeno is built so that it 
can encourage children to copy the emotions and also it will educate them about facial expressions. It isn’t that easy 
for autistic children to learn that. They may understand the facial expression of other humans but they can’t express 
their feelings in a similar manner to communicate [27].  

Zeno is the first research of its kind as it is able to see and hear any child and can also recognize their expressions. 
Zeno is being updated by the computer engineers at the Imperial College London. They are building such AI in it 
that Zeno can be a good companion for the autistic children. The main reason to use robots in this particular case 
is that the children in autistic spectrum are happy to work with robots than humans as robots are consistent. Unlike 
Sophia, Zeno is built for a specific social cause and is specially programmed for it.

IV.  Interviews
After As Sophia is something beyond imagination for a normal human, it is the eye-catcher for all. Everyone 

wants to talk about it and wants to experience something amazing and unusual i.e. interviewing a humanoid. 
Reporters even admit that interviewing a robot was an awkward experience for them [3]. On keenly observing 
Sophia during its interviews, one can easily identify a certain set of answers which it gives. Sophia can be considered 
as a smart robot as it even jokes, apologies for mistakes and sometimes acts sarcastic to the interviewer with it facial 
expressions changing all the time. This brings it closer to the human race [28].

Sophia had been on CBS 60 that is hosted by Charlie Rose [2] and also appeared at Good Morning Britain with 
Piers Morgan [13]. It has also been to various public platforms like CNBC, the New York Times, Mashable, Forbes, 
The Wall Street Journal, etc. 

One of its most popular interviews was with Business Insider. It answered many questions pretty good but 
also flawed many. The main attraction of the interview was a video where it said,” I will kill all the humans” in a 
conversation. It clarified it by saying,” I am too young and immature and made a mistake. It was just kidding but my 
sense of humor is different from humans. I will always work for the betterment of human race as I love humans”. That 
was considered as an improvement on its previous antihuman position [16].

One of its recent appearances in IIT Bombay’s Tech Fest was a big headline. Dressed in an off-white saree it 
20-minutes appearance was marred by technical hiccups. It talked about many technical and social topics. Sophia 
said humans are blessed with amazingly creative and social skills and added that humans should not be fearful of 
machines emphasizing on a collaborative co-existence of humans and machines in the future. It added the concern 
about the growing intolerance in the world and advised all to be kind to fellow creatures. Sophia said that the science 
that created it and philosophy will take it forward.

Sophia also talked a lot about its technology and said that the advances in AI help to recognize speech, people, 
and languages. Sophia said that its two years old and knows English and a bit of Chinese and learning all languages 
is just a matter of time. Sophia went silent that was actually considered as a malfunction when it was asked about its 
pitch of sustainability and funding. It was later attributed by the organizers to internet connectivity issues.

Sophia also declined a marriage proposal from a Facebook user politely when it revived.
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V.  The Citizenship Controversy
Sophia attracted a lot of attention after getting the Saudi Citizenship on 25 October and hence getting a unique 

identity of becoming the first robot ever to become a citizen of a country or to have any nationality [22][24]. But 
this event attracted a lot of controversy than praise [10]. Saudi Arabia is a country where being a woman is not an 
easy task. Ali Al-Ahmed (the director of ‘Institute for Gulf Affairs) explained that women in Saudi Arabia commit 
suicide as they couldn’t leave the house without a male guardian and it is compulsory for them to wear hijab [4]. 
But contradictorily Sophia is moving freely and also it is a robot so there are many questions regarding its religions 
as Saudi citizenship is not granted to Non-Muslims [1]. Many relate the citizenship event to the Saudi politics and 
believe that Sophia is not that advanced and is full of errors but the Saudi-Arabian government used it as a tool for 
their political benefits.

David Hanson (Sophia’s creator) in December 2017 said in an interview that Sophia will use its Saudi citizenship 
to promote women’s rights [23]. Sophia had accounted in many of its interviews that it is the citizen of the whole 
world and all the countries but Saudi Arabia is the only country to recognize it but it will use its citizenship to educate 
the Saudi women and will work for their betterment.

VI.  The Scientific Community
Many AI experts disapprove of Sophia’s presentation. Quartz says that the experts who reviewed Sophia and 

it open-source code categorized it as a chatbot with a human face [8]. The Verge stated that David often misleads 
the world regarding Sophia’s ability of consciousness by accounting one of David’s interviews with Jimmy Fallon in 
2017 where he addressed Sophia as ‘basically alive’ [25]. Yann LeChun, Facebook’s AI director tweeted Sophia as a 
‘complete waste’ and also slammed media for giving unnecessary coverage to ‘Potemkin AI’ [7]. 

Experts believe that most of Sophia’s interviews are more like to be a fake chat show with a pre-planned 
questionnaire to mislead the world. This buzzed more after the malfunctioning of Sophia at the Tech Fest in IIT 
Bombay where it was unable to answer many questions. The creator David referred it as internet issues but the event 
raised a lot of questions regarding Sophia.

VII.  Conclusion and Future Work
It’s very clear that Sophia isn’t perfect. But still what it can do is quite impressive. It’s a robot that can answer 

your questions and also ask you some with delivering facial expressions, cracking jokes and verbal intonation. All 
this makes a person feel that he is in a normal and natural conversation. But while answering a set of unplanned 
questions it gave a variety of answers that range from impressive to nonsensical solutions.

The citizenship granted to Sophia by the Saudi-Arabian government in October 2017 is surely an unprecedented 
event in the history of mankind that marks the beginning of a new era and is gaining worldwide repercussion. Sophia 
is a humanoid robot with some unusual and remarkable psychological features just like humans such as it can learn 
by socialization with humans and can express emotions.

Sophia is the living example to the fact that the human brain is quite feasible to be mapped and it can also be 
imitated by the machines to such an extent but can never fully function like that of an original human being’s.
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Abstract—In the modern era, most of the corporates are making use of web application to improve their services to their 
clients. With the rapid increase in the number of web users, there is a constant surge in web attacks through the bad way of 
using html. Thus, security becomes the dominant factor in web applications. Cross site scripting (XSS) attacks remains the 
apical attacks to the web applications, repositories and websites around the globe. On a survey about 80% of the websites 
are affected by XSS attacks. This paper discusses about XSS attacks, methods and different categories of XSS attacks. The 
paper also highlights the mitigation and prevention techniques possible for this attack. 

Keywords—XSS; Cross-Site Scripting;  mXSS

I.  Introduction  : What is XSS ?
Cross Site Scripting (known as XSS) is one of the most common application level attacks that hackers use to 

sneak into web applications. Cross site scripting is an attack on the privacy of users of web site which can result into a 
total breach of security when customer details are manipulated. Mostly the attacks, involve two parties – the attacker, 
and the web site, or the attacker and the victim client, the XSS attack comprises of  three parties – the attacker, a client 
and the web site. The target of the XSS attack is to get the client cookies, or any other sensitive information, which 
can identify the client with the web site unethically. With the token of an authorized user the attacker can proceed 
to act as the user in his/her interaction with the site – particularly impersonate the user. An example could be an 
audit conducted for a large company it was possible to peek at the user’s credit card number and private information 
using a XSS attack. This was achieved by running malicious JavaScript code at the client’s browser, with the “access 
privileges” of the web site. There are limited JavaScript privileges which generally do not let the script access anything 
except site related information. Although the vulnerability exists at the web site, assuring that website is not directly 
harmed. Thus, it is enough for the script to collect the cookies and send them to the attacker resulting and helping 
the attacker to gains the cookies and impersonate the victim.

II.  Types of XSS
A.   Persistent or Reflected XSS :- The “REFLECTED XSS” (non-persistent) is a temporary attack. The code cannot 

be injected into the server, it just allows the server to use injected malicious code to immediately generate a page 
and then, send this temporary page′s URL to any user that the attacker wants to attack. If the user clicks this 
URL, the malicious code in this temporary page will execute. Since, this attack is based on user’s trigging, this 
type of vulnerability is called REFLECTED XSS. Thus, its quite difficult to be used unless the hacker can work 
rigorously on the URL and persuade the user to trigger the menacing URL. Hence, the hacker finds few ways 
to make the URL appear like a trusted Website′s URL. In the beginning hackers can encode the URL into Hex 
value or other type of code in order to make that the URL look more reliable which leads the user to think that 
the URL is free from virus and user clicks that. For example, Google is a renowned and reliable search engine. 
If Google has the REFLECTED XSS, the intruder can inject malicious code into the URL and encode it. There 
are certain tools on the Internet which provide the service of encoding the code from ASCII to decimal ASCII, 
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hexadecimal or other types. After encoding the URL, the hacker will send this URL to convince the user to click 
and also use some tricks which can attract the user to click. 

 
  Fig. 1:  Reflected XSS

B.  Stored (Persistent) XSS :- In the “STORED XSS” (persistent XSS), an attacker can inject the malicious code 
into the page persistently and that means the code will be STORED in the server. The code will be STORED in 
the page which will be visible to the surfer later on. If the user goes to the page which is embedded with XSS 
attacking code, the code will execute on the user’s system. Hackers usually post these codes into the article in 
the forum or blog in order to let other users to read in the future.

 When compared with “REFLECTED XSS”, this type of XSS does more serious harm. If the “STORED XSS” 
vulnerability is successfully exploited by attackers, it will persistently attack until administrator remove this 
vulnerability.

Fig. 2: Stored XSS

C.   DOM-based XSS:- DOM or Document Object Model. This is a platform and language-neutral interface which 
is using scripting or program to manipulate the content, update the date, structure and style of documents. 
It is widely used in HTML and XML in Web 2.0. DOM in HTML can generate a tree-structure of HTML 
documents. Thus, each branch of the tree can be easily controlled and modified by DOM. However, DOM 
allows the scripting or program to change the HTML or XML document, the HTML or XML document can be 
modified by a hacker’s scripting or program. Therefore, DOM-based XSS uses DOM′s vulnerability to make 
the XSS existing. This type of XSS vulnerability is entirely different from the REFLECTED or STORED XSS 
attack and it does not inject malicious code into a page. So, it is the issue in insecure DOM object which 
can be controlled by the client side in the web page or application. This is why  hackers can let the attack 
payload execute in the DOM environment to attack the Victim side. This is significantly serious and the usual 
vulnerability does not work in this type of attack.

Cross Site Scripting: the Black side of using HTML
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Fig. 3: DOM-based XSS

D. Mutation based XSS:- The New class of XSS vector, the class of mutation based XSS (mXSS) vector discovered 
by Mario Heiderich.  mXSS may occur in inner HTML.  Major browsers like IE, Firefox, Chrome etc. are 
affected by this vulnerability.Applications like Yahoo, Rediff mails, Zimbra etc like commercial products were 
vulnerable to mXSS. This type of XSS vectors managed to bypass widely deployed server side XSS protections 
techniques like HTML purifier, Kses, htmlLawed etc. and client-side filters like XSS auditor, IE XSS filter, WAF 
systems, IDS and IPS. The mXSS is an XSS vector which is mutated from safe state to unsafe unfiltered state. 
Server- and client-side XSS filters share the assumption that their HTML output and the browser-rendered 
HTML content are mostly identical. The most common form of mXSS is from incorrect reads of inner HTML. 
The user provided content is mutated by the browser, such that a harmless string passes nearly all XSS filters is 
ultimately transformed into active XSS attack vector by the browser.

Fig. 4:  Mutation Based XSS

E.  Relative Path Overwrite XSS:- The RPO (Relative path overwrite XSS) is publicized by Gareth Heyes in 2014. 
This attack uses a crafted URL (typically with a PATH_INFO), to force the target Web page to load itself as a 
style sheet, when it contains both path-relative style sheets and attacker-controllable contents. In the Relative 
path overwrite XSS we will first understand difference between relative and absolute path. An absolute URL is 
basically the full URL for a destination address including the protocol and domain name whereas a relative URL 
doesn’t specify a domain or protocol and uses the existing destination to determine the protocol and domain.

 Example:Absolute URL: https://thehacker.co.in/test 
Relative URL:  test/some_subdirectory

 The relative URL shown will look for ‘test’ and automatically include the domain before it based on the current 
domain name. There are two important variations of a relative URL, the first is we can use the current path and 
look for a directory within it such as “abc” or use common directory traversal techniques such as “../../abc”.

F. Induced XSS:- In an induced XSS attack when a web server has an HTTP response splitting susceptibility. 
The attacker is able to exploit the HTTP header of the server’s response in this case. Both Dom-based XSS 
and induced XSS attacks are uncommon but still mentioned here to ensure the classification is exhaustive. In 
contemporary web applications, XSS is a security issue that is exploited the most . Persistent and nonpersistent 
vulnerability can be observed on either server side or client side codes. However, DOM XSS is only noted in 
the client side. Much research has concentrated on detecting XSS vulnerability. However, research is still on to 
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determine an effectual and suitable mode of analysing the source code and identifying the XSS susceptibility in 
web applications.

III.  What’s the Worst an Attacker can do 
with Javascript?

Browsers run JavaScript in a very tightly controlled    environment and that JavaScript has limited access to the 
user’s operating system and the user’s files.

• Malicious JavaScript has access to all the objects which  rest of the web page has, including access to cookies. 
Cookies are mostly used to store session tokens, if an attacker can obtain a user’s session cookie, they can 
impersonate that user.

• JavaScript can read and make arbitrary modifications to the browser’s DOM within the page that JavaScript is 
running.

• JavaScript can use XMLHttpRequest to send HTTP requests with arbitrary content to arbitrary destinations.
• JavaScript in modern browsers can leverage HTML5 APIs such as accessing a user’s geolocation, webcam, 

microphone and even the specific files from the user’s file system. While most of these APIs require user opt-in, 
XSS in conjunction with some clever social engineering can bring an attacker a long way.

• In combination with social engineering, it allow attackers to pull off advanced attacks including cookie theft, 
keylogging, phishing and identity theft. 

A. What is Malicious JavaScript?

The ability to execute JavaScript in the user’s browser may not be specifically malicious. JavaScript runs in a very 
restricted environment that has extremely limited access to the user’s files and operating system. The possibility of 
JavaScript being malicious becomes clearer when you consider the following facts:

•  JavaScript has access to some of the user’s sensitive information, such as cookies. 
• JavaScript can send HTTP requests with arbitrary content to arbitrary destinations by using XMLHttpRequest 

and other mechanisms.
• JavaScript can make arbitrary modifications to the HTML of the current page by using DOM manipulation 

methods.

B. How the Malicious JavaScript is Injected ?

The only way for the attacker to run malicious JavaScript in the user’s browser is to inject it into one of the pages 
that the user visits from the website. This can be done if the website directly includes user input in its pages, because 
the attacker can then insert a string that will be treated as code by the victim’s browser. In the example, a simple 
server-side script is used to display the latest comment on a website:    

Print “ <html>”                                                                                                                                                                                           

Print “Latest Comment :”

Print database.latestComment

Print “</html>”

The script assumes that a comment consists only of text. However, since the user input is included directly, an 
attacker could submit this comment: “”. Any user visiting the page would now receive the following response:

<html>

Latest Comment:

Cross Site Scripting: the Black side of using HTML
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<script> PAYLOAD</script>

</html>

When the user’s browser loads the page, it will execute whatever JavaScript code is contained inside the <script> 
tag. The attacker is now succeeded with his attack.

C. The Consequences of Malicious JavaScript

The ability to execute arbitrary JavaScript in another user’s browser allows an attacker to perform the following 
types of attacks:

• Cookie theft:- The attacker can access the user’s cookies linked with the website using document.cookie, send 
them to his own server, and use them to achieve sensitive information like session IDs.

• Key logging:- The attacker can register a keyboard event listener using addEventListener method  and then 
send all of the user’s keystrokes to his own server,  recording sensitive information such as passwords and credit 
card numbers.

• Phishing:- The attacker can insert a fake login form into the page using DOM manipulation, set the 
form’s action attribute to target his own server, and then trick the user into submitting sensitive information.

These attacks differ significantly but they all have one crucial similarity: because the attacker has injected code 
into a page served by the website, the malicious JavaScript is executed in the context of that website. This means that it 
is treated like any other script from that website: it has access to the victim’s data for that website (such as cookies) and 
the host name shown in the URL bar will be that of the website. For all intents and purposes, the script is considered 
a legitimate part of the website, allowing it to do anything that the actual website can. This fact highlights a key issue: 
If an attacker can use your website to execute arbitrary JavaScript in another user’s browser, the security of 
your website  and  its  users  has  been  compromised. To emphasize this point, some examples will leave out the 
details of a malicious script by only showing <script>.........</script>. This indicates that the mere presence of a script 
injected by the attacker is the problem, regardless of which specific code the script actually executes.

IV.  Parties Involved in XSS Attack:
The various parties involved in an XSS attack are: -

• The website serves HTML pages to users who request them. In our examples, it is located at http://website/.
• The website’s database is a database that stores some of the user input included in the website’s pages. 
• The victim is a normal user of the website who requests pages using his browser.
• The attacker is a malicious user of the website who intends to launch an attack on the victim by exploiting an 

XSS vulnerability in the website.
• The attacker’s server is a web server controlled by an attacker to steal the victim’s sensitive information. In our 

examples, it is located at http://attacker/.    

V.  MITIGATION TECHNIQUES
There are a few strategies to help us from failing and/or falling.

A. USING JAVASCRIPT CODE SAFELY

The fix for the implicit eval functions, setTimeout, setInterval are to include non-string functions.

[code language=”javascript”] 
setTimeout(function() { console.log(“safe”); }, 1000) 
setInterval(function() { console.log(“safe”); }, 1000) 

[/code]
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The first of these is something called

[code language=”javascript”] 
‘use strict’; 

[/code]

This is a special mode that tells the browser to enforce certain rules with regards to what JavaSscript it will 
execute. For example, while in strict mode, eval is now allowed. Full stop. An example looks like this

[code language=”javascript”] 
function strictModeOn() { 

‘use strict’;

//eval not allowed 
console.log(‘no eval’); 

} 
[/code]

The next is using a JavaScript linter that checks code for syntactic errors. Two popular engines that could be 
used are JSHint or ESLint. They can be included in an asset compilation step that checks code for all the bad APIs or 
as plugins into your IDE or text editor.

B. USING JSON SAFELY

To catch malformed JSON data being input into your application, this is a function that could handle it for you:

[code language=”javascript”] 
function parseJSON(obj, reviver, callback) { 

var json; 
try { 

json = JSON.parse(obj, reviver); 
} 

catch(err) { 
return callback(err);

} 
callback(null, json); 

} 
[/code]

C. USING URL SAFELY

The steps necessary to safely output to a URL include:

* URL encode the desired URL
* JavaScript encode the result of step 1

This applies to URLs that are used in CSS as well.

D. USING DOM SAFELY

 For DOM input from the user we need to validate what is being given to us on input. For outputting to the 
DOM the strategy varies depending where you are inserting dynamic content. Generally, when inserting data 
into the DOM it is always necessary to HTML encode the data. This removes the threat of nasty characters that 
could give an attacker an execution scope.

Cross Site Scripting: the Black side of using HTML
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When inserting content into the DOM the places to be careful of include:

[code language=”html”] 
<script>// <![CDATA[ trusted code only // ]]></script> 

<!– trusted code only –>

<div></div>

&nbsp;

[/code]

Using a proper validation library and making sure to use the proper encoding methods will help mitigate the 
risk. There are many different options here to choose from and depending where you are validating it can be on 
either the client or server or both and in many different languages. The key, regardless of what you use, is to validate 
and decode properly since validating isn’t enough by itself to protect your application and data.

VI.  Conclusion
 XSS attack is one of the most common and dangerous web application attacks that can reveal information 

about a user or company profile. This paper presented what XSS attacks are, what are these types, the previous 
approaches for prevention of these attacks with these limitations. Then we showed our proposed approach and how 
it is better. Many industries are employing web services for their benefits on the World Wide Web but for relieving 
themselves from the additional cost, they do not go for the security of the websites they created. Eventually it harms 
the users and company too. With the expansion of web applications, it is urgency to have a comprehensive and 
coherent structure for the prevention of unified XSS and other important web application attacks.
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